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THE WAGES QUESTION. 

I CHAPTER I. 
WAQEB A QUESTION IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH. 

A L L  the questions of Political Economy may, both con- 
veniently and appopriatdy, be grouped  under four titles, 
namely, the Production, the Distribution, the Exchange, 
and the Consumption of Wealth. All wealth has, of come, 
to be produced, in the first place ; and, moreover, it is pro- 
duced to be consumed, and €or this  end alone. Production 
and Consumption, therefore, are concerned with the entire 
BUIII of wealth. 

All wealth, however, is not exchanged';  nor is all 

1 Not only is not, but could not  be. I say this  to meet the  sugges 
tion that wealth,  though  actually not exchanged, is yet  always sub 
ject  to  exchange  in the sense that, if that  particular form of wealth 
were to rise, or some possible  substitute for it in use  were to fall 
markedly in price,  exchange Fould  then  take place, 80 that such 
wealth  should  still be regarded as within the domain of exchange. 
But  the  state of facts  assumed is not  real. No matter  how  much rice 
might  advance, or other food decline in price, no human  power  could 
take  all  the crop out of India and bring  back  a  food-substitute to the 
people,  even  were  it Liebig's extract,  The whole  transportation  system 
of India,  reinforced by the revenues of the British Government, broke 
down under  the effort, in 18784, to dietribute to the people of certain 
district8 of India an amount of rice equivalent to but a small portion 
of their  wunl crop, "he railroads and w a t e r a m e s  of the United 
Bbtee could not take all the crops from the fa- where  they  were 
raised 
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wealth distributed. Exchange and  Distribution,  therefore, 
have not to deal with the entire sum of wealth. Nor ie 
&at part of wealth which is excluded from Exchange 
identical with that which is excluded from Distribution. 
Vast amounts of wealth are exchanged which are not 
distributed ; vast amounts are distributed which are not 
exchanged. 

The term  Production of Wealth does not need, for our 
present purposes, to  be defined. 

Consmnption, in the economical sense, is  the use of 
wealth. The actual destruction of wealth thereby may be 
total or partial, rapid or slow, according to the  nature of 
the material and the object to which it is directed. The 
Consumption begins when the use begins. 

'6 That almost all that  is produced is destroyed, is  true ; 
but we can not admit that it is produced for  the purpose of 
being destroyed. It is produced for  the purpose of being 
made use  of. Its destruction is an incident to its use ; not 
only not intended, but., as far as possible, avoided."' 

Wedth is exchanged, in the meaning of the political 
economist, when the producer and the consumer of it are 
different persons ; and this, whether m e r e n t  persons have 
united in  the production of it  or not. 

On the other hand, wealth nlust be  distributed  when dif- 
ferent persons (having separate legal  interests) unite in 
production ; and this, whether the product is to be ex- 
changed or not. 

In  illustration of the  latter case, let us suppose that a 
dozen persons unite in a  fishing  venture, on equal or unequal 
&ares. Upon their return  the  product is distributed-that 
is, divided into shares-among them. It may  be that each 
of the producers will desire all  the fish thus  falling to his 
share for his o m  immediate consumption, or  to  be salted 
down for winter use : then  none of the product will be 
exchanged, though  all of it hm been  subject to distribution. 

N. W. =or, Pol. &on., p. 64, 
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Or, again, 8ome  of the fishermen may desire to 8ell the 
whole, others portions only, of their h h ,  in order to pur 
chase articles more adapted to  their necessities : then we 
should have a product distributed wholly and exchanged 
itl part. 

In illustration of. the  former me, let us take a Emall far- 
mer, in  the American sense of that term,’ a peasant pro- 
prietor in  the phrase of Europe, cultivating his land by his 
own labor and that of his minor children, and perhaps of 
his wife as well. The product here is not distributed, 
because it is all his,’ the children and, for that matter, 
the wife, having no separate interests legally, and  the 
avails of their labor going entire  to the  father and husband. 
The product, therefore, not being divisible into shares rep- 
resenting the claims of different producers, Distribution ie 
not concemed at all with it ; yet a part of it, or the whole, 
may  be exchanged. If the farm mere situated in one of our 
Northeastern States, and the product were chiefly pork, 
corn, potatoes, and garden regetables, the greater  part 
would presumably go to the support of the family, and but 
little would  be exchanged for  other articles. If, on the 

‘I When we speak of an American farmer, we generally  mean one 
who is tho  absolute  owner of the  land  and every thing on it.”-T. 
Bedgwick, Pol. Ecoo., p. 54. 
’ It  may  be  said that  the  father  and husband is bound, both morally 

and  legally, to support his wife  and  children  out of the  product; 
and that  the subsistence thus derived by them  constitutes,  in effect, 
their wages. To this  it will be eufRcient  to anawer, first, that the 
amount  and  character of that subeistence  are not determined  by con- 
tract  between the parties, as in  the case of what  may  properly be 
called wages, but, within  the  limits of the  mere  support of life, are 
wholly at  the will and  discretion of the  head of the family,  having no 
relation to what  other  persons,  rendering  the  same  character  and 
amount of service, may be  receiving  next door : and, eremd, which 
settles the question, that  the  head of the  family is equally  bound to 
aupply  subsistence  whether the wife  and  children  labnr or not. In  the 
ORBB of children too young to labor, or of an invalid  wife, the o b l i p  
tian of the head of the family,  in reqect to subsist en^^, is pcisefy 
the eame. 
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other hand, it were situated in one of the  Southern sea- 
b& sbks,  and the product were cotton, the whole of it, 
though not distributed, would be exchanged, being sold to 
pmhase breadstuffs, clothing, West-India goods, etc. 

the Exchange and the  Distributionof  Wealth may 
be, wording to subject and circumstance, either  simple 
and obvious, or effected through most complicated and 
roundabout processes. Thus, Exchange  may take place in 
the  form of direct barter between two neighbors, each 
giving some of what he has for some of what  he  wants ; 
or it may involve the services of railroad, steamship, and 
Ocean telegraph, with the mediation of importers, jobbers, 
wholesalers, and retailers. 

In  like manner, Distribution may take  the form of a sim- 
ple division of a product into two or three equal shares ; or 
i t  may involve the partition of the annual avails of a factory 
among five hundred persons having claims upon the pro- 
duct, in shares varying from  that of the nine-year-old 
“half-timer,” working under the Factory acts, to  that of 
the employer or the owner of the mill. 

The distinction which I have sought here  to  illustrate 
between the Exchange and the  Distribution of Wealth is 
not of importance in the general theory of political econ- 
omy only, but  it is of immediate application to  the pro- 
blem of Wages. I shall seek to show1 that  the  fact  that 
a large portion of the wealth produced is not  distributed, 
while yet it is exchanged, may have a powerful influence on 
the condition of those classes who  produce  distributed 
wealth. In  my opinion, one can no more  explain all  the 
phenomena of distribution without reference to  the  fact 
of a vast undistributed product, than one could explain the 
movement of the Gulf Stream  without reference to  the 
colder waters through which and over which it flows. 

I P. 230. 
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WAGES A QUESTlDiV OF DIBTBIBUTIOX 1 

These brief remarks upon the scope of the four depart- 
ments of Political Economy will be wfticiently connected 
with the special topic of this work by the remiirk that the 
question of Wages is a question in  the Distribution of 
Wealth. 

Now it is clear that in  treating of the Production of 
Wealth we need to distinguish industrial f&&; and 
this  the systematic writers have done with great success, 
and we have the  laws of production developed early in  the 
history of economical investigation with  great complete- 
ness, little being left  to be added by later writers. 

But is it not equally clear that  in treating of the Distri- 
bution of Wealth, we need to distinguish industrial C h 8 e 8 ,  
recognizing industrial functions only as they serve to 
characterize such  classes ? This  the systematic writers in 
economics have generally failed to do ; and I venture to 
think  there is in  this the explanation of the little progress 
made towards the  settlement of the important questions in 
this department of the 06' Ilence. 

Thus the political economist, having shown, by mrefnl 
analysis and apt illustration, the parts  taken  in production 
by labor and by capital, carries t.he  same  classification for- 
ward into Distribution, and speaks of the shares of the pro- 
duct received by labor and by capital respectively. Now 
it does not follow at all, as a matter of course, that because 
labor and capital perform parts which can be clearly &is- 
tinguished in production, they will receive separate shares 
in the distribution of the product. That will depend on 
whether these functions are or are not united in  the same 
persons. In  the distribution of wealth, shares go to per- 
sons,  who may be grouped in larger or smaller classes, hav- 
ing less or more in common. So  far as the function per- 
formed in production may  eerve to characterize the 
indwtrial claes, 80 far  the function may be  recognized in 
treating the questions of Distribution, but only 80 far. 
Beyond thk it becomes as idle to refer in distribution to 
functions performed in production aa it would be to seek 

i 
i 
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to identify  the members of the body engaged in a certain 
kind of labor, and  undertake to show the  parts of the pro- 
duce which go severally to  the hand, the eye, and  the foot. 
It is true  that we find men laboring, generally at  reduced 
wages, who have lost one or both hands, one or both eyes, 
one or both feet ; and  the economist may, by judicious in- 
quiry, satisfy himself how much these unfortunate persons 
10% in wages by their several infirmities. But  this would 
not be  held  to justify  the extension of such an analysis or 
dissection to the vastly greater  number of sound laborem, 
and  the erection of a system of distribution based on the 
respective contributions of the several parts of the undivi- 
ded body to  the work of production. 

Now, as matter of fact,  although  labor is a  function in 
production which is always separable in idea from  the work 
of capital, the instances where capital is furnished  by one 
person and labor performed wholly by a different person 
are, if we look over the world, fewer'  by  far  than those in 
which capital is furnished more or less by. those  who  per- 
form  the labor, and in which labor is performed more or 
less by those who furnish the capital. I n  other words, it 
is not the rule, but the exception, that one or  the  other  in- 
dustrial  function shall characterize the industrial person or 
class, just as, notwithstanding all the effects of malicious 
and accidental injury,  the  number of those who preserve 
all their organs and members exceeds the  number of the 
maimed, the halt,  and the blind. 

Yet  the great body of systematic writers in political 
economy have carried the classification which resulted 
from  their analysis of the processes of production over, 
without change, into  the discussion of the questions of 
distribution ; and having found labor  and capital the two 
agents in production,  have proceeded to speak of the remune- 
ration of labor  and the remuneration of capital, as if labor 

Chapter XII. 

t 
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and capital did in fact receive s h m .  always distinct in 
the diatriHntion of wealth. 

Now it is easy to show that  the  term Labor, according to 
this use of it, includes the  part in industry of five  classes 
of persons clearly separable in economical idea, and gene- 
rally to be distinguished clearly in life, pamely : lst,  the 
class  who work for themselves, by themselves, either on ‘ 
their own land  (the (‘peasant proprietor” of Europe, and 
the American ‘(farmer”) or in mechanical trades. This’ 
class may consume their own products entire,’ or exchange 
them in a  greater or less degree, but  in either case there is 
no distribution. 2d, the tenant occupier of land, like the 
cottar of Ireland or the ryot of India, who  receives the 
whole produce, subject only to the deduction of rent for 
the natural powers of the soil. 3d, the class of persons 
working for  hire (e. g., domestic servants, soldiers, clergy- 
men) who are paid out of the revenue of their employers, 
and are  not employed with any referenee to the protita of 
production. 4th, the class of persons working for hire, 
whether in agriculture, in trade, or in mechanical pursuits, 
who are paid out of the product of their industry, and  are 
employed with reference to  the profits of production. 

1 Throughout  the  present  discussion I shall  waive all question of 
the amount  derived by the government  from  taxation. Whether 
taxes be, as Professor  Senior  claims  (Pol. Econ., p. 1825), ‘ I  a  form 01 
expenditure,”  and  hence  only  cognizable in the  department of Con- 
sumption,  it  is not  needful to decide  here. Suffice it to say that 
even  though  government  were to be regarded  as,  in  a  certain  sense, a 
partner  in  the production of wealth,  and a sharer  in ita distribution, 
yet,  inasmuch  as  government  always enters by force and Carrie6 
away ita part,  determining for itself alike how  much  it  will take  and 
to what use it will apply  what  it takes, political economy can know 
nothing of it. As the  laws  are  silent amid arms, e ~ ~ ~ m i c a l  science 
bow6 before the  tax-gatherer.  Whether government  shall take much 
o? little for  its  own  purpoaw out of the  wealth  that  has been p m  
d a d  is the business, not of the economist, but of the statesman. 
The methods and  subjects of b a t i o n  do  come within the fieldof pol% 
cal economy, but  it is only beesuse they sfieot the production of future 
wealth, ita dbtribution, it9 exchange, 
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5th) the employers themselves, in BO far aa they personally 
eonduct  and control buainess operations, their remuneration 
being styled the “ wages of supervision and management.” 

Now  to  the remuneration of each of these five classes the 
economists generally, as I have said, apply the  term ‘Wages, 
although only the third and fourth classes do in fact receive 
a remuneration for  their services diatinct from  that which 
they receive for  the  me of their capital ; being  therefore 
the only classes which receive ((wages”  in  the ordinary 
meaning of that word ; and although, in  the second place, 
clmses 4 and 5 thus grouped have interests as strongly 
opposed as human  interests can well become. 

The explanation of such a classifkation would fairly 
seem to  be that which has been indicated, namely, that 
economists have assumed as of course that  the industrial 
functions which they distinguish in  the production of 
wealth will necessarily characterize the industrial classes 
interested in  the distribution of wealth. Otherwise it 
would .scarcely be .possible that a classification should 
be seriously proposed, for  the solution of the problems of 
distribution, which groups  together employer and em- 
ployed; the peasant proprietor, the tenant occupier, and 
the hired agricultural hand ; the  nawy and the railroad 
king ; the day-laborer and the domestic servant with a 
Stewart,, an Astor, and a Rothschild. 

It  is,true  that labor, in a certain sense of that word, is 
common to these and all.other classes in production ; and 
this  fact of itself ought  to  be enough to show that  it is not 
labor which should be  taken to distingnish classes in dis- 
tribution. It is not  what these classes have in common, 
but those things by which they differ from each other, * 

which ,should be made the means of characterizing them 
aa cliimants  to  the product of industry. 

It might fairly  be expected that  after insisting thus 
peremptorily that  the question of Wages is a question in the 
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Distribntion of Wealth,  and  that, in diFtribntion, not in. 
dustria1 functions, but industrial claws, should  be  consider- 
ed, one would in a treatise on Wages at once  proceed to 
state the problem of distribution, and to define the wages 
class a5 8 party thereto. But,  on  the contrary, I shall be 
obliged to  take up and explain with much particularity 
certain principles of Production and Population which 
can not safely be  assumed for our present purposes,  and 
also to deal at some length with a current theory respect- 
ing  the remuneration of labor, which squarely blocks tho 
way to a philosophy of Wages, 



CHAPTER rr. 
NOMJNAL AND REAL WAQES. 

A DISTINCTION which  needs to be apprehended with great 
clearness and held strongly in the mind, throughout all 
diemssion of Wages, is that between Kominal and  Real 
Wages. 

Real Wages are the remuneration of the hired laborer as 
reduced to the necessaries,  comforts, or luxuries of life. 
These are what the laborer works for ; these we truly his 
wages. The money he receives under his contract with 
hi8 employer is only a. means to that end ; sometimes, as it 
proves, a most delusive means. If, as is the case with  the 
great  majarity of his class, he spends every week or every 
month hie entire earnings, he can  see for himself, no 
matter how little given to reflection, that his wages are not 
his  money, but what his  money brings. If, again, he is 
frugal and forehanded enough to save a portion of his 
wages, and hoard it  up or put it out at interest, it is still 
true, though not perhaps so evident, that this portion of 
his wages  also means, in some near or distant future, (' food, 
clothing, lodging, and firing" to himself or to  his family. 
The habitual miser, the person  who  loves  money for  its 
own sake, is one of the most exceptional of human beings, 
the victim, doubtless, of a distinct form of disease as truly 
aa the subject of alcoholism. 

But this reduction of Nominal to Real Wages is not an 
easy matter. '( No one," says Mr. G. R. Porter in his Pro- 
,pea of the Nation, " unless he shall have made the at- 

* 
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tempt to obtain information of this kind, can be a w m  
of the difficulties  opposed to his success." 
Red may differ from Nominal Wages by reason of : 
1st. Variations in the purchasepower of  money. 
2d. Varieties in the form of payment. 
3d. Opportunities for extra earnings. 
4th. The greater or less regularity of employment. 
5th. The longer or shorter duration of the laboring 

power. 
I shall consider these caused in  the order in which 

they are here given. 
I. The purchase-power of money  may vary by reamn 

of changes in  the supply of, or in  the demand for, money. 
First, of changes in the supply of money. 

(a) ChangH of Coinage.-If a given amount of 
gold or silver be rendered into a greater number of 
coins than formerly, it  is evident that each  coin will 
purchase fewer commodities. Now when it is stated 
that  the English cLpound " of today contains less 
than one third the standard silver it contained in 1300 
~ . ~ . - - 1 2  oz. of English silver coin metal being now 
rendered into 66 shillings, whereas a shilling' is nomi- 
nally the twentieth part of a (' pound ""and that  the 
French l iae  of 1789 contained  less than one sixty-sixth 
part of the silver implied in its name, the importance of 

To the  considerations  enumerated  must be added,  as Mr. Ward 
has  shown,  still  another,  in the case of laborers  working by th N e .  
" When piece-work is done,  you have to consider  not  only  the  price 
per piece paid,  but also the conditions, a8 of machinery,  etc. Thus the 
Hyde Bpinners in 1824 struck because they  were  getting less per piece 
than others, though all  the time  they  were, by reason of improved 
machinery,  actually ming more per day."-Workmen and Wages, 

' The shilling in America  suffered a still harder fate-twenty " York 
shilliigd' having  the  value of but $2.50, and 20 New-England  shil- 
lings the value of $3.33. In Pennsylvania  the '' dollar" wag, at dfler- 
ent dates,  worth 4s. M. ; 68. : 68 8d. ; 68. ; 68. Bd. ; 78. ; 78. 6d."col- 
well's W y e  and Meane of Payment, p; 9% 

p, 23. 
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this discrimination in historical comparisons of wages be,. 
cornea manifest. 

Even  in comparison of contemporary wages, care has often 
to be  taken lest coins of the same name but of m e r i n g  
value be confounded. Thus, in the United States, the 
York shilling  (eight  to a dollar) and the New-England 
shilling (six to a dollar) were until recently liable to be 
taken  for each other  in calculation of prices. In  the mme 
way the English  penny diff  era from  the penny in use in the 
island of Jersey, of which i t  takes thirteen to  make a shil- 
ling. 

(b) Chaages in the amoun t  of the precious metah in 
circuZation.-The history of the production of gold and 
silver is a history of often intermitted and always highly 
spasmodic activity. Thus  in  the year 800 there is sup- 
posed to have been on hand gold and silver to  the value, as 
expressed in American  gold coin, of $1,~90,000,000. 
Between that  date  and 1492, the  date of the discovery of 
America, with its vast reserves of mined and resources of 
unmined treasure, the estimated product was  $345,000,000. 
Between 1492 and 1803 the product is given as $5,820,- 
700,000 ; between 1803  and 1848, as $2,484,000,000 ; b e  
tween 1848 and 1868, as $3,571,000,000. The effect upon 
prices wrought by such wholesale changes in  the volume of 
the precious metals has long been discussed, and with 
great fulness, by economical writers, as influencing the 
wages of labor, producing a wide divergence between  real 
and nominal wages in comparison of different periods ; 
but we owe to Prof. Cairnes' the demonstration that  this 
came is also influential in creating disturbances in contem- 
porary wages, the effect upon prices being produced very 
irregulsrly as between countries, and as between different 
c l e s  of commodities in  the same country. 

(c) Bhctuations in t h  paper mbstituta fw coin.-A 
paper currency purporting to be convertible into coin, but in 

i 

Essays on the @old Question, l&?-60. 

i 
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fact issued, in reliance on the doctrine bf chances, in con- 
siderable excess of the amount of gold and silver held for 
ita redemption, will undergo far more sudden and violent 
changes than would be  possible with a gold and silver cur- 
rency, or a paper currency based, dollar for dollar, upon 
the precious metals. The reason  is that, as the  excm 
of circulation over the specie basis  consists of credit, and 
not of value, it is governed, both in expansion and in con- 
traction, by  the condition of credit, and not by the laws of 
value, as a value currency would be. It costs  twice a~ 
much labor to raise two thousand ounces of gold from the 
mine as to  raise one thousand ounces. I t  costsno more to 
engrave, print,  and sign a thousand two-dollar than a thou- 
sand one-dollar bills. Since, then, a paper circulation may 
be increased without labor, all such currencies have shown 
a strong tendency to increase under every speculative im- 
pulse in trade, the currency allowing prices to advance, and 
the advance of prices, in  turn, quickening the speculative 
impulse, and thus creating new demands for additional cur- 
rency. When, however, prices have been carried to  their 
height, and the market begins to  feel the effects of highly- 
stimulated foreign importations, while for  the same r e w n  
the specie  basis of an already dangerously inflated circula- 
tion begins to  be  drawn upon to pay for  the goods thus 
brought in, the contraction of the currency will be even 
more sudden and  extreme thae was the expansion. Not a 
gold dollar can be taken away unless something is given 
for  it ; a bank-bill has cost nothing : it will cost nothing to 
replace it. I t  may therefore  be destroyed without loss to 
the bank. 

But while a wide divergence between Nominal  and 
Real  Wages  may  be created by the alternate expan- 
sions and contractions of a currency issued on the doctrine 
of chances in excesa of its specie basis, the disturbances 
hereby introduced into wages are  slight compared with 
those caused  by the issue of inconvertible government pa- 
per. Thus we find Washington writing, during the Rev& 

1 
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Intion, that it took a wagon-load of money to buy a wagon- 
load of provisions. The money of which he  thus wrote 
wm the famous ‘( Continental  currency.” The  depmia- 
tion of this currency had been  rapid.  March lst, 1778, 
$1 in coin would purchase $1.75 in paper;  Sept.  lst, 
1778, $4 ; March let, 1779, $10 ; Sept. lst, 1779, $18 ; 
March 18th, 1780, $40 ; Dee. lst, 1780, $100 ; May lst, 

The printing-press  had  nearly  fulfilled the prediction  of 
John  Adams, in making ‘( money as plenty,  and of coume 
as cheap,  as  oak-leaves.”l Mr. Jefferson  says’ that  the 
paper continued to circulate  in the  Southern  States till it 
had fallen  to $1000 for $1. We are  familiar  with the 
prices at which the necessaries of life $ere purchased  in 
currency  thus  depreciated : ‘( Bohea  tea,  forty-five  dollars ; 
salt-which used to be sold for  a shilling  a bushel-forty 
dollars  a  bushel,  and, in some of the States,  two  hundred 
dollars at times ; linens, forty dollars  a  yard ; ironmongery 
of all sorts, one hundred  and  twenty for one.”’ 

I have  before  me the public  records of the second pre- 
cinct of the township of Brookfield, Massachusetts, for  this 
period. On  the 23d May, 1776, a “ gospel  minister ” was 
called, the  terms of settlement  being as follows : (( Voted 
and  granted  the sum of 270 the two  &st  years each aa w- 
lary,  and  the  third  year  to  rise to 280 per annum during  his 
ministry.” The succeeding  votes show the effects of the 
currency  inflation : Dec. 3 4  1778, ‘‘ Voted  and  granted  the 
m m  of S220  to  the Rev. Mr.  Appleton,  to  be assessed on 
the polls  and  estates  within  this  precinct, in addition to 
the  former  grant of 280 for  the present  year.” Oct. 2lst, 
1779, ‘(Voted and  granted  the sum of 2720 to  the  Rev. 
Mr. Appleton, in addition to his  stated  salary of 280.” 
A@ 3d, 1780, (( Voted that the 2.220 granted Dee. 3d, 
1178, shall go for  the preceding year. Voted  that  the 2720 
granted  Oct.  2lst,  1779, be so far reconsidered  as that  the 

1781, $200-500. 

1 Works, ir. as3. ‘Works, k. 249. a Work of J. A b ,  vil. 199. 
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mme shall be  for  the preceding  instead of ‘the ensuing year. 
Then voted and  graoted the sum of 32420 in addition to 
his stated salary, to be assessed on the polls and estates 
within this precinct, for  the support of the Rev. Mr. A p  
pleton  from October, 1779, to October, 1780.” 

Second. The purchase-power of money may vary by 
reason of changes in  the demand for money. The s u p  
ply of money is  the amount which is offered for  all other 
commodities ; the demand for money is  the amount of all 
other commodities offered for it. Eggs  in  the  Highlands 
were cheap in Dr. Johnson’s day, (( not because eggs were 
plenty, but because pence were few.” Whether it be the 
plentifulnes; cf eggs or  the fewness of pence which deter- 
mines the price, the historian of wages is bound to ascer- 
tain. 

It is manifest that  the annual  production of commodities 
will increase with  the efficiency of labor and capital, and 
that this increase is from age to age very great ; also, that 
the longer this annual production is sustained the  greater 
will  be the accumulation of commodities, the results of 
past production.. 

Two practical remarks remain to be made, in  the  nature 
of warning, to those who undertake the difficult task of 
instituting such comparisons of wages as are referred to 
above. 

The first relates to  the effect of local prices.. The com- 
modities into which the laborer desires to render  his money 

, wages, bear prices differing greatly in localities not  far re- 
moved from each other. The mere paswge from city to coun. 
try often produces a marked distinction in the prices of the 
first necessaries of life ; while, where more considerable 
distances intervene, the differences in local prices are  often 
suBcient to effect a substantial ‘equality between nominal 
wages widely divergent, or to  greatly exaggerate apparent 
differences. Thus a mechanic living in some portions of 
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Vermont, away from a railroad, ean buy food for his fam- 
ily at prices which would sound like a dream to a town 
mechanic. Indeed some of the most expensive luxuries of 
the city, to which professional men scarce  aspire, sweet 
cream, fresh  fruits,  and new-laid eggs, are within easy 
reach of hie means. The more substantial articles of diet, 
meats, grains, and vegetables, cost one half, or one third 
perhaps, what they do in a city market. Would he build 
a house 8 The main material costs little ; the land less. 
Does he lease a cottage ? His  rent is not one fourth what 
his city cousin pays for perhaps squalid and unwholesome 
quarters. 

But,  it may  be asked, is not the country mechanic at a 
disadvantage in respect to all the commodities, whether 
manufactured articles or the products of agriculture, which 
are brought  from abroad ; and does not this disadvantage 
go far to  counterbalance the advantages enumerated ? It 
can not be questioned that a loss is suffered on this ac- 
count ; but it is much less than  the gain by  reason of two 
causes : first, the greater share of his  expenditures are  for 
articles produced near by ; second, those which are brought 
from abroad are, almost without exception, markedly in- 
ferior in bulk  to those which are supplied by the domestic 
market, and hence their price is less enhanced by transporta- 
tion. He saTea upon his meats and  grains  and vegetables, 
his fuel, md the timber for his house, the  freight of those 
nrticles to a  market ; he pays the  freight from  market upon 
groceries and spices ; upon clothes and shoes ; upon nails 
and putty and glass, 

My second warning  relates to  the liability of error in 
comparison of wages due to the great diversity which ex- 
ists in the articles consumed by the wages class in dif- 
ferent places and  at  different times. Even in  the lowest 
condition of life  the laborer's expenditure is upon several 
irrticles which are necessary to his subsistence, while in 
countries where nature is more liberal or  art has greatly 
diverdied human industry, the laborer indulges in a con- 
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siderable variety of expenditure& NO&, not only is it 
trne that some of these  articles may rise in price while 
others remain stationary, or even decline-or if all rise, yet 
each rises in a degree peculiar to itself, and so an average 
becomes difficult to reach, particularly in  the absence of 
ample and authentic statistics of retail  trade, scarcely any- 
where attainable-but those articles which  make up the sub- 
sistence of workingmen are consumed  by them in very vari- 
ous proportions, rendering it necessary, in estimating the 
comparative wages of two periods, to have regard not only to 
the advance or decline in price of each such article, but also 
to the amount thereof entering  into consumption, inasmuch 
as a large advance upon some commodity which the la- 
borer uses but  rarely and  in very  limited amounts may 
affect his well-being far less than a moderate rise in 
another commodity of prime necessity. 

This it is which makes it SO d%cdt  to compare wages at 
different periods in  the  United States. The habits of the 
people vary and have varied so greatly  in respect to dress 
and diet, not to speak of other things, as to make it almost 
impossible to secure a statement which will be accepted by 
all candid parties to a controversy as to  the quantities 
of each principal article of consumption, which shall 
represent the expenditure of the average workman's fam- 
ily ; and unless a statement of quantities can be accepted 
as approximately correct, it can afford only a vague ides 
to secure even a precise statement of the prices of the sev- 
eral articles. 

11. Nominal and  Real Wages may differ, secondly, by 
reason of varieties in  the form of payment. 

Wages are, to a very  large  extent, though reckoned in 
money, not paid in money.' I n  agriculture, the world 

'Even when  wages  are  paid in money, there are two methods by 
which  their  real value to the laborer  may be reduced in addition to all 
the causes mentioned  under the precading  head. These are, first, the 
PmetiOe of " long-pays," by which the workmen ia held a long time 
oat of his %gee, and obliged to paroha%e goods meanwhile on credit, 

i 

i 
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over, full payment in money is highly exceptional  where : 
it is not wholly  unknown. In England  the money wagea 
in general  far exceed the estimated  value of all the  other f 
forms of payment, and rarely  constitute less than one half 
the nominal wages. In Scotland,  except in  the neighbor- 

). 

hood of large towns, payment  in  kind  is very  general, 
while ‘( in some parts of the highlands little money passes 
at all  between  employer  and  employed.”l I n  Germany’ 1 
the report of the  recent commission of the  Agricultural 
Congress  proves the custom of payments in kind to prevail 
in every  province  from  East  Prussia  to Alsace. In  France’ ’&* 

this custom prevails to a  greater  or less extent  in nearly all f 
departments. I n  the  United  States board  to the unmar- 4 
ried  laborer is perhaps the  rule ; while in  the South, at $ 

‘t 
least, the payment in  kind generally  includes the subsist- ,$ 

ence of the laborer  and  his  family,  and, to  a considerable B 
@ 

extent,  other necessaries of life. -). 

? 

2, 

J 

on ruinous  terms.  This is sometimes  necessary in new  countries : but 
in old  countries it is  often  resorted  to needlessly,  and  forms one of the 
standing  grievances of the  laboring class. The second is the  practice 
of “ truck,”  by  which the workman,  though  perhaps  for form’s  sake 
paid  in money, is compelled, under  fear of discharge,  to  purchase 
goods at  the employer’s store. The effects of the  latter practice on the 
welfare of the  laboring classes will be discussed fully  at a  later  stage 

1 Fourth  Report, Commission on the  Ehployment of Women and 
Children  in  Agriculture, p. 110. “ Part payment  in food still  prevails 
extensively  in Wales.”-Frederick Purdy,  Statistical  Journal,  xxiv. 
329. 

(PP. 3 M ) .  

a Die Lage  der  llindlichen  Arbeiter. 
“ The  married farm-servants,” says Mr. Petre in  his Report of 1870 

op the Condition of the InduRtrial  Classes of Prnssia (p. SO), “ are  called 
‘ Deputatan,’ or persons receiving an allowance  in  kind, to distinguish 
them  from  other  farm-servants who all take their  meals  together  at 
the farm. The ‘ Deputaten ’ receive in  addition to their wages  a cer- 
tain allowadca of corn, potatoes,  etc. ~i%primitinopractice is, htnmtw, 
g r a . d d y  giving way to the eyetem of paydng fuU wagen dn money.“ 

‘ I ‘  In the  departments Bouches du €&he,  Gad,  and Gironde it is 
not customary to pay in kind. In some, this description of payment 
does not amount to more than 10 franca (a year). In aome, it 8ur- 
paaaeeinmht? t?u a8nmn.t ofmoneypayment.”-lord Brabazon’s Report 
on the Condition of the Industrial Classee of France, 1872, p. 42. 

F 
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In the VW~OUS branches of mechanical labor money pay- 
ment is more usual, though Mr. Seymour Tremenheere, in 
his visits to  the  United  States prior  to 1850, found the 
practice of paying wages partly  in commodities quite  gen- 
end ;1 and in England money payments have only been 
secured by vigorous legislation and  great vigilance in ad- 
ministration.  Mr. Herries reports’ that  in  the sulphur- 
mining districts of Italy (( stores exist, under  the direction 
of the administration,  where the persons employed are pre  
vided with oil, wine, and bread, and  other necessaries, under 
the  tally ’ or ‘ truck ’ system.” 

Payment of the wages of mechanical labor otherwise than 
in  the coin of the realm is  forbidden  in  Germany by the Jn- 
dustrial Code of 1869. I n  France  the artisan classes have 
always resented payment  in commodities with a peculiar 
jealousy. 

The multitudinous forms of payment  other  than  in 
money may  be  rudely  grouped  for  our present some- 
what casual purpose as (1) rent,  where cottages or tene- 
ments  are provided for  the laborer and his family  by  the 
employer, whether  in  agricultural  or  in mechanical indus 
try ; (2) board, mainly confined to unmarried  laborers ; 
(3) allowances, such as  definite  quantities of various kinds 
of food, drink,  or  fuel ; (4) what we may call, in distinction 
from No. 5 ,  perquisites, such as the  hauling of the labor- 
er‘s coal or peat by  the employer’s teams, the  keep of a 
COW, the  opportunity to take flour at miller’s prices ;’ 

Report on the Payment of Wages Bill (1854), pp. 103-5. 
* Report on the Condition of the Industrial  Classes of Italy, 1871, p. 

281. 
* In Devonshire  and elsewhere  a ‘‘ g-riBtcorn” perquisite is recog- 

nized, by which the laborer is allowed to have grain at a fixed  price 
per bushel, whatever the market rate. The amount 80 allowed to be 
taken ranges from two or three pecb to a bushel  every  fortnight.- 
Heath’s English Peasantry,  pp. 95, 96, 140,141. 
“ In some  counties, as Doraet, the farmer  paps part of his men’s 

wages in corn at 1 shilling per  buahel below  the market price.”- 
Mr. Purdy, Btat. Jonmsl, xxiv. 3%. 
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(5) privileges, like the gleaning of fields or the keeping a 
Pig. 
Thus Mr. T. Scott, of Roxburghshire, allows his work- 

men a free house and  garden ; food (say 4 weeks) in har- 
vest; carriage of coal ; permission to keep a pig, and  the 
keep of a cow ; 100 stones of oatmeal, 21 bushels of bar- 
ley, 6 bushela of peas, 1600 yards of potatoes, 6 tom of 
coal at pit prices, $5 in money, in addition to  extra earn- 
ings  at harvest.1 Another  farmer gives his two plough- 
men 327 and 226 severally per annum, free cottages 
and gardens, 64~ bolls of meal, 3 bolls of potatoes, and 
‘‘ drives” their coal. Another  in  the highland part of 
Lanarkshire  gives $18 annually, the keep of a cow, liberty 
to  keep a pig, 65 stones of oatmeal, and 16  cwt. of pota- 
toes. He  places the total value of money wages,  allowances, 
etc., at  from 235 to $40.’ From  the above it will readily 
be seen how diBcult  and how nearly impossible it is to re- 
duce such various conditions to  the uniform expression 
necessary for comparison. The ‘X (  board ” furnished  may 
vary from  the generous  living characteristic of Cumber- 
land and Westmoreland’ in England, and of the  United 
States generally, to  the barest and coarsest subsistence 
allowed in less favored regions. The cottages thus given 
rent  free may be (( model cottages” or  they may be of the 
character’ described in so many  English official reports, 
early and recent, with reference to which the  Earl of 
Shaftesbury said, (‘ Dirt and disrepair such as  ordinary 

Fourth  Report (1870) Commissionon the Emplopent of Women 
and Children in Agriculture, p. 58. 
’ Ibid., p. 110. a See Mr. Tremenheere’s  Report for 1869. 
‘The Hon. Edward Stanhope, Assistant  Commissioner, say6 of the 

cottages in  Shropshire : ‘ I  The  point especially deserving of attention in 
this county is the infamom oha7aoter of the cottages. In the majority 
of the parishes I visited  they may be describe& as tumbledown and 
ruinous, not water-tight,  very  de5cient in bedroom  accommodations  and 
in decent sanitary arrangementa.”-Report on the Emplopent of 
Women  and Children in Agriculture, 1868-9, p. xxxiv. 

! 
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folks can form no notion of, darkness that may be felt, 
odors that may be handled, faintness that can hardly be 
resisted, hold despotic rule in these dens of despair.”l 111 
respect to the other allowances, perquisites, and prideges, 
as we have classed them, which go 60 largely to make up 
the wages of the laborer in agriculture in all countries, 
there is perhaps not  quite so great range as in the board  or 
cottage rent furnished ; yet differences in the quality of 
the articles allowed, or  in their adaptation to the wants of 
the laborer, or in  the generosity with which traditional or 
stipulated privileges are  interpreted, may still go far  to 
contract or expand the apparent wages. Thus Mr. Heath 
in his work, “ The English Peasantry,” charges that the 
hauling of turf for the laborer’s fuel is often a delusion 
and  a snare, the turf when cut and piled up on the moors fre- 
quently being spoiled by the rain before the farmer finds 
it convenient to  lend the horse and cart ;’ also that the 
oft-cited “ grist-corn” perquisite is of little or of no value 
to the laborer, the corn for this purpose being frequently 
taken  from the ‘( rakings” of the field.’ It is upon the 
cider allowance, however, that Mr. Heath expends the main 
force of his indignation, and he quote0 with effect the tes- 
timony of Mr. Austin, one of the Assistant Poor-Law Com- 
missionera of 1813, as to  the very inferior  quality of the 
article supplied by the farmers of the western counties 
6‘ under the ironical name of cider.”‘ 

The ‘‘ cow” and the (( pig” as elements of wages de- 
serve a brief mention. It will be noted that we have 
placed them  under different heads in our classification. 
The entire ‘( keep” of the cow is furnished by the employ- 
er over whose land she grazes ; the food of the pig, on the 
other hand, is supposed to be furnished by the laborer him- 
self, though a  natural  doubt on that point leads many e m  

Address as Preeident Br, bc. Sc. h c i a t i o n ,  1666. Transeo 
tions, p. 9. 
SP. 94. ’ P. 96, of. 140,141. ‘ Pp.55,M), 88,87. 
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ployers to T f w  this highly valued privilege.‘ For. 
merly,” said Mr. Inglis, writing of the peasants’ rent in Ire 
land in 1834, (‘ the pig was sufticient for this ; but  the  market 
has 80 fallen that something is wanted besides the pig to 
make up the rent.”’ I n  England Mr. Heath ass@ the 
pig 8 somewhat different function. It is at once ‘( to  the 
farm laborer a kind of savings-bank, in which he  puts  the 
few scraps he can  save out of his scanty fare,”’ and also (‘a 
kind of surety with the  petty village tradesman. Poor 
Hodge could get no credit if he  had  not some such secu- 
rity aa a pig aifords.”’ 

The keep of a cow is of course a much larger concession 
from  the employer, and is proportionally rare. Sir Bald- 
wyn  Leighton declares it  to be not less than ‘( the solution 
of the whole question of the agricultural  laborer.”b The 
net weekly profit Sir Baldwyn estimates at 5 or 6 shil- 
lings, the  entre labor  being  performed by  the wife and 
younger children. It will, of course, be urged that such a 
concession would amount simply to a proportionate reduc- 
tion of money wagee. This is a question which  we shall 
perhaps be in a better position to discuss hereafter. The 
concession of (( cow-land ” is only  mentioned here as one 
of the many ways in which, even in wealthy communities, 
laborers in agriculture are still paid, rendering it a work of 
extreme difllculty to reduce the wages prevailing in differ- 
ent sections to any thing  like equal terms. 

III. Nominal and  Real  Wages  may  further m e r  by 
reason of opportunities for extra  earnings in some occupa- 
tions and in some localities. 

It has been said that  the  true measure of wages is to  be 

“ In  Dnmfriesshire even the keeping of a pig is often prohibited 
on the ground that it aEords inducements to little acts of peculation.” 
Fourth Report (1870) on the  Employment of Women and Children in 
Agrhlture, p. 85. 

* 4 Journey throughout  Ireland (4th ed.), p.  371. 
‘English Peasantry, p. 113. ‘bid., p. 115. 
8oc. Bc. Tranesctions, 1872, pp. XW3. 
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found not in the money received, but ‘ i n  the amount of the 
necessaries, comforts, and luxuries of life which that money 
will purchase. But it often happens that  the amount of 
money receivea  ~y the laborer as wages does not express 
the sum of his own earnings, while, again, the resources of 
the family-which, rather  than  the individual, ought to be 
the  unit of income as it is of expenditure-may be, in many 
caseR, largely  augmented by  the earnings of other members. 
Such  opportunities  vary  greatly as among localities and  as 
among occupations, and hence we may find a substantial 
equality of family income where a great difference in 
wages apparently exists ; or, in  other cases, the apparent 
difference may  be  much enhanced through  the operation of 
the mme cause. 

A n  example of the first means of adding to real wages 
is  found in the  Allotment system, which already prevails to 
a considerable extent  in  England  and has been highly ap- 
proved by economists of reputation ; I  though  there  are not 
wanting those who argue  that this is merely  another means 
of reducing  money wages. By the  Allotment system the 
laborer is enabled  to rent a piece of ground  large enough 
to employ him  for  but a  portion of his time, with  a view 
to  its being  carefully  worked by spade culture as  a  garden. 

An example of the second mean8 of adding to real wages 
is given by  Prof. Senior  when he says, “ The earnings of 
the wife and children’ of many  a Manchester weaver or 

1 H. Fawwtt, Pol. Econ., pp. 264,255. W. T. Thornton On Over 
Population, chap. viii. 
The Commissioners  of 1843 reported strongly in favor Of the illlot- 

ment system ; they declared  that it did not  tend to reduce wages, but 
that all the  proceeds of the land thus cultivated constituted “ Clear 
addition to wages.’’ 

On the other side, Mr. Mill, in his Principles of Pol. Eeon., Wrote, 
“The scheme, as it seems to me, mud be either nugatory or mi% 
chievons.”-I. 441,442. 

9 me industrial  disadvantggea  of the employment  of  married W0- 
men in fmhriee  will be spoken of hereafter. To their full extent, 
wh&ver that may be, the superiority claimed by Prof- s d o r  for fie 
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epimer exceed or equal those of himself. Those of the 
wife and children of an agricultural laborer, or of a carpen- 
ter or a coal-heaver, are generally unimportant-while the 
husband in each CW receives 15 shillings a week, the 
weekly income of ‘the one family may be 30 shillings, and 
that of the  other only 17 or 18 shillings.”’ The income 
of the family, it  is evident, therefore, should be  taken as 
the  unit in  estimating wages. 

IV. No consideration is more needful  to  be observed 
in the reduction of Nominal to Real Wages  than that of 
the greater or lese regularity of employment ; yet none is 
more neglected, not only in comparison of the remunera- 
tion of labor in different occupations and localities, but 
also in a still more important use of the statistics of 
wages, namely, the comparison of different periods to 
ascertain whether  strikes  and  trades unions have been 
really successful in advancing the condition of the working 
classes. I t  is not unusual to see the  fact of an in- 
crease of wages in certain occupations following a threat- 
ened or accomplished strike, put forward as proof positive 
of the efficiency  of this  instrumentality,  without the ques- 
tion being raised whether the certainty and continuity of 
work may not  have been affected injuriously in conse- 
quence. P e t  it is clear that a nominal increase of wages 
may be  offset by irregularity of employment BO as not only 

apinner or weaver  must  be  discounted. Again, so far  as  the employ. 
ment of the  female  head of the family in outside  labor, or of very 
young  children in any sort of labor,  tends to reduce health  and 
strength or to shorten  life,  this  must be set off against  the  advantage 
of increased  present  earnings, in accordance with the principles to be 
noted  in the paragraphs  which  immediately  follow. 

Lectures on Wages, pp. 8-9. 
It is not  only true  that  the opportunities  for extra earnings vary 

greatly au between  different  occupations, as shown by Prof. Senior‘s 
illustration,  but such  opportunities  vary  greatly  within the =me occu- 
pation in different  localities. Thus Mr. Purdy’s tables of Irish 
agricultural wages  show that  the “harvest wages” for men range 
from 2 shillings 6d. a week above  ordinary  wages, all the way up to 
11 ehilling~.-Staii~tiCsl J o d ,  XXV. 44850. 
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'to render t h e   d v m c e  nugatory, but,  through the influence 
on the laborer's habit8 of industry,  temperance, and frugal- 
ity, to make  the change  highly pernicious. The neglect to 
make account of the regularity of employment is probably 
due  not to  want of candor in argument,  but to the lack of 
a  popular  recognition of the vital  importance of this con- 
sideration. Yet  it  ought to be evident  to the earliest 
writer on comparative wages that  the  true time-unit is  not 
less than  the  entire year. The hourly, daily, or weekly 
rate of payment is but one  factor of wages ; the number 
of hours, days, and  weeks  throughout the year  for which 
that  rate of wages can be  obtained is the other. 

Varying  regularity of employment is due  to (1) the na- 
ture of the individual occupation, (2) the force of the sea- 
sons, (3) social  causes, (4) industrial causes of a  general 
character. 

I n  agriculture, for example, we find the  6rst two causes 
operating  to  produce  great  variations  in  the  monthly  rate 
of wages. I t  is not  alone the difference of  sea8ons which 
makes  agricultural  wages so irregular ;' it is in  part  the 

'This  irregularity  may  be  greater  or  less according to climate 
or the character of the crops.  Some  crops  require far more  days of 
labor  in  the  year  than  others. Some countries are locked in frost  half 
the  year ; in others  the  ground opens early  and  freezes  late. " In the 
countries on the Danube,  these  operations are  spread over  aeven 
months ; in  the countries on the  north of the Volga they  must be con. 
cluded in four  months.'-Heam's  Plutology, pp. 74,75. An English 
farmer is ploughing  while a New-England farmer is hauling wood on 
the ice and snow. Mr. Purdy's valuable  tables  (Statistical Jour- 
nal, xxiv. 352,353) show that  February is the worst  month  for  employ- 
ment in agriculture in England ; August, the best. 

Mr. Purdy  gives a table  which  he deems fairly  representative, ex- 
hibiting  the divisions of agricultural  wages between the seaeons a8 
followe : 

Paid for Labor : 
First  quarter . . . . . . .  18.9 
Second " . . . . . . . .  
Third '' 

22.1 

Fourth " 
. . . . . . . 3 8 .  6 . . . . . . .  m.4 

100.0 
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astare of the optione involved. After  the seed hae 
been planted, time mu& be given it to grow, and this 
would be 80 even if there  were no winter. So in  thefiah- 
eries it is not stress of weather  alone which obliges the 
laborer to lie  idle  portions of the year, but  in  part  the re- 
productive  necessities of the fish. I n  other instances it is 
the force of the wens alone  which  makes  employment 
irregular, aa for example in  the brickmaking,‘  quarrying, 
carpentering, house-painting,  and sundry other  out-door 
tradoS. 

The 1068  of time  from sickness, as shown by the statis- 
tics of friendly  societies  and by other evidence, varies 
greatly  in  different localities  and occupation6 : an  element 
that crtn not  properly be excluded  from the discussion of 
comparative wages, as such sickness  involves  not only 
low of labor,  but also, generally, a positive  expense for at- 
tendance  and medicine. 

The following  table  from  Mr.  Alex.  Glen  Finlaison’s r e  
port (1853) on sickness and  mortality  in  friendly societies, 
shows the experience of certain  large  groups of occupa- 
tions in this respect : 

poaure to the 
Without ex- 

weather. 

Days lo&. 
6.48 
6.00 
6.01 
6.20 
7. IS 

10.48 
8.08 

13.65 
17.18 
243.22 

weather. weather. 

Days lost. 
6.00 
6.78 
5.85 
5.84 
7.20 

10.0s 
7.48 

10.66 
ll.% 
18.16 

D y e  lort. 
6.71 

7.45 
7.06 

8.08 
9.87 
12.16 

20.36 
16.08 

26.99 

6 83 

Days loat. 
7.16 

7.69 
7.4 

8.04 
9.40 
10.78 

14.83 
12.58 

21.78 , 
31 .55 

In brickmaking, in England, it ie estimated that men can be em- 
ployed but 45 weeks in the year, in consequence of rain and frost. In 
the Northern States of America the failure of employment ia for P 

much b q p r  period. 
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What we call ~ i a l  causes in mh5ction of employ. 
ment  include the habits of a community rbspecting festiv- 
itiee and religions observances.’ Tauban estimated the 
loss of labor in France from fhte days and Sundays at 90 
days in the year. In mme Catholic countries the holidays 
more or less scrupulously observed exceed, including Sun. 
day, one hundred.  Among the LIindoos they  are said  to 
conaume nearly half the year. It is doubtless true  that 
poverty sometimes joins with supemtition’ in imposing 
excessive fasts, and the want of work may account for 
the readiness with which a population surrenders itself 
to celebrating the virtues of a saint; yet  there can  be 
no doubt  that  a  force not industrial  operates in some 
countries in reduction of the number of days of labor. 
A very common multiplier  taken in England and the 
United  States in reckoning annual  earnings is 300 ; yet 
there can  be little  doubt  that  this is an exaggeration. 

But  there are also industrial c a m s  of a  general  nature 

Mr.  Lecky remarks of holidays in Catholic  countriee : ‘‘ The num- 
ber  that  are compulsory has been grossly exaggerated.”-Eibtorg of 
Ratiomlism, ii. 323. 

Diplomatic  and  consular  reports to the British  Government  give 
perhaps  the moat recent  and  exact  information on the  subject of holi- 
days in  the Qreek  Church. 

Consul Calvert mports from Monhstir  that, reckoning Sundape, 
there  are more than one hundred  days  in  the  year  when  the Christiav 
voluntarily cease work (1870, p. 244). Consul Stuart  states  the  number 
of days besides  Sundays  which the  Eastern Church  attempts to with- , 
draw  from  labor at 48. Formerly,  he WAYS, the  number was greater ; 
but  the opposition of the working  classes to the loss of 80 much  time 
has mused a reduction in this respect,  which  will  doubtless  proceed 
further (1871, p 780) Mr. Gould  gives the number of working days 
in areece  as 266 (1870, p. 500). Consul  Sandwith  gives the number of 
f6te days in Crete88 30 (1872, p. 882). Consul  Egerton Wtes that  in 
Russia “besides Sundayya there  are about 24 holidaya in the yea?, 
when no work is allowed. &me are eainta’ days; others, state holi- 
days’’ (1873, p 111). 

‘Wibbon, chap. xlvii., of the  Jmbitee, whose five annual Lente 
the historinn ie dieposed to re@ ra an instance of ‘‘ making a .virtae 
of Wcemitq.’’ 
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which of late yeam are operating more and more to intm 
rapt the continuity of production and render employment 
precarious. These causes, though  general in their origin, 
do yet &e& localities and occupations very diversely, in- 
troducing thus a new element of great difficulty into  the 
problem of wages. Thus  there is no m n  from the  nature 
of the operations involved, why cotton-apinning should not 
proceed equably through all the months of the year, but in 
fact  the demands of modern  trade  require  that periods of 
heavy  production  shall  alternate  with periods of dulness 
and depression.’ In the same way the aggregation of vast 
numbers of workmen into  factories  for the manufacture of 
boots and shoes hasl introduced  an  irregularity  into that 
branch of manufacture which did  not  exist when it was 
confined to the small shop where the master worked Kith  an 
apprentice and perhaps a journeyman,  and made goods for 
a w e l l d e h d  and permanent body of customers. 

Among the industrial causes which introduce  this dis- 
turbance  into  the employment of labor must of course be 
included strikes  and lock-outs. Dr. John Watts has fur- 
nished some very  instructive computations as to the first 
cost of strikes.  Thus, assuming five per cent addition to 
existing wages to be the matter  in  dispute between the 
employer and the laborer,  he shows that $? the strih 
SucCeecEe its results  will be, roughly  speaking, as follows 

‘Mr. Dudley  Baxter, epeaking of the operatives in this branch of 
tndustry,  wrote : “ We all know their periodical  distresses. It may be 
wid that  these were  accidents.  They are not mere  accidents,  but  inci- 
dents-natural incidents of our manufactnring economy. They are 
Bure to recur  under d ie ren t  forms, either from gluts, or strikea,  or  war, 
and  they must be allowed for in cornputstiomof  eanings.”--National 
Income, p. 46. 
“In 1829 tlle weavers of Lancashire  and  Cheshire  were  earning, 

at best,  from 48. W. to 6.9. per week, when at work.  The moat 
favored  had to wait a week or two between  one piece of work and  the 
qext ; and  about a fourth of the whole number were out of employ 
altogether.”-Marttnetineen, History of England, iii. 187. 

9 Btatiatical Journal, sriv. 501. I have sought to show  elsewhere 
@. 391, n.) that dl the time oocupied by a utrike in not necessarily lo& 
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'' The strike of the London buildera in 1859 was for 10 
per cent of time or its equivalent, 10 per cent of wqes ; 
and as it lasted 26 weeks,  would, if successful, hare re- 
quired lo+ years of continuous work at  the extra rate to 
make up  the loss of wages sacrificed. The amount in die 
pute between the weavers of Colne and their employers 
did not average more than 3+ per cent, and had the strike 
been successful, would have required more than 28 yeam 
continuous employment at  the advance to make up  the 
amount of wages lost, by which time the lost wages  would, 
at 5 per cent (interest), have quadrupled." This Colne 
strike lasted 50 weeks ; the great Preston strike, 38 weeks ; 
the P a h  strike, 29 weeks. 

Computations like these do not of themselves show that 
strikes can not advantage the working classes, but they do 
show the necessity of taking such elements into account in 
reducing nominal to real wages. 

The joint effect of all the cau8es enumerated as  affect- 
ing the regularity of employment is veT considerable. 
Prof. Leone Levi, in his treatise on Wages,' estimates the 
lost time of all the persons returned as pursuing gainful 
occupations in England  to be 4 weeks in  the year, and 
deems this loss  covered by the exclusion of all persons 
over 60 years of age, leaving those below employed full 
time. To this Mr. Dudley Baxter, in his admirable 
work on (' National Income,"' rejoins that if this were 

uld be no able-bodied paupers in England. 
Mr. there Baxte If goes forward  to show the inadequacy of 
Prof. LeVi'S estimate in terms which I shall do well to 
quote : 

6' I will take a good average instance (and a very Iarge 

'P. I. ' Pp. 41,48. 

"' 
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one) of the way in which wages am earned in the bnilding 
trades. Thrss trades form a whole; and include carpen- 
ters, bricklayers, masons, plasterem, painters, and plumbers, 
and number in  England  and Wales about 387,000 men 
above twenty years of age. It is only the best men, work- 
ing with the best masters, that are always sure of full time. 
These  trades work on the hour system, introduced at  the 
instance of the  men themselves, but a system of great 
precariousness of employment. The large masters give 
regular wages to  their good workmen, but  the smaller mas- 
ters, especially at  the east end of London, engage a large 
proportion of their hands only for  the job, and then  at 
once pay them off. All masters Then work grows slack 
immediately discharge the inferior hands and the unsteady 
men-of  whom there are but too many among clever work- 
men-and do not  take  them on again until work revives. 
I n  bad times there are always a large number  out of em- 
ployment. In  prosperity much time is lost by keeping 
Saint Monday and by  occasional strikes. Let us turn  to 
another  great branch of industry, the agricultural labor- 
ers, whose numbers are : men, 650,000 ; boys, 190,000 ; wo- 
men, 126,000 ; and girls, 36,000. Continuous employment 
has largely increased since the new Poor Law of 1834, and 
good farmers now employ their  men regularly. But  in 
many places such is not the custom. Near Broadstairs, in 
Kent, I was told that,  on an average, laborers were only 
employed 40 weeks in the year. Mr.  Purdy’s figures of 
the  inhence of the seasons on agricultural employment 
&ow that  the wages paid in  the second quarter of, the year, 
on a large estate in Notts, were 20 per  cent more than in 
the first quarter. I n  the harvest quarter they were more 
than double. H e  also mentions the signifi& fact that 
the pauperism of the five most agrarian divisions of Eng- 
land is greater in February than in August by 425,000 
against 370,000, or 55,000 persons. These 55,000 repre- 
Bent a great prevalence of the custom of turning off labor- 
em at  the alack season. So that even so far  as the men 
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axe concerned, there must evidently be a large deduction 
for time out of work  But when we  come to boys and WO. 
men, the case is still stronger. 1 found in Kent and other 
places that boys’ and women’s employment is very irregu- 
lar, and that  they are not at work more than half their 
time ; in fact, they are only employed as supernumeraries to 
the men, and only taken  on at busy times.” 
V. Still  further, Nominal and Real Wages may  be made 

to differ through the longer or shorter duration of the 
power to labor. 

We have seen that  it  is not  what the laborer obtains for 
a single day of the week or a single month of the year 
which h e s  his real remuneration, but that regularity of 
employment from  month to month and quarter to quarter 
is a most important element in  the wages problem. But 
neither is it what the workman receives in a single year or 
in a term of years which alone can determine the question 
of high or low wages. We need, besides, to know the to- 
p1 duration of his laboring power, that we  may  be able to 
compare the term of his productive with that of his unpro- 
ductive life. 

It is evident, supposing two persons begin to labor 
productively at fifteen years of age, and continue actively 
at work, with the eame rate of nominal wages, until  death, 
that  the one receives a higher real remuneration who lives 
the longer, since the cost of his maintenance during the 
first 15 years of helpless life must, in any philosophical 
view of the subject, be charged upon his  wages’ during 

I The cost, at  contract  prices, of raising an orphan c h i d  to the age 
’ of 11, is computed by Mr. Chadwick (Matistical Journal, xxv. 506) at 
8130, or the value of a team  of  four  first-class  farm-horses. 

The -me eminent  authority  estimates  the  average loss of working 
ability, by premature deaths  from Ppezrmtible caue8 ,  to be at least 10 
years  (Stat.  Journal, xxviii. 26). 

I‘ In the production  of  deadmachinery.” Dr. Edward  Jarvis, “ the 
coat of all that  are  broken  in the making is charged to the cost of all 
which are  completed. , . . . So, in estimating  the cost of raiaing 
children to mmhood,it is newwry to include the number of years 
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his period of labor, It is true  that the expense ww, in 
fact, borne by hie psrente, while he will himself bear the 
cost of the maintenance, in childhood, of his own offspring ; 
but no one wiIl, I believe, question that, in the economical 
8ew, the support of  each generation of laborers should be 
charged against its own wagee,’ just as trdy as that a far- 
mer, in solving the question whether a cow dying at a 
certain age had paid for herself, would set against the pro- 
ceeda of the sales of her milk or butter  the expense of 
rearing her. 

If this principle of estimating the wages of a  lifetime 
be accepted as just, its great practical importance will not 
be denied. 

And first in comparison of nations. 
In a paper on the Political Economy of Health, Dr. 

Edward Jarvis has given some  most instructive tables 
which can not be better introduced than in  the language 
of the British Poor-LaF Commissioners of 1842 :’ ‘( The 
strength of a people does not depend on the absolute num: 
ber of its population, but on the relative number of those 
who are of the age and strength to labor.” 

The following table’  shows the number of years spent 
under 20 for every 100 persons attaining that age : 

C O r n Y .  1 YWS Bpent under 10. I Per cent of 1 0 ~ 8 .  

I -I “ 

Norway. ................ 
Sweden. ................. 2142 

2192 En land.. ............... 2182 

U n L  Btattes.. ........... 2251 
Frsnoe ................... 

2514 Ireland. ................. 2327 

7.1 
9 . 1  
9.6 

12.65 
16.35 
25.70 

that have been lived by those  that fell by the way with the  years 
of those that pwe successfully  through  the  period of development.”- 
Reprt Masmchnsette  Board of Health, 1874, p. 340. 

“‘ h ealaire d’un ouvrier  doit comprendre . . . .  I’amortisse- 
ment dn capital  employ6  par sea parenta, avec lequel il peut  slimenter 
Bon enfant qni le remplacera M jour dam la uoci6t&”Jos. Qamier, 
Traitti &conomie Politique, p. 463. 
’ P. 184. * Report Mass. State Board of Health, 1874, pp. 841,842, 
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+in, the Life Tables of the seqeral States show the 
average number of years lived after the age of 20 to be a 
follows : 

COUNTRY. Yim. 

I / /  I 
Norway.. ........... 39.61 !England.. ......... 

39.84 Sweden. ............ 58.10 France. ............ 35.55 - 

Hanover.. .......... ! 35.81 11 United States (Males) 37.46 Ireland. ........... 28.88 

‘( Thus the productive e5ciency  fell short of its fdnem‘ 
20.70 per cent in Norway; 23.7 per cent in Sweden ; 
25.08 per cent in the United States; 23.38 per cent in 
Germany; 28.9 per cent in  England; 34.3 per cent in 
France, and 42.24 per cent in Ireland.” 

Again Dr. Jarvis says, “Having  the number that are 
lost in  the maturing period and the number of years they 
have lived, and also the number that die in the effective 
stage and the duration of their labors, it is easy to draw 
a comparison between them  and show the cost, in years, of 
creating and maturing human powe< and the  return it 
makes in labor in compenmtion. By this double  measure- 
ment of life in its incompleteness and in  its fulneae it is 
found that  for every 1000 years expended in the  develop 
ing period upon all that are born, both those who die and 
those  who survive the period from birth to 20, the m e  
qucnt Idoring ami! productive years are;  In Norway, 
1881 years; in Sweden, 1149 years; in England, 1688 
years; in  the United States, 1664 years ; in France, 1398 
years ; and in Ireland, 1148 years.” 

But it is not only between the populations of distinct 
countries that such  differences in  the duration of the 
economic force appear. Important diflerences in this re- 
Bpect are shown by mortuary statistics to exist between 
occupations. Thus the exceeaive mortality of the ‘( dusty 
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traded’ has long been the subject of scient& and official 
inquiry. The highly injurious effects upon the lungs of 
the  dust of cottun and ihx mingled with ‘‘ China clay” 
and other poisonous ingredients, producing a haze in  the 
atmosphere of some factories, and rising in a palpable cloud 
in others, have been thoroughly investigated and exposed 
by Dm. Hirt’ and Buchanan.’ In  the (( dry-grinding” of 
the metals, the deadly infiuences are even more positive.’ 
The following description of the  steeldust in a needle-fac- 
tory will s d c e  for our present puqjose of illustration. 
“ I smelt the  dust  from one such manufactory before I was 
within 70 or 80 yards of it, and though in  an open field ; 
and I could see the dust floating away like a cloud. It 
not only covers the roof and windows  on which it settles 
with a brown rusty coat, till in time the glass becomes o b  
scured almost as if it were painted,  but so corrodes them 
as to make the slates and even the glass crumble away. 
The dust collects in  the flues which carry it from the 
stove in large black stalactite-like lumps. Two such were 
given me, weighing over two pounds each.”‘ 

Mining may be given as an instance of an occupation 
where nominal wages must  be heavily discounted by rea. 
son of its destructive effects  on human life. When  it is 
remembered that in addition to the  great liability  to  fatal 
accident,h theamount of carbonic acid gas, which in  nature 

Erankheiten der  Arbeiter. 
Returns to the order of the House of Commons, 13th May, 1872. 

* See the evidence collected by Mr. Jellinger Symons under  the Eng. 
lish Commission of 1841 ; also, Dr. Greenhow’s report in 1860, in the 
Third Report of the Medical Oftlcer of the Privy Council. 

‘Report of Mr. J. E. White, Asst. Commr.  Employment of Women 
and Children, 1866. 

* S i  Thomaa Ebzley’s report  for 1870 &tea the number  of deaths 
from sccidenta in collieries and  ironstone  mines at 991. In the mme 
year 373 persona were killed in worb under the Factory acts ; 1378 
were 80 injured  that amputation w88 required, while the l e w r  inju- 
ries isotad up 18,8ae. 

En France, w accidents mnt besump plw raree, et l’exploitation 
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is 300-350 in 1,000,000, and does. not ordinarily exceed 
3000 in the st- atmosphere of factories and work&ops, 
often goes up to 20,000 in the air of mines,’ the  exwe 
sive mortality  within this occupation will not  be  a  matter 
of wonder. Dr. Scott A.llison fomd  the average age of 
the living male heads of families of the collier population 
at  Tranent, so far as the same could be ascertained, to be 
34 years, while the average age of the living male heads of 
the agricultural  families was nearly 52 years. Dr. Allison 
expressed the belief that these proportions would  serve aa 
fair indications of the relative conditions of the different 
populations.’ 

‘( So considerable,” says Dr. Neison, in a recent paper,’ 
‘6 is the influence of occupation that  the mortality in one 
avocation exceeds that of another by as much as 239 per 
cent.” 

Thus taking  the period of life 25 to  65, Dr. Neison finds 
the mean mortality in  the clerical profession to be 1.12 per 
cent ; in  the legal, 1.57 ; in the medical, 1.81. In domestic 
service the mortality  among  gardeners was but -93 ; among 
grooms, 1.26 ; among servants, 1.67; among coachmen, 
1.84. The effect of out-door exposure in all  kinds of weather 
is here shown alike in  the case of the physician and the 
coachman. Of several branches of manufacture, the paper 
manufacture showed a mean mortality of 1.45 ; the  tin 
manufacture, of 1.61 ; the iron manufacture, of 1.75 ; the 
glass manufacture, of 1.83; the copper manufacture, of 
2.16 ; the lead manufacture, of 2.24 ; the earthenware man- 
ufacture‘ of 2.57. Among  the diflerent kinds of mining 

des mines n’a jamais B t 4  mise au  nombre des industries qui d e n t  une 
position insupportable  aux ouvriers.”-”hBodore Fir, Lea Classes 
Ouvri~res, p. 146. 

Dr. .anguS Smith, 8oc. Sc. Tranmction~, 1865, p. 241. 
Report of the Poor-Law Commissioners of 1842, p. 200. 

‘Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, July, 1872, p. 98. 
4 The mortality  among the “ china-scorners” ia something frighb 

ful. I‘ In all the proceae the operatives are expossd to the inhaling of 
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industry the range  is  even  greater.  Thue the mean moIc 
tality of iron-miners is 1.80 ; of coal-miners, 1.82 ; of tin- 
miners, 1.99 ; of lead-miners, 2.50‘ ; of wpper-mine- 
.3.17.’ 

But  it is  not  alone by death that  the laboring power is 
prematurely  destroyed. The agricultural  laborer of Eng- 
land, for example,  who  is  long  lived,  often becomes crip- 
pled  early by rheumatism due to exposure  and  privation. 
L4 Then  he has to work for 4 shillings or 5 shillings per 
week,  supplemented  scantily  from the rates,  and at la& to  
come, for  the rest of his  life, on the rates  altogether.  Such 
is, I will  not  call it  thelife,  but the existence  or  vegetation, 
of the Devon Feasant. H e  hardly can keep soul and body 
together.”’ 

In  the same country, Mr. DudIey  Baxter  states,  there  are 
40,000 men  out of less  than 400,000 in  the building  trades 
who between  55  and  65 are considered as past  hard work. 
I n  other  trades,  he mys, a  man  is  dimbled at 55 or 50. A 
coal-backer is considered past  work at 40.‘ 

I can not  better close this protracted  chapter than  with 
the following woFds taken  from the address of Sir Stafford 
Northcote, as President of the British Social Science Asso- 
ciation : “ A man  who  earns a pound  a week is  not neces- 
sarily twice as well off as a man who earns 10 shillings. 

the fine dust  with  which  the  air of the different  workshops is charged, 
and which dust  the finer it is the longer it floats in the  atmosphere 
and  the more dangerous it becomes.”-Ibid., p. 109, 

* I‘ The diseases  engendered by lead-mining may be stated &s Bethma 
and chronic  bronchitis.”-Ibid.,  p. 103. 

‘The  heat in copper-mines  was  found by Dr.  Greenhow to  be very 
much  greater  than in tin-mines. In one  mine which he  visited the 
temperature wm 1B0. “Steam WBB coming out of the  shaft in 
volumes at  the time of inspection.” 

a Letter of Canon Wirdlestone to Mr. Heath, ‘‘ Peaeantry of Eng 
land,”  p. 100. 
‘ National Inncome, pp. 4l,43. 
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You must  take  into account the amount of work which 
they respectively  have to do for their money, the number 
of hours they axe employed, the amount of strain upon the 
body  and on the brain, the chance of accident, the general 
effect upon the  health and upon the duration of life.”l 

Transactions, 1869, p. 18. 



CHATTER III. 

ANOTHER distinction  which  needs  to be strongly  marked 
is that between Wages  and  the Cost of Labor. 

In treating wages as high or low we occupy the laborer's 
point of view ; in  treating  the Cost of labor as high  or  low 
we occupy the  point of view of the employer. Wages  are 
high or low according to  the abundance or scanthe85 of the 
necesesries, COmfOrtS, and luxuries of life which the  laborer 
can command, without  particular  reference  to  the  value of 
the eervice which he  renders to the  employer  therefor. 
The cost of labor, on the  other hand, ie high  or low accord- 
ing aa the  employer  gets  an  ample or a  scanty return for 
what  he  pays  the  laborer,  whether  the came be expressed 
in money or in commodities for consumption,  and this 
without  the least respect to the well-being of the laborer. 

Now this distinction  is  not of importance  merely  became 
such  a  distinction can be drawn, m d  the same object look- 
ed at from difEeEnt pointa of view. Not only axe the 
pinta of view here  diametrically opposed, but  the objects 

. contemplated  are  not  necessarily the same, BO that  high 
wages do  not imply a high cmt of labor, or low wages a low 
cost of labor. A sn.Bcient demonstration of thig for the 
preeemt moment, ia fonnd in  the' well-known fact that em- 
ployem OBllSllJr take on their lowest-paid laborers and 
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ctischarge them first.’ The explanation is found in &e 
varying 

EFFIcIENay OF LbBOB. 

The  extent  to which this consideration is popularly n q -  
lected may be seen by recurring to any discussion of the 
question of protection,” whether in the legislature or in 
the public press. A day’s labor is almost u n i v e d y  taken 
at3 the unit of meaeure in determining the cost  of similar 
products in  d8erent countries. In  fact, (( a day’s  labor” 
conveys  scarcely a more definite idea than the boy’s  com- 
parkon, (( big as a piece of chalk,” or (‘long ae a string.” 
The mere announcement t h t  a dity’s labor can  be had in 
one country for 10 cents, in another for 50, while in a third 
it commands $1.50, conveys to the mind of one familiar 
with the statistics of industry  not even an impression  as to 
the comparative cost of labor in the several countries. Yet 
it has been held by a large party in the United States to 
be conclusive of the question of (( protection,” that labor- 
ers  in  other countries are more scantily remunerated than 
in our own. The avowed object of protective tar;ffs here 
has been to keep wages from s i n k i n g  to the level of Europe 
and Asia. The allusions to (( pauper labor” which crowd 
the speeches of Clay, Stewart, and Kelley have sig- 
nificance only as it is assumed that a day’s labor in one 
place is the economical equivalent of a day’s labor any- 
where, and that one man’s labor is effective in the w e  
degree at3 that of any other man. 

It is, however, very far from the  truth  that a day’s labor 
is always and everywhere the same thing. We can 
warcely take the estimate adopted by LoGd Mahon,’ that 

‘M.8tem “ prefer those laborera who earn the most WSgeS.”-hf?. 
chadwick, EItStist1cal Journal, xxv. 610. 
Si Joseph Whitworth, the great manafaotnrer of m o n ,  told Mr. 
Chad* that I‘, he could not &ord to work hb machinea with a horse 
k t  eost lese than e3o.”-Ibid. 
’ HIetory of E.glsnd, vii., pp. m, m 
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sn English wood-awyer will perform as mnch work in the 
m e  time aa thirty-two Eaat-Indians, aa giving the  general 
ratio‘  between  labor in  the two  countries;  yet, on the 
other hand, the comparison is not  absolutely  an  extreme 
one. The difference  between an English woodsawyer, ’ 
before  a  pile of hickorg cordwood, and an effeminate  East- 
Indian, accustomed to  think it a day’s job to saw off a 
few  lengths of bamboo, is not 80 great as that which would 
exist  between  a  Maine maat-man and  a  Bengalee at  the 
foot of a 40-inch pine. The one would lay the monster 
low in half a  day, the  other  might peck at. it a week and 
ecarcely get  through  the b a r b  In the contests of industry 
the civilized, organized, dimplined, and  highly-equipped 
nations  may safely entertain  much  the same contempt for 
barbarone antagonists aa in  the contests of war. ‘‘ The wolf 
cares not how many the sheep be,” said one conqueror ; 
6 L  The thicker the gram,” said another, (( the easier it is 
mown.” So vast are  the differences jn this  matter of the 
eEciency of labor that  it  is difficult to  write  respecting 
them without  producing the impresEion of a  disposition to 
exaggerate, if the reader has not specially studied  the con- 
ditions of production  and  is  unacquainted  with the statif+ 
ti@ of indmty.  Yet in  sober  earnest we may  borrow the 
language of Edmund  Burke respecting the political  adapt- 
ationa of men,  and say that,  in  industry as in government, 
men of different  nationalities may be regarded as 80 many 
different  kinds of animals. 

The testimony to  the varying efficiency of labor comes 

Prof. Senior, in his Lectures on Wagee, stated  the average annual 
wage6 of labor in Hipdostan  at from one pound to two pounds troy of 
silver against nine pounda to fifteen pounds troy in England. . . . . 
Mr. Fmnie, who was engaged by the Madraa Government &B superin- 
tendent of the cotton experiment from 184.5-9, says, ‘ I  the  interest of 
the money invested in the purchase of a laborer in Ameriar,  added to 
the & coat of hia m a i n t m m c a ,  would pay for nineable” men 
in Irrdk”-Wh&r‘a atton Cultivation, p. 100. 
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from BO many  BO^ that om only. d%culty ie that of 
selection. The comparieon of the English with  the 
laborer,  whether a a cottar tenant at home or working 
for hire in the  northern counties of England, used to be a 
favorite  one with economists before the famine and the 
emigration. Of late this diapsragement of Irish labor hw 
become infrequent. In  the last  centmy  Arthur Young, 
the eminent  traveller, who spent two years near Cork aa 
the manager of a large  estate, declared an Eesex laborer at 
2 shillings 6 pence  a  day to be cheaper  than  a  Tipperary 
laborer at 5 pence. The improvement in the condition of 
the  Irish peasant  and  in the methods of industry  in  Ireland 
was very  marked in  the seventy  years which next follow- 
ed ; but in 1845 Dr.  Kane, in his work on the  Industrial 
Resources of that country, placed the number of native 
h r e r s  requisite for a  given  production at two  or more 
where one English laborer would mf€loe @p. 397-9). In 
the iron  manufacture  he gives the ratio as three  to one. 

I n  the mme manner the Russian serf  was, up  to  the  time 

efficiency of brutalized  and  underfed labor. Thus Prof. 
Jones mys: “ I n  spite of the dearneae of provisions in 
England  and  their cheapness in Russia, the mowing a  quan- 
tity of hay which would cost an Engliah  farmer half a 

’ copeck, will cost a Russian farmer  three or four copecks.” 
But  it is  not only in comparison with the oppressed 

laborers of Ireland  and  with  the serfs of Russia that  the 
superiority of English  labor hm been  asserted on high 
authority. Mr. Edwin Rose, long employed as an  operative 

. engineer in France  and  Germany,  testified  before the Fac- 
tory Conmimion, forty years and more ago, that  it required 
fully twice aa many hands to perform most kinds of fac- 

1 .  tory work in France  and  Switzerland as in  England ; and 
the statistics of per cap& product  and of the ratio between 
hands  and machines amply bore out  Mr. Rose’s statement. 
The estimate of Mr. Briavoinne, founded  on the total pro. 
duction of B e l g i u m ,  gave 116 pieces of cloth  printed foF 

! of the Emancipation, often adduced  as  illustrating  the low 
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each workman per annum. The production of,  certain 
e&abli&mentg however, was eathated aa high as 300 
piema A t  the same time  the w o r b e n  of the  great 
establithnent of A b w o r t h  & Co., in E n g h d ,  were turn- 
ing out 1000 pieces per head. In cotton-spinning,  again, 
we find from the beat international  statistics  available  that 
the  number of spindles  attended by a single  operative to-day 
in England ranges from  two to four  times  the  correspond- 
ing number on the  Continent.'  The  statistics of the iron 
industry of France show that on the average 42 men  are 
employed to do  the  wme work in smelting  pig  iron, aa ie 
done  by 25 men at  the Clarence  Factories on the Tees. 
And so it comes about  that,  while wages are  higher  in 
England  than in any  other  country of Europe, English 
manufactures  have  to be excluded  by heavy duties  from 
competition  with  the  socalled  cheaper  labor' of the Con- 
tinent. 

" In the weaving-mills a Russian rarely  has  the  care of more 
than two loome, while  in England a weaver  will frequently look 
after six." (Report of H. B. M. Consul Egerton on the Factory 
System of Russia, 1873, p. 111.) Mr. Batbie states  that  the  English 
farmers on the  shores of the Hellespont prefer to give 10 pounds 
sterling a year for Qreek laborers to giving 3 pounds for  Turk- 
ish laborem. (Nouveau  Conrs de YEconumie, i. 7%) Even  with the 
best Continental labor there i B  n decided  inferiority to English 
rates of production. In Switzerland the  number of hands employed 
per loo0 spindles  does not average less than 8 to e, against 7 in Eng- 
land. (Report of  Mr. &uld on the Factory System of Switzerland, 
1873, p. 129.) 

In England,  moreover, it should be noted, the machinery is almost 
uniformly run at  a speed  not known on the Continent. 
' Wheraae female labor in the cotton manufacture ia paid at from 

1% to 168. 8 week in Great  Britaii ; at from 7s. 3d. to 98. 7d. in 
hc8, Belgium, and  Qermany ; at from 2e. 4d. to 2a. lld. in Rns- 
eia, the one thing which is most dreaded by the Continental manufac 
tumra  everywhere ia British competition. The demand  for  protection 
is loudest in France, Austria, and Rmaia, where the average wagea 
maahtheir minimum, . . . 

The average prim of labor per day for  puddlem is 7s. M. to 78. 
1W in Staffordshire; 8s. 4d. in hce ; and from 4% 7d. to 58. in 
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But  by  far  the most important body of evidence on the 
varying eficiency of labor is contained in  the treatise of 
Mr. Thomaa B m y ,  M.P., entitled “Work and Wages,” 
published in 1873. Mi. Brassey’s father wm perhaps the 
greatest “ captain of industry” the world has  ever Been, 
having  been  engaged,  between 1834 and 1870, in the con- 
struction of railways in England,  France, Saxony, Austria, 
Hungary, Moldavia, Belgium,  Italy,  Spain, Canada, Bus- 
tralia, the  Argentine Republic,  Syria,  Persia,  and  India. 
‘‘ There were  periods in his career,”  says Sir Arthur Helps,’ 
“during which he  and  his  partners were giving employ- 
ment  to 80,000, upon works requiring  seventeen millions 
(sterling) of capital for  their completion.” The aggregate 
length of the railways thus  constructed  appears to have ex- 
ceeded six thousand five hundred miles. The chief value 
of Mr. Brassey, Jr.’s work is  derived  from  his possession 
of the full and  authentic labor-accounts of his  father’s 
transactions. “ Frenchmen,  Belgians,  Germans,  Italians, 
Rnssians,  Spaniards,  and  Danes came under  the close in- 
spection of Mr. Brassey and  his  agents ; and we are  told 
how the men of these various nationalities  acquitted  them- 
selves in  their respective employments.”’ Some of the 
results of this  vast  experiment of labor  are  given  by Mr. 
Brassey, Jr., in  his chapter on the Cost of Labor. 

On  the  Grand  Trunk Railway of Canada the French- 
Canadian  laborers received 38. 6d. a day,  while  the 
Englishmen received from 58. to  6s. a day ; “but  it was 
found  that  the English  did the greatest  amount of work 
for  the money.”’ 

Contrasting the wages paid on an English railway, 38. 
to 38. 6d. a clay, with  those paid on an Irish road, 1s. 6d. 

&lginm. Yet the average price of  merchant  bar-iron was E8 108. in 
England, S7 in Belgium, f8 in France.-Mr. D. h Welld reporta, BB 

spcial Commimioner U. 8. Revenue. 
1 Bmssey’s Life and Labors, p. 180. * Ibid., Preface, xvi. 
* Work end Wagag;p. 87. 
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to 1s. €id., Mr. Braemy remmk~, “Yet with this  immense 
&ifferexlce in therateof wagea,suhntractsonthe Iriafi 
railway were let at  the m e  p r i m  which  had been pm 
viously paid in South StaSorcWre.”’ 

In India,  although  the cost of daily  labor  from 4+ 
to M. a day, mile  for mile the cost of railway work is 
about the same as  in  England.” ( ( In  Italy, masonry  and 
other work requiring skilled labor  is  rather  dearer  than 
in England.”’ 

I‘ Great  pains  were  taken to rtscertain the  relative indup- 
trial capacity of the  Englishman8  and  the  Frenchman on 
the Paris and  Rouen  line ; and on comparison of half a 
dozen pays,’ it was found  that  the  capacity of the  English- 
man was to  that of the  Frenchman as five to three.”’ 
(‘ Mining  is  perhaps  the most exhausting  and  laborious of 
all  occupations. I t  has been found  that  in  this  description 
of work the English miner surpasses the  foreigner all over 
the world. On  the  Continent,  long  after  earth-work  and 
all  the  other operations  involved in the construction of 
railways  had been committed  to the native  workmen, Eng- 
lish miners  were  still  employed  in  the  tunnels.” 

“ I n  the quarry  at B o n d r e g  in which  Frenchmen, 
Irishmen,  and  Englishmen were employed side  by  side, 
the  Frenchman received  three, the  Irishman  four,  and 
the  Englishman six francs a day. A t  those  different 
rates, the Englishman was found  to be the most advanta- 
geous workm‘an of the three.”l 

Such  diflerences in industrial dc i ency  as have been in- 
dicated may exist not only between  nations,  but  between * 

geographical  sections of the =me people. The  very mi- 

* Work  and W q a ,  p. 69. .&- I Ibid., p. 90. 
’ Four thoasand Englishmen were sent over to work on this r d  

l b o  thousand English and Scotch were pnt to Australia to work on 
”Ibld., p. 79. 

the Qnwnaland line. 
‘ Ibid., p. 115. ‘ Ibid., p. 88. 
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nnta and careful resesrches of M. Dupin in the early part ~f 
‘this centmy seemed to establish a decided superiority in 
productive power of the artisans of northern over those 
of Bouthern France. In  England the euperiority of #e 
agricultural population of the northern counties is unmig 
takably very great. ‘( Any one,” says Mr.  Mundella, M.P., 
‘‘ who has witnessed agricultural operations in the west 
of England, will agree that  the ill-paid and ill-fed laborer 
of those parts is dearer at 98. or 308. per week than the 
Nottinghamshire man at 168.’” “ It would  be a p t  
mistake,” says Mr. Walter Bagehot, in  the Ecmnzzkt,’ (‘ to 
put down as equal the day’s hire of a Dorsetshire laborer 
and that of a Lincolnshire laborer. It would be like having 
B general price for steamengines not p c f y i q  the Aurae 
power. The Lincolnshire man is far  the more efficient 
man of the two.” 

From a single page of the  Report  for 1869 of the 
Commission on the Employment of Children, Women and 
Young  Persons in Agriculture, I extract the following 
testimony respecting the inefficiency of the laborers of 
Berkshire : ‘( I would rather pay a Northumbrim hind 
16 shillings a week than a Berks carter 12 shillings,” 
testifies one farm bails. ‘‘ Our men here,” says m- 
other, ‘‘ are very inferior to Scotch laborers $ two men 
there do as  much as three here.” Another bailiff testifies 
that “ he was obliged to employ as many men in Berkshire, 
at certain kinds of work, as he had been accustomed to 
employ of women in Perthshire‘.”’ 

Mia1 Sc. Trans., 1868, p. 524. 9 January Nth, 1874. 
“ I protest,” 80 writes a farmer, ‘‘ that  one of the  8cotchmen  whom 

I formerly  employed  would do as much work &e two or even three 
Sdfolk laborers. It ‘ makes  one’s  flesh creep’ to aee some  of the le+ 
ter at work.”-Clifford, Agricultural Lockout of 1874, p. 26, note. 
’ bmnd Report, p. 105. “ I  have  myself  in Northamberland heard 

. a Northmnbrian farmer  declare that one of the atrong bigboned w s  
men who worked in his ReldR wa~l worth much more thsn any average 
eouthern laborer.”-Cliiord, Agric. Lockout of 1874, p. 26. 



h view of mcb wide diBemnces in the productive pow? 
of individuab, communities, and peoples, no attempt at a 
philmphy of -8 can omit  to  inqaire into the CBUWB 
of the varying efficiency of labor. These caw I shall 
enumerate  under six heads ; but  the possible effect of no 
one cause will be fully apprehended unless it be held 
constantly in mind that t h  edue of th kdmer's  e& to 
f i  m p k y ~  ia th mt remult of two e l e m t s ,  one poktive, 
one q a t i v e ,  mly, work CVlLd waste; that  in some degree 
waste, using the  term  in  its broadest sense to express the 
breakage  and the undue wear and tear of implements  and 
machinery, the destruction  or  impairment of materials,' 
the cost of supervision  and  oversight to  keep  men from 
idling or blundering,  and,  finally, the hinderance of many 
by &e fault or  failnre of one,' is  inseparable from work ; 
and  that, with the highly finished products of our modern 
industry,  with  its complicated and  often  delicate machine- 
ry, and  its costly  materials,  themselves  perhaps the result 
of many antecedent processes, it is frequently a questipn of 

1 On tllis  point of waate I select two illustrations.  The first is 
taken from  an  address of George J. Holyoake,  the  historian of Coopers- 
tion : 
'' It has been calculated  that  the  working  colliers  at  Whitwood  and 

Methley could, by simply taking  the  trouble to get  the coal in large 
lumps, and by reducing  the  proportions of slack,  add to the  colliery 
profib glc5O0 a  year. If they would further  take a little  extra are below 
ground in keeping  the best coal separate  from  the  inferior,  they could 
add  another 11500 to the profits." (W. Bc. T w c t i o n s ,  1865, p. 
482.) All thie  without  diminishing  their own earnings. 

The second is the  result of an  experiment, noticed in the &dieticel 
Jownd (xxviii., pp. Sa, 33), for  the economy of coal in an engine-fur- 
naoe, through giving the stokers a @ h a r e  in the money value of what- 
ever ssving might be effected. The  result w&9 to reduce  the coneump 
tion of fuel, without ldss of power, from SO to 17. 

* H. B. M. Consul Egerton, in his ndmirsble report of 1878 (Textile 
Foeforen), notes the great irregularity of attendance  at work In R w  
als. '' It ie therefore essential to hve a large staff of supernumeraries 
who haw k t  their wok. BO 98 to be d y  to 6Qpply the v'fuarLt 
plpcee."-P. 11% 
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more or 1- W& whether  work shall be worth having' 
or not. 

The various c a w s  which go to create difEerenc- in in- 
dustrial efficiency may be grouped  under six heads, aa fol- 
lows ; 

I. Peculiarities of stock and breeding. 
11. The meagreness or liberality of diet. 
111. Habits,  volnntary or involuntarg, respecting clean- 

liness of the pereon, and  purity of air and  water. 
IT. The general  intelligence of the laborer. 

. V. Technical  education  and  industrial  environment. 
VI. Cheerfulness  and  hopefulness  in  labor,  growing 

out of self-respect  and social ambition, and the laborer's 
interest  in  the results of his work. 

The first reason which we are  called to recognize for 
the  great differences in  industrial efficiency which exist 
among  men is  found  in peculiarities of stock and  breeding. 
Of the causes which  have  produced such widely  diverse 
types of manhood a8 the  Esquimaux, the  Hottentot, and 
the Bengalee at  the one  extreme,  and the Frenchman, the 
Englishman,  and the American of to-day at  the other,' it 
is not necessary to speak here at all. The effects of local 
climate  and  national  food,  continued  through  generations, 
upon the physical structure,  have become so familiar to  the 
public  through the writings of geographers  and  ethnologists 
that  they may fairly  be assumed for our  present purpose. 
The scope and  power of these causes are far more  likely to 

'' It may appear  incredible,"  remarks Mr.  Carleton Tufinell, the , Poor-Law Commissioner, '' that a great  demand for labor may exist 
simultaneously with a multitude of people seeking employment and 
unable to find it. The real demand is not simply for labor, but trained 
 lab^, eficient labor, intelligent Iabor." 

* 1. Batbie Btstes the rsnlta of certain experimenfe with the dpna- 
momebr by w h h  it appeara that while the figure 50 repreeenta the 
sheer lifting-weight of a native of Van Diemen'a Land, 71 represent8 
that of an dnglo-Artotralien d t i ~ . - N o u v e r r n  corm de l'&mnomie politique. i. 70. 
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be magnified than dispmged by &e scientific spirit of 
thie sge. But we have also to recognize large merencea 
aa existing between far advanced and highly civilized pea- 
plea w to average height, strength, manual dexterity, 
&ccupdoy of vision,  hertlth, and longevity. 
Thus, for example, the mean height of the. Belgian 

male waa given by MM. Quetelet and Villermh, about 
1836; a0 5 feet 6j$ inches ; that of the Frenchman, as 5 feet 
4 inches ; that of the Englishman, 5 feet 94 inches. Such 
dserences in stature exist a6 well  between  sections of the 
same country ; thns the Breton peasants are notably defi- 
cient even  as  measured  by the low French standard ; while 
the proportion of ‘(tall men” ( k ,  6 feet) examined for the 
British army was out of every 10,000 English, 104 ; out of 
every 10,000 Scotchmen, 194 ; out of every 10,000 Irieh- 
men, 91.’ 

At the same time, the largest proportion of rejections 
for unsoundness m s  among the Irish, the least  among the 
Scotch. MM. Quetelet and Tillerme give the following 
determinations of mean weight for the w e  three coun- 
$rir;es : 

f T h i s  statement is taken from Mr. Thornton ‘‘ On Labor,” p. 16, n. 
(H thd(very) “ tall men” (6 feet 3 inches)  enlieted  in the U. 8. srmy, 
1861-5, there were of each 100,ooe-Of English  birth, 103; of Scotch, 
178 i of Irish, F4 (&atistical Memoirs of the  Sanitary Cornmission,p. 159) : 
wK1le of the I‘ short men”  (under 5 feet 1 inch)  there were in 100,OOO 
-cT)f F$nglisll, 690 ; of Scotch, 610 : and of Irish,  only 450, the proportion- 
al number of Qermans in this claw  rising to 770, and of Frenchmen to 
950, (bid., p: 177.) The mean height of the native  mldiers WM much 
reduced by the enlistment of large numbers of very young pereons ; 
but if we take the Roldiers from 35 years upward#, we find the native8 
of the United Btates snrpaselng in  @ture  those of every  other  nation- 
ality. Thus the mean height of saldiem from New-England m a ,  in 
inches, 66,300 ; New-York, Newdemy, and Pennsylvania, 6 8 . 0 9 8 ;  
Ohia and  Indiana, 68.980 Michigan, Wleconaln, and Illinois, 68..781; 
Kestnchp and T e r m e m ,  89,274, ete, : while  the mesn height of 
d&rs born in Canada ww 87.800 r England, 68.890 ; Scotland, 67.647 ; 
Ireland, Sr.or#, ; Fmnce,  Belgjnm,  and Bwitmlmd, 86,714 ; filermany, 
66.7l8 ; t3omdipsvis, 67.W. (Wid., pp. 104,106.) 

I 
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Lba. 8 W i r d U p o i S  

&@an, male @ m l s  and environs).. .... 140.49 
Frenchman (Paris and  environs). .......... 136.89 
Englishman  (Cambridge). ............... 150.98 

There is reason to suspect that  these  are  all  pitched  a 
little  high. Among the sections of the American Union , 

the  Merence in mean  weight, as determined by measure- 
ments  during  the  war, 1861-5, wm very  decided. Thus of 
men  weighed in health,  those  from  New-Englgnd  averaged 
140.05 Ibs.; those  from New-Pork,  NewJershy,  and  Penn- 
sylvania, 141.39 ; those  from Ohio and  Indiana, 145.99 ; 
those from Kentucky.and Tennessee, 150.58.' 

Such  and  other  physical  differences on which it is not 
needful  to  dwell  are  due in part  to  the influences of local 
climate  and  national  diet,  but in part, also, to c a m s  social 
and  industrial. 

Of social caum ample, in  their  aggregate effect, to pro- 
duce much of the difference  between the  Englishman 
and the Frenchman of tc-day, .may  be instanced the war 
system, by which, in  France,  the  principle .of natnral 
selection  has  been  violently  reversed,  and the men of 
superior size, strength,  and  courage have, generation 
after  generation,  been  shut  up  in  barracks or torn 
to pieces on the battle-field, while the  feebler males 
have been left  at home to propagate  the  stock. It 
ie beyond  question that  not  a  little of the  difference 
in  industrial efficiency which makes a  French nawy 
dear  at 3 francs,  while  an  English  navvy  is  cheap at 5s.  6d., 
is due  to  the wholebale operation of this cause among the 
French people  during the eighty  years  since 1793, during 
which  time the standard of the  army has been reduced 
from 5 feet 4 inches to 5 feet 1+ inch. During the same 

' Statistical Memoira U. 8. Bnitary Commission, p. 403. de WIL(I 

remarked reepecting m a n  height, the avemge of the native aoldiere Of 
the U. E). army WBB brought down by the great nPmbar of boys BIC 
fished. 
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period the French horse waa steadily gaining in size and 
weight. 

Among the indnstrid cam tending  to  create such 
differences in laboring power we may instance the em- 
ployment of children of tender age at hard labor and  under 
circumstances of exposure; and the employment of we 
men, first, in work wholly unsuited to  their sex, as fomer- 
ly in England in mines, where they were even harnessed 
with  cattle  to loads of ore, and as now on the pit-banks 
and coke-hearths, and, secondly, at their ordinal-g work 
with too short an interval after childbearing.’ 

Looked at with no eye of charity, but with a strictly 
economical regard, such acts as these constitute a horrible 
waste of industrial force, both in  the present and in their 
effects on the laboring power of the next generation. 

At  the meeting of the Social Science Association in 
1870, Mr. George Smith presented a lump of clay weighing 
43 lbs. which in a wet state he  had taken, a few days before, 
off the head of a child 9 years of age, who had daily to 
walk 124 miles in a brickyard, half that distance with such 
a burden. ‘‘ The clay,” said Mr. Smith, (‘ was taken  from 
the child, and the calculations made by me, in  the presence 
of both master and men.’a Two or three instances taken 
at random from the report’ of Mr. J. E. White, Assist- 

* Bpeaking alike of the weaving-aheds of the cotton districts and of 
the woollen districts, Dr. Bridges and Mr. Holmes, in their report to the 
L o c a l  Government Board, in 1873, eay : “ The work is  done  in the 
p a t  majority of cases by women ; a considerable  portion of these are 
married,  and the practice of working until  the  last stage of pregnancy, 
and of returning to work within a month,  sometimes.within a fortnight, 
or even a week, of childbirth, is a8 common in the  West Riding (of 
York) as in Landire.” (Report, p. 33, cf. pp. %,a, 65.) An old fac- 
tory surgeon eaye : ‘‘ I regard the mother‘s return to the mill as almost 
a aentence of death to the child,” It is also a fruitful 8ource  of per- 
manent injury to the  mother  hemlf. 

2 Tranedioaa, p. 637. 
. Fourth .&,port (1665) of the Qildren’e Employment Commhion 

of 1m. 
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ant Commieeioner, 1865, will perhap help the American 
reader  to appreciate the scope and force of the cam we are 
adducing. 8. boy, now 11, who went at 9 yeam  old 
hardening and tempering crinoline steel, worked there 
from ‘7 A.M. till 94 P.M. four nights  a week (( for many 
and many  a month,” (( many a  time till 12 at night,” and 
once or twice worked from ‘7 in  the morning all through 
the  next  night  and day, and on till  12  the following night. 
Another, at 9 years old, sometimes made three 12-hour 
shifts  running,  and,  when 10, has made two days and two 
nights running. Another, now 13, at a former place 
worked from 6 P.M. till noon next day for a week  toge- 
ther,  and sometimes for  three  shifts together, e.g., from 
Monday morning  till  Tuesday  night. 

Nor is it only in mines or factories, in a stifling atm+ 
sphere and amid poisonous exhalations, that children are, 
even yet, in happy England, exposed to the influences 
which stunt, distort,  and weaken them, and lower the 
average vitality of the population, and with this its indus- 
trial efficiency. The driving of children six, eight, and ten 
years’ afield to work for 12 and 14 hours, whether  under  a 
hot sun or against chilling, cutting winds, must tend to 
disorganize the cartilages of the joints, to produce curva- 
ture of the spine, to dwarf the growth,  and to prepare the 
way for an early breaking down from rhematism and 
scrofula. 

I repeat I have not adduced these facts  and incidents for 
charity’s sake, or in any sentimental vein, but wholly for 
their economical  significance, and ,I propose to use them 
in strict subordination to recognized economical principles. 
II. A further r w n  for the greater industrial e5ciency 

of one laborer than of another, and of one class or nation of 
laborers than of another, is a most vulgar one, namely, better 

1 See the reporte of the commiseion of 1869 on the Employment of 
CWihn ,  and of the commiseioa of 1867 on the Employment of W e  
men and Children. 
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feeding. The  human stomach is to the animal frame what 
the fnrnsce is to the  steamengine. It is there the force is 
generated which is to  drive  the machine. The power  with 
WE& an engine  will  work  will,  up to a certain  point, in- 
crease with every  addition  made  to the  fuel in the  furnace ; 
and, within  the  limits of thorough  digestion  and mimi- 
lation, it is equally true that  the power which the laborer 
will carry into  his work will  depend on the character  and 
amount of his  food. What  the employer will get  out of 
his workman  will  depend,  therefore,  very much on  what 
he first  gets  into  him.  Not only are bone and muscle to 
be built  up  and  kept up by  food, but every  stroke of the 
arm involves  an  expenditure of nervous  energy,  which is 
to be supplied  only  through  the  alimentary canal. What 
8 man can do in 24 hours will depend  very much on what 
he can have  to  eat in those 24 hours ; or perhaps it would 
be more  correct to my, what  he has had  to  eat the 24 hours 
previous. If his  diet be liberal, his work may be mighty. 
If he  be  underfed,  he  must  underwork. So far away BB 
the  Hundred Yearn’ War, Englishmen were accustomed to 
a s s i g n  a more generous  diet as the reason why  their ‘6 beef- 
fed knaves” 80 easily vanquished their  traditional enemies, 
and even  into this century  the island  writers  were accw 
tomed  to speak as if still for  the same reason, in work at 
least if not in war, 

“ Upon one pair  of English  legs did march  three Frenchmen.”’ 

Of c o r n  in thie, as in  every  other  department of 

8 Each Frenchman  consumes on an average 16 02. of wheaten bread 
a day ; each Englishman, 32 m. ; the former, 1% m. of meat ; the latter, 
6 oz.”-Alison, Europe, 1815-51, oh. xvii., BBC. 186. 
‘‘ D e e  exfiriencaa ont  d6montr6 que l’onvrier frsnpis, loraqu’il e& 

a d  bien nourri qu’un onvrier anglaia rend 5 pen p&a autent de tm 
mil.”-Batbie, Nouvsan Corn  de  1’8conomie politiqae, i. 71. 

I should be rliaposea to believe thnt a somewhat greater diEerem 
would remain, notwithstanding equivalent subaiutenae, than ?d. Bat- 
bW8 patriotism will allow him to codem The 0 9 W 8  adduced on. 
der the previona head must  count for ma& 
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expenditure,  there is an economicsl maximum,  where &e 
grsstest  proportiom1  return ie wcei'ved. Beyond this, 
though an increase of food m y  yield increase of force, 
it does not  yield a proportional increase, just 88 in a  furnace 
with a given  height of chimney, the combustion of a  given 
number of pounds of coal to  the  quare foot of grate-eur- 
face  yields  the economical maximum of power. More fuel 
burned will evaporate  more  water,  but  not  proportionally 
more. With  the  lnborer  the economical maximum of 
expenditure on food  is  reached far short of the point at 
which '' gorging  and grizzling" begin ; it shuts off every 
thing that  partakes of luxury or ministers  to delicacy ; yet 
till that  maximum be reached  every  addition  to food brings 
a  proportional, or more than proportional,  addition of 
working strength. To stop far short of that  limit  and 
starve the laboring man is as bad economy as to  rob  the 
engine of its  fuel.  Thus  with a furnace of a given  height, 
having  for ita economical maximum 12 lbs. of coal to the 
quare foot of gratesurfme,  the consumption of 6 Ibs. 
might  yield far less than one half the power,  while 3 lbs. 
might  scarcely  serve  to keep the  furnace warm under  the 
constant loss  by radiation  and the cooling  influence of the 
water in  the boilers. In much the same way a laborer 
may be  kept on 80 low an  allowance of food that  it will 
all go to keeping  the  man alive,  and  nothing be left to 
generate  working power.' From  this  low  point,  where the 
bad economy of s t a r v i n g  the  laborer is manifest  even to 
the most seliish or stupid  overseer,  up  to apoint where it 
q n i r e s  a great deal of good sense and  more  magnanimity 
of character on the  part of the employer to make him feel 
~ u r e  of a  return  for a d d d  expenditure,  there is a  steady 

Mr. R. R. Torrens, M.P.. stated, at  the  meeting of the Social 8ci- 
ace M t i o n  in 1867, thst when he was employed fu sending out 
emigrants from Ireland in 1840, he found that '' a large prtion of the 
Irish people were living on a kina of potato &led ' lumpern,' which 
were 80 inferior in quality that even pi@ could not fatten on them."- 
Transsctioas, p. 670. 
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pmgrdon in working power SB the diet becumes more 
ample and nutritions. 

Now this principle, if I have correctly stated it, w to 
the economical relation between food and laboring force, 
becomes of vslidity  not only to explaii in part  the grest 
diflerenees in induetrial efficiency which  we  have seen to 
exist among bodies of laborers, but a h  to Show how, in ’ 

where the subsistence of the laborer ie below the economi- 
d maximum, a rise of wages may take  place  without a 

That a  large  portion of the  wagelaboring clrtss are 
kept below the economical limit of subsistence  there can 
be no doubt. ‘ 4  To-day, in  the west of England,” says 
Prof.  Fawcett, I‘ it is impossible for an agricultural  laborer 
to eat meat more than  onoea week.’” Of the Devon peae- 
ant Canon Girdlestone  writes : 6‘ The laborer  breakfasts on 
teakettle broth-hot water  poured on bread  and ibvored 
with onions ; -dines  on bread  and  hard cheese at 2d. a 
pound,  with  cider  very washy and  sour;  and sups on pota- 
t o e s  or cabbage greased with  a  tiny  bit of fat bacon. He  
seldom more than wee or  smells  butcher’s meat.”’ Little 
wonder is it that  the Devon  laborer is a different  sort of 
animal  from  the Lincoln or  Lothian  laborer. No Devon 
farmer would doubt  that it was bad economy to  keep his 
wttle on a low, Mautritious  diet. No reputable  Devon 

loss to profits. 

Pol. Econ., p. 471, Lord Brabamn, in hia report (p. 54) on the 
condition of the  industrial claeses of France, 1872, cites  the opinion 
of Dr. Cenveilhier that the  French population  are, as a d e ,  insuf6- 
ciantly nourished. ‘< Meny n French  factory hand never  has any thing 
better  for  hie b r e a k k t  thsn a large elice of mmmon sour bread, 
rubbed over  with an onion BO aa to give  it a hvor.” (Lord B r a k n ,  
p. 52.) Mr. Locock Klltes from  the  Netherlands  (Report of 1870, p. 
19) : ‘‘ Meat ia rarely tasted by the working clsesee in Holland. It 
forme m part of the bill of fare either for the  manor his family.” 
From Belgium Mr. Pnkenham reports : ‘‘ Very many have  for  their 
endre subsistence but patstoea with a little grease, brown or black 
brad, often bsd, end for their drink a tinetam of chickory.” (Re 
porta of Ian, p. ao.) 

w a  JhgM Peaemtry, p. loo. 
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faRner would reamn that, 88 he waa but just abIe  now to 
&e a  living profit, he would be &ed, for good and for 
all, were he to give his horses enough to keep  them in 
good condition for work. And if we were found so nig- 
gardlg md 80 foolish 88 to Wt and talk thus, his neighbors 
at least would tell him  that  the very reason why he made 
such bare profita now ww that  he starved  his stock, and 
that with better feeding they would better earn their . 

keep.’ Yet  the  fanners of the west of England, almost as 
a body, when  they had to meet the demands of their 
laborers for increase of wages in 1873 and in 1874, under 
the  imtigation of the  Agricultural Union, declared that  they 
would be ruined if they paid higher wages ; and  there are 
not  wanting economists of reputation to corroborate them, 
and  assert  that it is (i physically impossible”’ that wages 
6hOdd be advanced without  impairing profits. If tbere 
is any physical impossibility in the m e ,  it is that  the 
wretched peasants could be better  fed  without  adding to 
the value of their labor to  their employers. 

The revelations of the Poor-Law CornmifxGon of 1833 
respecting the comparative subsistence of the soldier, the 
agricultural laborer, and the  pauper were verp  striking. 
The  wldier, who had active  duties  and needed to be kept 
in at least tolerable physical condition, received a  ration of 
368 oz., the able-bodied pauper received 151 oz., while the 
independent  laborer, sole surviving  repreaentative of the 
yeomanry of Crecy and Agincourt, received 122 02. per 
week. Now it goes without saying that when the day 
laborer, toiling from morning  till  night in the fields, re- 
ceives a muller amount of nourishment  than the &nee of 
public decency will allow to be given  to paupers, that 

1 Si Joseph  Whitworth is reported to have said that ha could not 
&ord to work a home in his estsblishment which ate lew than 18 lbe. 
of oats a day. 

It is phymcslly impossible that any permanent rise in wcrgea ahodd 
wke placa without corresponding diminution of pmfi~”-H. Fawoett, 
POL &on+, p. 
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laborer is underfed, in the wme that he must and will un- 
derwork, 

To avoid multiplying  titleg I will in this connection 
mention  clothing aa in most climates  a  condition of  effi- 
ciency in production. A portion, in some countries  a 
large portion, of the food  taken  into the stomach goes to 
support the necessary warmth of the body. Clothing goes 
to the same object. Within certain  limits, it is  a  matter of 
indifference  whether you keep up  the temperature of the 
body  by  putting food into a  man  or  clothing on to him. 
AS Mr.  Peshine  Smith  has said, A sheet-iron jacket put 
around the boiler  prevents the waste of heat in  the one 
w, just  as  a woollen jacket  about the body of the laborer 
does in the other.”’ Here, again, there is an econo- 
mical maximum beyond which expenditure  will  not be 
justified by the  return ; but  here,  again, it can not be 
doubted that large classes of laborers suffer a  great loss of 
industrial efficiency from the want of adequate  clothing. 
Prof. Fawcett quotes’ the poor-law inspectors as stating 
that one  fifth in number of the population  are insufficient- 
ly clothed. Insufticiency of clothing means, of course, fee- 
bleness of workmg  and excessive sichem and  mortality. 

But I may be here called to meet  an  objection to my 
statements  under  this head, based on  the assumed sufficien- 
cy of the sense of self-interest in employers.  How, it may 
be asked, do you account for  the  failure of employers to 
pay wages which will allow their  laborers  a more liberal 
sustenance, if indeed it is for their own advantage to do 
eo? 

In the first place, I challenge the assumption which un- 
derlies the orthodox doctrine of wages, namely,  the suf- 
ficiency of the eem of self-interest.  Mankind, always 

1 Pol. Eoan., p. 107. 
a &nomid Position of the Br. Laborer, p. 281, note. 



lees thanwiw, and too often foolish to,the point of &upi&- 
ty, on the one side, and of fanaticism, on the other, wheth- 

’ er in government, in domestic life, in the care of their 
bodiea, or in the care of their souls, do not suddenly be- 
come  wise in industrial conmns. The argument for  keep 
ing a laborer well that  he may work well applies with 
equal force to the maintenance of a slave. Yet we  know, 
by a maes of revolting testimony, that  in all countries 
avarice, the consuming lust of immediate gain, a passion 
which stands in the way of a true and enlarged view of 
self-interest and works unceasing despite to self-interest, 

* has always’ despoiled the slave of a part of the food and 
P clothing necessary to his highest efficiency a6 a laborer. 

The same argument would apply with equal force to  the 
care of livestock. Yet  it is the hardest thing  in the world 
to bring a body of farmers up  to  the conviction, and hold 
them there steadily, that  it pays to feed cattle well and treat 
them well. England, what with unending  fairs  and pre- 
miums,’ with royal and noble patronage and ensample, and 
with a very limited proprietorship which it might be sup 
posed could be more easily kept informed as to  the real 
economy of agriculture-England, I my, has managed to 
create a public sentiment whicb keeps her  farmers reasona- 
bly up to the standard in  this  matter of the care of stock ; 

Where slaves  were  kept  and worked only for p ~ r p o s e ~  of gain. 
Where slavery was a political  and social institution, as in  the Middle 
States of the American Union, something of grace and kindlineas 
might come to climb  up  about it. 
’ I have  never  chanced to hear of any  premium dered in Devon or 

Dorwt for the  fattest and deekest, or the most manly and  athletic 
‘‘ team” of agricultural laborera, though there have been, all honor for 
it I instances of prizes  given for ‘‘ model oottcrgea.” “ Comment I VOE 
cultivateura consacrent dea W~ICIEB conaid6mbles pur coumir le- 
chsmps d’engrnie, vos industriela ne n6gligent aucun soin, ne reculent 
devant  aucune d&penw pour wurer et W l t a r  le jeu de l e u  ma- 
chimes ; et vow, vous n6gligee de cultiver  votre  champ le plus fertile, 
de graisaer eb de eoigner votre machine la plus preciew, &76 ma- 
cAin.8 ‘dm, de laquelle toutes lea antres d6pendent, puisqu’ellea en 
wnt sorties.”-Blanqui (ain6) Coars d‘hnomie Industrielle, ii. Wd. 

. 
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yet even in England  the  exceptions  are  not  few ; while, 
the world  over, the d e  is niggardlineas of expenditure 

I working deep  and lasting prejudice to production. I I might thua abundantly  shelter myself behind  the anal- 
opua ~ 8 8 8 8  which  have been cited,  where true self-interest 
is most conspicnody sacrificed to greed.’ But  another 
reseon appeam in  the case of the wage-laborer. It is  that 
the employer has none of that  security which the owner 
of stock or the master of slaves possesses, that what goes 
in food shall come back to him  in work. A man buying 
an  underfed slave or an  underfed ox knows that when he 
has  brought hie property  into good condition, the advan- 
tage will be his ; but  the  free  laborer when he waxes fat 
may, like  Jeshurun, kick, and  take himself off. There  is 
no  law  yet  which  gives  an  employer  compenmtion for 
(‘ unexhaueted improvement3  in  the person of his  laborer. 
The employer  therefore  takes  his risk, in respect to  all 
subsistence  which  goes  to  build up bone and sinew in  his 
workmen, that  the added  laboring  power  may be sold to a 
neighbor or carried away bodily  to  Australia. 

111. Another  reawn for differences  in  industrial  eficien- 
cy  is  found in differing  habits,  whether of choice or neces- 
sity in their origin,  respecting  cleanliness of the person  and 
purity of air and water. The  first  great prison  reformer 
shocked the civilized  world  with the revelations which he 

Donbtleaa racacharacteristica have very much to do with the 
ability to subordinate greed to real interests, and to take a large view 
of economy. We ahodd expect to find the Teutonic peoples surpass- 
ing all others in thia respect ; the Blamnic  peoplea far to the rear. 
Mr. Consul Holmes, in his Report to the British  Government on the 
Condition of the Industrial Clawes of Bosnia in 1871, remarha that the 
Eastern Christians, l i e  the Turks, ‘‘ look far more to cheepnew than 
exceIlence in what they pnrcham, and guod workmanship and cod- 
entions labor is neither appredated nor desired ’’ (p. ?‘Sa). Mr. Conad 
Palgram malrea a eimilar remark m q e e t i q  the Anatolide @. W). 

The very appreciation of good work,” writes 8ir P. Francis from Tup 
key, a ia, I believe, lo&.”--Beport on the Condition of the Ind- 
chwml lrn,P. 873. 
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made of the 8bodw of the convict c k s .  Yet,  a &stin. 
goished eanitarian, often quoted in these pages, has said: 
“More  filth, worn physical suffeging and  moral 
than Howard describes aa afEecting the prisoners, rn to be 
found  among the cellar  population of the working people 
of Liverpool,  Manchester,  or Leeds, and  in  large  portions 
of the metropolis.”’ (( Out of a  population of 85,000 
householders,” says Prof. Qairdner, speaking of Glasgow, 
6‘30,000 or 35,000 belong  to  a class who are most dan- 
gerous in a  sanitary  point of view.”¶ (‘ Rovels, cellars, 
mere  dark  dens,” says Inglis,  in deecribing the  city homes 
of Ireland in 1834, ‘‘ damp,  filthy,  stagnant, unwholesome 
places, into  which we should  not in  England  put any do- 
mestic  animal.”’ But even in  England  and  today Canon 
Girdlestone says of the homes of the peasants of Devon : 
“ The  cottages as a rule, are not fit to house pigs in.”‘ 
Of 309 cottages at Ramsbottom,  near Bury, “one of the best 
districts  in  Lancashire,”  remarks Col. 135’ had hut 
one bedroom each, the  aggregate  occupants  being 777 ; 172 
had two bedrooms each, the aggregate, occupante being 
1223. Some of the  families occupying a single bedroom 
consisted of from 8 to 13 individuals. At  Bristol,  out of 
6000 families  reported  on, 556 occupied part of a room 
only ; 2244 one room only ; the average number of persons 
to a family  being 3.46. One  third of the population of 
Scotland in 1861,” says I&. Caird, ‘‘ lived in houses of one 
room only ; another  third  in horns of two room O ~ Y . ” ~  
The  subject is not 5 pleasant  one to pursue, but 88 none 
holds  more  important  relations to  the philosophy of wages 
than  the  one now under  consideration, I must wk my 
&em to endure  the following  descriptions of human 
habitations  taken  from  the Poor-hw Report of 184% - 

8 m- aadwick. Poor-Lew Be@, P. 212. 
&. &. Trasssctione. 1668, p. 737. 

8 Jowney Throughout Ireland, p. 379. 
* Hdh’s English Peasantry, p. 100. 
’ h U 6 t i d  J O d ,  XU. 47. * ,w. ~0nms2, urit 75. 
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6‘ Shepherd’s Buildings consist of two row8 of housee 
with a street even  yarh wide  between them ; each row 
consiste of what  are  styled back and  front  homes ; that ig 
two houses placed back to back. There  are no yards or 
out-convenienm;  the  privies are in the  centre of each 
row, about  a yard wide ; over them  there is part of a sleep 
ing-room ; there is no  ventilation in the bedrooms. Each 
house  contains two rooms, namely,  a house-place and sleep- 
ing-room above ; each room is about  three  yards wide and 
four long. In  one of these houses there  are  nine pereons 
belonging  to one family,  and the  mother on the eve of her 
codnement.  The cellars  are let off aa separate  dwellings ; 
these  are  dark,  damp,  and  very low, not moye than six feet 
between  the ceiling  and floor. The  street between the 
two rows is seven yards  wide, in the  centre of which is the 
common gutter, or, more properly,  sink,  into which all sorts 
of refuse  are  thrown.”-Report,  pp. 17, 18. 

This is  a  description of the cottages of a  manufacturing 
village. The mme report  gives  an  account of the homes 
of the peaeantry pf Durham, ‘( built of rubble or unhewn 
stone, loosely cemented.” ((The chimneys  have  lost half 
their  original  height,  and  lean on the roof with  fearful 
gravitation.  The  rafters  are  evidently  rotten  and  displaced, 
and  the  thatch,  yawning  to  admit  the  wind  and  wet  in 
some parts,  and  in  all  parts  utterly  unfit  for it8 original 
purpose of giving protection  from  the  weather, looks more 
like  the  top of a  dunghill  than  a  cottage.  Such  is  the ex- 
terior;  and when the  hind comes to  take possession, he 
finds it no better  than  a  shed.  The  wet, if it bappens  to 
rain, is making a puddle on the  earth floor. . . . . They 
have  no  byre for  their cows, nor  sties  for  their  pigs ; no 
pumps or wells ; nothing to promote  cleanliness  or comfort,. 
The average size of these sheds ip abont 24 by 16. They 
are dark and unwholesome ; the windows do not open, 
and  many of them  are  not larger than 20 inches by 16 ; 
and into this place are crowded 8,10, or even 12 permns.” 
--Report, pp. 23, 23. 
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The climax of possible horror would eeem to be r w h e d  
in the description of the wynds of Edinburgh ; but I will 
not offend the reader's sensibilities by quoting from it. I t  
will perhaps  be  quite aa effective to compare the experi- 
ence of sickness in these dens of abomination with that 
of other localities. The following table shows the average 
number of  days' sickness suffered in a year by a family in 
the wynds in comparison (1) with the experience of the 
Benefit Societies in Scotland, and (2) with the experience 
of places under sanitary mea~ures. 

Man, 40. ............ 6.9 2.75 
Woman, 30.. ........ 4.2 2.10 I 11.0 

15.1 

Child, 15.. .......... 0.2 0.17 3.5 

I-""" 

- "- 
I 11.3 5.02 1 29.6 

So much for  the places where men live during the half 
of the day devoted to sleep and refreshment. In  the 
places where they labor there is not such a dreary monotony 
of squalor and misery. Neither indifference nor malignity 
even, on the  part of employers could  succeed  in placing the 
great majority of workingmen BO wretchedly. The fir& 
occupation of man still employs by far  the greater part of 
the race, and for  them sunlight and air are provided by the 
indefeasible bounty of nature. If the Durham  and Devon 
hind does not " sleep all night in Elysium," he  at least 
'' sweats all day in  the eye of Phaebus.?' Nor is it only 
the agriculturist who pursues his occupation in  the open 
air. In no small proportion of the mechanical trades either 
the conditions of the work do not allow the laborer to he 
&ut in between walls, or the expense of enclosure,oot= 
weighs its advantages, and the trade, though it might be 
even  better prosecuted under cover,  is, in fact, carried on 
outdoors. After all deductions, however, there remain a 
melancholy multitude who are called to breathe the fold 



air of minee; to labor in the &ling atmosphere of 
mil ls  and factories, hazy” or ‘‘ cloudy” with  particles 
irritating to the lungs or poisonone to the blood, and to 
pant through the hours of work in ‘( sweating dene” like 
those which the indignant eloquence of Kingsley’ has made 
po painfully familiar to his  English  and h e r i c a n  readers, 
though  all  verbal  description  must  fall  short of the shock- 
ing reality.’ 

I have  not  dwelt  thus at length upon descriptions of 
hnman habitations unfit for cattle or for swine, for  the 
purpose of harrowing the feelings of my readers, or  even 
with a view to excite cornpamion for the condition of the 
working classes. My single  object  has been to afford illus- 
tration of the influence of the came we are now consider- 
i n g ,  upon the efficiency of labor. A great  part, if not the 
great majority, of the  laborers of the world are .today 
housed thus  miserably ; uncounted millions worse. Even 
of tbose wbow  lot  is more fortunate  but a very small pro- 
portion, in any of the older countries, havein  their lodging 
the light  and  air which the least  exacting  hygiene declares 
to be essential to  the  harmonious  development and adequate 
eustentation of the  bodily powers. 

It is in abodes such as have been described that children 
grow to  maturity  and  get  the size and  strength which are 
to determine  their  quality as workers. It is  in abodes like 
these that laboring men have to seek repose and  refresh- 
ment after  the complete exhaustion of a  hard day’s work ; 
that  they  breathe the air which is to oxydize their blood, and 
eat and undertake to digest the food on which bmorrow’s 
work is to be done. What wonder that children  grow 
up stunted and weazen and  deformed ; that  the blood of 
manhood becomes foul and lethargic, the nerves nnstmng, 
the qjght, on which depends much of the me of all the 

1 In h i ~  A h n  Locke. 
* Report Poor-Law cornmiasion, 1888, pp. B8-104. 
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other powers, weakened or distortdd,.and the whole tone 
of life"and of labor depressed and intermittent ? 
I have  spoken of the dwellings  too  often  inhabited by 

the  ring' c l w s ,  ana of the  air which they have to 
breathe. As to the water  they have to drink, it will 
d i c e  here to cite the r e d s  of an inspection and chemi- 
cal analysis of 140 specimens of drinking-water 4 0  in a 
large  number of the cities  and  towns of Scotland by Dr. 
Stevenson Macadam :' 

Number grossly contaminated by sewage matter 
and  decidedly  unwholesome. ................ ,104 

Number less contaminated  and  less unwholesome.. , . 32 
Number tinged  with sewage matter. .............. 4 
Number  free from  all  contamination.. ............. 0 

Total  examined. ................ 140 
IT. The general  intelligence of the laborer is a  factor 

of his  industrial efficiency. This proposition  is too well 
established  and too familiar  to  need  extended  illustration. 
The intelligent  laborer is more useful not merely because 
he knows how to  applya  his  bodily  force in his  work  with 
the greatest effect, but also because 

(a) He requires a shorter  apprenticeship  and less techni- 

* How, indeed, do human beings live at  all  under  such circum- 
atsnces ? Fresh  and  vigorous  constitutions  would go off at a gallop in 
some form of active  disease,  under  such  ever-present  infection. The 
only reason  why the  very mieerable  live  under it  is because they  have 
taken on a lower type of being, which is compatible with exitenca in 
such surroundings but altogether  incompatible  with great exertions. 
"Their freedom from p & c  evil is only evidence that  they  have sub 
aided into a coarser and lower  nature.  The  florid,  strong-pulsed man, 
fresh from  a  wholesome  country  dwelling,  would die right off when 
subjected to the deficient  sanitary  conditions  which are innocuous to the 
lower phyeical  development of the  very poor vegetating in the pur- 
lieus of large towns or in mud-built  country  oott9ges."-Charles Lam- 
port, 800. &. Transactiona, 1870, p. 632. 
' &IC. 8c. Transactions, 1867, p. 661. 

- 

I' Le travail suppose 1. l'intelliince qui conpit et a. le msin qui 
ex&ute."-Batbie. 
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cal instruetion. A teemit,’’ sa;gs Prof. Rogera, “ who 
~owshowtoresdandwritscanlearnhisdrillinhalfthe 
time in which a totally  ignorant person em.’’’ 

(6) H e  reqnirea far lese euperintendence. ‘superintend- 
. ence is always costly. If an overseer is required  for  every 

ten men engaged  0n.a piece of work, the product must pay 
for the time  and labor, not of ten men but of eleven ; and 
if the overseer obtains, as he most likely will, twice  the 
wages of a common laborer,  then  the  product must pay for 
the  time  and labor of twelve. The employer would just 
aa won pay his  hands 20 per cent more if he could dispense 
with  the overseer. 

(e) He is far less wasteful of material. Even  in agri- 
cu)ture no product a n  be obtained from labor wit,hout the 
d c e  of preexisting  wealth. A bushel of wheat must 
Ire eown for every six or eight bushels to be reaped,  and 
with it must be buried  large  quantities of costly manures. 
But  in mechanical industry it often  happens  that  the value 
of t,he materials wed in a manufacture, being themselves 
the result of antecedent processes, far exceeds the value 
proposed to be added by labor. Thus, in the United States 
in 1870, we find a group of industries  employing 101,504 
hd6, where  the vdue of the materials wad $i’07,361,3’78, 

, while only $31,734,815 were paid in wages.’ Now, wagteis 
inevitable in all  handling of material. I t  is merely a ques- 
tion of more or less ; and  in thk respect the  range  between 
ignorant and intelligent  labor is very  great. By wmte is 
not  meant alone the total  destruction of material,  but its 
impairment in any degree 80 that the finisbed product 
takee a lower commercial value. So great are  the possi- 
bilities of lose from this mmca that in all the  higher branches 
of production unintelligent  labor is not  regarded as worth * 

having at any price however low. 
(d) He can use delicate and intricate machinery. 

I .  

. .  
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The coat of repairing and rep- thia with ignorant 
labor %wry 8oon eats up  the profita of produdon, and not 
xmfrquently  the effect is to practically  prohibit the use of 
all but the co-t  tool^ ‘‘ Experienced mechaniciam 
asert &at, n o t w i t h s h d q  the progFess of machinery in 
agridtnre, there ie probably 88 much  sound  practical 
labor+aving invention and machinery unused 88 there is 
need ; and  that it is unused solely in consequence of tbe 
ignomce  and incompetency of the workpeople?” 

We have some striking testimony on this  point from Asia 
and  Eastern Europe. Wheeler, in his ‘‘ Cotton  Cultivation,” 
states  that  the women of India were accustomed to earn 
with the  native ‘( churka”  from  three  farthings  to  a  little 
over a penny a day,  while  with  the  Manchester  cotton-gin 
they could have  earned  with ease three pence and possibly 
four  and a half pence.’ And H. B. M. Consul Stuart r e  
ports concerning the  laborers of Epirus : “ I n  dealing  with 
weights  and  resistance thy w e  direct phy& fwce ; the 
aids of the  pulley  or windlaas are b@ aeldom called  in, 
while  handbarrows and wheelbarrows are seen  only on 
rare occasions. It is a  singular  fact  that  during  the S t y  
years of British  occupation in the  Ionian  Islands,  not a 
single  mechanical  improvement crowd from Corfu to 
Epirus, if I may except  the screw and  the buckle, which 
found  their way here some few years ago, and are now in 
limited use.”’ 
V. Still another reasOn for  the  large differences  which 

exist in rwpect  to  industrial efficiency is found in technical 
education  and  industrial  environment. Perhaps no  one of 
the eausea already  mentioned  contributes  more to this re- 
s u l t .  Even more, I am dieposed to believe, than stock  and 
breeding, even  more than national  diet,  do the  inherited 
instincts of a’people in reape& to labor, and  their babits and 
me&& of work, conecidy or unmmionsly acquired, 
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&e @and the dominating ideas of the n a t i o d  industry, 
determine the degree of efficiency  which will be reached 
in  the production of any country. Handiness, aptnesa, and 
fertility of resource become congenital ; in some cornu-  
nities the child is brought into the world half an art& 
Then, too, he becomes a better workman simply by reason 
of being accustomed, through the years of his own inability 
to labor, to 6ee  toola used with address, and through 
watching the alert movement, the prompt co-operation,’ 
the precise manipulation, of bodies of workmen. The 
better part of industrial as of every other  kind of educa- 
tion is  unconsciously obtained. And when the boy is 
himself apprenticed to a trade, or sets himself at work, he 
finds all about him a thorough and minute organization of 
labor which conduces to the highest production ; he has 
examples on every side to imitate ; if he encounters special 
obstacles, he has only to stop, or hardly even to stop, to Bee 
some older h a d  deal with the same ; if he needs help,it is 
already at his elbow ; and, above all, he comes under im- 
pulses and incitements to exertion and to the exercise of 
thoughtfulness and ingenuity, which are as powerful and * 

unremitting as the impulses and incitements which a re- 
cruit experiences in a crack regiment from the moment he 

Very  striking testimony is borne in many official reporta 
to the differences in  the industrial spirit of the different 
nations. Mr. Edwin Rose testified before the Factory 
Commimion to the  great superiority of the English laborer 
over hia Continental rival in his habits of closeand continu- 
ous spplication ; and  at a subsequent inquiry Mr. Thomp 
son, of Clitheroe, spoke from a vsst personal observation 

. dons the uniform. 

In a debate in the House of Lords in 1875, Earl Bortescae &tad 
that Sir Joaeph Whitworth,the eminent  manufacturer  of arms, had ex. 
pressed the opinion  that ‘ I  a workman  who  had acquired the habit of 
moving promptly at the word of command waa worth on the average 
Is. M. a week more than a man of equal znannal dexterity who had 
no €  acquired the habit.”-The !7bm 
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of the (< enduring, antiring, savage ~dnstry” of the Eng- 
l;sh workman. ‘( The labor of Alsace,” he says, (c the 
beet and cheapest in France, is dearer than  the labor of 
Lancashire.” . That waa forty years ago. Today  the 
eaprit and  the techltipua of industry  on the Continent are 
perhaps advanced somewhat beyond where England ww in 
1835 ; but  the English are looking back with not a little ‘ 

wonder at  their own want of force and drive industrially, 
in  the time of which Mr. Thompson speaks. Thus we find 
Dr. Bridges and Mr- Holmes, in their report  to the Local 
Government Board of 1873, writing of the Scotch flax 
district as follows : 

(( We were struck by the easy and almost leisurely way 
in which labor was carried OII in  the spinning-rooms aa 
compared with the unremitting application of the Lanca- 
shire operatives. All  the spinners had seats provided for 
them, of which a large  number availed themselves. The 
number of spindles assigned to each was small, varying from 
50 to 80 ;I and the number of ends breaking was in no 
case such as to necessitate constant movement. Some of 
the women were knitting,  and  all appeared much at their 
ease. I n  fact, t,he work very much resembled the picture 
frequently drawn to us, whether  truly or otherwise, of 
h M h i ? ’ e  Wt?aV’hUj amd 8J%hlt’hUJ Ut3 it W@8 20 OT 30 p l P 8  
ago.”= 

Now it is needlees to say that wme of this heightened 

The proportion of looms to weavers in England  as contrasted with 
the proportion which obtaina in Ireland and Scotland is significant in 
the eame regard. 

Looms in Cotton Mfr.  Weavers. 
&gland, . . 185,052 , , . 57,555 
h t l end ,  . . 22,621 . . . 12,114 
Ireland, . . 3,372 . . . 1,884 

I91,Cru 71,583 
- - 

Nearly three looms to 1 weaver in England; not quite 2 looma in 
and  Ireland. (Report, p. 16.) 

’ Report, p. 27. 



dvity is of bad and not of good. Undoubtedly it involves 
in m e  degree overwork and the undue  wear  and tear of 
the muscnlar and the nervoua system. But by no meam 
dl, or probably the greater part, comes to this. It is became 
xnannal dexterity and viwal &cc111*dy have  been developed 
to a high point in one  generation  and  bred  into the  nex- 
generation ; because habits of subordimtion  and  cooperation 
have become instinctive ; because organization and discipline 
have been brought  nearly to perfection, that mechanical 
labor in England  is so much more  effective  than on the Conti- 
nent. Nor is keen,  persistent  activity  necessarilyinjurious. 
Dawdling  and l o a h g  over one's work are  not beneficial to 
health. Man was made for labor, for energetic,  enthusi- 
Bstie labor,  and  within  certain limits, not  narrow ones, in- 
dustzy brings rewards sanitary aa well  as economical. 

I have  spoken of the faculty of organization' as account- 
ing for much of the difference in the efficiency of labor 
between  England  and  France, for example. I beg to insist 
on this with  reference to the point of the wear  and  tear 
of the laboring force. Those  who  are  familiar  with the 
movements of armies  know that a body of troops may be 
marched thirty miles  in  a day if kept  in a  steady,  equable 
motion, with measured periods of rest,  and  not  be  brought 
into camp, at night, BO tired  as  another  body of troops that 
have come only half the distance, but have been fretted and 
worried, now delayed  and  now  crowded  iorward, evev  

1 The farnoas Committee of the House of Commons on the Exporta- 
tion of Tools and Machinery dwelt on the "want of arrangement in 
foreign  manufactories," as an important reason for the superior cheap 
ness of production in England. 

In the evidence  given  before them is found (p. 363) the following 
highlysngpestive  remark : '' A cotton manufacturer  who  left  Manehek 
ter seven yeam ago would be driven out of the  market by the men . . 
who are now living in it, provided his knowledge had not kept paca 
with thoae who have been during that time constantly profiting by the 
progmdve improvements that  have  taken place in that period. "him 
pmpmive knowledge and experience ie oar great power and ad- 
*." 



portion of the column balked by  turns, and kept waiting 
for long periods in that moat wearing expectation of instant 
movement. Now, this is not an extreme contmt as regards 
military movements ; nor need any thing be taken from its 
extent when we  come to apply it to the operatione ofdn- 
dustry. In  an establishment where each  pereon has his 
place and perfectly knows hie duty, where work  never 
chokes its channels and never rune low, where nothing ever 
comes out wrong end foremost, where there is no fretting 
or chafing, where there  are no blunders and no catastrophes, 
where there is no clalnor and no fuss, a pace  may  be  main- 
tained which would kill outright the operatives of a noisy, 
illdisciplined, badly-organized  shop. For, as  was said in 
opening this subject of the efficiency of labor, there is in 
all industry a positive and a negative element. Waste is 
inseparable from work ; but the proportions in which the 
two shall appear may  be made to vary greatly. It is only 
when we  see a perfectly-trained operative performing his 
tssk that we realize how much of what the undisciplined 
and ignorant call their work is merely waste ; how little 
of their expenditure of muscular and nervous force m l l y  
goes to the object; how  much of it is aside from, or in 
opposition to, that object. And  the remark applies not 
alone to  the exertions of the individual but, in a still higher 
degree, to the operations of bodies of men. 

‘6 I t  is not,” says Mr. Laing, (‘ the expertness, dispatch, 
and skill of the operative himself that are concerned in the 
prodigious amount of his production in a given time, but 
the laborer who  wheels  coals to his fire, the girl who makes 

, ready his breakfast, the whole population, in short, from 
the pot-boy  who brings his beer, to the banker who keeps 
his employer’s  cash, are in fact working to his hand with 

’ the same quickness and punctuality that  he works with 
himself.”’ 

We have some interesting instances in proof that mch 

* Notesof B Traveller, p. 890. 
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hdnetrial superiority a~ hss been deecribed is not dne alone 
to differences of stock and breeding or of general intelli- 
gence, but  that strangers placed within the Bame industrial 
environment, and afforded opportunities of like technical 
edacation, tend steadily, and it may be rapidly, to advance 
towards the efficiency of the native laborer. Thus Mr. 
Braasey, after dwelling on the advantages of carrying out 
English navvies, at vast  expense,  even to Canada or to 
Queensland, adds significantly : “ The superiority of the 
English workmen was most  conspicuous when they first 
commenced  work in a cowtry  in which no railways  had 
been previously conetrwted.”’ 

The Commissioners (1867) on the Employment of Women 
and Children in Agriculture, in their second  report,’ 1869, 
give the results of a very considerable experiment in drain- 
ing in Northumberland, extended over a series of years, in 
which large numbers both of English and  Irish were em- 
ployed, from which it appears that “ wllereas the English 
beginner earns an average of four shillings a week more 
than the Irish beginner, better food and about ten years’ 
practice reduce the difference to le. 4d.” And Mr. 
Chadwick states’ ‘‘ that agricultural laborers who have 
joined gangs of nawies and have been drilled, with them, 
into their energetic piece-work habits, on returning to farm 
labor will  do their tasks of work in half the time of the 
common day-laborers. Examples,” he adds, “ of the high- 
est order of agricultnral piece-work, with increased wages 
closely approaching manufacturing wages, are presented in 
the market-garden culture near the metropolis.” 

VI. The last  reason  which I shall assign for the superior 
efficiency of indiridual laborers, classes of laborers, or na- 
tions of laborers, is cheerfulness and hopefulness in labor, 
growing out of self-respect  and  social ambition and the 
Zab0~2ss personal int.ereat in the result of his work, 

Work and Wages, p. 117. ’ P. 104. 
* Statistical Journal, xxviii., p. 507. 
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I have spoken of canw~ which affect the lrtboreis bone 
and sineff, his physical  integrity  and his muscular  activity. 

I have spoken ab0 of callsee which affect hie intellectual 
qualification for  his  work,  the intelligence  which &all di- 
rect  his bodily powers to  the end of production. The 
causes now in view are moral,  af€ecting the will. 

After all, it is  in  the moral  elements of industry that we 
find the most potent cause of differences in efficiency. If 
i t  constitutes  one  a  sentimentalist to recognize the power of 
sentiment  in human  action,  whether in politics or ii econo- 
mics, the  writer  gladly accepts the appellation.  Cheerful- 
ness and  hopefulness  in the laborer  are the spring of exer- 
tions in comparison with  which the  brute  strength of the 
slave or the  eyeserver is but weakness. 

The  inferiority of the labor of the slave’ to  that of the 
freeman,  even of the lowest industrial  grade, is proverbial. 
Slave  labor  is always and  everywhere  ineffective  and waste- 
ful hecause it has  not its reward.’ Bo matter how com- 
plete  t,he  authority of the master  over the person and the 
life, he  cannot command all the faculties of  hip slave. The 
slave may be made  to  work, but he can not be made to 
think ; he may be made to work,  but  he can not be kept 
from waste ; to work, indeed,  but  not  with  energy. En- 
ergy is not  to be commanded, it must be called forth by 
hope, ambition, and aspiration. The whip  only  stirnulatee 
the flesh on which it is  laid. It does not  reach the  parts 
of the man  where  lie  the springs of action. NO brutality 
of rule can evoke even the whole physical power of a hu- 
man  being. The man  himself,  even if he would, can  not 

1 prof, Cairnes, in his able work on “ The Slave Power,” 8ums  up the 
economical defects of slave labor under three heads : “ It is given re- 
luctantly ; it is nnskilful ; it is wanting in versatility." (p. &.) 

* ‘1 The expefience of all ages and  nations, 1 believe, d0mOnShteB 
that the work done by slaves, though it app-re to Cost only their 
d t e m n c e ,  is, in the end, the dearest of any. A person who can 
acquire no prqmty a n  hove no other intereat but to eat a8 much and 
to labor 88 little &E powible.”-Adam Smith, Wealth of Nationa, i. 3 9 0 ,  
SQL 



mder , h i e  own best aervice nnless m n e  pawion of the 
higher nature, love, gratitude, or hope, be awakened. The 
nervoll~ force, which is to the mwular what the steam is 
to the parte of the engine,  is only in a small degree  under 
the c~ntrol of the coneeions  will. It is a little fire only 
that fear kindles, and it is a little  force only that ie gene 
rated thereby to move the frame. I speak of fear alone, 
that is, mere  fear of evil. When love of life and home 
8nd  friends are present and g h e  meaning to fear, the 
atmost  energies may be evoked ; but  not  by feax alone, 
which is, the rather,  paralyzing  in  its effect. 

Were  it  not  for  this impotence of the lash, the  nations 
would either  not have  risen  from the once almost  universal 
condition of servitude, or would  have  risen far more slowly, 
The slave has always been able  to  make  it  for  his master’s 
interest to sell him freedom. He could always afford to 
pay more  than could be made out of him.  This is a well- 
recognized  principle,  and  hence the former slave States of 
the American  Union, building their political  and social in. 
stitutions on slavery a8 the oorner-stone, had to forbid  en- 
tirely or to  put  under serious  diaabilities the exercise of 
manumission. Even with the  little  the  brutalized black 
could apprehend of the  privileges of freedom,  even  with 
his  feeble  hopes  and  aspirations,  condemned, as he  knew, 
by hie color to  perpetual  exclusion, he could always  buy 
himself if permitted.  This  nnprofitableness of slave or 
bond  labor’  has  prepared the way for those  great  changes, 
genedly,  it is  true,  effected  immediately  under  the  pressure 
of political necessities,’ which  have  transformed  whole p o p  
ulatiom of daves  or serfs into  nations of freemen. 

* Mr. Turnbull, in his work on Austria, says : ‘‘ A large Bohemian 
pmprietor, who with his brothers counted on their estates $000 sub- 
j&,has frequently observed to me that he found it usdally more 
adwntageous to accept wen  e very E ~ S U  part of the legal commutk 
tion-money, and to hire labor fmm others, than to take it in kind from 
thoee who were bound to yield it.” 

Inatanm the sction of the nobles of Hungary, at the outbreak of 

: 1 



But p t  as is the superiority, arising from this caw 
done, of h over serf or slave labor, the difference is yet 
not so p t  aa exists between pu le s  of free labor, m cheer- 
fulness and hopefulness in labor, due to self-reepeot  and 
social ambition, are found, in greater or in less degree, 
animating classes and communities of laborers. 

It is in  the proprietor of land  under equal laws that we 
find the moral qualities which are the incentive of industry 
most highly  devdoped. Arthur Poung’s saying bas be 
come roverbial: (‘ Give a man the secure ion of a 

his  other saying, ‘( The magic of property  turns sand into 

JOY and hope call forth  in  its utmost possibilities. The 
man  not only will, he can. The waste of muscular force 
is perhaps  not half as great in toil which ie taken np freely 
and gladly. Nervous exhaustion comes late  and comes 
slowly when the laborer sees his reward manifestly grow- 
ing before his eyes. 

? It is the fulness  and  the .directness of this  relation of 
labor to  its reward which, without bell or whip, drives  the 
peasant proprietor afield, and, 

‘‘ From the rising of the lark to the lodging of the lamb,” 

!?leak_ as Xo” 

$ old -L. The energ~wlG3iEra i id  p a h  can not commaria, 
. L /  ,_,_” _,*. 

the revolution of 1848, in tranamuting  the  nrbarial  tenure of land8 into 
unrestricted  tenure  by  freehold. “ By this  great  and voluntary con- 
cession,” eays Bllson, “ the property of 500,000 families, consi8ting of 
little.estates  from 30 to Go acres  each,  and  comprehending  nearly  half 
a  kingdom,  was at once converted  from a feudal  tenure,  burdened  with 
numerous duties, into absolute  property.”-Eistory of Europe, xrii. 
612. 

‘‘ An activity has been here  that  has swept  away all difacultiea 
before it, and  has clothed  the  very  rocks  with  verdure. It would be a 
disgrace to common-sense to ask the muse : the  enjopent of proper- 
ty must have done it. Give a man the secure possession of a bleak 
mck, and  he  will turn it into a garden; give him a nine years 
leaee of a garden, a d  he will convert it  into a deesrt.”-~vela is 

* How the magic of property t m  sand  into ndd, n truer 80- of 
wealth  than placers or auriferous q&r@, has been showa in the mmi- 

’ h n c e ,  Pinkerbon, iv. 1%. 

time dietdots of Belgium, 
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employs his every  energy, di& by all his  intelligence, 
towards the mimnm of prodaction  with the minimum of 
loea and waste. Thus it is that Mr. Inglis describea the 

“ When I nsed to open my casement, between four and 
five in the morning, to  look  out  upon the lake  and  the dis- 
tant  Alps, I ww the laborer in the fields ; and  when I re- 
turned from  an  evening walk,  long  after  sunset, a~ late 
perhaps as half past  eight,  there was the laborer, mowing 
his grass or tying up  his vines.” 

‘( No men  in  the world,” mys Prof.  Hearn, ‘( exhibit  a 
greater degree of habitual energ,y than  the  Scottish  subjects 
of Queen  Victoria ; yet  when  her  great-grandfather was 

1 heir to the  throne,  the Scottish  people were conspicuous 1 for  their  incorrigible  indolence.  The lazy Scotch were in 
‘ the la& century  as  notorious  as  the lazy Irish’ of a  later day.’ 
In both  countries  a  like effect  was produced by a  like 
WUBe.”‘ 

When we turn from  the  propriet,or of land  to the  hired 
laborer, we note  at once a loss of energy. In the constitu- 
tion of things it can not be otherwise.  When  the  relation 
of labor  to  its  reward becomes indirect  and  contingent, 
and the workman  finds that  the difference,  to  himself, of 
very  faithful or  but little  faithful service  is  only to be  ex- 
perienced in  a  remote  and  roundabout way, Recording BB 
the master’s future  ahility  to employ him may be in  a de- 
gree affected thereby,  his own present wages being fked 
by contract,  and eecure upon  compliance  with the  formal 
requirements of service ; or according  as  his own reputa- 
,tion for efficiency or inefficiency may lead  to  his  being 
longer  retained or earlier diechaxged, in the  event of a  fu- 
ture rednetion of force-I my, when the  relation of labor 

peasantry of Znrich : 

i 
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to its reward becomes thm indirect and contingent, &e 
workman not only will not, he can not, being man, labor aa 
he would labor for himeelf. Even without the least wilful 
intention  to ahirk exertion or reeponsibility, there will be, 
there must be, a falling off in energy and in carefulness : a 
falling off which will make a vast dserence  in production 
long before it is suf6ciently a subject of consciousness  on 
the part of the laborer himself to become " eye-service,"  or 
of observation on the  part of the employer to lead to com- 
plaint. 

But  the 108s of energy  and carefulness due to the making 
distant or doubtful the reward of extra exertion on the 
part of the workman, will be  much greater with some than 
with others under yrecieely similar conditions, and will vary 
greatly, also,  as conditions vary. Whether  it be mperiority 
in faith, in conscience, or in imagination,' that makes the 
difference, there are those who can work in another's 
cause  almost as zealously and prudently aa if it were in 
their own. Such men more clearly apprehend, however 
they come to do it, the indirect and remote rewards of zeal 
and fidelity, or, apprehending these no more strongly than 
others, they are yet  better able to direct their energies to 
an end, and control and keep under the appetites and im- 
pulses which make against 8 settled purpose. Some men, 
some  races of men, are easily  recognized as more genuine, 
honest, and heroic than others, and these diflerences in 
manly quality come out nowhere more conspicuously than 
in the degrees of interest and zeal exhibited in hired labor, 

I have not chosen to introduce into the body of the fore- 
going discussion the effects of drunkenness and dishonesty 

' 1 will guard myrwlf against 8 critic's sneer at the introduction of 
this word into a treatise on wages by citing Mr. Mill's remark, '' It ia 
rery shallow, even in pure economics, to take no acmnnt of the infiu- 
once of imagination."-Pol. Econ., i. ma, 8 9 8 ,  
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in redncing the efficiency of labor. !Phroughout dl that 
has been mid the  l&borer has been assumed to be  temper- 
ate and well-intentioned. Of the  frightful waste of  prc+ 
ductive  power,  through  both the diminution of work and 
the incresse of waste, which results  from the vice of 
drunkenneee, 80 lamentably chmterizing certain raees, it 
can not be necesssry to speak. More than  all  the  festivals 
of the Greek or the Roman  church, the worship of (( Saint 
Monday”’ reduces  the  current wages of labor,  while  leaving 
ite ineffaceable  marks on heart  and  brain  and  hand.  The 
want of common honesty  between man and man, though 
happily lem frequent  than  the indulgence of vicious appe- 
tites,  works  even  deeper  injury to industry  where i t   p r e  
vails in any  considemble  degree. A breach of trust 
among the stoneworkers of Septmoncel,” says Lord Bra- 
bazon, in his  report of 1872 on the condition of the indus- 
trial classes of France, (( would be suficient  to cause the 
banishment of this  rich  industry  from  the  mountains of the 
Jura to  the workshops of Paris  and  Amsterdam ;’” and  the 
m e  judicious  reporter  states  that  the  abstraction of the 
silk  given  to  the Lyons workmen  to  manufacture ((has 

always  weighed  heavily on the  trade of that  city.” (( To 
meet  this,” says M. Beaulieu, in his Populations OuvriP;res, 
‘‘ the  manufacturer  has  but  one  resource,  the  diminution 
of the rate of wages. Either  the  factory or  workshop 
must be closed or wages must be lowered. There is no 
middle coum, and in  either c&~e the workman  is the 
sufferer.” It need  not  be  said  that  the  illicit  gains thus 
obtained-ld as the plunder  is  surreptitiously,  under 
penalty of the galleys-have  afEorded a very  inadequate 

‘‘ Almost invariably an unemployed day in (&port of 
Mr. Consul @rattan on the condition of the induetrial classes, 1879, 
p. 19.) Much the eame Btorp comes from Norway and Sweden, Eng 
bnd and 8cotle4d, w h  h h b h t a  we reckon among the noblest 
peoples of the world. 
Sf. 87. 

I 
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compensation to the workmen for  the loss which their die 
honesty  inflicted upu the trade. 

I can  not better close this extended discussion of the c&uaes 
which  contribute to the efficiency  of labor than by  intro- 
ducing two extxacb, the first from Dr.  Kane’s  work on the 
Industrial  Resources of Ireland,  in wbich he  amounts  very 
justly  for  the difference  between the  Irish and  the  English 
laborer of that period ; the second from  Adam Smith’s 
Wealth of Nations.  Both  are  profoundly sign%cant, and 
I ask the reader’s careful  consideration of them  with  refe- 
rence to the principles  previously discussed, and also with 
reference to  the doctrine of the wages  fund, to be treated 
hereafter. 

“ A wretched man,” ~ y s  Dr. Kane, “ who can earn by 
his exertion  but four or five shillings  a  week,  on which to 
support  his  family  and  pay  the  rent of a sort of habitation, 
must  be BO ill-fed and  depressed in mind that  to work as 
a  man  should  work  is beyond his  power. Hence  there  are 
often seen about  employments  in  this  country  a  number of 
hands  double  what would be required to do the eame work 
in  the m e  time  with  British laborers. * * When I 
say that  the men thus employed at low  wages do so much 
less real  work, I do  not  mean that  they intentionally  idle, 
or  that  they reflect that as they  receive so little  they should 
give  little  value ; on the contrary,  they  do  their best honestly 
to earn  their wages ; but,  supplied only with  the lowest d e  
scriptions of food,  and  perhaps in  insu5cient quantity, 
they  have  not the physical  ability  for  labor,  and  being  with- 
out  any  direct  prospect of advancement, they are  not  ex- 
cited by that laudable  ambition to any  display of superior 
energy. If the eame men  are  placed in circumstances 
where  a  field  for increased  exertion  is  opened to them,  and 
they  are made to understand,  what at i h t  they  are  mfller 
~ c r e d d o m  about, that  they will receive the full value of 
any hereased labor they perform,  they become new beings, 
&e work they execute rises to the highest  standard,  and 
&ey 8 ~ ~ 1  t-u much money as the laborers of m y  other 
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conntry. Wqea are 1 ~ )  long# low, 6wt Mor i% not on that 
acmu7Lt m y  dearer t h n  it been, before."' 

The liberal  reward of labor," 8&9S Adam Smith,' (( a~ it 
e n c o n r ~ e s  the propagation, 80 it enconrages the  industry, of I the common people. The wqea of Z.cd?r are the encourage 
meet of indushy, which,  like  every  other human quality, 
improves in proportion to the encouragement it receives. 
A plentiful  subsistence  increases the bodily strength of the 1 laborer, and  the comfortable  hope of bettering  his  condition 

\ and  ending his  days  perhaps in ease and  plenty  animates 
i him  to  exert  that  strength  to  the utmost. Where wages 
1 are high,  accordingly, we shall always find the workmen I more active,  diligent,  and  expeditious  than  where they  are 
t low:  in  England,  for example,  than in Scotland ; in  the 
) neighborhood of great towns than in remote country places." 

I Pp. 391,398. 9 Wealth of N&tions, i. 86. 



CHAF’TER I’V. 
THE DEGRADATION OF LABOR. 

I USE the term, degradation of labor,  here in the sense 
of the  reduction of the  laborer  from  a  higher  to a lower 
industrial  .grade. 

The constant  imminence of this change, the smallness of 
the causes, often  accidental in  origin  and  temporary  in du- 
ration,  which may produce it, and  the almost  irreparable 
consequences of such  a  catastrophe, are  not sdc ien t ly  at- 
tended to in discussions of wages. To the  contrarg, it is 
the self-protecting  power of labor  which is dwelt upon. It 
is shown how, if by any insidious cause, or  from any Bud- 
den  disaster in  trade or production, be the eame  local or 
general,  industry is impaired  and employment  diminished, I 

labor  immediately  sets  itself,  by  natural laws, to right itself, 
by  withholding  increase of population, or by migrating 
to more  fortunate localities. 

The same, if labor  be  crowded down by the power of 
capital,  or by unjust laws : through economical harmonia 
which  have  excited the  admiring  gratitude of many writem, 
the vindicaticn of the  laboring  dam is effected automati- 

’ d l y  and peacefully,  without  revolution  and  without ma- 
chinery. The excessive profits which the employing class 
are  thus  enabled  for a time to make, increase the  capital of 
the community,  and thns give &need employment to 
laborerg 80 that, in the end, it is quite a.s well aa if the 
money had gone in wages instead of profib. !Fhm Prof. 
Perry my8 : If capita1 gets m mhtivdy too large reward, 

i 
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“J cam huh-mpt t% tm&rtcy that  labor shall get, in 
conseqnence of h t ,  a hger reward the next  time. . . . If 
capital takes an  undue  advantage of labor  at any point, aa 
unfortunately it sometimes does, somebody at  mme  other 
point has, in consequence of that, a stronger  desire to em- 
ploy laborers,  and 80 the wrong tends  to  right  itself. Thio 
is the great conservative  force in the  relations of capital to 
labor.”’ 

Now, of the degrees of celerity  and  certainty  with  which 
population does, in fact, adapt itself to  changes  in the seats 
or in the  forms of industry, or assert itself against the en- 
croachments of the  employing class or the  outrages of leg- 
idation, I shall have occasion to speak with some fulness 
hereafter  (Chapter XI.). But I desire at the  present  time, 
in close connection with  our discussion of the causes which 
contribute  to  the efficiency of labor,  to  point  out the c o n e  
quences of any  failure  or  undue  delay  on  the  part of popu- 
lation in thus  resenting  the loss of employment or the r e  
duction of wages. 

The  trouble is, these  changes  which are  to set  labor 
right always  require  time,  and  often  a  very  long  time. 
There is danger,  great  danger,  that  meanwhile  men  will 
simply drop down in  the i n d ~ ~ ~ l  and social  scale, accept 
their  lot,  and  adapt  themselves  to the newly-imposed con- 
ditions of life  and labor.’ If this most  melancholy  result 

The Financier, August 1, 1874. 
* ‘I There is conaidemble  evidence that the circumstances of the agri- 

cultural labomre in England have more than  once in our history 8w- 

t.ined gmat permanant deterioration from causes which operated by 
diminishing the demand for labor,  and which, if  population  had exer- 
deed ita  power of wlf-sdjaatment in obedienceto the previous standard 
of comfort, could only have had  a temporary effect ; but,  unhappily, the 
poverty in which the clrps WR.S plunged dcring a long wries of yeua 
brought that previow stpad8rd into disrue, and the next generation, 
Bronfsg up without baying possoseed t h w  pristine  comforts, multi- 
plied In turn without any nttempt to retrkve them.”-J. 8. Mill, Pol. 
Eum., i. 41. 
Mr. Mill hem ex.plrfnr the whole p~imrnent upon the 
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taka p b ,  then, it should be observed, th ~e.8~b 
&mgmwzahichhcvvebeen a p h o f  4 m t b  #ected(bt 
&. A.ll thinga  settle to the new level ; industrial society 

on as before, except  that  there  is  a  lower claes of 
citizens and a lower class of laborers. There is thereafter 
no virtue  at all,  no  tendency  even, in  strictly  industrial 
forces or relations to make good that  great loss. In  a *  
word, much of the reasoning of the schools and the books 
on this  subject assumes that  the laboring class will resent 
an  industrial  injury,  and will either  actively seek to  right 
themselves, or will at lea& abide  in  their place  without sur- 
render  until  the economical harmonies  have  time to  bring 
about  their  retribution. But  the human  fact (so often  to 
be distinguiahed from the economical assumption) is, there 
is a  fatal  facility  in  submitting to industrial injuries which 
too often  does  not allow time  for  the  operation of these 
beneficent principles of relief and restoration. The  in- 
dustrial  opportunity comes around  again, it may  be,  but it 
does not  find the same man it left : he  is no longer capable 
of rendering  the same service ; the wages he now receives 
are  perhaps  quite  as much aa he  earns. 

Let ua take sncceaeively the cases of a reduction of wages 
and of a failure of employment.  Let it  be supposed that 
a combination of employers  seeking  their own immediate 
interests,  that is, to  get labor ae cheaply aa possible, per- 
haps  under some pressure brought on them  by  the state of 
the  market, succeeds in  effecting  a  reduction of the wages 
of common labor, in a given  community, from $1 to 75 cents 
per day. If the $1 previously received has allowed comforts 
and l d e s  and  left  a margin for saving, and especially if 
intelligence and social ambition  prevail in  the commnnity, 
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thi.mu%wtioawill probeblybemwntedin the sensetbat 
pop&tion will be reduced by migration or by ab&- 
nenw from p p a p t i o n  nntil the former w w  are, if 
possible, rwkwed. But if the previous wages have been 
h l y  enough to fumieh  the necB8681ies  of life, with no 
margin for ssving, and especially if the body of laborera 
uy) ignorant and unambitioug the probabilities  are  quite 
the  other way. The falling off in the quantity or quality 
of food and  clothing,  and in the convenience  and  healthful- 
nese of t h e   ~ h e l h r  enjoyed,  will at once affect the  e5ciency 
of the laborer. With less  food,  which  is the  fuel of the 
human machine, less force  will be generated ; with  less 
clothing, more  force  will be wasted by cold ; with  scantier 
end  meaner quarters, a  fouler  air  and  diminiehed accesa to 
the light will  prevent  the  food  from  being  duly  digested 
in the &omach, and the blood from  being  duly oxydized in 
the lungs ; will  lower the  tone of the system, and expose 
the subject  increasingly to the ravages of disease. Now, 
in all these ways the  laborer becomes less efficient simply 
through the reduction of his wages. The  current economy 
asserh  that whatever  is taken off from wages is  added to 
profits, and that hence  a  reduction of wages will  increase 
capital m d  hence  quicken  employment,  and  hence, in turn, 

i heighten wages. But we have seen it to  be  quite poasible 
1 that what  is  taken  from wages no man  shall  gain. It is 

' 1 lost to the laborer  and to the world. Now, BO far BS strictly 
economic forces are concerned,  where  enters the  restorative 

' 1 principle D The employer is not  getting excessive profits, 
to be expended  subsequently in wages. The  laborer is no$ 
underpaid : he earns what he gets now no better than he 
formerly did his larger wages. 

This image of the  degraded  laborer is not a fanciful one. 
There are in England  great  bodies of popdation, corn- 
munitiea oomting 8com of thousands, which have come, in 
jnet this way, to be pauperized and brutalized ; the inhabi- 
tants weakened  and diseased by underfeeding and foul air 
-til, in the eecond generation, blindneep, Iruneness, 4 

i 
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eapsfnla become a h o d y  prevalent; hopelese and lost 
to d-n?5pect so that  they can warcely be said to d e  
aire B better condition, for they know no better ; and still 
bringing children into the world to fill their miserable 
places in garrets and cellars, end, in time, in the wards of 
the workhouse. 

Such a region is SpitaEelde,  where a large popula- 
tion, once ressonably prosperom and self-respectful, was 
ruined by a p a t  change in the conditions of the silk 
manufacture. The severity of the induatrial blows dealt . 

them in quick mccwion was so great thd, the  restorative e 
principles  never began to operate at all. Spitalfields snc- 
cumbed to its fate.  Instead of it being true  that  the misery 
of the weavers w u  a w o n  to them  to  emigrate, it coneti- 
tuted  the  very reason why  they could not  emigrate, or 
would not. Instead of it being true  that  their misery was 
a reason to  them  not  to  propagate,  the more miserable they 
became, the more reckless, also, and the heavier  grew  their 
burdens. As a consequence, in a  single  human  generation 
the  inhabitants of Spitalfields took on a type euited to  their 
condition. Short-lived at best,  weakness, decrepitude, aid 
deformity made their labor, while  they h a t e d ,  ineffective 
and wasteful. 80 long ago as 1842 the Poor-Law Corn- 
missioners reported that it was &most a thing unknown 
that a candidate  from this district for appointment  in the 
police was found  to possess the requisite  physical qua” 
catione for  the force.1 “You could  not,” wys another 
witness, “raise a grenadier company among them all.” 
Yet it is recorded that  the Spitrtlfielda volunteers dnring 
the French  wars  were ‘‘ good-looking bodies of men?’ * 

But if this loea may be snfEered in respect to the physical 
powers of the laborer through a reduction of wagea, quite 

ptrired through the moral &e& of such a calamity. And 
jnet 88 the greatest possibilities of indnetrial &ciency lie 

Remrt, p. am. 

88 certainly ana quit& 88 quickly may hie neefulness be irn- 



I in the CFBBtiOn o€ hopefnlneee, self-respect, and social am- 
bition lllllong the lsboring class, Bo the chief +bilitiw of 
10ee lie in the discouragement  or the destruction of t h ~  
@ties. We have  seen  through  what a d e  t h e  laborer 
may riee in hie progress to productive  power ; by  looking 
back we may see  through  what spaces it is always possible 
he may fall under the force of purely  industrial disasters. 

" The wages of labor," ssys Adam  Smith, " are the en- 
couragement of industry,  which,  like  every  other  human 
quality,  improves in proportion  to  the  encouragement it 
receives." If this  be  true,  every  reduction of wages must, 
in Bome degree,  diminish the  e5ciency of labor.  But 
it ie when the reduction begins to d e e t  the power of 
the workman  to  maintain himself according  to the  standard 
of decency which he has set  for himself that  the decline 
in industrial  quality goes on most rapidly. The  fa&  that 
he is driven to squalid  conditions  does  not  merely  lower 
his physical tone : almost inevitably it impairs  his senee. of 
self-respect and social ambition, that sense which it is 80 
diflicult to  awaken, so fatally easy to destroy.  Especially 
aa the  pinching of want  forces  his  family  into  quarters 
where  cleanliness  and a decent  privacy become impossible 
does the  degradation of labor  proceed  with fearful rapidity.' 
Ambition soon fails the laborer  utterly ; self-respect d k p  
pears amid the beastly  surroundings of his  life ; the  spring 
of effort is broken ; i t  may be he becomes dissipated  and 
irregui&, and  his  employer can not &ord hb beggarly  pit- 

) '' Modesty mast be an unknown virtue ; decency, an mimaginable 
! thing, where in one mall chamber, with the beds l y i n g  ILE thickly ILE 
,' they can be packed, father,  mother, young men, lads, grown and grow- 
! ing .~~  girls are herded promiecnouelp ; where every operation of the toi- 

let and of nature"dreesinga, un-, biihe, depth-ia pedormed 
within the 6ight and hearing of dl ; where children of both serea to IW 

high an age .I! 12 or 14, or even more, occupy the same bed ; where 
the whole etmoqhere is ~~mual,  and human nature ia degraded into 
mething below the level of the ewine. It ia a hideona picture ; and 
tb pichc*s ir drscm, flom @."-Appendix to the Firat &port of the 
F w r - I ~ w  Onmmieeionem, p. 81 

l 
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tarme now 80 well ae formerly  the wages of hie hopeful 
labor. 

All such effects tend  to  remain  and  perpetuate them 
selves. When people are down, economical forces solely 
are more  likely to keep  them  down,  or  push  them lower 
down, than to raise  them up. It is only on the assumption\ 
that labor  will  resent  industrial  injuries,  either by seeking 
B better  market  or  by  abstaining  from  reproduction,  that I 
it am be asserted that economical laws have  a  tendency  to 
protect the laboring clam and s e c m  their  interests.  Just i 
80 far aa laborers  abide in  their  lot,  and  bring forth after 
their  kind,  while  suffering  indnstrial  hardship, no matter 
how in  the first place incurred,  the whole effect and  ten- 
dency of purely economical forces is to  perpetuate,  and  not 
to remove, that  hardship,  either in the  next  year or  in the 
next  generation.  Moral  and  intellectual causes only can 
repair  any  portion of the loas and  waste occasioned. 

If such are  the  unfortunate  liabilities of a  violent  reduc- 
tion of wages, it will of course appear,  without  any  extended 
illustration,  that  the effects of a  protracted  failure of employ- 
ment must  be  even  more  injurious to the  eficiency of labor 
where the margin of life is at  the best  narrow  and no acm- 
mulation of savings has been effected. All the hardahips 
of the conditions  described  are  here  aggravated to an  intol- 
erable  degree,  and it is  more  than is to be expected of hu- 
man  nature if despondency and  despair do not  drive  the 
unhappy  laborer to the dram-shopl  to  drown  his EOITOWE 
and his fears in  indulgences  which will leave him w o w  in 
character  and  weaker in nerve  and sinew. However in- 
dnstry may revive, the  shattered  industrial manhood can 
never be fully  restored. 

But perhaps  even  more  than  in  the  mieerable resort to 
the drsm&op, the  fatal effects of a ceeeation of employ- 

’/ 



m a t  upon the indmtrid quality are seen in  the res- 
with which, when once he haa had experience of public. 
wpport, the laborer takes refuge in chsrity. Rarely is char- 
scter found robust enough to throw off t h i s  taint. Let a man 
OW be brought to that painful and most humiliating ne- 
kty, it ie scarcely an exaggeration to say that ever after 
he must be counted as industrially dead. Where h t  he 
WBS driven, M to the  bitternem of death, only by extremity 
of d e r i n g ,  only after desperate  efforts  and  long  endur- 
a m ,  he now resorts  with a fatal facility on the h t  sug- 
gestion of want. Known to his comrades as  having r e  
ceived relief,  his  children  bearing  the  pauper-brand  among 
their playmates, all ingenuous  sensibility Boon disappears. 
“ We can not,” says Mr. YcCullagh  Torrens,  in  his work 
‘‘ The  hncashire Lesson,” dealing with  the experiences of 
England  during the Cotton  Famine  incident  to our war- 
‘‘ we can not  help  marking the readiness  with  which, on the 
first cessetion of adequate wages, large  numbers of persons 
now resort to rates and  subscription  funds, many of whom 
three years ago would have shrunk instinctively  from  such 
public avowd of indigence.” This  is the despair of indus- 
try. The  pauper  lies below the slave in  the industrial 
d e .  No lower depth  opens  downward  from this. 

.My objeet, I repeat, in treating here  this  topic of ‘‘ the 
degradation of labor” is to point  out  the  constantly immi- 
nent  danger  that bodies of laborers will  not soon enough 

i or  amply  enough  resent  industrial  injuries  which may be 
i wrought by the concerted &tion of employers,  or  by slow 
i and gradual changes in  production, or by  catsstrophes in 

business, such as commercial  panics ; and upon this, and 
in immediate  connection with  the discneeion of the muses 
which contribute  to the efficiency of labor, to &ow the MU- 
perpetaating nature of such  industrial  injuries  under the 
operation of the very economical principles  which,  with 
dert and mobile labor intelligently seeking its intereete, 
would mure relief and restoratian. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE LAW OF DIMINISHING BETURRB. 

WE have now reached  a  point  where we must consider 
the p+ciples which  govern the__rela_tions  of populagon.Lo,, 
subsistence. 

Why should  not  population  multiply  indefinitely  and 
still  find,  at each stage of increase, food ample for al l  ? 
Nay, with the power  there is in mutual  help,  and  with  the 
wonderful mechanics1 advantages  which  result  from  the 
subdivision of industry  and  the multiplioetion of wupa- 
tions, why should not the  share of each  becontinually aug- 
menting as the  number of laborers  capable of rendering 
such  mutual services and uniting in industrial  enterprises, 
increases 8 

The answer to these questions is fomd in the Law of 
Diminishing Ret- in Agriculture. Up to a certain 
eoint, the increase of laborers increases 
qnly absolutely but  relatively ; that is, not only is more pro- 
duced in the aggregate,  but the product  is  larger  for each 
laborer.  Two  men working over a square mile of amble 
land will not only merely produce twice as much 8s one man : 
they will produce  more than twice, perhaps three time43 

asmuch. This is because the two m take hold together 
of work to which the strength of either alone  wouldbe in- 
sdeqmte, or which requires that one person shall be in one 
place, md another at the same time in another phe,  in 
order that the isro may a& eimnlwmdy, M, far exmple, 
one Gviq oxen aad the other holding tha plough. 

__L 
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Moreover,  where the two are not  working  together, in the 
neual acceptation of that term,  they may yet  help each other 
p t l y  by agreeing to divide  their tacks. Each,  confininP 
himself to a certain part, will become, for that reason, more 
apt and  dexterous, will l e a r n  to avoid mistakes and save 
waste, and  will  acquire  a  facility  in  production which would 
be  impossible  were he to  undertake  a  wider  and  more 
varied  line of duties. 

For a similar reason, three men will  not  merely  produce 
three  times  as much as one : they will probably  produce 
four times,  perhaps five  times, as much. A minuter  sub- 
division of industry will become  possible, and  a  more 
effective assistance in  those  parts of the work which require 
the actual  cooperation of the  different members. 

Much  in  the same way is it  with  the application of capital 
to land.  Let  four  men be working upon a  square  mile of 
arable  land,  having  the use of a  capital  to the value of $25, 
comprising  rude spades, axes, and hoes. Now, double that 
capital, allo,wing an  improvement  in  the  quality of the tools 
or an  increase  in  the  quantity as may be desired.  There 
will be, if that  additional  capital  have been judiciously 
need, an increase of product  over  the  product of the same 
men  when  employing the  smaller  capital,  which  increase 
we will d l  A. If we place in the  hands of these  men  an- 
other $25 of capital, in f o m  appropriate to their wants, 
making $75 capital in all, we shall  have  another  incre- 
ment of product ; but  it will not be A only, but A plw 
something. And if, again, we give  them  an  additional 
capital of $75, making $150 in all, including now a horse, 
a plough, and  a cart, the  addition d e  thereby to their 
product will not  be 3 8  merely : it may be 5 8  ; it may 
be lOA ; it may be 208. 

This procese of incressing the labor and  capital to be 
applied to a quare mile of arable  land might, 88 we  need 
not take space to show, be continued to a very consider- 
able extent ; and all the while it would remain true thst 
.the product WBB increaeed more thsn proportionally, 80 
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:that a continually larger ahare could be assig.ned to ea& 
individual  laborer,  and to esch dollar of capital. The 
twoprincipd CBW for SU& incres~e of p d ~ c t ,  if we con- 
fine our attention to the increase in  the number of laborem 
-98, for simplicity‘s sake,  we shall hereafter do-are 
those already  indicated,  namely : lst, the ability of men =tu- 
ally  working  together  to do thinge to which any one of them 
would be  singly  incompetent, or would  do slowly, painfully, 
and  imperfectly ; and M, the advantages which men 
acquire by dividing  their tasks, 80 that each  may conhe 
himself to a  single  line of duties, and  acquire a higher de- 
gree of efficiency therein. 

But now appears  a new opportunity for at once  employ. 
ing more  laborers on our squaremile tract, and  increasing 
the remuneration of each. Let ua suppose there  are 12 
laborers, and  that  the increase of capital has been such aa 
to give  them  a sufticiency of the  ordinary tools wed in 
agriculture  at  the  time. Let u8 also suppose that out of 
their previous  production  they  have been able  to eave a 
considerable  store of provisions  and  other necessaries of 
life,  all  included  under  the  generic  name  capital.  They 
have also bred  livestock till  they have a pretty f d  supply 
of working animals. 

Up to  this  time  they  have been cultivating only certain 
portions of the  tract  to which we have assigned them. 
They could not  cultivate  the whole mccessfully  with 80 
few  hands,  and  they  have  accordingly  made  selection of 
those  parts  which were best suited  to  their  immediate pm- 
poee~.’ A skilled agriculturist  walking over the tract, kick- 
i”g a c1d  now and then on the  cultivated psrte with his 
toe, and braking a hole with his heel, here  and them, 
through the natural  tnrf, would say that they had thm far 
made use only of the light, warm, sandy soils which  yield 
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quick wkvns OR the app;lieation of little labor, but that 
there were other portion8 of the tract, BB yet  wet and sold, 
with B etrong, deep soil, which would wme time, with la- 
bor snd etapiid, be mu& better worth cnltiva.ting. More 
over, 8 portion of the tract is covered with wood, and 
a hundred &cre8, or so, lie in swamp, d e s g  and even pest” 
fernus, to our yo- community. \ 

Now, having reached the comparative  freedom of life  we 
have dwribed, feeling strong in  their  united labor and 
hheir sccutnul~ted c a p i q  they resalve to undertske the 
thorough drainage of the  swamp;  and with  this view 
invite  four  new  laborers  from  outside to join  fortunes with 
them. The draining of the swamp involves a year‘s labor, 
and requires  ‘the  community to $ve up  a y&s crop, a 
thing which they would have been unable  to do at  an  earlier 
period in  their history, but which their  accumulations  now 
render possible. The  ground  thus  drained  and opened, rich 
with  the vegetable  deposits of centuries,  proves to  be by far 
the moat productive  portion of their  land. So far &B they 
still work upon the old l a n d s  they  achieve as large a product 
88 before ; 80 far aa they work upon the new  land the pro- 
duct is greater ; and  consequently (as we are wuming a 
community of land, of labor,  and of wealth) the share of 
each is greater in spite  of, or indeed by reaaon of, the in- 
crease in their  numbers. 

A few  year^ pass. The store of provisions  and other 
n e c d e a ,  of implements  and of livestock, which wat~ 
drawn down very low  by the p t  effort of draining the 
swamp, hm now, from the increased  productiveness of the 
joint estate, grown to dimensions lwger than ever before. 
The community is now, therefore, in a position to under- 
take any improvement  whicb, thongh involving large p m  

l “ I n a n e w ~ ~ n ~ a n d a m o n g p o o r s e t t l e r s .  . . poorlandisarels 
tive term. Land ie oelled poor whicb ie not suitable to a poor man,  which, 
o n m a r e ~ a n d ~ , . s r i l l  not yield good first crop%. . . . . 
Thuatlut.rhich.bpwZand f w a p c o r ~ m y p m w & h l a n d t o ~  

ararr”-F’rof, ~ohnston’s NOW on North Ammb,ii. 116,117. 

- 



dent expenditnreg pnrmiees to be remunerative in the 3nal 
d t .  The inmtive thus srising from the poseession of 
cspital joining, tu3 it dtmcea, with the arrival of four new 
laborers who  desire to csst in their fortunes with  the young 
wmmunity, leads to the resolution to thoroughly  under- 
drain the rid, deep soh which  have  been lying 80 long 
cold and wet,  on the  further eide of a aharp, rocky ridge, 
while the  thinner  but dryer and  warmer partrs have been 
cultivated  for  the eake of their quick returns. Another 
harvest  is  foregone  and the year given up to. the improve- 
ment, which again  brings  the stock of provisions and cloth- 
ing very low, and reduces the tools and liv-k of the 
community to  the smallest  dimensions  consistent  with 
working efficiency ; but  the  thing  is done, and done once 
for all : soils richer and stronger  have  been  opened  to  til- 
lage,  and the community, now consisting of 20 laborers, is 
able  to  withdraw, in  the main,  from the lighter, sandy mils, 
and concentrate  their  energies  principally on the site of the 
former swamp, and on the  parts  last  brought  under cultiva- 
tion ; and now the  product  per  man is notably increased, 
while  the  capabilities of the soil are 80 liberal  that  the 
land responds to every  increase of capital  with  constantly- 
increasing  returns. 

It will not be necessary to  recite  the  cutting down of the 
timber,  the clearing up of the  ground,  and  the  opening of 
what is, after all, the best land of the whole tract. Su5ce * 

it to aay that  the poorer  lands  are now given  up  entirely, 
and  the community, increased by accessions from  abroad to 
24 laborers,  working on none but those soils which are really 
in  the broad view the most productive,  obtains a l a r g e r v  
copitu crop than  ever before. 

So far certainly we have  not  reached a condition of 
'6 diminishing returns." On the contrary, returns have 
increased  with  and  through the increaee of popnlation. 
But  we will now suppose that 24 laborers are BB many aa 
can be employed to the best  advantage on the good land 
of the tract which we hsve been coneidering, and that if 
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25 labomri were to be engaged the product would be more 
than with 0 1 f o r  that is B matter of mume-but not $i as 
mu& more, 80 that, with community of labor and of 
wealth, each of the 25 must fain be content  with a little 
leee than each of the 24 had reeeived ; and, in the m e  
way, were still another laborer to appear, the 26 would pro- 
duce more than  the 25 had done, to be sure, but  not & more, 
80 that each of the 26 would receive  less  even  than each of 
the 25 had done. This would be a  condition of (( diminish- 
ing returns ;” and this condition is liable to be reached in 
the c o r n  of the settlement of m y  region.’ 

We will suppose our community to become aware of 
this condition,  and  thereon to resolve that no further acces- 
eions from  abroad  shall be received ; but  in  the very act of 
80 resolving, one of the  number discovers the  principle of 
the rotation of crops. Heretofore  they had been accuB- 
tomed  to  leave  every  year a portion of their choicest lands 

. unmwn,  having  learned that  this was essential to keeping 
the soil in  its  highest  productive  power.  Thus  they  not 
only  lost the  advantage of cultivating  these choicest por- 
tions of their domain, but, as they  found it necesmry to 
plough the fallow in  order  to keep down the weeds, they 
had to lay  out a part of their  laboring-power each year  with- 
out  any  result in the crop of the year. But the discovery 
of the  principle of rotation changed all  this.  The dis- 

Prof. Cairnes’e answer to those  who  deny  the climihiig produc- 
tivenese of land is  absolutely conclusive. “ If any one denies  the  fact, 
it is open to him to re- it by making the  experiment.  Let  him 
show thot he can obtain  from a limited  area of soil any required 
quantity of produce by simply  increasing  the  outlay-that is to say, that 
by  quadrupling  or  decupling  the  outlay,  he can obtain  a  quadruple or 
decuple return. If it be aaked why those who maintain  the affirma- 
tive of the  doctrine do not eatablieh  their views by actual  experiment, 
the (ULBwer is that tAd eapmhunt ds wform.ed for t h  b every p a e -  
tied f m w w ;  and that the fact of the diminishing  productiveness of 
the mil is proved by their conduct in preferring to remrt to inferior 
mila rather than forw nnprofikbly mila of better q d i t y . p ’ - b @ d  
Ildethod, *, p. 86. 



'&very, in a word, was that the soil, l i e  a man or a horse, 
may rest from one kind of work  while doing another ; that 
to the mil the raising of two m e r e n t  crops is  the doing 
of two  different kinds of work : that crop A draws  from the 
soil properties a ; crop B, properties 6 ; crop C, properties 
c ; and that consequently the mil may be recuperating &B 

to properties a and 6, while  bearing  crop C quite, or nearly, 
a8 well a8 if i t  were  doing  nothing. 

Now,  this  discovery of the principle occurred, we will 
suppose, just  in  time  to  prevent  the disappointment of 12 
worthy  laborers  who  had come a great  distance,  hoping to 
join  themselves  with our community,  but  were  on the 
point of being  turned away on the ground that with 36 
laborem, under  the existing  system of fallows, the commu- 
nity would be obliged to return to some of the less produc- 
tive  lands which had  been  abandoned. With rotation, 
however,  this  objection  no  longer exists. The 12 new- 
comers are received, and  inasmuch as the laborers in  the 
fields  are  now  relatively  more  concentrated,  not  having to 
go out  to work, or to haul the produce over fallow spaces, 
and  inasmuch, too, as the increase in numbers allows a 
much  higher  degree of co-operation and  a  minuter  subdivi- 
sion of industry (always a prolific source of mechanical ad- 
vantage),  while  yet  all are working on the  better lands, the 
product is found  to  be  not  one half larger only, but  even 
more, 80 that each of the 36 receives more  than each of the 
24 had done. 

It will not be necessary to  take our reader's time to  relate 
how the simple  suggestion that muck  might be taken from 
the  bed of the old  swamp  and  spread on other  portions, led 
to  the employment of four additional  laborers from abroad ; 
or how the invention' of a new plough  which turned  up 
the  earth  from 18 inches  depth instead of 8, &s by the 
ploughs  previously in use, allowed the number of laborers 

' Be it remembered that in our community there ate neither rents 
nor mydtiea. 
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to rise, one by one, to 48, not only with no diminution of 
the average product, but with its positive increase. 

Now, the above illustrations have not exhansted the num- 
ber or exaggerated the scope and effect of advantages in the 
reeort from inferior to better soils, in  the accomplishment 
of permanent improvements, in  the invention of tools and 
implements, in the discovery of new resources, and  in 
the utilization of waste, which may enable the  number of 
laborers in  any given country to increase from year to year 
without  the  part of each being diminished.’ 

But without trying  further  my reader’s patience, I will 
a m m e  that, in  the case taken, all known means of increas- 
ing the product proportionally, qr more than proportionally, 
to the incream of the number of laborers, have been tried 
and exhausted, and  that with 48 laborers to  the square- 
mile tract the condition of (‘ diminishing  returns ” has 
been reached, BO that any increase of laborers beyond that 
point will result in a diminished per-cap’tu product. I n  
such a condition the remark of Mr. J. S. Mill applies : 6‘ It 
is in vain to say that all mouths which the increase of man- 
kind calls into exietence bring  with  them hands. The new 
mouthsrequireasmuch food as the old  ones, and  the hands 
do not produce as much.”’ Let it be borne in mind, how- 
ever, that  the aggrqak? product may still, and may  even 

“The  mil of England produces eight times as much food a81 it 
prdducedFiOOyears~.”-Rogers, Pol. Eoon., p. 181. Of theagriculture 
of the  former period,  Prof.  Rogers saya : ‘‘ In those days half  the am- 
ble  land  lay in fallow. The  amount produced was, to  take  wheat  as 
an example,  about  eight  bushels the a m  in ordinary years, La., little 
more than a third of an average crop at  the present  time. There 
were no artificial grasaes. Clover waa not known, nor any of the 
familiar roots. As a coneequence, there waa little  or no winter  feed, 
except  such  coarse hay 88 could be made and spared.  Cattle  were 
small and  stunted by the privationa and  hard  fare of winter. The 
average  weight of a good ox was under four cwt. Sheep, too, were 
mal l ,  poor,  and  came  very slowly to maturity.  The  average weight 
of a fleece was not  more than two pounds. With  ill-fed  cattle there 
was little or no hong manure.”-Pol. EOOn., pp. 157,158. 

* POL Econ, i. R?O. 
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indefinitely, be increased by additional labor. England, 
densely populated and hghly cultivated as that  countq 
ie, has not begun to approach the state  where additional 
labor  will produce no appreciable i n c m  of  crops. 
‘‘ There are,” says Prof. Senior, “ about 37,000,000 in 
England and Wales. Of these it has been calculated that 
not 85,000-less,in fact, than one fonr-hundredth part-are 
in a state of high cultivation, as hop-grounds, nursery- 
grounds, and  fruit  and kitchen gardens, and  that 5,000,- , 

000 are waste.”’ Prof. Senior proceeds with this striking i 

exposition of the capabilities of production : 
<‘ If  the utmost uae were made of lime  and  lnarl and 

other mineral manures ; if, by a perfect system of drainage 
and irrigation, water were nowhere allowed to be excessive 
or deficient ; if all our wastes were protected by enclosures 
and  planting ; if all  the land in tillage, instead of being 
scratched by the plough, were deeply and repeatedly 
trenched by manual labor ; if minute care were kmployed in 
the selecting and planting of every seed and root, and 
watchfulness sufficient to prevent the appearance of a 
weed ; if all livestock, instead of being pastured, had  their 
food cut  and brought to them; in short, if the whole 
country were subjected to the labor which a rich citizen 
lavishes on his patch of suburban garden ; if it were pos- 
sible that all this should be effected, the agricultural pro- 
duce of the country might be raised to ten times, or indeed 
to much more than  ten times, its present amount. . . . 
But although the land in England is capable of producing 

- ten times, or more than  ten times, as much aa it now pro- 
duces, it is probable that  its present produce will never be 
quadrupled, and almost certain that it will never be de. 

I 

cupled.” 

It will not have failed to be observed that the law ot 

Pol. ]Eooll., p. ea. 
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diminishing returns does not  apply  directly to mechanid 
industry. Yet, inssmuch as the materids of that industry 
we all of an @cultural origin, or  at least are all taken 
from the mil, ihe coat of manufactured  products will in- 
evitably be enhanced in conaequence. All, however, 
will not rim equally from this cam. Those in which the 
cost of the material  is  relatively small may  for  a  long  time 
decline  in price in  spite of '' diminishing  returns those in 
which the cost of the material is relatively  large may increase 
eteadily in spite of mechanical inventions  and improve 
ments. 

In 1832 Mr. Babbage stated'  that pig-lead to  the  value 
of 31 became worth when manufactured into 

5 
Sheets or pipes of moderate dimendona ........... 1.25 
White-lead. ..................................... 2.60 
Ordinary  printing  charactem.. ................... 4.90 
The nmallerrt type.. ............................. 28.30 

Copper of the value of $1 became worth when manu- 
factured into 

5 
Copper sheeting.. ............................... 1.26 
Household utendle. ............................. 4.77 
Metallic  cloth, 10,OOO meahea  to  the quare inch.. .. 52.23 

Bar-iron of the value of $1 became worth when manu- 
factured into 

e 
Blitironfornsjils.. .............................. 1.10 
Natural steel.. ................................. l.? 
H o m h w . .  .................................... 2.55 
ann-barrels, ordinary.. .......................... 0.10 
Wwdaawe.. .................................... 14.28 
Bdmm best.. ............................... ...446.94 
Penknife-blader, ............................... .657.14 
Swordhandles, polished steel. ................. ..972.88 

Now, it is  evident that  the part of the cost of the nearly 
€1000 of mod-handles,  instanced by Mr. Babbage, which 
L afEected by the law of diminishing returns, is the few 
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Bhillings’ worth of pig-iron originally taken p lw  the few 
shillings’ worth of mal neceseary to produce the power 
and the melting and the tempering heat for the successive 
processee of manufacture. With  the progress of chemical 
and mechanical  discovery, therefore, the cost of the sword- 
handle and the penknife-blade will approach t,hat of the 
horseshoe and the nail-iron. The efficiency of human 
labor, again, in the production of wheat may  have  in- 
creased sixfold since the days  of the Odyssey ; the efficiency 
of labor in converting that wheat into bread, as M. 
Chevalier computes it, has  been multiplied one hundred 
and forty-four times. The efficiency of labor in producing 
wool  may have increased four-fold in  this long period, but 
many living men  have  seen the efficiency of labor in ren- 
dering wool into cloth multiplied fifty-fold. 

So far, then, as human wants can  be met by the ela- 
boration of the crude materials furnished by the earth, 
satisfactions (to me  the term which Bastiat’s writings have 
brought so much into vogue)  may be multiplied almost in- 
definitely, not in spite of, but partly in consequence  of, 
the increase of population. The mechanic of today, if his 
wages yield something over the demands of physical  main- 
tenance,  may  purchase with the balance  luxuries, in one 
of a thousand forms, which two hundred years ago would 
have  tasked the means of the wealthiest banker. The wife 
of a common laborer may  wear fabrics which  would  once 
have excited the admiration of a court. But, after all, the 
great bulk of the consumption of the working classes must 
be in coarse forms of agricultural produce simply pre- 
pared. I t  matters little  to  the laborer that for a few pence 
additional he may  have his cotton wrought into exquisite 
designs which a century ago  would have required months 
for their elaboration, if the pence he has are not enough 
to buy a sufficient weight of cotton to keep him and his 
children warm. His main concern is wit& the wet of 
gmim and meats, of cotton and wool, of iron and wood ; 
and to these, in their aimplest forma, the law of diminish. 
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ing rem applies with a etringency that never relaxes. 
If the fact were otherwise . . . the science of plitical 

economy, aa it at  present exists, would be aa completely 
revolutionized aa if human nature itself were  altered.”’ 



.F 

CHAPTER VI. 

?dALTHUSIANISY IN WAQES-TAE LAW OF POPDLATIOH. 

To the situation reached at the close of the last chapter 
let us now apply the law of population  known by the 
name of the English writer who, if he did not discover the 
principles underlying it, at least  called and compelled gen- 
eral attention to them. 

The reader will have noted that in tracing the gradual 
increaae in numbers of the agricultural commnnity whose 
experiences formed the subject of the last chapter, the ad- 
ditional laborers for whom room and work  were found 
were in all cwes  called in from abroad, and that these 
laborers were taken as without families, or at le& that 
women and children were in no  way introduced into the 
narrative. This was  because  we  were  then only concerned 
with the industrial capabilities of the square-mile tract 
under consideration. 

But now let us change the supposition. The addi- 
tion of laborers shall be through the growth to maturity 
of the children of the first residents. All the conditions 
will remain substantially the same, through the whole 
c o r n  of settlement and improvement, until we  reach 
the strage of “diminishing retnms.” Here the M e r -  
ewe between the two modes of accession begins, and 
here .Malthusianism applies for the first time. In  the 
lsst chapter our supposition waa that when the point 
waa reached where the number of laborem waa aa great 
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88 could be employed upon the land to advantage 
-that is, without a reduction of the per-cap’ta c r o p  
the existing body of laborers would refme to receive 
further accessions,  and.thus stop at  the limit of the highest 
individual prodnct. Bnt how will it  be if the accessions 
are by the arrival at  maturity of the children of the laborers 
themselves?  Will  that mode of increase be checked so 
wily,  suely, and, one  might say, automatically, when the 
real  interests of the laborer demand that no more shall be 
admitted to  the land now tilled to its highest per-capita 
capability ? Mr. Malthns answers, No ; and his great repu- 
tation rests on his searching investigation of the principles 
of population, and his conclusive statement that population 
has tended, at leaat under past human conditions, to disre 
gad the moral inhibition contained in  the fact of diminish- 
ing returns, and  to increase thereafter  faster than subsist- 
ence, and even to persist in  that increaple, while food be 
came more scant, meagre, and unnourishing, until at last 
the one sufticient check was applied by disease and famine. 

Population, said Mr. Malthus, increases in a geometrical 
ratio, while subsistence increases in  an arithmetical ratio 
only. What, now, is the characteristic of geometrical aa 
corltmted with  arithmetical increase ? I t  ig  that th 
i n o r m e  &df 6wrea.w. Thus, in a series of seven terms, 
we might have : 

Arithmetical, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
Geometrical, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. 

Here,  in  the  former series, the actual difference between 
the sixth and seventh terms is  the same as that between the 
first and second, namely, 2. In the  latter series, the 
difference between the h t  and second terms is also 2, 
while between the sixth and eeventh it  is 64. This tre 
mendous  leap from t e ~  to term i B  due  to the  fact  that  the 
increase between the first and second terms becomes itself 
the mum of increase between the second and  third  terms ; 
and this incresse, in tnm, b m e a  the cause of ~ 0 1 ~ 8 .  
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F d i W  i n c m  between the third and fonrth, and 80 on 
to the end. whereaa in the arithmetical seria we  may 
say that the  entire  increaa comes out of the original first 
term,  and all the succ888ive incrementa remain themselves 
barren. 

Mankind,  like  every  other species of animals, mid Mr. 
Malthus,  tend to increase in a  geometrical ratio. Speaking 
broadly, every  human pair, no matter  in what te rn  of the 
series  appearing, haa the m e  capability of reproduction 
aa the original  pair,  and has the same likelihood of an 
equally  numerous offspring, after  the +me number of gen- 
erations,  as  Adam  and Ere  are credited  with. *It is in this 
fact of a reproducti1.e capability  in the descendant equal to 
that of the ancestor that Mr. Malthus  found the possibili- 
ties of perpetual  poverty, misery, and vice among the human 
race. At this  point, however, it needs to  be observed that 
the mere fact of children  being  born to every  human  pair 
on  earth does not of itself meet the conditions of Mr. Mal- 
thus's reasoning. Mr. Greg, in his Social Enigmas,  has 
written as if Malthusianism  presented the issue whether 
people  should  have  children or not.  But it is plain-almost 
too  plain,  indeed, to be formally stated-that every  human 
pair  might have one child, and  yet the race become extinct 
in a  few  generations ; might have two  children,  yet no in- 
crease of population  result, the children  only  supplying the 
parents' places in the social and  industrial  order ; nay,  as  a 
large  proportion of those who are born do, and seemingly 
must, in  the present  state of sanitary and medical science, 
die  before  reaching  maturity, and as many who survive do, 
from  one cause or another,  remain single, every manied 
pair  might .have three  children,  and  yet there be no  in- 
crease. Surely  these  facts dispose of Mr. Greg's sentimen- 
tal grievance. 

The doctrine of Malthus, then, &8Bames an average 
number of children to a  family sufEcient, after allowance 
for infant  mortality, celibacy, rrnd exceptional sterility, to 
yield a net kmwe in each generation. h matter of fed,  
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Mr. M . d t h n e l  a~811tnea in e x m a  of four children to a fdy 
88 the average under conditions where  neither (‘ vim, misery, 
nor moral r a h i n t n  appear to check the natural progreasof 
population. Thevalidity of the theory does not,  however, . ~ 

depend  on  the s p e d c  ratio  taken.  Given  only  a number 
of children sufficient to  yield a net increase, however 
slight, in each  generation,  with  an  undiminished  reproduc- 
tive capability  in each married pair, we have the condi- 
tions of a  geometrical  progression. And  the capabilities of 
a geometrical  progression  when  persisted in  are simply 
tremendous. ‘‘ The  elephant,” says Mr. Darwin, ‘‘ is 
reckoned the slowest breeder of all  known animals, and I 
have  taken  mme  pains  to  estimate  its  probable  minimum 
rate of natural increase. It will.be safest  to assume that 
it begins  breeding when thirty years  old,  and goes on 
breeding till ninety  years  old,  bringing  forth six young in 
the  interval,  and  surviving  till one hundred  years  old ; if 
this be so, after a period of from seven hundred  and  forty 
to eeven hundred  and  fifty  years  there would be alive 
nearly  nineteen  million  elephants descended from  the h t  
pair. . . . Even slow-breeding man has  doubled in twenty- 
five years, and  at  this  rate  in a few  thousand  years  there 
would literally  not  be  standing-room for his  progeny.”’ 

But how would it be meanwhile  with  subsistence ? In 
saying that  this  tends  to increase in  an  arithmetical  ratio 
only, Mr.  Malthus  did  not  deny  an  inherent  capability  in 
vegetable life to  reproduce itaelf far  more  rapidly  than it is 
given  to most species of animals to do. ‘‘ Wheat, we know,” 
says Prof. Senior, (‘ is an  annual,  and  its  average  power of 
reproduction  perhaps  about &X for one ; on that supposi- 
tion, the produce of a single  acre  might cover the  globe in 
fourteenyears.’”  Here, surely, is geometrical  and  geogra- 
phical progression with a vengeance ! Why, then, assert 
for vegetable  life a power of arithmetical progression only P 

The Principle of Population, I. 4744. 
* Thrt origin of 8pecies, Ohsp. iii. ’ Pol. Econ., p. 80. . 



The juetiacation of -Wi will be found in the last words of 
&e extract juet given : the g i h k  WOUM he mered,’ and 
thet in fourteen years, by the increase of a  single acre of this 
comparatively  nnprolific cereal. There are weeds, and even 
neeful plants, whose rate of increase would allow them  to 
ovenrpread the earth in half that time. Mr. Malthim’s theory 
88811mes the earth generally occupied and  cultivated,  in its a 
fertile  parts  at least. From  this  point on,  all  increase of 
vegetable food must be made against an increasing resist- 
ance, and  hence can only be obtained  through the expen- 
diture of constantly-increasing  force. After the condi. 
tion of ‘‘ diminishing  returns”  described in the  preceding 
chapter  has  been  reached,  every  addition  to  the  crop is 
obtained at  the cost of more than  a  proportional  amount 
of labor. Thus the  share of each laborer becomes smaller 
and  still  smaller, as, through  the persistence’ of the sexual 
instincts,  population  continues  to  increase. ‘( The diminish- 
ing productiveness of the  land, as  compared  with the un- 
diminished  power of human  fecundity, forms the basis of 
the Malthusian  theory.”’ 

From my own analysis of the  doctrine of Mr. Malthus, I 

I I‘ Throughout  the  animal  and vegetable  kingdoms nature  has scat- 
tered  the eeeds of life abroad with  the most  profuse and liberal hand, 
but  has been comparatively sparing in the room and  the wuTiahmePat 
necessary to  rear them.”-Malthus, The  Principle of Population, i. 3. 
“ L’accmiaement des  moyens  d‘existance et l’accroisement  du  capital 

ont n6oewirement  des limites clans un espace  de temps donn6. An 
contraire,  l’sccroisement de la population est pour ainbi dire illimit6. 
. . . . Si donc, entre oes deux productions extramement inGgales, 
la prevoyance humaine ne  e’interpose,  une calamite  est  imminente.” 
-M. ChevaIier, %me Ditlwurs,d‘Overture du c ~ n m  de  l’ande, 1848-7. 
’ “ The -me power that doubles the population of Kentucky, 

Illinois, and New Bouth Wales every five-and-twenty yeare, exists 
everywhere, and is equally energetic in England, France, and Hnlland. ” 
2. R. McCulloch, Pol. Ikon. 226. 

a Prof. Rickads, Population and Capital, p. 127. 
* 
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&odd ssy helesched  in euccef38ion three results : W, the 
per of population  to increase faster  than subsistence ; 
mndly,  the t % n d e ~ ~ ~  of population 80 to inaww-that is, 
he proved  that  the  mere f a d  of passing into the &age of “ di- 
minishing returns” in production  has of itself no neceessry 
effect  whatever  to check propagation ; thirdly, the cZ” 
mhmtion, the  strong  and  urgent disposition, of population 
80 to increase,  due to  the power  and  persistence of the 
eexual instincts,  under  the  force of which human  reproduc- 
tion will go forward  in  spite of the  plain  warnings of pra- 
dence, in spite of increasing  discomfort,  squalor, and 
hunger. ‘‘ Moral restraint”  might,  Mr.  Malthus  admitted, 
intervene  to  stay  the  fatal  progress ; but  this  required too 
much  virtue  to be reasonably  expected of large mame8 of 
people. Hence  the  limit to population  must be looked for 
mainly in ‘( vice” (a preventive check to  population)  or in 
“misery” (a positive check). Prostitution  might  enter  in 
disparagement of manlage ; feticide and  abortion  might 
enter  to diminish the avemge number of children  to  a 
marriage ; such were the  methods of vice in  limiting  popu- 
lation by diminishing  births.  On  the  other  hand, misery- 
that is, privation  and excessive exertion-by aggravating in- 
fant mortality and  shortening the duration of mature  life, 
has been found,  and is likely  through  an  indefinite  future 
to be  found,  the chief agency in keeping down the  num- 
bers of mankind. 

Of this  last  result it may  be said that it was B not  very 
extravaggnt  generalization of the experiences of most of 
the countries of Europe to which Mr. Malthus, writing be- 
fore  the  French  Revolution  had  fully  wrought  its  mighty 
work, could look to ascertain the comparative  strength of ’ 

the principle of increase and  the  restraints of prudence. 
He mightindeed  he did-look away to a  country  beyond 
the ocean, where  a  popular  tenure of the soil, popular edu- 
catiin, and a  popuiar  control of government  might  be ex- 
pected to bring out  the virtues of elf-respect  and self-re- 
atmi& ; but  here it  ohancdthat  the political and the indas 
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trial intererrts of the people  wincided in encouraging the 
most rapid  development of population. 

Such  being the three successive but dietinct  results 
which make  up Mr. Malthm’s body of doctrine, it should 
be  noted  that  they  are  not’ all of the m e  validity. The 
first  result comes directly  out of facts in the physical con- 
ditions of the  earth  and of man,  which  can not be impugned. 
The second, for all that is h o w n  of human physiology, 
would seem to  be  equally  indisputable. Prof. Senior has, 
indeed, in terms,  while  admitting the power,  denied the 
tendency ; but I must think  that his  denial  should be 
taken  as  extending  not  to  the  tendency,  but to what I have 
called the determination, of population to increase  unduly. 
It seems incredible that  Prof. Senior  should  have  intended 
to question that population  tends to increase  faster than 
subsistence, so long, at least,  as  subsistence  remains  ade- 
quate to physical  well-being, for it must  be  remembered 
that  the condition of diminishmg  returns  may  begin  when 
the per-capita; product  is  still  ample to  afford a liberal sup 
port to all. Now, a  country  may  proceed a long time with 
diminishing  returns,  diminishing, it may be, very slowly, 
before  squalor  and hunger become the necessary concom- 
itants of an  increase of population. So that, considering 
a  people on the verge of that condition, it  is certainly  safe 
to say that subsistence can not  thereafter  increase  as  fast aa 
before, because the constitution of the soil forbids ; while 
yet  population  may, for a  longer or a  shorter  time,  continue 
to increase  as  fast as before, since the reproductive capa- 
bility’ is undiminished  and the sexual instinct  remains as 
active  and  strong as ever.  Hence, I believe Prof. Senior 
must  have  meant to deny  this  tendency  only in  the degree 

Indeed, the reproductive  capability might even be increased during 
the first stages of diminishing returns. This would doubtless be 80 if 
the previow returns to bbor had  been EO liberal as to encourage luxu- 
riousness and wme degree of eff  erninacy. In this cam the fir& effecte 
of diminished returns might be to induce a greater physical and ner- 
vow vigor. 
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of form and  persistency  which Mr. Malthns attributed 
to it. 

It is then against Mr. Ydthus’s last  resnlt, namely, the de- 
termination, the strong and  urgent disposition, of p p d *  
tion to increase in  spite of m n  and prudence,  and in 
s p i t e  of privation  and qualor, that all valid  criticism  must 
be directed.  Many of Mr.  Malthus’s  opponents  have con- 
~idered  that they  have  demolished  Malthusianism when 
they  have shown to their own eatisfaction that  the im- 
pulse to propagation is somewhat  less  strong,  or that  the 
motives and physiological  tendencies  which  work  against 
incrertse of population  are  somewhat  stronger,  than he r e  
presented  them  to be. Malthusianism,  however,  stands 
complete  and  inexpugnable  on  the  demonstration of the 
power  and  the  tendency of population to increase  faster 
than subsistence. The gloomy forebodings of the amiable 
clergyman who promulgated the doctrine are not at  all of 
ita essence. Malthusianism would survive  a  demonstra- 
tion, on the  largest scale, of the power of prudence  and 
social ambition  to  hold  the  impulses  to  propagation  firmly 
in check. 



CHAPTER VII. 
N E C E S S A R Y  W A Q E S .  

THE phrase ‘ I  necessary wages”  makes  a  considerable 
Sgure in economical literature. By it is intended  a mini- 
num below which, it is assumed, wages can not  fall  without 
reducing  the  supply of labor  and  thus  inducing  an  opposite 
tendency, namely, to  a rise in wages.’ 

It is  not  meant  that  the employer is bound,  by  either 
equitable  or economical considerations,  to  pay the laborer, 
in  the  immediate  instance,  enough to support life in him- 
self and  family.  The employer will, in general, pay only 
such wages as  the  anticipated  value of the  product will 
allow him to  get back from  the purchaser,  with his own 
proper  profits  thereon. If, in a peculiar  condition of in- 
dustry,  he consents for  a  time  to give up his own profits, 
or  even  to  produce at  a sacrifice, it is with  reference  to  his 
own interest  in  keeping his laboring  force,  or his custo- 
mera, together, in the  expectation  that  a turn in &airs will 

* ‘‘ The coat of purchasing labor, like that of every thing else, mu& 
be paid by the p u r c h m .  The ram of laborern would become alto- 
gether extinct unleea they were supplied with quantities of food and 
other articles sufficient  for  their support and that of their f-a 
This ia the lowest limit to which the rate of wagea can be p e m e n t  
ly reduced, and for thia mason it haa  been called the natanrl or n e w  
serg mte of wagea”4. R M a d ,  Pol. h e ,  p. 886. 
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enable him to make himaelf good for  the temporary lorn. 
If he pays  more than is consistent with  this object, or if 
he pays any thing from any other view than his own in- 
terest, what he  thus pays is not wages, but alms disguised 
aa wages. 

Such imtances of temporary sacrifice are, however,  ex- 
ceptional. In the vast majority of GUBB the wages which 
employers pay their workmen are governed by the price 
at  which they may  fairly expect to sell the product ; and 
this, whether the workmen and their families can live 
thereon or not. If now, in any country, at any time, 
laborers, from  any cause,  become in excess of the demand, 
necessary wages in  that instance will not include a su5ci- 
ency of food and clothing for all these laborers, but only 
for those who are wanted. 

Nor by necessary wages is  it meant that workmen will 
not accept wages which are below the standard of subsisb 
ence. It is when men are receiving wages which give 
them a margin for  the comforts of life, and  perhaps some 
thing for luxury, that  they say, sometimes in very wanton- 
neB8, ‘( If  we can not have such and such wages, we will 
not work,” and perchance refuse offers which are as liberal 
a~ their employers can make. But when wages approach 
the dread line where they cease to  furnish a BU.fkieIlCy of 
the coaraest food, laboring men do not talk EO. I n  coun- 
tries  where there is no poor law, and where the claim to 
support is not admitted by the state, it is a thing unknown 
that a workman  refuse^ wages because they will not keep 
himself and family alive. He takes them  for what they 
are worth, applies them aa far a8 they will go, and works 
on, perhaps with failing  strength, eager to secure the per- 
hapsfailiing employment. If it is in the city, and  the sight 
of 1uxnl.y maddem the crowd of laborers giddy with f&- 
ing, the dreadful cry of ‘‘ Bread or blood ” may be raised, 
and the k t  effort of strength be given to pillage and de- 
etraction. But  the eingle laborer, acting out his own im- 



p- takes  the wage5 that are offered him never 60 surely . 
88 when  those wsges are c l w  down upon the famine line. 

If the least wm on which a man  with a wife  and  five 
children can subsist, be seven shillings a week, and  yet  in 
hard times he is offered  but six shillings for his labor,  this 
does not mean that  one victim  is to  be selected  from the E- 

ven  and  set apart to starve,  while  the  rest  are  fed. It m a n s  
that all will try to  live  on  the  scantier supply. The  famine 
line  is  not a line  which it is easy to trace.  Laboring  men 
and women can live  for  single days on what  they could not 
live  upon  during  an  entire week ; they can live  for a single 
week on what they could not  live  upon  every week of the 
month ; they can even  live for  months on what they could 
not  live  upon  an  entire  year.  They can live  along for 
years  on  a half of what  would be necessary to  keep  them 
in robust  health and  with  strength  to  labor efficiently. 
With  the aged  and the  young  the capacity of enduring 
privation is almost  indefinitely less. Yet even  when each 
succumbs in  his  turn,  the  nursing  child  and  the  young man 
in his Rtrength, the chances are  that  it is to some distinct 
form of disease, for which  privation  has  prepared  the way. 
Thus in Ireland,  when the annual  number of deaths roae 
from 77,754, the average of the  three  preceding years, to 
122,889 in 1846, and 249,335 in 1847, it was from fever,  and 
not from literal  starvation, that the  great maas of victime 
died.' So in  India,  in  the  famine of 18734, the  number 
of deaths  from  starvation  reported  from  districts embrac- 
ing millionsof  inhabitants was in  some instances  but  three, 
five, or ten,  while  yet  the  population  had been greatly FB 
dnced  by an  extraordinary  mortality  from  the recognized 
forms of ordinary disease. Dr.  Hunter, in his  Famine 

The number of deaths potually attributed, on inquest, to etarv& 
tion, and $0 reported in the famoue Irish wnsm of 1851, wm 2041 in 
1828, 8068 in 1847, and 9395 durlng the two yeue following. (hpolt 
put v., Yo€. i, p. 853.) 
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. A p t e  of India, has strikingly drawn the lamentable 
picture of a people  entering  the  famine state. 

“ A t  the outset of a famine  the people fall back upon 
roots and various sorts of inferior  green  food.  The  children 
and the weaker  members of the family  die,  and  those who 
survive  eke  out  a  very insufEcient quantity of rice by roots 
and wild  plants.  The wages  which  would  not suffice to 
feed an average  family of four are sufficient for the two 
or three  members who survive. rmrd pqndah 
m i h 8  a fa& a8 a frkpte g w  into battle,  cleared of aU 
welt38 gear and h ? t  membere.” 

We have seen that by (6 necessary wages” isnot  meant  that 
masters  will-not offer, or  workmen  receive, in  the irnmedi- 
ate instance, wages w l h h  are  greatly  and  increasingly  inade- 
quate to  the  support of life.  But more  than this, it is not  even 
meant  that  any wages at  all  are necessary unconditionally. 
The employing class may, from cauaes affecting the indw 

’ try of a community  or  a  country, itself slowly disappear. 
Many  regions once most fair  and  flourishing  have, as we 
know, been stricken  with  a  paralysis of industry,  leaving 
no small part of their  inhabitants  occupationless. In such 
a caae not only can no  particular s a l e  of wages be  said to 
be necessary, but no wages at all  will  be  necessary ; the 
populat.ion thus  rendered  surplus  mnst  remove if it can to 
new seats, or  remaining, as is  most  likely,  must pass rapidly 
away by the excess of deaths  over  births,  induced  by  hardship 
and privation.  Hence, if we  will say that wages must be 
high  enough to maintain  the  laboring class in condition to 
labor,  and to  keep  their  numbers good, we should  bear in 
mind  the condition  on  which this alone is  true, namely, that 
the  employing class is itself kept good. 

The whole significance of the  term necessary  wages is 
, that,  in  order  to  the  supply of labor  being  maintained, 

wages muat be paid  which will not  only  enable the labor- 
ing clam to subsist according to the standard of comfort 
and deeency, or discomfort and indecency it may be, which 



they eet up for themeelves aa that below which  they will 
not go, but will also dispose them to propagate’ d- 
ciently to  make  up the inevitable, inceesaut loss of labor 
from  death or disability. If the standard of living re- 
ferred to above  varies among several  communities  or corn- 
t ies,  then  the  term “neceasary wages” must  be  interpreted 
in each  community  or  country according to the habitual 
standard  there  maintained. 

It is, then, because something  besides  vice  and m i s q  
do, in a degree,  limit  the  increase of population,  that  the 
question of necessary wages becomes more  than the ques- 
tion of the  amount of the barest,  baldest  subsistence  which 
will keep  men  alive  and  in  condition for labor. And as, h, 
fact, the standard of living  varies  with  each  community o r  
country, the laboring  population in no two making pre- 
cisely the same requirements a8 the condition  precedent to 
their  keeping  their  numbers good, the  term necesssry 
wages  must be understood in each  country  and  Mparate 
community  according to  the  habitual  standard  there main- 
tained. 

Necessary wages,  as thns  defined, may be  very low. It 
is commonly mid that  the lowest  point  which  can be 
reached  is that  at which  enough  food (taking that as the 
type of expenditure), of the coarsest and meanest  kind, can 

It  will be seen that  the wages of  the  laborer  thus  made neceesay 
must  include  not only hia own subsistence  but  that of  those pereons, 
not themselves productive laborers, whose maintenance is a menna to 
the supply of labor in the  immediate  future.  Thns  the wages of  the 
bread-winnew  must  provide food and are for women in the weaknesa , of childbearing,  and  for  children in the years of infancy.  Whether 
they  shall ala0 provide food and care for the aged in their  decrepi- 
tude, and for the crippled and infirm, ia detemhed by  other  wnside- 
rationa,tobe noted further on. These, at  le&, are not essential to the 
supply of labor ; and  in  barbaroua countries not a few, the horrid CUE 
tom of making a m y  with those who are regarded aa 5 hOpde88 burden 
ekows that  the  upp port of owh is not an element of weeawry ppogss 
rmoag thorn P P k  
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be provided to sustain l i e  and the  ability to labor. But 
in truth ne-ry wages may be a  great  deal lower than 
that. It is found  that,  throughout  countries  comprising B 
large  part of the  human race, the wages given  and  taken 
not  only  provide  subsistence 80 scanty  and so little nour- 
iehing that  the population become stunted  and  more or 
less  deformed  and  ineffective  in  labor ; but  that even 80, a 
large  part of all who are born  die in  infancy  and  early 
childhood  from the effects of privation.  The  horrible in- 
fant  mortality of many districts is not accounted for solely 
by neglect of sanitary  precautions,  but is also largely  due 
to the low diet of mothers  and  children. 

But nemsmry wages may not ody  be so low as to  require 
the death,  under  four  years of age, of one half the persons 
born into the community : they may be so low as to  re- 

‘ quire  the  phrase ‘‘ to  sustain  life”  to be very much quali- 
fied in respect to those who survive the period of childhood 
and  attain  the capacity to  labor. In  most countries, if we 
take civilized and semi-civilized together, no scale of wages 
is so necessary but  that  population will, in  spite of an infant 
mortality  aggravated almost to  the proportions of a  gen- 
eral maseacre, increase to  the  point of docking  one quarter, 
one  third,  or one half from  the  natural  term of the  industrial 
force, for all those who come to man’s estate. By this I 
mean  that, if adequate  and wholesome food,  with  simply 
decent  and  healthful  conditions of life,  would,  with no 
regeneration of society or  perfection of individual man- 
hood, or  even so much  as  the  sanitaryreformation of cities 
and dwellingls, allow  to  persons  attaining the age of 20 
yeam B further term, upon  the average, of 40 years,  popu- 
lation  is  still  capable of increasing, in spite of the  principle 
of necessary wages, until food, clothing,  and  firing are so 
reduced, and  dwellings become so crowded, that, instead 
of 40 yeam, an average term no longer  than 30, or  even 
20 years,is allowed to thoee who  attain manhood. Surely 
the phrase to ‘( sustain  life”  needs  to be qualified in Bach 
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GBBeB, where life is, in fact, from want of food and  ordinary 
cornforte, d n e d  throngh  bnt a fraction of ite other- 
wise mtud term. 

We have thus reduced the Nope of the  principle of 
neoessary wages by &owing, fht, that no w&ges at  all  are 
neceseary unless some one sees it for his own interest  to 
employ  labor,  and, secondly, that when wages are  paid, it 
is not necessztry that  they  should be sdlicient to support 
more  than  two  thirds or one half of the persons born into 
the world, or, in  the case of those  actually surviving to  the 
age of labor, to ‘‘ sustain life”  through  more  than one half 
or three  fourths of the  natural term of labor. 

But  there  is nevertheless  a truth  in  the  doctrine of 
neceseary  wages. There is a  point below which if, in any 
community, wages go, the  supply of labor  will  not  be kept 
up ; and  hence if employers  will  have  labor,  they muet , 

pay for  it  up  to  this point. 
But it is  not in every  community, it is not in most com- 

munities,  perhaps it is not  in  any community, 80 long  as 
employment  is offered st all, that  the  minimum of wages 
is fixed by the barest physical conditions of keeping  up  the 
eupply of labor. Powerful as is  the sexual passion,’ it has 
not  unresisted sway. Somewhere above the  point we have 
indicated-it may be far above, it may be  but  a  little way 
above this-men will cease bringing  children  into  the  world. 
They may-in many  countries  they do-increaee to such an 
extent as to involve the  frightfnl  infant  mortality we have 
noticed,  and to reduce the  term of adult  life to very  narrow 
limits. But  they will not sink to prove the  last  possibilities 
of the case ; they  stop  short of the bald, brutal demonstra- 
tion of the  inability to keep up the  supply of labor  upon 
scantier food, fire, and raiment ; and Btopping here,  they do 

. * “  Hsppily there is but one paeaion of the enme natare ; for if there 
were two there would not be n single man left in the MiverSe W h o  

would be able to follow the truth”-& Eastern writer. 
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in fact give themselves some little margin of living. The 
Chinaman buya hie precions drag ; the Esst Indian gives 
months of every year to the service of his goggleeyed di- 

In Pereia, Turkey, and  other  States of the East impera- 
tive onetom reqnires the most lavish outlay in the period 
immediately before msn‘age, for which prepmation or 
reparation has to be made during preceding or succeeding 
years of labor. ‘‘ A man,” writes Mr. Consul Taylor from 
Koordistan,’ ‘‘ one would not suppose to possess a penny, 
not unfrequently spends $30, raised on loan from  his em- 
ployer, that is dissipated during  the w e n  days of riotous 
living preceding the ceremony.” 

Here,  then, we have the actual as distinguished from 
the theoretical minimum; in other words, the “neces- 
sary wages,” the wages that must  be paid to keep the 
supply of labor good, if, indeed, it is to  be  kept good ; 
for that, we have seen, is not a necessity. All the 
w@y up from this low plane, through the scale of na- 
tions, we find points .established which mark the mini- 
mum of wages fw one . community or another, those 
wages, namely, on which that community will consent to 
keep its numbers good. Such wages thus become the 
necessary wagw for -that community, necessary only in  the 
sense that  the habits of living among the people will not 
permit reproduction sufficient to repair the natural waste 
of labor, on any ..lower terms, with any  thing less of the 
‘‘ necessar+, .comforts, and luxuries” of life. 

Now, since among most-peoples food is the main object’ 

vinity. 

Report on the Condition.of the‘Indnstria1 Classes, 1871, p. 800, cf. 
791. In Emrdistan the snnnal earnings of the artiean appear to range 
from el2 to €18. 

* The eminent statistician, Dr. Engel, of Berlin, has given the fol- 
lowing comparative  etatement sa showing the average wIative expen- 
Sture in F+ueda of families of three classes, ranging from those of 
well-to-do arti%sne to &om of pawns in easy circamatanma : 
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npon which wages are  expended, economists have been 
very much in the way of g d h g  the '( necewry wages" of 
nations according to their habits respecting food, the princi- + 

Per cent. Per cent. Per o a t .  
1. Food. .................... 

12 12 3. Lodging.. ............... 18 16 2. Clothing. ................ 50 55 62 
18 
12 
5 

95 90 85 

4. Firing snd  Lighting.. .... 5 5 
" 

5. Education,  Worship,  etc... 

3.5 1.5 1 8. Comfort and  Recreation.. . 3 2 1 7. Care of healt11. .......... 
5.5 
8 2 1 6. Legal  protection.. ........ 3.5 a- 

I 100 I loo I loo 

From this table Dr. Engel deduces the  following proposition : 
While  the proportion of the total outlay upon food increases as the 
family beoomes poorer, the  percentage of outlay  for  clothing is a p  
proximately, and  that for lodging is invariably, the eame in the  three 
classes taken for consideration. Dr. Engel seems  dispoaed to regard 
this  very  much as a law of expenditure. I am disposed  to  believe, 
however, that  the  apparent conformity has been  reached  by  merging 
urban and rural communities  which if considered  separately  would 
show  very  wide  differences of expenditure on tho  several  objects  in& 
ested ; and,  secondly, that  the extension of the inquiry to other  lati- 
tudes  and  other social  conditiona  would  develop great  diversity in  
these respects. The Baron Riesbeck in his  Travels in Qermany  (Pink- 
erton, vi. 147,173), in 1780, notes the very  marked  differences  eristing 
between Southern  and  Northern Qermany as to the scale of expendi- 
ture on dress. The lower  ordem  among the  Turk8 probably expend 
more of their earnings relatively upon dress than  the  higher classes. 
The some may probably be sssumed respecting the ordiiry Danish 
workman, who imists on p a d q  himself off aa a gentleman on Sun- 
days. Again, the ecale of expenditure on lodging varies grastly BC 

oording to mid conditiona. In Englana, Mr. Clifford soys, " the agri- 
dtarol laborer Baldom pays, even for a @od cottage, more than ,+, of 
hie igcome, and more commonly A. "he town laborer reosiving 18 or a0 
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pal article in the diet of each being taken as indicating 
the wages which muat there be paid to keep the supply of 
labor good. Thus it ie said the Chinese will breed up to 
the point where a snfEciency  of food of the meanest kind, 
even including much of what we call vermin, can be 
obtained to  rear a constantly-increasing number of laborers 
of small stature and low vitality. The East Indians, again, 
are satisfied with rice < and population in  that country, 
accordingly, will increase  on that diet, even in  the face of 
the certainty of a famine on an average once in four or five 
years.’ The Irish, again, are satisfied with a potato diet,’ 
and will increase up to the limits of subsistence on that 
food,‘ though at  the constantly-imminent risk of a scarcity 
from  the failure of that most uncertain crop. The Scotch, 

shillings  weekly will certainly  not  pay  less  than 4 ; the  artisan receiv- 
ing 3 0 , s  shillings or &2 will pay & and,  including  rates  and  taxes, 
probably +.-Agricultural  Lock-out of 1814, p. 246. 

In  France, Lord  Brabazon reports : “ Whilst a t  about the same pe- 
riod town workmen were  earning wages 53.32 per  cent  higher  than 
agricultural  laborers,  these  latter  were  paying 40.45 per cent  less 
rent.”-Report on the Condition of the Industria1 Classes, 1872, p. 49. 

The  well-known  passion of the Netherlander for having  a  whole 
house, however small, to himself,  must, I think,  result in a  larger  pro- 
portional  expenditure in this direction  by common laborers than by 
the  higher classes. I note also that Dr. Engel’s computations do not 
agree  very  well  with  those given by Mr. b t t  respecting the expendi- 
tures of families in Wiirtemburg. (Report on the Condition of the In- 
dustrial Clnssee, 1872, pp. 196,187,205.) 

* Mr. Brassey q s  of the %lie laborers  employed on the railways 
in India : “ Their food consists of two  pounds of rice  a  day,  mixed  with 
a little curry ; and the cost of living on this, their usual  diet, is only l a .  
a week.”-Work and  Wagas, p. 88. 

* “ No fewer than  four great mrcities, amounting  almost to famines,’’ 
since the mutiny,  namely, 18614,1BSB$, 1808-9,1873-L-The Duke of 
Argyle, quded by London Economist, May 9,1874. 

“ A laborer in Ireland will live  and  bring up a family on p~tatoe~ ; 
a laborer in England will see the world  unpeopled firet.”-Uenerel T. 
Pemne t  Thtmpeon. 
‘ ‘‘ Three timea the number of persons can be fed on an acre! of po- 

tatoea who can be maintained on an acre of wheat in ordinsry 1)8p- 
w . ” - ~ ’ o  of Enrope, 181641, ~viii., p. 11. 
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again, pitch their minimum of wages at  an oaten diet ; 
the Germane, at a diet of black bread ; while the English 
insist, at  the very lowest, npon wheaten bread, though un- 
fortunately  not 60 rigidly and persistently but  that a con- 
siderable unnecesmy mortality at  the extremes of life, and 
a lowering of the vital  force  among  large portions of the 
actual workers, take place.’ 

It will  be seen that, according to this doctrine, the neces- 
m y  wages of every country are k e d  by the habits of liv- 
ing among the people, and  that  at  any given time  there 
is a point below which wages can not go without diminish- 
ing the supply of labor. This point may change from one 
period  to another. A people broken down by industrial 
misfortune or crowded by too rapid propagation may 
temporarily be driven to a lower and  meaner  diet ; and in- 
#stead of resenting this by withholding their increase, and 
thereby opening theway,  or  at least holding the way open, 
to a return to better times and circumstances, may accept 
the degradation to which they  are  thus violently brought ; 
may lay aside that self-respect and self-control which had 
hitherto  kept them from sinking in  the social  scale, and 
consent to  bring  children into  the world to share their own 
miserable lot. Thus, in a single generation, a new scale 
of wages may be determined, and population adjust itself 
accordingly. Instances of such lowering of the necessary 
wages of a people are  unfortunately not uncommon. 
- 

1 Prof.  Cairnes makes a remark in his LogicalMethod of Pol. &on. 
which  is  liable to be  miaunderstood.  He  says : “ It is not  asserted 
that population in fact increases  faster than subsistence ; this would, 
of course, be physically  impossible.” In one sense of the word  in- 
cream,  that, namely, which the vital  statistiche intend by the  phrase 

effective  increase,”  Prof. Caiies’s remark is unexceptionable ; but 
there is nothing to prevent  persons from Wing born into  the world in 
large numbers, for whom there is not food enough to keep  them alive, 
and who must  consequently die prematurely. Most people  would 
that in such c a m  ‘ I  population in fact increases faster than eubist- 
ence.” Population, of cow, can not incream and wm&n beyond the 
limits of aubabtenoe. 
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On the other  hand, a people sccnstomed to a  low and 
mean diet,  and to circumstances of Bth and  squalor,  may, 
under imp~dees  moral  or economical, which it is not neces- 
wry to recite, r a i s e  themselves to a  new  standard of living,’ 
involving  a new scale of wages, which thereafter become 
necessesy to them,  and which  determine  population 
accordingly. 

Such a  change, involving the substitution of the best 
wheaten bread for  that of an  inferior  quality,’ yawed upon 
the masses of the English  people  between 1715 and 1765. 
Food wages rose, yet,  as  population  did  not  increase  corre- 
spondingly  in consequence, there was a LL decided  elevation 
in the standard of their  comforts  and conveniences.” Such 
a  change has, by the  testimony of observers who  can not  be 
doubted,  been  passing  over  Ireland  since 1850 ; and the 
temporary relief from exceasive population  afforded  by 
famine  and  forced  emigration has, under  the  impulse of 
that terrific sdering, been taken  advantage of to  reach a 
somewhat  higher  standard of living.* A similar  change, 
for which  an easy opportunity  is  offered in  the rapid  in- 
crease of production,  through the discovery of new re- 
BoIvceB in  nature,  and  new  arts and appliances in industry, 
is, I am fain  to believe,  passing  upon not  a  few of the peo- 
ple of Europe who are taking advantage of the liberality of 
art  and  nature,  not to increase their  numbers  to  the limit of 
their  former modes of life,  but  to  snatch  something, at 
lea&, as a store for  the  future,  and  something for greater 
decency and cornfort in  the  present. 

“The habits of the English and  Scotch  laborers of the present day 
are aa widely different from those of their ancestor8 in the reigns of 
Elizabeth, Jamea I., and  Charlea I. 88 they now are from the  habits 
of the hbrera of Franca and S p a i u ” 4 .  R. McCnlloch, Pol. Eoon., p. 
m. 

9 Mdthua, Pol. Eaon., p. 239. 
Note, for instsncle, the very general introduction of cornmeal in 

p h ,  in prt, of the potato. ( 8 e e  Mr. Purdy’e paper in the Stetistical 
Journal, IIV. 4594.) 
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It is in this view of the  relationof food to the increase of 
population,  that  economistehave  very  generally been agreed 
in pronouncing  cheap food a mwce of much  evil  to 
people  that  adopts  it. This doctrine can not be better stated 
than  in  the  language of Prof.  Rogers : 

A community  which  subsists  habitually on dear f w d  
is in a  position of peculiar  advantage  when compared with 
another  which  lives  on  cheap food; one, for instance, 
which  lives on  wheat  as  contrssted  with  another  which 
lives on rice  or  potatoes ; and  this  quite  apart  from  the  pru- 
dence or incautiousness of the people.  Two  instances  will 
illustrate  this  rule.  The  Irish  famine of 1846 was due  to 
the sudden  disease  which dected  the potato. It was 
equally severe in the  northern  parts of Scotland,  and  par- 
ticularly  in the Western  Highlands ; its effecte, as we all 
know,  were  terrible ; but  the aame disease afTected the mme 
plant in England.  That,  however,  which was distress  to the 
English was death  to  the  Irish  and  the  Highlanders ; they 
Lad nothing  else to resort to,’ they subsisted on the cheap- 
est  food.  Now,  were such a  calamity as the potato-dis- 
erne to  attack wheat in England,  formidable as the conse- 
quences would be, they would  not  be  destructive.”’ 

Now, I dare say Prof.  Rogers would be very slow to a p  

“ When  the  standard of natural  or  necessary wages is high- 
when  wheat  and  beef,  for  example,  form  the  principal  part of the food 
of the  laborer,  and  porter  and  beer the principal  part of his drink, he 
can bear to retrench in a period of scarcity.  Such a man has mom to 
fall ; he can resort  to  cheaper sorts of f d - t a  barley,  oats,  rice,  and 
potatoes. But he who is  habitually  fed on the  cheapest food has 
nothing to resort  to  when  deprived of it.  Laborera  placed in this mtu- 
ation  are  absolutely  cut off from  every resource. You may take from 
an Englishman, but you can not take  from  an  Irishman. The latter  is 
already 80 low he can fall no lower ; he ia placed on the  very  verge of 
existsnce ; his wages, beiig regulated by the  price of po”3s, will 
not bay wheat,  or  barley,  or  oats ; and  whenever,  therefore,  the sup- 
ply of potatoes  fails, it ie next to impossible that  he  should escape 
f d k g  a sacrifice to famine.”J .  R Yccnlloch, POL h ~ ,  p. 896. 

POL Ikon., pp. 70,71, 
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p v e  the theory of the British Legialature in seeking, as late 
68 17'74, to dimwage  the use of cotton goods, and to  restrict 
the people to the costlier fabrics of linen, silk, and wool. 
Yet why should not  dear  clothing  be desired &p an ele- 
ment in high necessary wages, as much as dear food ? If 
nBc888&Tg wages, called 100, be made up of dear food, 90, 

. and cheap clothing, 10, is it not the m e ,  in  the result, asif 
the constituents  were cheap food, 80, and dear clothing, 20 ? 
And, if famine comes, does not  the possibility of going 
down from dear  clothing to cheap clothing, from woollen,' 
say, to cotton, or from flax' to cotton, &ord a margin,  just 
RE truly  as  the substitution of cheap for dear food! If so, 
how does this laudation of dear food for  the people con- 
sist with the laudation of the machinery which cheapens the 
clothing of the people ? Yet economists who will  not 
admit  the wholesale supersedure of human labor by cot- 
ton and woollen machinery in  the early part of this 
century, and the consequent throwing  out of employment 
of vast  numbers of men  and women to sink into pauper- 
ism and squalor, to  be even B qualification of the advan- 
tages of introducing  machinery to cheapen clothing, are 
unhesitating in their denunciation of cheap food. 

I t  appears to  me  that cheap  food, just  like cheap clothing, 
ought  to be, and but for  the  folly  and wickedness of men 
would be, a blessing to  the  race;  that,  to any free, in- 
dustrious, and self-respecting people, today, every cheap- 

'One  pound of wool manufactured into flannel costs %. Id .  ; 1 lb. flax 
into shirting, 28. 4d.; 1 lb. cotton into shirting, 18. The materiale 
for a full drese  of  outer garments if composed of wool  would not coat 
less than  thirty shillings ; while the eame quantity of material of cot- 
ton, and of more  durable quality, coets only 78. 6d. to 108. (Mr. Ash- 
worth, quoted  by Prof. Levi, Statistical Journal, xxvi. 36.) 

One hundred  pounds of flax will produce about 250 prda of white 
cloth. One hundred pounds cotton, 800 pa& of pretty equal  general 
appearance, taking a medium mt of light cloth IW an example. (Mr. 
John Mulhohd,  SOG Sc. Trane., 1867, p. 151.) 
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ening of food ie, without any qualification, an advantage ; 
that  the use of oat and corn meal, and even of the dreaded 
and despised potato, has been a help, a most important 
help, to many  struggling communities, and may be, in 
the eame degree, to-day to m y  community where the 
land is not locked up in feudal tenures, where industry is 
unconstrained, where class legislation has not’ put labor at 
disadvantage, and the native desires m d  aspirations of man 
are allowed fair play. Did  the substitution of “ rye and 
Indian” for the dearer wheat tend to degrade the people 
of New-England? The question is grotesque in its 
absurdity. I t  left  the more wealth and labor to be  applied 
to higher uses than filling the belly. It allowed just so 
much the more to be done in  the way of making decent 
and comfortable homes ; of erecting churches and school- 
houses, and supporting the ‘offices of religious and secular 
instruction ; of clearing the ground, opening roads, and 
building bridges ; of making ample provision for old  age, 
for the endowment of dependent members of the family, 
and for the equipment of the young for  their struggle, in 
their turn, with nature and with men. I t  allowed the child 
to go to school, not grudging the wages he might earn by 
starving hie mind.’ It allowed the wife and the daughter 
to  keep the house, making possible that sterling sense of 
decency which has been the mvor of New-England life. 
That is what the substitution of cheaper food  did for early 
New-England, and  what it might do and would do among 
any people taught  to  fear God and not man, accustomed 
to decent belongings, and cherishing generous aspirations. 

. Has  the w e  of the potato by the  Irishin America, sofar 

1 No mnall  eacrifice  for poor folks. Mr. cfould in his very  interest- 
ing Report on the Condition of the Lnduatrial C h s e e  of Switzerland, in 
1872, estimates the average 106s to working families from requiring 
the school attendance of children  above twelve yeare of age to be €20 
to $13 per annum, for  each  child BO withdrawn from labor (p. 849). 
S d  expenses, when made necessary,” are a deal better than d w  

, food. 
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- w it has been need-and it has been med very freely-been 

in any sense or in any degree an injnry to  them 8 Far 
’ r otherwise : it has enabled them to acquire their  little home- 

/ steads’ the more rapidly ; it has enabled them to, put tea, 
coffee, and sugar on their table ; to clothe their wives de- 
cently on week days and handsomely on the Sabbath ; to 
give their children their time at school, and send them 

j there  with shoes and stockings’ on their feet  that they 
: may not be ashamed before the American children. Such 
i hae been the influence of the potato on the fortunes of the 

Irish in the United  States ; and  there is no reason, aside 
’ from the oppression, spoliation, and proscription practised 
: for many generations by the English in Ireland, why the 

mme cause should not have produced the same  effect there. 
Justice and equal rights have made the Iriah industrious 
and provident ; and in such a condit~on any lowering of 

: the cost  of subsistence is a distinct, unqualified advantage. 
j .In America the Irish, no matter how newly arrived, have 
i shown a passionate eagerness to acquire homesteads, for 

’ I have  before me the tax and valuation lists of a township  in Massa- 
chusetts  containing a smart manufacturing  village.  The total popula- 
tion of the township  was  about 3300. The  Irish  males  above 18 years 
of age numbered 229. Of these, 128 paid taxes upon property. The 
total amount of estate  owned  by  these 128 Irishmen, exdustae of aU 

in .9aviw84anks (the deposits of theae  institutions  being  taxed 
en. maeee by the  State without  distinction of ownership), was $163,560, 
being an average to each  holder of $1278. 
’ “ Custom has rendered leather shoes a necessary of life  in  England. 

The poorest  creditable person of either sex would be ashamed to appesr 
in public  without  them. In  Swtland custom hae  rendered  them a 
necessary  of life to the lowest  order of men, but not to the =me order 
of women, who  may,  without any discredit,  walk  about  barefooted. 
In France they  are neceesaries  neither to men nor to women, the low- 
est of both aexeB appearing there publicly,, without eny discredit, 
sometimes in wooden shoes, and Bometimesbarefmted.”-Ada~ Smith, 
Weslth of Natione, ii. 467. 
Mr. h i o r  of shoes : “ When 8 Bootchmsn &s fmm &e 1ow-t 

to the middling c h a w  of society, they become to him  ne^^^^. 
Ea tkh P-, noC Air /e&, bf AM in we.”-poL 
-, PP. 8,W. 

1 

I 
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which they will labor and  for which they will deny them- 
.selves. Cheap food here  has helped them to accomplish 
this object more w i l y  and quickly. Cheap food in Ire- 
land did not  tend in the same direction, but the rather 
allowed and excited a dangerous increase of population : 
and  this  for reasons which the public conscience of Eng- 
land has long recognized. 

A11 this potato-philosophy is based upon the assnmp- 
tion that, excepting small expenditures for clothing and 
shelter,’ nothing can be made indispensable or “necessary” 
to  the workingman except his food; and that his food 
will consist practically of a single  staple article, the cost 
of which will govern his whole expenditure ; and hence, 
if that staple  article be cheapened, the consequences pre- 
dicted by Prof. Rogers will, in  the persistence of the sexual 
instincts, inevitably ensue. But we in  the United  States 
know very well, first, that a cheap staple  article of food 
may be compatible with a lavish expenditure on garnishes, 
fruits, condiments, relishes, and drinks ;’ and, secondly, that 
a great many  things  may  be  made indispensable to the 
working classes beyond their  food; that, moreover, the 
higher the industrial desires rise, tho more tenacious and 
persistent they are ; that tastes, when once inspired, are 
not only more costly than appetites, but  are far stronger ;’ 

‘‘ The worst-paid class in England, the  agricultural  laborers, ex- 
pend  about  two  thirds of their  revenues in food and one third in other 
objects.’”Jone6,  Pol. Econ., p. 99. 

Mr. Mill makes  this  strange  remark respecting “ the workpeople,” 
having, presumably, those of England in mind: “ They are not the 
principal  customers, ifcustomera at ad, of most branches of manufac- 
ture.’’ It would  puzzle  one to tell of what  branches of manufacture  the 
workpeople of the United  States are not cnatomera. 

* Wheat-flour ia very  cheap in the United  States, corn and  oat 
meal relatively  much  cheaper,  The coat of these  articles can scamly 
be mid to govern the expenditure of an American family. Many B 
mechanic Bpenda as much for milk,  butter, and eggs as he does for 
flour and meal. 

8 $4 The great preventive &e& is the fear of losing decencies.”- 
IJBnior, POL Econ., p. 88. 
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thst the industrial desires are con&ntly  multiplying  and 
intens2yi.q among a people  where political freedom  and 
&a1 ambition exist, such  desires  extending  themselves 
rapidly  even among new comers or persons  just  released 
from thraldom ; that  decent  and  comfortable homes, with 
yards  and  gardens, schoolhouses and  churches, may be 
come just a8 “necessary” in such a  community  as  food 
and drink ; that  parents in such  a  community  will  gladly 
deny  themselves the wages their  children  might  earn,  in 
order to send  them to echool, and  the husband  gladly  deny 
himself the wages his wife  might  earn,  in  order  that  she 
may  “keep  the house.’” When  suchdesires  and  aspirations 
are once enkindled,  any  cheapening of the food of the 
people  merely  releases  just so much wealth  to be bestowed 
on other  and  higher objects. 

Let me  not be understood  as  objecting to  the proposition 
that  the use of the  potato by any  people  as the sole article 
of food: is  injurious  and  dangerous,  but  only  as  taking ex- 
ception to  the reason  assigned  therefor. It is because this 
crop is a most precarious one, and because the potato,  while 
forming  an  admirable  element  in  a diversified diet,  is  not 

The proportion of breadwinners to dependants will of course vary 
greatly  with  the  habits  and dispositions of the people in the respects 
mentioned in  the  text, 
The results of Cantillon’s  computationa are  thus  stated  by Adam 

Llmith : “Mr. Cantillon =ems to  suppose  that  the lowest  species of 
common laborers must everywhere earn at  least  double  their own main- 
tenance in order  that,  one with another,  they  may be  enabled to  bring 
up two children ; the  labor of the wife, on account of her necessary 
attendance on the children, being supposed no more thaa sufficient 
to provide for herself.  But one half the  children born, it is com- 
puted, die before the age of manhood. The pooreat laborera, therefore, 
according to  this account, must, one with another,  attempt to rear a t  
lea& four children in order that two may  have an equal chance of liv- 
ing to that age. But the neceesary  maintenance of four children,  it is 
supposed, may be nearly equal to that of one man.”-Pol. Econ. i. 7l. 
“he rudeness of these computations appears on the face. In Belgium, 
in 1858,49.3 per cent of the population were reported as pursuing 
gsinfal occupations ; in the United States, in 1870, only 83.4 per cent ; 
in England and Wales, in 1871,151 per cent ; in trlootland, 48.7 per cent 
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fitted physiologically to be the sole nutriment of human 
beings, that its exclusive use is undesimble. So far 88 it 
is to  be used, its cheapness is a recommendation ; and if 
all  other  articles of food used with it could be cheapened 
to  its level, it would be 80 much the better in any commu- 
nity where  laws  are  free  and  education  general. Given 
these, the native  desires  and  aspirations of men will find 
objects  enough’  on  which to expend the labor which is 
released from  the slavery of ministering to  the merely 
animal necessities of the body. I say ‘( slaveq,” for that 
labor  is only truly  free which  is exercised as the result 
of a choice. So far  ai a  man is driven by brutal  hunger  to 
work he difFers not much from a slave ; when  he works 
because he chooses exertion  rather  than  privation of things 
agreeable and honorable,  his  labor is that of the  free man. 

I Contrast the Swiss and  the Russian.  Consul Ekrton reports  that 
an incentive to labor is the  great &&eraturn in  Russia. “In the 
truly  agricultural district8 the  peaant, earning  enough  for hia wants 
during  the  summer  months, remains idle  throughout  the winter.”-Re- 
port of 1873 (Textile  Factories), p. 92,note. 60 much  for a land  where 
the people are universally  ignorant,  and are despotically  governed. 
In Switzerland, to the  contrary, Mr.  Giould reports, “ Men who during 
the  short  tourist season  frequently  ekrn as guides,  porters,  etc.,  enough 
to keep  themselves  and their  families in comfort  during the  remain- 
der of the year,  may  nevertheless be seen  in  winter willingly exposing 
themselves to the severest  hardships  for  the  small  sum of a  franc or 
two a day.”-Report on the Condition of the Industrial &sees, 1872, 
p. 348. 



CEtAPTER VIII. 

THE WAGES OF THE LABORER ARE PAID OUT OF THE PRO- 

DUCT OF HI6 INDUBTRY.' 

A POPULAR theory of wages, of which we shall have here- 
after to speak, is based upon the assumption that wages 
are paid out of capital, the saved results of the industry of 
the past. Hence, it  is argued, capital must furnish the mea- 
sure of wages. On the contrary, I hold that wages are, in a 
philosophical view of the subject, paid out of the product of 
present  industry, and hence that production furnishes the 
true measure of wages. The difference may be  found to 
be an important one ; and I will therefore  state  the grounds 
of my belief. 

An employer pays wages to purchase labor, not  to expend 
a fund of which he may  be in possession. He  purchases 
labor  not because he deaires to  keep  it employed, but as 
a meam to the production of wealth. E e  produces wealth 
not  for  the sake of producing it,  but with a view to a 
profit to himself, individually, in  that production. Doubt- 
less there is a satisfaction in conferring benefits on the de- 
pendent, a pride  in directing great operations, an enthusi- 
asm of work, which make up a part of the compensation 
of many employers ; but  it  is evident that these can not be 
relied upon to  any great  extent as motives to the  systematic 

The subhance of thia and the following chapter appeared in the 
North American Review for January, 1075; art., The Wage-Pund 
M.  
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and sustained  production of wealth  through  wagelabor. 
Individual  profit is, and  must  remain, the  great reason for 
production. If a  person  have  wealth, that of itself consti- 
tutes no reason at all to him  why  he should  expend any . 
portion of it on labor, on machinery, or on materials. It 
is only as he sees that  he can  increase that wealth  through 
production that  the impulse to employ it in those direc- 
tions is felt.  But for the profits by which he hopes thus 
to  increase  his  store, it would be alike easier and  safer 
for  him  to  keep  his  wealth  at rest  than  to put it in motion 
for  the benefit of others. 

It is true  that an  employer may for a  time  produce  with- 
out  profits, or even at a loss ; but  this will be for  the sake 
of holding  together  his  working  force,  or  his body of cus- 
tomers, i n  the hope of better  times  when  he  can  make him- 
self good for  present hardship, or because he has  formed 
contracts  or  engagements  which law or business-honor 
compel him to fill at any mcrifice. These cases do  not 
constitute  a  substantial  exception to the principle that  the 
motive to the purchase of labor is found in the profits of 
production. 

But again it is  evident  that  an employer will be die- 
posed to produce, within the limits of the agencies at his 
command, all  that  he can produce at a profit to himself. 
So long as additional  profits  are to be  made by the employ- 
ment of additional  labor, so long  a sufficient reason for 
production  exists ; when  profit  is no longer expected, the 
reason for production ceases. At  this  paint  the  mere  fact 
that  the employer has capital at his  command  no  more 
constitutes  a reason why  he should use it  in production 
when he can get no profits, than  the  fact  that the laborer 
has  legs  and  arms  constitutes a reason why  he should work 
when he can get  no wagm. 

We repeat, the employer  purchases  labor with a view to 
the  praduct of the labor ; and the kind and  amount of that 
product  determine  what wages he can &ord to pay, He 
mmt, in the long run, pay less than that product, less by 8 
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~ n m  which  is to constitute  his own profits. If that pro- 
duct is to be p t e r ,  he can afford to pay  more ; if it is to 
be d e r ,  he must, for  his own interest,  pay l e a  It 4 
then, for  the sake of future production that  the  laborers 
are employed, not  at all because the employer  has posses- 
sion of a fund which he  must  disburse ; and it is  the  value 
of the product, such as i t  is likely  to  prove, which d e  
tennines  the  amount of the wages that can be paid,  not at 
all the  amount of wealth  which  the  employer  has  in posses- 
sion or can command. Thus it is  production,  not  capital, 
which  furnishes  the  motive for employment  and the 
measure of wages. 

But  it may be said,  we grant  that wages are  really  paid 
out of the product of current  industry,  and  that  capital 
only affects wages as it fir& affects production, EO that 
wages  stand  related  to  product in  the  first  degree  and 
to  capital  in  the second degree  only ; still, does not  produc- 
tion bear a certain  and necessary ratio  to  capital ? and 
hence may not  the  measure of wages be  derived  from cap  
ita1 virtually-though  not, i t  is  true,  directly-through 
its determination of the  product ? By no means. It 

- would be easy to  adduce many successive reasons why 
capital hears no certain  or  constant ratio to production, 
but two will  abundantly  serve our turn. 

(a) The ratio which  capital  bears  to  the  product of indus- 
try varies,  all other  things  remaining  equal,  with  the scanti- 
~8 or  abundance of natural  agents. One  hundred  laborers 
having the use of a capital  which we will  represent by lk 
may not, in one set of circumstances, be able  to  produce 
anywhere  near  twice  as  much aa 50 laborers udng  the 
wme amount of capital ; or,  under a dif€erent  set of cir- 
onmsttmces, they may be  able to produce far  more  than 
twice aa much. With  unlimited  natural  agents, a~ in  new 
mnntries like  America  and  Australia, the lOO.msy, through 
&e minuter subdivision of labor and the more &ective 
cooperation which  their  numbers allow, produce  twice aa 
muoh tu 50 with 8 capital of 1%, or as 60 with a capital 
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of 10~. On the other hand,  with  limited natural agents, 
sfter  the condition of “ diminishing returns”  has been 
reached, the 100 may be able to produce only twice as 
much  as 50 with  a  capital of &E, or  as 40 with a capital of 
lox. 
(6) The differences in the  ratio  between capital  and 

the product of industry  which  are caused by the economi- 
cal  quality of a people, their intelligence,  sobriety,  and 
thrift,  their capacity for  selfdirection  and  industrial or- 
ganization, their manual  dexterity and. mechanical aptitude, 
are  greater  even  than  those  due to  the bounty of nature. 
Given  machinery,  raw  materials,  and  a year’s subsistence 
for 1000 laborers,  does it make no difference  with the 
annual  product  whether  those  laborers  are  Englishmen  or 
East-Indians ? Certainly if only one quarter  part of what 
has been adduced  hnder the head of the efficiency of 
labor be valid, the differences in the product of industry 
arising  out of differences in  the  industrial  quality of d ie  
tinct  communities of laborers  are so great as to prohibit us 
from  making  use of capital to  determine  the amount that 
can be expended in  any  year  or series of years in the yur- 
chase of labor. 

I have  no wish to  disparage the importance of the service 
rendered in production  by capital, the wwed results of the 
industry of the past ; but I firmly  deny that  it  furnishes 
the measure of wages. 

But while wages must in  any philosophical view of the 
subject be regarded  as paid out of the product of current 
industry,  wages  are, to a very  considerable  degree, in  all 
communities, danced‘ out of capital,  and  this  from the 
very  necessity of the case ; while in those  countries  which 
have  accumulated large stores of wealth, wages are, in fact, 
very  generally, if not universally, BO advanced,  equally for 

* ‘‘ a l e  doit  &re avancee par le capitaliste et le retmuver, par con- 
&pent, dans la valeur du produit obtenu.”-A. E.  Cherbdiea, Prbt 
de la Science lbnomique, i. 115. 
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tbe convenience of employers  and of the employed. Yet 
even  where the entire  amount of the weekly or monthly 
pay-roll is taken  out of a store of wealth  previously gathered 
and husbanded, i t  is  not wpitd out of which wages are 
borrowed, but production  out of which  they  are finally 
paid, to which we must  look to find  their  true meamre.’ 

I have  said that  in  all communities wages are, by the ve y 
necessity of the caw, advanced  to a considerable  extent out 
of capital. I t  is  only in a few  industries, mainly of the clam 
termed  “extractive,”  and  in  these only when  pursued 
under circumstances  peculiarly  favorable, that  the  laborer 
can eat of the  product of his  labor  for  the  day.  The MI- 
erman,  indeed, or the  hunter may live  from  hand to 
mouth,  catching  and  killing as he eats, though  always  at 
the imminent  risk of privation  and  even of starvation. 
But  the  tiller of the soil must  abide  in faith of a  harvest, 
through  months of ploughing, sowing, and  cultivating ; and 
his  industry  is  only possible as  food  has  been  stored  up from 
the crop of the previous  year. The mechanical  laborer ie 
dso removed by a longer or a  shorter  distance  from  the 
fruition of his  labor. So that almost  universally, it may be 
said, the  laborer as he  works is fed  out of a store  gathered 
bg previous toil, and saved by the self-denial of the posses- 
sor. The  extent of this  provision,  thus made  the  primary 
condition of jndustry,may  berudelymeasured by the  inter- 
val  between  harvests. And  this  provision is one which i~ 
not  made  without p t  mcriilce,  even in  the most advanced 
stages of industry.  Vast  and  varied as is the  accumulated 

Mr. F. D. Longe, in his Refutation of the Wage-Fund Theory, 
insists on this distinction. Of the  wealth or  capital  used “ for the 
maintenance of lab6rera while, employed in producing new gooda or 
wealth,” he ays, it *‘ may come either from their (the laborers’) own 
raaourcea or those of their employers, or be borrowed  from  bankers or 
eleewhere.” Of the wealth ‘ I  to be used for the purchase of their work,“ 
he aye, it ‘‘ may consist of funds belonging to the consumer or of 
funds LwloMq to the employer, or both, or may even be taken out of 
the very goOaa which the laborers produce, or their money value.” 
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wealth of the most  highlycivilized comm 
of food which  must  be kept  on  hand  tor 
of the year‘s subsistence  constitutes  n 
of the aggregate  value ; while  among  nations which com- 
prise,  probably,  two  thirds of the  human race, so severe is 
the  struggle  with nature, so hard  me  the conditions of life, 
EO many its enemies,  that, after all the painful occumula- 
tions of centuries,  spring  remains w it was in  the days of 
Alkman, ‘‘ the season of short  fare,”  when the progress of 
the growing  crop  is  eagerly  watched,  not  with eyes greedy 
of gain,  but  with  eyes hollow from hunger.’ 

To the  extent of a year’s subsistence, then, it is necessary 
that some one  should  stand  ready to make  advances to  the 
wagelaborer  out of the products of past  industry. All 
sums so advanced come out of capital ; but  it  is  important 
to note that  it need not be the capital of the employer. 
The laborer himself m y  be a capitalist to  this extent. 
Where  the reward of industry  is as liberal as it is  in  America 
and  Australia,  there is no reason why  a  laborer  should  not 
eave enough  out of three  or five years’ wages to  be  a  year 
beforehand,  and  thus, so far as the employer is concerned, 
that man’s labor be thereafter  freed  from  this  condition 
of provisional maintenance.  Moreover, even where the 
laborers’ dependence on,  the employer for  the year‘s suk- 
sistence is  entire, it should  be  clearly  noted  (for it has  been 
strangely overlooked,* with most unfortunate  results in the 

’ I‘ There is in Ireland,” =YE Alison, ‘‘ what is  called  the ‘ starving 
season,’ which is about six  weeks before the ‘ new harvest.’”-Hist. 
Europe, xxi, 204. 

“ A very little consideration will render it  evident that  laborera 
whilst engaged  in any  particular  industry can not live upon the com- 
modity which their labor is assisting to produce. The ploughman 
who tills  the soil from  which in the  following autumn the harvest will 
be gathered, isfed with  the  wealth which hie mastm has saved ; or. 
in. 0th~ WG%, the master pays hie laborer‘s caagca from the wealth 
which he hss previously saved.”-Prof. Fawmtt, P o l i d  Economy, 

Bere we 5 d  asserted or aeunmed,(l) the m t y  of the laborer h? 
p. 19. 



popdar &eo of wages) thst t h i e  by no man6 involves 
the p a y m e n 6  his entire wages in advance of the  harvest- 
ing of the crop or the marketing of the goods. There is 
nothing in the need the  laborer has of provisional  main& 
name which defa ts  his claim to  a  payment,  over and 
above the mere cost of his subsistence,  out of the product 
when completed. It may be that poor  Piers,  the plough- 
man, muet, 118 Profeesor  Fawcett says, depend  daily  until 
harvest  upon the squire  for bread  out of the crop of the 
last  year ; but  surely  that  constitutes  no reason why  Piere 
should  not at  harvest receive some sheaves  as his own. 
And in  the caw of all  laborers of a higher class, whose 
wages may be  perhaps  twice or three  times  the cost of 
their  bare subsistence, i t  is evident  that, in countries  where 
capital is w e e ,  the advances  which  are  likely to be  made 
to  them  during  the  year will leave a very  considerable  por- 
tion of the wages to  be  taken  out of the  product  at  the Close 
of the year. . 

But how largely,  in  fact,  are wages advanced  out of capi- 
tal ? In old  countries,  to a very  great  extent  certainly. 
Yet even in  these  there is but  a  small  proportion of 
ca~es where wages are  paid  oftener  than once a week-that 
is, where the  lahorer does not trust his  employer  with  six 
days' work. And in some exceptional  industries it hap 
pens  that the employer  realizes on his  product'  in  a  shorter 

maintenance while  the crop is growing ; (2) his entire  dependence on 
the employer for that pahtenance ; (3) the natural equivalency of 
eubsistence and wages. 

I may mention, in illustration,  the c s ~ e  of transportation  compa- 
nies, owning railroads, canals, &amboats,  or  coaches. The employees 
of such compeniea in the United %tes number hnndreda of thou- 
sands, and they Me rarely paid by the day, commonly by the week 01 

month. Yet the wmpaniea collect all their fares  for p~essge and a 
portion of their bgea for freight, daily. They are thus always 
in debt,often to a vwt amount, to their laborera (using that term in ita 
generic aew) for seryioes which have been rendered to them, and  of 
whhh they h.ve wailed thaudvea to the f d  extent. 80 that &e 
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time than thia, ao that  the laborer  is  not only paid  out of 
d e  product of his iudwtv,  but actually advances to the 
employer a portion of the capital on which  he operates. 
Quite aa common, probably,  even  yet in countries which 
we  may  call old, as weekly  payments are monthly pay- 
ments ; and here  the probability that  the  laborer may re- 
ceive his wages out of the price of this marketed  product 
increases  with the quadrupled  time  given the employer  to 
dispose of it. Yet even  here the caaes are  doubtless excep- 
tional  whcre the employer does not  have to ‘( stand  out,” 
for a longer or a  shorter  time, of the amount  which  he 
pays in wages, though always, be i t  remembered, in  the 
expectation of a reimbursement  out of the product  when 
marketed, the anticipated  price of the product  determin- 
ing  the  amount which he can  safely  thus  advance. 

In new  countries, by which  we  mean  those to which 
men have  gone  with the industrial  ideas  and  ambitions of 
older  communities, but with an amount of capital  which, 
from the necessity of the case, is more  or  less  inadequate 
to the undertakings for which their skill  and  labor  qualify 
them, the wages of labor  are  paid  only  partially  out of 
capital. The history of our own country so amply illus- 
trates  this  statement  that we need  not go elsewhere for 
examples. From  the first  settlement of the colonies down 
to  the discovery of gold in California,  laborers,  whether in 
agriculture or in manufactures, were, as  a  rule,  hired by 
the year,  and paid at  the end of the year. Bare  subsistence 
might  be  furnished  by  the  employer  meanwhile ; small 
amounts of money might be advanced ‘‘ for accommoda- 
tion +’ the laborer’starx bill  or doctor’s bill  might  be  settled 
by the employer ; but these  payments  were  not to suck an 
extent (except in case of protracted sickness or  sudden mis  
fortune)  but that the employer was always in  debt  to  his 
laborer. 

companies are virtually carrying-on their operations on capital a POP 
tion of which is advanced  by their own employees. Many other ex- 
amples might be given. 
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I have before  me  a considerable  collection of accounts 
&en from the books of farmers ig different  sections 88 late 
88 1851. These show the hands  charged  with  advances of 
the most  miscellaneous  character. There  are  charges  for 
grain and  salted  meats  from  the  product of the previous  year, 
for cash for minor  personal  expenses, for bootmaker’s bills, 
grocer’s bills, apothecary’s bills, doctor’s bills, and  even t o m -  
tax bills, settled by the employer, for  the use of teams for 
hauling wood for  the laborer,  or  breaking up  his  garden 
in  the spring.  Yet  in  general  the amount of such advances 
does  not exceed one third,  and it rarely  reaches  one  half, of 
the stipulated wages of the year. Now it is idle  to speak 
of wages  thus  paid  as  coming  out of capital. At  the time 
these  contracts  were  made  the  wealth  which was to  pay 
these  wages was not  in  existence. At  the time  these ser- 
vices were  rendered,  that  wealth was not  in existence. It 
came into existence  only  as the  result of those  contracts 
and  the  rendering of those  services. 

Not less  distinctly  did  this  system of paying wages p r e  
veil in the  department of manufacturing  industry  during 
the same period. Extensive  inquiries  have satisfied me 
that  manufacturers  in  New-England  did  not  generally 
leave off paying  their  workmen  by  the  year  until  after 
1854 or 1855. Some of the more  successful  were  able to 
make  the  change  to  quarterly or  monthly  payments as early 
as 1851. A gentleman  conducting  one of the  largest, 
oldest,  and most successful  manufacturing  establishments 
in Massachusetts informs me  that,  np  to the earliest of the 
dates  mentioned,  his 6.m paid  their workrnen  yearly ; 
and any hand  requiring an advance of wages on work done 
was charged intere-8t at  current  rates  to  the  end of the 
Y W .  

Now in this there was nothing  unjust or ungenerous. 
Such  an  arrangement was the very  condition on which 
alone  the  industry could be prosecuted, on which  alone 
employment could be given.  Capital was scarce, beam& 
the country was comparatively new ; and if wages had W. 
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measured by capital, wages must have been low; but  at 
the same time production was large,‘ became n a t m l  
agents were copious and efficient, and labor was intelligent 
and skilful, and  as it is production, not capital, which 
affords the measure of wages,  wages were high ; but the 
workmen had to wait for them till the crop was harvested 
or the goods  sold. And this  they gladly did, and never for 
an instant suspected they were being paid out of capital ; 
indeed, they knew better, for they had seen growing under 
their hands that  in which they were finally paid. I n  the 
Middle States the change referred  to came a few years 
later  than  in New-England ; yet by the outbreak of the 
civil war monthly or weekly payment of wages had proba- 
bly become mnre general than payment by the year. 

Farther to  the  West  and  South the change to monthly 
and weekly payments has, in many sections, not yet begun. 
In these parts of our country the payment of wages 
out of capital is scarcely  more  common than it wae in 
New-England a hundred years ago. The employer ad- 
vances to the laborer such provisions and cash  as are 
absolutely required from  time  to time; but the  “settle 
ment” does not take place until the close of the season or 
of the year, and the final payment is often deferred until 
the crop is not only harvested but sold. 

But whether wages are advanced out of capital in whole, 
or in  part, or not at all, it still remains true that it is the 
product to which the employer looks to ascertain the 
amount which he can  afford to pay:  the value of the pro- 
duct  furnishes the measure of wages. Tphelz the em- 
ployer shall pay is a financial question ; what he shall pay 
is the  true industrial question with which we have to do in 
treating wages. This is determined by the efficiency of 
labor under the conditions existing at  the time and place. 

1 ‘‘ Capitaliata and lsborera receive large remuneration in America 
bune their industry produoss largdy.”-J. E Csirnes, Some Lead. 
ipe Phciplea, eta., p. 463. 
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THERE IS NO WAGE-FUND IRRESPECTIVE OF THE NUMBER 
AND INDUSTRIAL QUALITY O F  LABORERS. 

WE cannot well go  farther  in our discussion without con- 
sidering  a theory of wages which has been very  generally 
accepted by  the political economists of the  English school, 
namely, that of a  Wage-Fund. 

The doctrine is in substance as follows : 
There is, for any  country, at  any  time,  a sum of wealth 

set  apart for the  payment of wages. This  fund is a por- 
tion of the aggregate  capital of the country. The ratio 
between the aggregate  capital and  the portion devoted to 
the  payment of wages is not necessarily always the same. 
I t  may vary, from time  to time, with  the conditions of in- 
dustry  and  the  habits of the people ; but at  any given t h e  
the amount of the wage-fund, under  the conditions exist- 
ing, is determined in  the  amount of capital. 

The wage-fund, therefore,  may be  greater or less at  
another time, but  at.  the  time  taken it is definite. The 
amount of it can not  be increased by force of law or of 
public opinion, or through  sympathy  and compassion on 
the  part of employers, or tm the result of appeal8 or 
&orts on the  part of the  working 

' " That which pays for  labor in every country is a certain portion 
of sctually-sccumulated capibl, which a n  not be increased by the 
propod  action of gowmment, nor by the inftnence of public opinian, 
nor by combinations aslong the workmen themwlvee. mere is ales 
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The s u m  BO destined to the payment of wages is distri- 
buted  by  competition. If one  obtains more, another  must, 
for that reaaon, receive less, or be  kept  out of employment 
altogether.  Laborers  are  paid  out of this Bum, and  out of 
this alone. The whole of that sum is distributed  without 
loss ; and  the average  amount  received by each laborer is, 
therefore,  precisely  determined  by  the  ratio  existing b e  
tween  the wage-fund and  the  number of laborers, or, aa 
some writers  have  preferred  to call it, between  capital and 
population.' 

The wage-fund  having at any  given  time been deter- 
mined  for  that  time,  the  rate of wages  will be according to 
the  number of persols  then  applying  for employment.' 
If they  be more, wages will be low ; if they be fewer, 
wages  will be high. 

I have  stated  this  doctrine  minutely,  with  something of 
iteration,  and  with fu l l  quotations, in order  to avoid all 
suspicion of misrepresenting that which I propose  to assail. 
An excellent  summary of the  doctrine is that  given by Mr. 
John Stuart Mill, in the  Fortnightly  Review  for May, 1869, 
as follows : 

'( There is supposed to be, at any  given  instant,  a sum of 
wealth  which is unconditionally  devoted  to the  payment of 
wages of labor.  This sum is  not  regarded  as  unalterable, 
for  it is augmented by saving, and  increases  with the pro- 

in every country  a  certain  number of laborers, and this number can not 
be  diminished by the proposed  action  of government, nor by  publio 
opinion, nor by combinations  among themselves. There is to be a di- 
vision now among all these laborers  of the portion of eapihl actually 
there present."-A. L. Perry, Pol. Econ., p. 122. 

'' The circulating  capital of a  country is  its  wagefund. Hence if 
we desire to cslcu1et.e the average money-wages received by each 
laborer,  we have simply to divide the amount of this capital by the 
number of the laboring population."-H. Fsw~ett, Economic Position 
of the British Laborer,  p. 120. 

9 ' 6  The dcmc~nd for hbw w&tn of th.m whole Ci~~~hting earpital o j  
&MH(&y, * * * ! r h a 8 U p & i a t J M W M b b W i n g ~  ~ . " - - J .  S.lyu11, Fortaightly Beview, hlsy, 1889. 

a 
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greea of wealth ; but it is reawned upon as at any  given 
rnoment a predetermined amount. More  than  that  amount 
it is m e d  the wages-receiving class can not possibly 
divide among them ; that amount, and  no less, they can not 
but obtain. So that  the sum to  be divided being fixed, the 
wages of each depend solely on the divisor, the number of 
participants.” 

The  doctrine of the wage-fnnd has  found wide accept- 
ance on both sides of the  Atlantic.  The natural  history of 
the notion on which it rests is not obscure. I t  grew  out 
of the condition of affairs which existed in  England  during 
and immediately subsequent to  the Napoleonic wars. Two 
things were then noted. First, capital had become accumu- 
lated in  the island to such an  extent  that employers found no 
(financial) difficulty in paying  their laborers by the month, 
the week, or  the day, instead of requiring then1 to await the 
fruition of their labor in  the harvested or  marketed prodnct. 
Secondly, the wages were, in fact,  generally so low that  they 
furnished no more  than a bare subsistence, while the em- 
ployment offered was SO restricted that  an increase in the 
number of laborers  had the effect to  throw some out of 
employment or  to reduce the  rate of wages for all. Out 
of these things  the wage-fund theory was put together. 
Wages are paid out of capital, and  the  rate is determined 
by the ratio  between  capital and population. 

Both  the  facts observed were accidental, not essential. 
Wages  in  England  were  paid  out of capital because capital 
had become abundant, and employers could just m well aa 
not pay their laborers a~ soon as the service was rendered. 
In the  United States,’ at  the m e  time,  employers were 

“The spread of this doctrine in the United States is not to be ex- 
plained in the eame way.  It would  seem to have been accepted, RO far  

it h a B  been  accepted, upon the authority of the English economists. 
CSrtAinlp the conditions  which have been  noted as prevailing in Eng- 
land drving the period when  the laborer‘s snbsktence came to 
i d e M  with his wages, have at no time been known in the c&& 
Stataa Here the people have not bean shut out fmm the lapd ; 

t 
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paying their laborers larger wagee, but obliging them to 
wait for  the whole or a considerable part  till the product 
should be harvested or marketed. I n  the United States, 
therefore, the industrial conditions were more favorable 
to  the p a p e n t  of wages, while in England the J inankl  
conditions were more favorable. But it is the industrial 
conditions which determine the amount of wages, the 
necessaries, comforts, and luxuries which the laborer re- 
ceives ; the financial conditions only determine the manner 
and time of payment, whether  at ,once or  at a future day, 
whether  in money or in goods, etc. 

Again, the fact that in  England, at  the time this doc- 
trine sprang up, an increase of the number of laborers 

laboring classes have been able  to  make  and  have made vast accumu- 
lations, and the  great  bulk of wages have, since the first settlement of 
the country, been paid, not out of capital, but  out of the completed  pro- 
duct when  harvested or marketed. 

‘ I  The wage-fund seems to  have been considered,  we know not why, a 
pillar in the  temple of free-trade. Certainly the  line  drawn  in  the 
Lnited  8tates between those who have accepted it  and those who have 
combated it,  or  let  it severely alone, appears to intimate a general 
sense of some such relation between the doctrines. We  find no trace 
of i t  among  the  writers known as protectionists. Professor Bowen 
distinctly rejects it. Messrs. Daniel Raymond and  Peshine  Smith omit 
all allusion to  it, so far  as we have observed.  Mr.  Carey, it  is  true, 
gave it countenance in  his Essay on Wages; but then Mr. Carey 
was a free-trader in 1835. On the  other  hand, Professors Vethake, Bas- 
com, and Perry, who take  strong  ground against governmental inter- 
ference  with  the methods and course8 of industry,  all  strongly pro- 
nounce the wage-fund theory. 

Dr. Wayland, whose treatise on Political Economy, though  publish- 
ed in 1837, would appear (see Preface) to have been mainly composed 
prior to  the emergence in distinct form of the wage-fund theory, fol- 
lowed Malthus  in  his  statement of the  law of wages.  (Wayland‘s Pol. 
Econ., p. 312.) Excepting Dr. Wayland, Mr. Bmssa Walker is the 
only American writer on systematic political economy, of the free- 
trade school, whom we remember a$ giving no countenance to the 
wagefund theory. It can scarcely need to be said  that we regard the 
idea of an essential connection between the  two doctrines &a wholly 
mistaken. Free-trade rose without  this  theory of wagas, and  will .que. 
ly not fall with it.”-North-American  Review, CLL., pp. 93,84, note. 
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8pplying for employment involved, at3 it doubtlees did, a 
rednction in  the rate of wages, was due to the circumstance 
that Engli& agriculture, in  the  then existing state of chemi- 
cal and mechanical knowledge, had reached the condition 
of “diminishing returns.” But  at  the same time in the 
United States, the accessiou of vast bodies of laborers was 
sccompanied with a steadily-increasing remuneration of 
labor, and  States  and counties were t,o be seen biddihg 
eagerly  against each other  for these  industrial  recnlits. 

That English  writers  should  have been misled, by  what 
they mw going on around  them, into converting a generali- 
zation of insular experiences into a univerd law of wages, 
is not greatly  to be wondered at ; but  that American  writ- 
ers should  have  adopted this doctrine, in simple contempt 
of what  they saw going on around  them, is indeed sur- 
prising.’ 

I would not impeach the scientific impartiality of those 
who first put  forward  in  dktinct  form  this theory of wages ; 
but it may fairly be assumed that  its progress toviards 
general acceptance waB not  a little favored by the  fact  that 
it afforded a complete justscation  for  the existing  order of 
things respecting wages. If  there was! in  truth, a definite 
fund out of which wages were paid ; if competition un- 
erringly distributed the whole of that s’lm ; and if no 
more could be  paid to  the wages class,  as a whole, without 

the  end  injuring  the laborers themselves, then surely it 
was an easy task  to answer the complaints or remon- 

impairing capital, diminishing  employment, and  thus  in 

We have had B right to do better than this in political economy, in 
the CTnited States. “ The Americans  are Englishmen whose intelli- 
gence is not  intimidated  and whose conduct ir not controlled by many 
of the intluences derived from  tradition  and authority, which govern 
the beliefe and  actions of the mother country. B o r n  the COUT8e taibsn 
by the Undted Batea, we m y  oflen m e d y  inteqwet the bent which O W  

nation dfidZow a8 they gradually escape, for good or evil, from the 
domination of the paat.”-Address  of  Lord  Napier  and Ettrick 88  

President of the British &cia1 c3cience Assoc’?tion, 1872. (Tramp 
tione, p. 17.) 
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strances of the working chwes, and to demondr& the 
futility of tradesunions and strikes as  means of increasing 
wages. If  an individual workman complained for himself, 
he could be answared that it was wholly a  matter betweerl 
himself and his own class. If he received more, another 
must, on that account, receive less, or none at all.’ If a 
workman complained on account of his clam, he could  he 
told, in  the language of Prof.  Perry,  that ‘‘ there is no use 
in  arguing against any one of the  four fundamental rules 
of arithmetic, The question of wages is a question of 
division. I t  is complained that  the quotient is too  small. 
Well, then, how many ways are there  to make a quotient 
larger? Two ways. Enlarge your dividend, the divisor 
remaining the same, and the quotient will be larger; 
lessen your divisor, the dividend remaining the same, and 
the quotient will be larger.” (pol. Ecorl., p. 123.) 

A most comfortable doctrine surely,l and one which 
made it a positive pleasure to conduct a quarterly,review 
in times when the laboring classes were discontented or 
mutinous. If the workman would not give up when told 
to enlarge his dividend, he was struck dumb on being in- 
formed that his only alternative was to lessen his divisor. 
The divisor aforesaid being flesh and blood, with certain 

I ‘I If law or opinion  succeeds in fixing wages above this rate, some 
laborers are  kept out of employment.”J. 8. Mill, Pol. Econ.,  i. 432. 

The writer has been sharply criticised for  having  said  in a public 
address at Amherst College, in 1874, that I‘ by the wage-fund theory, 
whatever  is  in wages, is right.”  This  has been referred to as  an  in- 
stance of misrepresenting an opponent’s  position, the more easily to 
refute him. 1 confess  myself so dull of apprehension as now, not 
withstanding the effect of this castigation in  sharpening  my wite, to be 
unable h understand wherein my proposition is objectionable, even on 
the ground of my  critice. If the wage-fund comprises all  that can be 
paid in wages ; if that  ,fund  is  unfailingly  distributed by competition ; 
if farther to increase wages would be to trench on capital,  and thus di- 
minish future employment, and  thus work permanent  injury t~ the 
laboring classes, together  with  the  rest of the community, why is it 
not right that  the employer should  pay just such wages BA he does? 
Why would it not be wrong were he to pay more ? 
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attachments to home and life, and  with a variety of incon- 
venient affections, was not to be lewned so ~maily. If the 
workman turned him  from words  to blows, and went  out 

on strike ” with a riew  to  better his condition, it was 
regarded as the  act of an irrational animal whose in- 
stincts,  unfortunately,  were not  politico-economid.  Strikes 
could not increase the wage-fund ; strikes did not diminish 
the  number of applicants for employment; therefore, it 
was plain  as  a pikestaff that strikes could not raise wages. 

Now,  it  may seem wanton to break such a pretty  toy  as 
this;  but  the  fact is that  the wage-fund theory is demon- 
strably fahe, contrary  alike to  the reason of the cme and 
to the course of history. 

let. As has been shown in a former chapter, wages are 
really  paid  out of current production, and  not  out of capi- 
tal, as the wage-fund theory assumes. 

(a) Granting,  for  the moment, that wages are wholly 
advanced out of capital  to  supply the immediate necessities 
of the laborer, I have, I think,  abundantly proved that 
the  two questions, whether labor shall be  employed at all, 
and, secondly, what wages shall be paid to laborers if em- 
ployed, are decided by reference to production and  not 
to capital. I t  is the  pospect of a  profit in production 
which determines the _emlloyer to hire laborers ; it is the 
anticipated  value of- the”product which determines how 
iiiii&-lie can.pay them. The product, then,  and n X Z p i -  
Gl, furnishes at once the motive  to  employment  and the 
measure of wages. If this  be so, the whole wage-fund 
theory falls, for  it is Tit on the assumption that  caEtal 
MiRhea  themeamre of wages-; that  the  wage-f;gd”is  no 
~ - € i e G u i e  capital is no larger,’ and  that  the only way to 

- . .  

” - ~ - .  

~ ” .  .. 

-“I-- 
. . .. . ~ . .  

. . _. . -  

1 ‘1 It thus appears that if population increaees without any increase 
of capital, wages fall ; and that if capital  increases  without  an  increase 
of  population, wages rise. It is  erident, also, that if both  increase, 
but one faster than the other, the effect will be the same a8 if the one 
hsd not increaeed  at all, and the other hrtd made an increase equal k, 
the merence.”Jamecl Mill, POL h a ,  p. 43. 
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inc& the aggregate amount  which can be  paid in wages 
is to incresse  capital. 

(3) But aa matter of fact,  wsges are not  wholly ad- 
vanced  by  capital, but are p a  out of the product of the 
labor for which  wages am due, aa has  been &own in the 
preceding  chapter.  This  done, which is indisputable, in- 
validates  the  theory we are considering. 
2d. But  there  is  more  and worse to be @id against the 

wage-fund. It will  be  noted  that by every  statement of 
this  doctrine 3iT"we have quoted,.the mount  that can 
be paid in wages is fieri as &xed -irrespective of the nu& 
ber  and-c@Ety of laljorers Seeking emjploymeot. If,  then, 
Che l ibore&" ' t je '5w~Y~es  Will 6e hi& ; i3 they be many, 
wages  will be low, for  the  number of laborers is taken as 
the divisor of a  predetermined  dividend.  Let us consider 
this. 

brought  out  to view in  Chapter III., which go  to  make 
up  the eficiency of the laborer.  Thus, gmnted  a certain 
store .of  provisions, of tools, and of materials  for  produc- 
tion, s&cient, say, for 1000 laborers,  those who hold  the 
wage-fund assert that  the same rate of wages (meaning 
thereby the actual  amounts of necessaries, comforts,  and 
luxuries  received  by the  laborer) would prevail  whether 
those 1000 laborers be Englishmen  or East-Indians ; or, if 
Englishmen,  whether  they be,  as a body, drunken,  ignorant, 
wasteful  and  indolent,  or possessed of all  the eeonomical 
virtues.  Ultimately, it is held,  the  former  state of things 
would  reduce  capital,  and  hence  reduce wages ; but,  in  the 
exact  present,  the  rate of wages is fked by the  ratio be- 
tween  the  predetermined w a g e - h d  and the  number of 
laborers applSing. for  employment, and employers can and 
will pay the  rate so k e d .  

On the  contrary, is it  not  trne  that  the  present economi. 
cal  quality of the laborers, as a whole, is an element  in  a& 
certaining the  aggregate  amount  that can now be  paid in 
wages ; that as wages are paid out of the product,  and SB 

- . - . . ., ,. . . . 
1 .. " . , . 

(a) This  assumption  disregards all tho% elements, ' 

l 
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the *-...I d u c t  will be greater or smaller by reason of the w*r m's sobriety, industr3;,-a;ld 0r-'fiis -wast 
lif fhose quaEties, so wage8 m y  and &~~d&%e YiXG%i 
Gwer aciordingly 2' e 

(a) But, again, since wages are paid out of and measured 
by the product of industry, and since productive power 
may be increased by the invention of machinery, the di% 
oovery of arts, and  the improvement of processes, without 
any immediate increase of capital, ought it not to be  possi- 
ble that wages should be enhanced by such causes, popula- 
tion  and &pita1 being assumed, for purposes of argument, 
to  stand still? Now, the wage-fund advocate concedes 
that  such inventions  and improvements will increase capital, 
and  hence become the reason for  an advance in a more or 
less distant future ; but only as they h t  increase capital 
can they increase the wage-fund. 

" .  

Let ua discuss thit: point. 
We will take a community having a capital represented 

by 100,000, a population represented by 1000, and an an- 
nual  product represented by 10,000, of which labor receives 
7000. Let  it be supposed that  the productive power of 
this community is increased at once 10 per cent by im- 
provements in tools, implements, and machinery through 
all the departments of its industry. The new machinery 
is brought into use. The capital of the community has 
not been thereby increased ; on the contrary, all such in- 
ventions involve a temporary diminution of capital. The 
old machinery becomes  useless, while B portion of the 
previously-circulating capital has to be taken  for  the new. 

The view here  taken of the relation of the  lahrer's efficiency to 
hie wages substantially  coincides  with  that  presented by Prof, Stanley 

, devons in his Theory of Political  Economy,  pp. 256-262, and by Prof. 
Ream, of Melbourne, in his Plutology. Mr. Jevons  styles  his own 
views " Bomewhat heretical." Mr. J. L. Shadwell, writing in the " In- 
dependent Section" of the Westminster Review (January, 1872), ad- 
vance~ " the efficiency of labor" as one great cause for the variations of 
wages, wholly  independent of increaae of population or of capital. 
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The capital, whether we consider the aggregate capital or 
circulating capital only, being  certainly no larger, wages 
can not at present, the wage-fund advocate declares, be in- 
creased, although the productive  power of the community 
is greater,  by 10 per cent, from  the moment the new ma- 
chinery begins to move. The product is now 11,000 ; but 
as capital is now something less than 100,000, wages must 
even  be  something less than before. The additional 1000 
of product will therefore go to the share of capital, although 
there  is less capital than before. And it is only as the 
capitalists, in  their uncontrolled discretion, decide to save 
this addition to  their income, or a portion of it,  for  future 
reproductive  investment,  instead of spending it upon their 
own pleasure, that capital will be increased, and, with that 
increase, increase of wages be realized. 

Now, to  the contrary, I hold that  the moment the aggre- 
gate product of labor and capital is increased by inventions, 
which are  a clear gain of power for  the benefit of all,’ that 
moment  a sufficient economical reason exists for  an ad- 
vance of  wageti in some degree corresponding. In the 
case supposed, the share of the laborers in  the 1000 gained 
might be found  to  be 700, or it might be but 690, or it 
might rise to 710. 

fc) But  the most signal fallacy of the wage-fund doctrine 
remains to be noted. Waiving now all consideration of 
the economical quality of the laborers in any given com- 
munity,  and of the possible gain  in production through 
improvements and inventions, irrespective of any increase 
of capital, let us inquire what foundation there is for  the 
assumption that an increase in the  number of laborers in- 
volves a  proportionate  reduction in  the amount of wages 
going to each. 

Let us take, first, a community which has  not  reached 
the condition of ‘‘ diminishing returns.” The  number of 

I omit pnrpasely all consideration of the l i i t e d  monopoly of in- 
ventions mated by law for the encouragement of ingenuity. 
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laborem being taken as 100, let  the amount of capital 
accumulated be represented by 100a. By the  wagefund 
theory a certain rate of annual wages will result from  the 
ratio between  these quantities. Now  let u8 auppose that 
twenty additional  laborers arrive, brhging with them 
capital 20a. The  ratio between  capital and population 
remains the same as before, and by the wage-fund theory 
no increase of wages can result. Upon our principles, 
however, an increase of wages may result, because an in- 
crease of production  will occur. 120 laborers with 
capital 120a, can and will prodge.-gore?  -per man, 
5- 'aTmm-6iEj"which has not reached the"-con- 
dition of '( diminishing r d i i h s "  than' 100 ' 1aborerB"With 
capit2 100a. A more eEeEtive &-operation will beconie 
possible, a minuter subdivision of labor will result, and 
the  greater laboring  force of the community will enable 
them  to  undertake highly-remunerative  enterprises to 
which their numbers  were previously inadequate. In the 
mme way, it  might be that  in  this same colfYxm.nity 150 

' laborers  with  capital 150a would produce more, per man, 
than  the 120 laborers ; and  that 200 laborers only equally 
endowed might produce in a higher degree, per cappita, 
than 150. The reader is referred to Chapter V. for a fuller 
p cuss ion of the industrial possibilities of such a commu- 
nitg. Now, through all thia, it is to  be noted that our 
results are directly in contradiction of the wage-fund 
theory, which asserts that wages are determined by the 
ratio  between capibl  and population. 

Now, if there Is such power in association and  in  the 
subdivision of employments that  the  product may  be 
largely i n c r e d  although  the capital, per man,  remains 
the same, the reader will scarcely question that  the opera- 
tion  of, these caum  might mffice to keep  the per capitcl 
product good, thongb the capital, per man, should fall off 
somewhat. P e t  thiH d t ,  again, would be  in contradic- 
tion of the wage-fund theory. Indeed, it is quite conceiv- 
able t$at a considerable number of laborers  might be 

".- ." 

L_-. 
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added to a ~ommunity without  bringing  with  them any 
capital at all, yet  the p c+ product be actually in- 
creased thereby. It is insight  into  this condition ofpro- 
duction that  givq motive G ' iFie"Gaitians 'put -fo& by 
aXGi"e?eiy  Western  and  Southern State, and almost 
i7e.q Western and  Southern  county, to attract immigra- 
tion.  Capital they want,  and they would much prefer 
&migrants  with capital ; but  they  want immigrants  any- 
how. These  communities  are  not  acting foolishly. They 
are  not  calling in additional  laborers to divide  with them a 
predetermined  product.  They know perfectly well that 
the product will increase a8 the producers  increase,  and 
that,  in  their situation, the product will increase  faster 
than  the producers;  and  therefore that each producer  may 
have more, and  not less, by reason of the  arrival of immi- 
grants. 

Laborers  have come to us from  every part of the world, 
and  constantly  has the existing body of laborers  been 
benefited  by the accessions. Some of these  laborers  have 
brought  with them small  amounts of capital,  and  have 
been  all the more welcome on that account. But, however 
they  have come, were it with  but a bundle on a  stick, 
there has  been room and work enough for all. Labor  has 
had its periods of distress ; but  these  have  been  due to 
the  interference of government  with  industry, to false 
currencies, to extravagant  speculation, or  to  other causes, 
but  not to any  real excess of labor. 

I n  contradiction,  then, of the view that wages are uni- 
versally  determined  by  the  ratio  between  capital  and pop- 
ulation,  we  see that in countries  which  have not reached 
the condition of (( diminishing  returns," the per-capita 
product  may be largely  increased  while the  amount of . capital, per man,  remains  the mme, and  that it may  even 
be increased,  though, of comae, not  in  the eame propor- 
tion,  while  the  amount of capital,  per man, is actually re- 
duced  by tho acceseion of new bodies of laborers destitute 
of accumulations. 
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But suppose  now that  the condition of (( diminish- 
ing  returns”  is reached ; that  the accessions to population 
have  continued until all  the eligible  land is taken up, and 
the first course of simple improvements made. If  further 
accessions are made,  we  may then expect to see the wages 
of labor fall,  not because there is a greater  number  to  divide 
among  them  H’predetemined dividend, iii’ but ~ because the 
&mal  product  is not incresed proportlonally to  the in- 
@ease of labor. Nature  fails  to respond to  fresh applica- 
tions  with  its  former generosity. Under  this condition, 
five men now produce, as they always must produce, more 
than  four,  but not  one fourth as  much more. The five 
must, therefore,  submit  to  receive each less than  the  four 
had received, that is, the wages of labor  must fall. They 
fall because production has sustained a check, through  the 
limitations of natural agents. 

But  this process of reduction in wages may, and gene- 
rally will, proceed slowly, first, because for a long  time 
the labor of the new-comer, while it will not  be  quite as 
productive as was that of the community upon  the average 
previous to his arrival, will yet not fall  far  short of it, 
nature  giving long warning against an  undue increase of 
population, and  having  great  patience  with  men;  and, 
secondly, because the  limits of production are being con- 
stantly pushed  backward by  the discovery of new re. 
sources, by increased economy of labor, by  improvements 
of method, by the application of distinctly  new  arts,  by 
the  invention of machinery, and by the utilization of 
waste. But  through  all  these  the  tendency now is to 
‘‘ diminishing returns,”  and hence to lower wages.. 

Under these conditions, then, is the wage-fund theory 
t rue?  We answer with confidence that this t h m y  c m  
never be true, for it excludes altogether  the contribution 
which the new-comer, the additional  laborer, makes to 
the production of the community in which he is 60 un- 
welcome an arrival. The wage-fund  doctrine regards  him 
as a pure addition to  the divisor, without recognizing the 
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fact  that his labor  must  also  add  something  to the divi- 
dend. He no longer  contributes  more, far  more  to pro- 
duction  than the cost of his own subsistence, as in  an  ad- 
vancing  state of industry,  before  natural  agents  are  fully 
occupied  and  employed. He no longer  contributes m 
much as  he  requires. But  he still contributes  something, 
and  that  something,  however  small  it may be, helps  to 
swell the  amount  that can  be  paid in wages.' 

See the remarks by Prof. Senior on the possibilitiee of English 
agriculture, quoted on p. 97. 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE PEOBLEM OF DISTRIBUTION: OOMPETITION: THE DIFFU- 

SION THEORY: THE ECONOMKUL HARMOKIBIB. 

HAVINQ discussed much at  length certain principles in 
the production of wealth, in  that connection showing the 
falsity of the  current doctrine of a wages-fund, we come 
now to the problem of distribution,  wherein we may look 
to find the  true philosophy of wages. 

But is there a problem of distribution? Can there  be 
a philosophy of wages ? Certainly if we exclude the ques- 
tion of rent,  the  orthodox1 economists have scarcely rec- 
ognized a problem of distribution, and were it not for  the 
space taken for  refuting  the opinions of heretical writers, 
what the text books have to say on the subject of wages 
would be  very  little. How, indeed, can there be s philoso- 
phy of wages, whdn the doctrine of a wages-fund prevails ? 
If the question of wages is simply a question in  longdivis- 
ion, what need to take much space to  illustrate  the opera- 
tions of ‘( one of the four fundamental rules of arithmetic.”a 
Population being  given, there is no philosophy of wages. 
The whole question of .the well-being of the laboring-class 
is, then,  reduced to s question of population. Here phil- 
osophy becomes possible ; but  the question of population 
does not belong in the department of distribution  at all. 

I 1‘ L’Bconomie politiqae que j’appellemie volontiera  orthodoxe. . , 
m b l a i t  &re definitivement wnatitnGe,  Comme I’dglise de Rome, eIIe 
wait son Credo.””E. de Laveleye, Revue dea Deux Mondes, July 16, 
1875. see p. 148. 
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But even the wage-fand doctrine aside, the economists 
of the Manchester  School haave not been  disposed to regard 
the problem of distribution, the question of rent excepted, 
as one of much urgency or di%iculty. They have been  of 
the opinion  expressed  by  Chevalier, thirty-five years ago, 
that this department of political  economy is inferior in 
interest and importance to that of production.’ This has 
not been from a disposition to disregard the effects  on 
human happiness, and the strength and stability of the 
state, wrought by a good  or an ill distribution of the pro- 
ducts of industry ; but from a belief in the absolute sufti- 
ciency of  economical  forces, in a state of industrial free- 
dom, to diffuse all burdens and all benefits  alike, to the 
highest advantage of the industrial community. Laissez 
faire:  let these principles work unhindered, has hence  come 
to contain pretty much the whole theory of distribution as 
held by the writers of this school. To such it can only be 
a matter of curious interest, so far as they are concerned 
aa polit id economists,  what are the facts of the distribu- 
tion of wealth at any given time, or what the moral and 
social condition of any single class of the community. If 
things are wrong, they need only to be let to work them- 
selves right, under the impulsion of purely economical 
forces ; and snch f o r m  are constantly operating for the 
redress of grievances, and the repair of inequalities. If 
aught is wrong at present, it is simply because the free 
play of mnomic forces has been hindered by arbitrary 
enactment, or illegal violence in the past: the one thing 
required to bring about industrial relief is industrial free- 
dom. So completely  sstisfied are the writers of this school 

I 

‘‘ &?tee, le partage des produib da tmvail est  digne de toute la 
sollimtude de quiconqae s de  l’intalligence  et  du c a m .  Cependmt, 
e& eat mind urgsnts d d W ,  et pratiqusmnt e& sera bien snoilu 

’ tm&mmx& qne celle de I’misement hnrmonique et  rBgulier de 
1. pmiuction.”-’hiibme d i e 0 0 1 ~ ~  d‘oavertnre dn coum de l’annb, 
1841-8. 
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with the  sd6dency of the force they invoke to mp~ a 
right distribution, that  they refuse to make pol i t id  fk 
dom a condition,' necesssry or even  important, for  the 
successful operation of that force. The question of wagm 
is no different in  the  United  States from what  it is in 
Russia, by reamn of differences in  the political institutions 
of those countties. I t  differs nothing  in  Austria from 
what it is in  Prussia, by reawn of the wide dserence in 
popular  intelligence  existing  between thorn countries. 
The ballot can do nothing to enhance wages : social oppor- 
tunities can do  nothing, except as they operate in restraint 
of population; sympat,hy and respect for labor can do 
nothing.  The economical force is all-sdcient,  granted 
only a state of industrial freedom. 

OOMPFITI'ION. 

Competition it is, and competition alone, to which the 
economist looks to accomplish the distribution of the pro- 
ducts of industry. Competition expresses the desire and 
the effort of the buyer  to  buy as cheaply, and of the seller to 
sell as  dearly ; of the one to give a~ little,  and of the  other 
to  get much, as he  can; and  inasmuch as every man is 
at once 2 buyer and seller, we say he gives as little and gets 
as much as the  existing conditions of industry allow. 
Competition involves, therefore, we  see, a free, easy and 

Let  me not eeem, by omission, to do  injustice. Many of the 
writers of thiR school  have  recognized, in  the  fullest  manner, not  only 
the moral  and  social, bat also the  industrial,  advantage8 of education 
and  political  freedom, in increasing the productive  power of the work- 
man ; but  for  the  distribution of wealth,  they hold strictly economical 
forces to be euf8cient. 

No man  can buy  anything, unlese at  the  =me time, he sella 
eomething ; else  he does  not bay  the  thing  he  gete ; it  is given  to  him, 
When a man buys a  pound of meat  he Bells a  shilling,  more or bee. 
T h e  butcher  may say, I will send  home the  meat now, and  you  may 
hand  in  the  ehilling at the end of the week, or of the  month ; but the 
credit  given does not alter the ~~bstestial relations of the p d e a  to 
the transaction. 
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enre resort to the best market,  whatever be the  thing  that 
is to be  bought or sold. 

If competition  be perfect, no question can be made of 
its  result in an equable  division of all burdens and d 8 u -  
don of all benefits throughout  the industrial society. 
Let us consider the laborers and  the employers of labor in 
A state of active competition. Each laborer will sell his 
labor at  the  highest  prke which any employer can afford 
to give, since the employers are  in competition among 
themeelves for labor. Each employer will get his labor at 
the lowest price at which any  laborer’ can  afford to sell 
it, since the laborers are in competition among’themselves 
for employment. The lowest price at which any laborer 
will sell his lnbor is thus  the highest  price which any 
employer can  afford to pay. If we suppose the  rate of , 

wages to any single  laborer to be reduced, be it ever so lit- 
tle, below the highest price which any employer can afford 
to  pay, the competition among employers for the ext,ra 
profit thus offered  will speedily reduce that  margin to the 
minimum. If again we suppose the wages obtained by a 
single  laborer to be  above the average of his class, the 
resort of his fellows to that  better market will instantly 
afford his  individual  employer  all the labor he requires 
at  the usual rate. So much for  the reduction or elevation 
of the wages of B single laborer below or above the stand- 
ard;  but if we suppose that  standard to be lowered, and 
the wages of the whole body of laborers to  be reduced, we 
shall then find a like satisfactory result  wrought  out  in 
one of two ways ; either  the employers, getting  their 
labor for less, will sell their products at correspondingly 
reduced prices, and  the laborers will thus, as consurn- 

We here  assume the industrial quality of all laborers to be tha 
mame, and all employers to stand on the same footing 8s regard6 busi. 
neM capacity and credit. 

a “Every scene  of  competition ia called a market.”--F. W. New 
ma, Lectures on Pol. Econ., p. 6. 

. 
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era,* make good their nominal low aa producers, or,  if prices 
be maintained, the enhanced profit thus afEorded on each 
pound, bushel or yard of the product will incite each 
individual employer to produce all he can, and for this 

‘ purpose to employ all  the labor he can ; and employers 
will thus be brought to bid against each other until the 
margin of extra profit wholly disappears, and the lowest 
price at  which any laborer  will sell his  labor will thus 
again  become%he highest which any employer can afford 
to pay. On the other  hand, if we suppose the standard of 
wages to be raised and the body of laborers to receive a 
larger compensation, then  it will follow from the action 
of competition, that  either prices will be raised corre- 
spondingly and  the laborers lose as consumers what they 
have nominally gained as producers, or, prices remaining 
the same, the employers will find their profits trenched 
upon, and thia, diminishing the motive to production, will 
diminish the employment offered, which will induce com- 
petition  among the workmen for employment, which will 
restore the standard of wages. 

The above account will hold  good of laborers and em- 
ployers found in  the same locality and engaged in 
the same occupation. But if we assume laborers and 
employers to be dispersed among different localities and 
occupations, precisely the same result would, in a con- 
dition of absolute competition, be  effected without loss 
and  without delay. Laborers would seek employers or 
employers laborers, with perfect  facility, across the divid- 
ing lines, whether  territorial or industrial.  All inequal- 
ities of condition would thus be  immediately reduced. 
The effort of each to  get  the most possible for himself 

I “For  this class (the prol6taires)  as for all, the operation of Corn. 
petition is two-fold. They feel it both  as  buyers, and 88 sellers of 
cervices."-Bastiat, ‘ I  Harmonies of Pol. Econ.,” p. 280. Doubtless 1 
but do they feel it .equally, in their two capacities 7 For  what Prof, 
C ! e e  calk I‘ the excessive friction” of retail trade, nee p. 313-6. 
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w d d  simply reenlt, with qual strength and opportnni- 
ti- in giving  the same to all. 
By the operation of the eame principle, any burden- 

my, a tax-imposed arbitrarily upon any class, whether 
of pereons, of industrial proceseee, or of products, ia distri- ’ 

bnted equally over the whole  community. That burden, 
wherever i h t  imposed, becomes an element in determin- 
ing the actual net advantage enjoyed in  their place by 
the dass of person4 upon whom, or upon  whose  processes, 
or npon whose products, the burden is laid. The dimi- 
nution thus effected in their substantial remuneration, 
will either came their products to rise in price, while the 
same quantity is produced by the mme number of laborers 
(which may be  the cwe if the products are of prime 
importance or necessity) ; or laborers and employers will 
leave these avocations until the prices of their products, 
thus diminished in quantity,  are raised by scarcity to a 
point which  will d o r d  wages to laborers and profits to em- 
ployers equivalent, after  full account be had of the  excep 
tional burden, to those enjoyed in  other departments of 
production. This is the reasoning of those who  hold the 
Masion theory of taxation. 

Such is  the operation of unhindered competition, 
achieving a beneficent distribution of the products of 
industry, equalizing all burdens and dl benefits through- 
out the industrial community. T h e e  are the Economical 
Harmonies celebrated by 3astiat. Of course no one ever 
supposed that competition was perfect in any place, or in 
any department of human  activity; but the political 
economists of the Manchester School have felt themselves 
at liberty to  treat the questions of distribution precisely 
as if competition were perfect, regarding the failures as so 
far exceptional w not to impair the  substantid validity 
of practical conclusions b a d  on the assumption of uni- 
v e d  competition. Our further course will lead us to 
investigate this asenmption of a competition 80 general 
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that the exceptions thereto may for practical purposes be 
disregarded ; and if we find the exceptions numerous and 
important,  to  inquire how far the conclmions based on 
competition  alone  require modification to meet the condi- 
tions disclosed.-But first, of a term  just used. What  is 
TEE MANOHESTICE SOHOOL OF POLITIOAL EOONOMY ? 

I t  is usually.spoken of as the school of Free Traders ; 1 

but this, in my estimation, does not present the real char- 
acteristic of the  cIm of writers included by the term. 
There were Free-traders before Manchester;  there are 
Free-traders who are not of Manchester. 

I should rather define the Manchester school to consist 
of those free traders who carry into  the  department of 
Distribution,  that assumption of the economical sufficiency 
of competition which the whole body of‘ free-traders accept 
when dealing with the questions of’ Exchange ; who fail to 
recognize any differences between services and commodities, 
between men and merchandise, which require  them to modi- 
fy their doctrine of laissez faire, looking on a  Manchester 
spinner as possessing the same mobility economically, RS 

being under the same complete subjcction to the impulses of 
pecuniary  interest, as a bale of Manchester cottons on the 
wharf, free to go to India  or Iceland as the difference of a 
penny  in the price offered may  determine ; free-traders, 
who, to come down to single  practical questions, object to 
laws against truck * as an interference  with the freedom 
of contract ; who oppose exceptional legidation  respecting 8 

the employment of women under ground  in mines and at 

’ 1 Le point de depart des Katheder-sodalisten est entihrement dimrent 
de Wlui des Bconornistes orthodoxes, qu’ils deeignent BOUE le nom de 
Manchester-thum, OR sects d6 Hamheeter, parce que c’est en effet, 
F& deo l ibres  &hangistea qui a expos6 avec plus de logiqhe les dog. 
mes da Gredo sncien.”’-~veleye.-Revae des Deux Mondes, 15 
July, 1875. 

9 See this term defined and trnck practiced deadbed, pp. 
a Fawwtt, Speeches, p. 180. 
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fadory labor during pregnancy and for the period irn- 
mediately  succeeding confinement, on the  ground  that such 
matters should be regulated by the  interest of the parties 
thereto ; who, while perhaps  approving, on social consid- 

: erations, b a s  regulating the employment of children in 

have  any economical justification, holding that self-interest 
is here, again, a sufficient guide ; who object to laws 01 
compulsory rules respecting  apprenticeship, or admission 
to  the professions, to the governmental  regulation or in- 
spection of industrial operations, and  to any and all acts of - 
the  state directed to  the promotion of prudence  and fru- 
gality on the  part of the working classes. It was to the 
effects of such teaching that Prof. Cairnes  referred when he 
said : Laissez faire, freedom of contract, and phrases of 
like  import, have of late become somewhat of bugbears, 
with  a  large number of people. I t  is enough to mention 

I them  to discredit by anticipation the most useful  practical 
wheme.” * 

’ But  it may be here asked, are  not  the Manchester econ- 
omisto merely more consistent and  thorough than those who 
0top ohort in  their advocacy of freedom  from legal restraints 
when they leave the  department of excl~ange ; does it  not 
mpount to this, that  the Manchesterians  stick to  their 
prinaipleu, while others  do not ? It is to be in  a position to 
meet thir question that I have stated the  thcory of com- 
petition so muah at  length ; and I now answer, no ques- 
tion of principle i a  involved, but only a question of fact. N 
onewill deny that if oompetition  be perfect, a right distri 
butioo will be effected by its agency, but on the  other hand 
no o w  can claim that any ouoh assurance exists if com- 
petitio0 be seriously impaired. If laborers and employers 

“.“-I>) mines and factories; yet deny that such reguhtions 

I The Faetopy Act of 1844 waa paaeed against the opposition of 
the msjofitp of Englieh economists in Parliament and out. 

Esspys in Pol. Econ. p. 261, 

. 
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do not in fact,i whatever  the CBUW, reeort to the best, market, 
then  injuries  may be  indicted on labor or on capital, and 
no economical principle  whatever will operate  to Becure 
redrese. The  entire justification for laissez h i r e  is found 
in an assumed sufficiency of the individual motive-force to 
reach the best market. With immobility,  total or partial, 
there  is no certainty, or probability, of an equalization 
of burdens  and benefits, or of the propagation, without 
delay or loss, of auy economical impulse whatever. 

Competition, to  have  the beneficent effects which have 
been ascribed to  it,  must be all-pervading and  unremitting ; 
like thd pressure of the atmosphere of which we are happily 
unconscious because it is all the while  equal  within and 
without us, above and below 11s. Were  that pressure  to be 
made unequal, its effects would instantly become crushing 
and destructive. So it  is with competition ; when it becomes 
unequal, when the ability of one  industrial class to respond 
to the impulses of self-interest is seriously reduced by igno- 
rance, poverty, or whatever came, while the classes with 
which it is to divide the product of industry,  are active, 
alert, mobile in a hlgh degree, the most mischievous 
effects may be experienced. 

Free traders, therefore, who decline to carry the  rule of 
laissez faire into  the  department of distribution, are not 
dodging their principles. They  deny  that  the condition 
which alone  justifies that rule, exists in this department. 
With respect to merchandise, destitute alike of sympa- 
thies and antipathies,  competition is so far perfect that 
it may be reasoned upon as if no obstruction to exchange 
existed. The one additional penny of profit will send the 
bale of goods ea& or west, north or south, to kinsman or 
to  stranger, to black man or white, with absolute indiffer- 
ence. But with that  strange bundle of '(apathies,  sympa- 
thies and antipathies "4 called man, bound by manifold 

The mobility of labor forms the snbjeat of ChSp. XL 
9 Charlee Iamb-Beayu of 
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strong attmhmenta to place and scene, to home and friends, 
weighted with daily burdens, almost or  quite to the  limit 
of his strength, beset with reasonable and with supersti- 
tious fears, a prompt resort  to the best market  must so 
evidently be a matter of great uncertainty, that no econo- 
mist can justly  be accused of abandoning  his  principles 
who refllses to trust wholly to  the  individual  impulse for 
the  right  distribution of the products of industry. The 
question of a  competition sufficient or insufficient to this 
end,  is a question of fact. And  it is important  to be borne 
in  mind  that  the obstructions to competition which defeat  a 
right  distribution,  are not physical merely, or mainly, but 
moral ; ignorance, superstition, timidity, procrastination, 
mental  inertia, love of country,  love of home, love of 
friends. so much for the obstructions to competition, 
on the side of the working classes. But  it is equally impor- 
tant  to note that a further effect prejudicial  to them  may 
be prodnced by  the  greed of employers  counteracting  a 
true regard for  their own self-interest. The  theory of 
competition assumes that  the employer  in  seeking  his own 
interests will become the  conservater of the interests of 
the laborer, there  being a true  harmony of interests be- 
tween them. This  may be so, as Prof. Cairnes  has  noted, 
with interests 1t8 they really exist, and as they  qould  be 
seen by an  enlightened eye. But i t  does not follow that 
the employer’s interest, as he may  regard it, coincide8 with 
the  interests of those  dependent on him for employment. 
‘‘ This chasm in  the  argument of the laissez faire school 
has never been bridged. The advocates of the doctrine 
&ut their eyes and leap over it?’ 1 

But here we have to meet the  further questions : grant- 
s g  that competition is in fact impaired  to  an  extent 
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which allows serious and lamentable  injury to result  in the 
distribution of the products of industry, from  the inability 
of persons and classes to resort to their best market, is it 
the  part of the legislator or of the economist to do or to 
speak  otherwise  than  as if competition were perfect ? Are 
we  not  to accept competition, aa i t  is, for  what it can  now 
do ; and  wait for  the action of economical forces in gradk 
ally  perfecting it ? Does not  the existence of competition, 
however much impaired, establish a steady  tendency which 
must sooner or later wear out the obstructions which are 
admitted  to beset the resort  to the best market,  on  the  part 
of no inconsiderable  portion of the  industrial community 0 
And meanwhile, to repeat, should we argue or act other- 
wise than as if Competition  were conlplet,e ? 

To these  questions I have to answer  as follows : 
1. The reader is referred to  what has been said in Chap- 

ter IT. on the degradation of labor : the breaking down of 
the laboring population through  industrial distress and d i s  
aster. I t  was there  sought to be shown, that if the blow, 
in  its snddenness or its severity, bears more  than B certain 
ratio  to  the power of resistance, the chances are  many, 
human nature  being what it is, that  the wages  class will 
succumb, that is, that they will accept the  harder  terms 
imposed  npon them ; and,  on  the one  hand,  through a less 
ample or nourishing  diet  and  meaner conditions, and on 
the other,  through a loss of self-respect and  perhaps the 
contracting of distinctly bad habits,  they will  become 
unable to  render  the same  amount  and  quality of service 
as before. This result  being reached, not  only is  there 
not a tendency in any economical  forces to repair the 
mischief, but  even the occurrence of better  times  and new 
opportunities, if brought  about from the outside (aa for 
example, by the discovery of new resource8 in nature, or 
new  powers in art), would not  serve to restore the shattered 
industrial manhood. 

2. Such disasters aside, the tendency of purely econom- 
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i d  forces is continually to aggravate  the disadvantages 
from which my person or clam may suffer. The  fact ot 
being worsted in ope conilict is au ill preparative for 
another encounter. Every  gain which one party  makes 

,. at  the expense of another, furnishes the sinews of war for 
further aggressions; every loss which one person or c l u  
of persons sustains in  the competitions of industry, weak- 
ens the capability for future resistance. This principle 
applies  with increasing force as men sink  in  the industrial 
scale. Emphatically is  it  true  that  the curse of the poor 
is their poverty. Cheated in quantity, quality  and price * 
in whatever  they purchase, they are notoriously unable 
to  get as much, proportiomally, for their little, a8 the rich 
for their larger means. Economically speaking, this 
must  ever remain true, and  operate  with increasing power 
Moral forces may indeed ent,er to restore the equilibrium ; 
the liberality of nature may afford to the weaker class a 
margin su5cient for them to  long maintain  themselves; 
the discovery of new arts  and  new resonrces may open up 
fresh opportunities for retrieving loss; but,  through all, i t  
cannot be controverted that  the tendency of purely eco- 
nomical forcea is to widen the differences existing in  the 
constitution of industrial society, and to subject any and 
every person and class of persons who may, from any 
cause,  be at dimdvantage in respect to sellirtg his or their 

3. Progress toward freedom is not necessarily accom- 
plished by indiscriminately throwing off restraints, 
either  in  the political or the  industrial 8 body. True, men 

, service or product, to a  constantly  increasing burden. 

1 Count  Rumford’e contain much  intereating  matter  in 
illustration of the loeaes which the working classes suffer  in the do- 
mestic use of what they have purchased,  from the want of simple and 
elementary  apparatns  for cooking, storing, etc. 
’ Thua, I cannot hesitate to assent to the opinion of M. Say, that 

Lhe breaking  down of all the fraternitiea in Paris, after the Revolution 
o( 1830, pnd the sudden rush, without order or discretion, of a mob of 
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only  learn  to  swim by going into the  water; only  make 
their eyes of use by  going  into  the  light;  but,  out of 
regard to human weakness, exposure  to  either element 
should  be  conducted  with measure,  and in order. While 
progress  toward freedom is to be  made by the removal of 
industrial  restrictions, it does  not follow that  the removal 
of any specific restriction a t .  any  given  time, conduces to 
such progress. The restriction may  be, in  the sitnation 
existing,  correspondent to an infirmity  which  cannot so 
summarily be done away. A crutch  operates by restraint 
only ; but i t  is a restraint  which  prevents  a  lame man from 
falling  to  the  ground,  whence  he  might  have no strength 
to raise himself again ; while,  if artificially sustained, he 
may  be a,ble to achieve a very  considerable freedom of 
movement and of action. A law prohibiting a child under 
eight years to work in a  factory,  operates by restraint  only ; 
but i t  is  a  restraint upon pareutsl fully or greed, which  may 
prevent  a  horrible waste of physical force,  and muse a 
larger  amount of actual  labor to be  accomplished during 
the  entire term of life, than would  be  effect*ed  were the 
child to be stunted by prematnre  exposure  and  hardship. 
For this, reason I believe, with  Mr.  Horner, that “ the  
interposition of the legislature in behalf of children, is 
justified by the most  cold  and  severe principles of political 
economy.” 1 

~~ ~ 

labor into  trades immemorially  restricted,  was the cause of great 
disaster in 1831; that  it would  have  been  better,  both for the  trades 
and  for the mass of outside  labor,  had  the  barriers  been  removed  more 
gradually. 

1 ‘‘ Employment of children in factorie~,” p. 15. Mr. Horner,  who 
was  government  inspector of factories, states  that in the lace  mi& of 
Nottingham,  children, 9 to 15 pears of age,  were  frequently  employed 
20 hours on a  stretch,  from 4 A.M. to 12 at  night. [p. 14.1 He  quotes a 
witness  who  testified  that  “being  frequently  detained  in hie counting. 
house late  at  night,  till 12 or 1 o’clock, he  has  often, in going  home,  in 
the  depth of winter,  met  mothem taking  their  children to the  neigh- 
boring  prinbworka, the children  crying.” [p. 123.1 
Dr. Vilerm6, in hie memorable  report to the French Academy 



Just how much force, on purely economicrrl principles, 
hsa the objection urged rrgainst many proposed measnres, 
that  they  are  in violation of the freedom of contract? Let- 
us candidly but searchingly consider this question. What 
is the  authority of laiwz faire’ when levelled against a 
factory act, or a proposition to  restrain truck? Laws 
in restraint of trade, or  interfering with the  times and 
methods of employment, with wages and pyicea, are not 
mischievous because they violate a  theoretical self-Sufi- 
ciency of labor, but because they effect a certain actual 
result. What is that result? They diminish mobility, 
which, as we have seen, is the prime condition of compe- 
tition, while competition sffords the only  security the 
laborer ~ t t n  have that he will get  the utmost possible for his 
service. The mischief of such laws is simply and solely 
that they  are obstructive. Here, then, and not in the 
shibboleth, laissea fa ipe ,  kziesez passer, we have the  true 
test of the expediency of a proposed regulation of i n d u s  
try or trade. Does it practically obstruct  movement ? 

used the following  language  in  writing of the  factory  laborers of 
Ahace : ‘I The  rents in the  manufacturing  towns and  villages  imme- 
diately  adjoining,  are so high  that  they  are  often obliged to live at  the 
distance of a  league  and even a league  and a half. The poor children, 
many of whom are scarcely  seven  years  old,  and  some  even  younger, 
have to take  from  their sleep and  their meal-hours,  whatever is required 
to traverse  that  long  and  weary road, in the  morning  to  get to the 
factory, in the evening  to  get home. . . , . To judge how  excessive is 
the labor of children in the factories,  one has only to recollect that  it 
ia unlawful to employ  galley-elaveu  more than 12 hours aday, and these 
l a  must be broken  by two hours  for meals,  reducing the actual labor 
to tan hours  a  day ; while the young people of whom I speak  have to 
toil 13 hours,  and  eometimea IS%, independent of their  meal times.” 

a I‘ Bo understood, I hold it to be a  pretentious sophism, destitute of 
fonndation in nature  and  fact,  and  rapidly becoming an obstruction 
tmd ndsnca  in public affSire.”J. E. csirnea’ Essays in POL Eeon., 

~~~~ ~ 

p. 862. 
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But is it said : every  restriction or regulation is in  
degree, obstructive? Big& MtcE wrq) at m. 
tion cund reg&kn are obstructive ~8 agailtet apre&ting 
COllcEitk of perfect practical freedom. B u t  perfect  free- 
dom obhilte in nothing human. There  are obstructions 
on every hand, not physical only, but also intellectual and 
moral.  May not a regulative act well  conceived  to  remove 
certain moral and intellectual obstacles to free action,  have 
the effect to promote, not  retard,  industrial movement 1 

For instance : take  the transfer of real estate. An act 
for  the registration of ownership is restrictive upon 
transfers ; yet can any one doubt  that judicious provis- 
ions for registration, instead of retarding transfers of land 
and buildings, do iu fact, in the moRt important degree, 
promote  them ? The compliance with the requirement of 
registration  is indeed, in itself, an obstruction : it involves 
a certain expenditure of labor and money ; a few shillings 
and an hour's  time. But it gives  every possible buyer 
such an  assurance as to his title and the history of the 
property, as constit.utes an intellectual and moral help in 
the acquisition of estates, of the greatest effectiveness.' 
For it should  be borne in mind, in all discussions relating 
to the exchange and  distribution of wealth, that  fear, 
ignorance, superstition and custom are as truly obstruc- 
tive as are rivers and mountains ; and if a registrative pro- 
vision gives certainty  and clearness,  where before was 
doubt  and apprehension, or utter ignorance, it may pay 
a thousand times over, for the nominal hindrance to 
action which is involved in a formal compliance with its 
requirements. 

It is difficult to see how perfect  freedom becomea the 
condition of economical, any more than it is of political, 
security and advancement. Why should not  the throw- 
ing-off of economical restrictions  among a people long 

In England, the ab~enca of 8 system of registering titles has bw 
dened the transfer of eststes most oppremively. 
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abused and deeply abaaed,  be  accomplished with the mme 
caution, and the same regard for the  order of things, aa 
the social and political emancipation and enfranchisement 
of oppressed masses 1 Yet we find writers who  would 
ridicule thehotion  that one form of government is equally 
good for all peoples, or that any form of goverument could 
be good for any people, which had not respect to national 
peculiarities of character  and  structure ; who  hold that no 
people long degraded can safely be  raised at once to politi- 
cal freedom ; and even insist that among a people long 
habituated to universal suffrage, and  with  traditions of 
self-rule extending  through centuries, stringent  limitations 
should be imposed  on the popular will : we find, I say, 
these  writers declaring for the removal of all restrictions 
throughout  industrial society, even such  as are of a regu- 
lative character merely, not only without  regard to thc 
habits or condition of the people, but equally without 
regard  to the  order  in which such restrictions should be 
removed. 

For myself, I am utterly at a loss to conceive  how such 
reasoners,  some of whom are conservatives and pessimists 
of the deepest dye in politics, justify  their  optimistic  radi- 
calism in  industry. Certainly, if, as Chevalier, the  great 
apostle of free  trade  in France, has said, Political Econ- 
omy and politics rest on the eame  principles, 1 there would 
seem to he as much virtue in judicious and disinterested 
restraint in labor, as in  government or society. Nowhere 
has  restraint  any positive virtue ; no life or healing comes 
out of it ; but  grave evils may be suppressed ; great waste 
aud mischief prevented by it. 

But while I hold that discretion and order should be 
observed in  throwing off social, politiml  and economical 
restrictions, alike, I hold this in  no desponding or distrust- 

‘“L’&oonomie politiqne r’appaie rnr lea mema principeu que h 
politiqaa”4th Diacoura d’ouvertm de l’ann6e, 1847-8. 
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ful vein. I believe that society and induetry may unload 
rapidly, if in due  order; that there  is something in  the 
very name of liberty  to which the heart of man, in what- 
ever condition, responds ; and that men who believe in 
freedom are  the safest guides  in directing the progress of 
a people toward perfect freedom. I do  not say that 
progress should be made slowly ; but  that it should be 
made by steps, by due gradation-and with something 
of preparatiqn for each successive stage of the advance. 

What  then  is  the problem of Distribution ? 
We have seen that so far as differencesexist in respect to 

the ability and opportunities of the several classes of indus- 
trial society to resort swiftly and surely to the best market, 
such difference must put at an economical disadvantage the 
class suffering the greatest  relative obstruction, and con- 
fer corresponding advantages at  their expense, upon tho 
class or classes more favorably situated and better en- 

* dowed. We have seen, moreover, that such disadvantages, 
be they  great or small, at  the outset, are cumulative ; that 
the word ‘‘ to him that  hath shall be given, and from him 
that hath not shall be taken away even the  little  that he 
seemeth to have,” is a law of universal operation and a 
very  anharmonizing  tendency ; that economical  forces, 
thus, instead of bringing redress, tend to crowd further 
down the classesrwho enter the struggle weakest. 

If, then, the political economist finds the obstructions be- 
setting the resort to the best market, existing in the present 
condition of industrial society, to be, in fact, serious, is he 
not bound to abandon a rule of conduct based on the 
amumption of a competition EO general that  it may for prac- 
tical purposes be deemed universal, and to  study critically 
the condition of the several classes of persons making claims 
on the product of industry  with B view to ascertain what help 
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a n  be brongh t from the outside, in  the absence of any repar- 
ative  virtue in industrial mum, to supply  the deficiencies of 
competition P Failing to find relief in economical forces, he 
will look away to moral forces  to achieve the emancipation 
of the economically oppreesed clasaes, not by taking thcrn 
out from under  the operation of economical laws, for  that 
is impoMible, but by providing the conditions (intelligence, 
frugality  and eobriety, political franchises and social ambi- 
tions) which will secure that mobility, that easy, quick and 
sure resort  to  market, which alone is needed to give scope 
and sway to  the beneficent agencies of competition. 
Fortunately  he may look with confidence to see this 
amelioration coincide with  a continued increase in the 
productive power of labor, due to fresh advances in the 
arts and sciences, which will  facilitate the upward move- 
ment. 

Meanwhile the auestion whether  anv  swcific lcgislation 
i n  protection of the working: classes f -r 
any measure of r e d a t i o n  and restraint adopted by an in- 
dustrial class for their own b e w e s  mion 

e 
treated, I suggest. on the followinp principle. Remem- 
bering  that  the  one  thing  to be secured for the  right  die 
tribution of wealth, is perfect competition. it-be 
15quired, whether  that act or measure will. all  things con- 
sfaered, on the whole and in the  long run, increase or dimin- 
i s i t .  
I? the effect would be to  quicken the resod to mark= 
no matter how far  restrictivein form, i t  must be approved. 
But in considering the probable  tendencies of such acts or 
measures, we should  bear in mind how great  are  the 
liabilities to  error and corruption  in legislation ; how cer- 
tain is the  administration of the law  to fall short of its 
intent ; how much better most results are reached through . 
social than  through legal pressure ; how destitute of all 
poaitive virtue, all heeling efficacy, ie mtraint,  its o n l ~  

. 

*:-jjkek..&- 
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ofice being to prevent  waste; how frequently, too, good 
acts become bad precedents.1 

Yet these considerations, strong a6 they are, do not 
suffice to create doubt in my mind of the justification, on 
pnrely economical grounds, of laws for the registration of 
real estate, for  the limitation or prohibition of truck, or 
for the regulation of the labor of children, of women, or 
even oE men, in accordance with  the dictates of the most 
advanced sanitary science. In Chapter XVIII, questions 
will arise respecting the practical influence of legislation 
upon the substantial  freedom of industrial movement. 
These  will  be discussed with  single reference to  tho  prin- 
ciple of judgment  here set up. And when the question 
of trades unions and  strikes comes before ua, i t  will he 
treated on the same grounds. I shall not  deem the 
question to be decided against these agencies by the fact 
that  they take the form of inhibition and  restriction; 
but shall hold  myself bound to inquire whether they do, in 
their  time and place, increase or diminish  tho  freedom 
and  the fulness of the laborer‘s resort to market,  bearing 
in mind that his practical ability  to accomplish that resort, 
is made’np of a material element, the means of transporta- 
tion and of provisional maintenance, and of intellectual 
and moral elements, quite as essential. 

“ I t  is one thing to  repudiate  the scientific  .authority of laiiiei 
faire,  freedom of contract,  and so forth : it is a totally  different thing 
to  set up the opposite  principle of state control, the  doctrine of pa- 
ternal  government. For my part, I accept neither one doctrine nor the 
other,  and, BR a practical  rule, I hold laissez  faire  to be  incomparably 
the  safer guide. Only let us remember that it is a pructid d e ,  and 
not 8 doctrine of science ; a rule  in  the main  sound,  but, like most other 
sound  practical  rules,  liable to numerous  exceptions ; above  all, a rule 
which must never for a moment  be allowed to s tmd in the way of the 
candid  consideration of any promising propoaal of mid or industriro 
reform.”-J. E. Cairnes’ Eassys in Pol. Ea&, p. Bl. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE YOBILITP OF LABOE. 

WE have seen that, with perfect competition, the work- 
ing classes have ample  security that  they will, at all 
times, receive the greatest  amount of wages which is 
consistent with the existing conditions of industry. The 
object of the present chapter is to ascertain, if we may, 
how far  the actual mobility of labor corresponds to that 
theoretical mobility which is involved in perfect compe- 
tition. 

And -first, we note that the  theoretical mobility of la- 
bor rests on the assumption that laborers will, in all things 
and  at all times, pursue their economic interests ; that  they 
perfectly comprehend those interests,  and will suffer 
nothing to  stand in  the way of their attainment. Of 
course the men of whom this can  be predicated are not 
real human men. They  are a class of being8 devised for 
the purposes of economical reasoning in accordance with 
the definition given by Mr. Mill in his 6cEssays on some 
Unsettled Questions in Political Economy,” as follows: 
“Political Economy is concerned with man solely as a 
being who desires to possess wealth, and who is capable of 
judging of the comparative efficacy  of means to that 
end. . . I t  makes entire abstraction of every  othcr 
human passion or motive, except those which may be 
regarded as perpetually antagonizing principles to  the 
desire of wealth, namely, aversion to labor and desire of the 
present enjoyment of costly indulgences. These it takes, 
to B ceresin extent, into  its calcnlations, because these dc 
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not merely, like  other desiree, occasionally conflict with 
the  pursuit of wealth, but accompany it  almap as a  drag 
or impediment,  and are  therefore inseparably mixed np 
in  the consideration of it. Political Economy considere 
mankind as occupied solely 1 in acquiring  and consuming 
wealth.’’ 

But  thus  to  frame a system of economics upon the as- 
sumption of the perfect, unintermitted, unimpeded action 

’ of one, and  that  not always the most potential, of many 
human motives, is it not, as Dr.  Whewell has said, * m if 
the phJsical geographer should construct his scheme in reo- . ognition of gravitatiou alone, disregarding the power of 
cohesion in preserving the original structure of the earth’s 
surface, and should thus reach the conclusion that all the 
mountains must  at once run down into  the valleys and the 
face of nature become a plain ? In  much the same way the 
economist of the i3 p ~ i o r i  school disregards the original 
structure of industrial society, the separation of clasees 
and nations, the obstructions ofered by differences of race, 
religion and speech,8 the effects of strangeness  and appre 

If Mr. Mill had said, “ Political economy considers mankind eddy 
as owuppied in  acquiring  and  consuming wealth,” the  stakment would 
have been unexceptionable. But if “ Political economy considers man- 
kind aa occupied soZeZy in  acquiring  and  consuming  wealth,”  Political 
economy considers mankind most falsely ; nnd the results  in economi- 
cal reasoning of that  unwarranted  assumption  have been moat mi& 
chievous. Political economy is  not  bound  to consider mankind so far 
ns they  are occupied in anything else than  in acquiring  and  consuming 
wealth ; but  it  is bound in Rimple honesty not to consider them a8 oc- 
cupied  in  acquiring  and  consuming  wealth  when  they are not, and to * 
a degree they are not. 

Introduction to R. Jonen’ Pol. Econ. 
* The effects of speech-differences in preventing  the easy and  rapid 

flow of labor  are  clearly  to  be seen in France  and Scotland. Tbe 
greater  number of the BaB Bretons cannot speak or understand  French, 
and are hence confined more closely to  their  native fields, than the 
people of any other section. [Report of H. B. M. Consul Clipperton, 
1872, p. 160.l 

The commiseionern of the Scotch Censaa of 1871 fonnd  the influ 
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hension of change, the constraints of ignorance and  supep 
etition, the  athhments of home, country  and friends, the 
helplelessness of men in new occnpations, the jealousy of im- 
ported labor: and  perhaps more than  all else, the  inhibition 
of migration, in the c88e of perhaps the vast majority of 
the race,  by the want of the supplies of food  and money 
necessary to  their removal and  immediate subsistence. 

Does  the comparison  seem extravagant ? Look at Chins. 
There is found a population of three  or four  hundred 
millions, of whose  mode of life and means of subsistence 
travellers give accounts that are simply shocking ; reduced 
to the vilest food, the vilest clothing, the vilest shelter, or 
none at all of the  latter two  classes of assumed  nccessaries. 
Opposite their own  land  lies a region of great fert,ility, 
containing vast  expanses with  an average population of 
from one to four, six or teu to the  square mile. Why has 
not this mountain run down into  this valley: Why have not 
untold millions poured iipon our shores to relieve the fear- 
ful internal pressure of the Celestial Empire?  The rea- 
sons are too familiar to need to be  Rtated. The fact is 
what we  wish to  me here. What a commentary  on the 
political  economy  which  has  been reared on the  assnmp 
tion of the absolute mobility of labor! Three  or  four 
hundred million Chinese suffering the extremity of misery 
at  home; 63,199 Chinese in the United  States in 1870, 
and that,  after the energetic  recruiting of Nr.  Koopmans- 

ence of thiB cause  very  powerful in preventing  emigration from the 
northern and  western  parts of Scotland,  including  the Isles, where  the 
Gaelic is still spoken. [Report  p. 20. cf. 4th  Report (1870) on the em 
ployment of women  and  children in Agr. ,  p. 117.1 

Miss  Nartineau  notes the jealousy of " imported  labor " (from Ire- 
land)  during the Napoleonic w&m. [Hist, England I. 332.1 Even 80 late 
aa 1846, the committee on Railway Laborers reported  that not only  did 
the Irish  and  the  Scotch not work on the anme gangs  with the Eng. 
liah nawiee, but they  were  kept apart fmm each other. [bport p.6.1 
There wan especial jealoasy manifested toward the Irish importations. 
[Ibid. p. 62, 77.1 
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choop and  his emigrant-runners! The original struct. 
ure of that mountain, at least, has withstood the effects of 
gravitation with not a little snccem.  Popoctltspetl hw 
lost a larger proportion of his bulk, in  the last one hun- 
dred years. 

But we  may turn  to a people leas strangely constituted 
and less strongly conserved than  the Ohiueee; a people 
longer in  contact with the western  world, and in blood, 
speech  and faith far  leg removed  from the nations of 
Europe. The inhabitants of British India have  been 
moved  even  less than those of China, by the pressure of 
population, to seek  relief in more  sparsely settled portions 
of the globe. With  the wages of manual labor at 3d. a 
day in good  times,  and with a scarcity amounting to famine 
on  an  average  once in four or five  years, the  East  Indians 
respect the  “original  structure” by  which they were 
placed on the great Asiatic peninsula,  and  meet their  fate 
where they were born, without  thought of change. 
Wages  may  rise to any height in America  and Australis, 
but  the people of India  are eve11 unconscious of any im- 
pulse to emigration ; and with oriental  stoicism  and  fatalism 
abide in their lot, like the everlasting hills that  guard  their 
northern frontier. , 

Surely we need  not  seek  more such illllstrations to 
justify Dr. Whewell’s  comparison. In these  two  instances, 
we  have  seen  nearly  half the human kind bound in fetters of 
race  and  speech  and  religion and caste, of tradition and 
habit and ignorance of the’ world, of poverty and inepti- 
tude and  inertia which  practically  exclude them from the 

In  turning now to consider this matter of the power of 
labor to protect itself, by migration or otherwise, among 
peoples of a higher  indnstrial civilization,  we  need to pro- 
ceed  somewhat more analytically. Let us discm thh 
question under two titles : 

’ competitions of tho world’s industry. 

1st. Tbe migration of laborer6 from place to place. 



!2d. Change of occupation. 
1st. The migration of labor. Why should laborers 

need to migrate s t  all ? Why not stay and work in theit 
lot ? Xovement invol~es the  expenditure of force : why 
ehould this waste be incurred ? 

I t  is the unequal development of population and  indus- 
try that marks the beginning of most of the distresses of 
labor. Industry and population must, it is evident, fit 
together thronghout the  entire  extent of both, or loss of 
power and of production will follow, on the one hand; 
destitution, squalor, and  perhaps starvation, on the other. 
Labor will suffer both from not being where it is wanted, 
and from being where it is not wanted, Now in fact, 
there  is ever found a liability  in  popnlation and industry 
to grom apart, even though  all oonditions appear to re- 
main unchanged ; while no new cause can begin to ope- 
rate in the social or political life of a community, which 
may not very differently affect them. Wherever diver- 
gence appears, there is distress. At  times the effect is 
~lmost  instantaneoue, when suddeu calamities overtake 
the peculiar industries of states  and cities. A t  times  the 
effect is wrought  as  gradually as the  ruin of a wall into 
whose seams Borne slow-maturing vine has thrust its 
fibres, never  to  be withdrawn till stone is thrown from 
stone, Numberless illustrations  might be drawn  from 
hjst.org and from the statistics of production, of this ten- 
dency to divergence between population and industry ; 

1 Tho knitting frame mused stocking-making in England to be 
tmnaferred  from its former  seat  at  Norwich.  The  woolen  manufac- 
ture  has,  within living memory,  migrated  from  Essex  and Suffolk to 
the North. Between 1857  and  1861 occuned a falling off in the mus- 
lin embroidery  manufacture of Ireland  and  Scotland,  which in- 
volved a reduotion in the number of persons  employed  of 148,000 
(Statistical Journal XXIV. 516.7). About 1846, the English powtrr-loom 
m& the absolute  deatruotion  of an industry  which supported 260,- 
OOO workmen in Flanders.  (Ibid, XXVIII, 15.)  Seemingly petty 
&sager in fashion will often produce wide-rachtng effects in produo- . 

http://hjst.org
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and it will be not less intereating to note the incessant 
amall vibrations of industry which require an almost daily 
readjustment of population, than to mark the course of 
those great cyclical changee which transfer the seat of 
commercial empire, and leave oitiee and countries  for- 
saken and almost forgotten  behind. 

Such  being the tendency of indnetry to occasional or 
periodic movement, the mobility of, labor l, becomes, under 
the theory of competition, an essential condition of its 

tion. Mr. Malthus  states  that  the  substitution of shoe ribbons for 
buckles  was  a  severe  blow,  long,  felt by Shefaeld  and  Birmingham, 

On a  smaller  scale  and  with  less  notoriety,”  says  a  writer  in  the  Athe- 
nreum, ‘‘ the dismal  tragedy of the cotton  famine, is enacted  every  year 
in one or another of our  great cities. Every  time  fashion selects a 
new  material for dress, or 8 new  invention  supercedea  old  contri- 
vances,  workmen are  thrown  out of employment.” Prof. Rogers  gives 
the following  piquant  illustration of the effect of changes  in  the mere 
fashion of dress. “ A  year or two ago every  woman  who  made any 
pretension to  dress according to the custom of the day,  surrounded 
hemlf  with a  congeries of parallel  steel hoops. It  iesaid  that fifty 
tons of crinoline  wire  were  turned  out  weekly  from the factories 
chiefly  in  Yorkshire. The  fashion  has passed  away and  the  demand 
for the material  and the labor has ceased.  Thousands of persons once 
engaged  in this production are now reduced  to enforced  idleness.  or 
constrained to  betake  themselves to some  other  occupation. Again, 
a  few  yeare  ago,  women  dressed  themeelvee plentifully with ribbons. 
This fashion  has  also  changed ; where a hundred  yard6  were wld, one 
is hardly purchased now, and  the looms of a  multitude of silk 
operatives are idle. To quote  another  instance. At the present  time 
women are pleased to walk  about  bareheaded. The  straw-plaiters of 
Bedfordshire,  Bucks,  Hertfordshire  and  Essex are reduced  suddenly 
from a condition of tolerable  prosperity to one of great  poverty and 
distress.” (Pol. Econ., 1869, pp. 77-8.) 

But it  may  be  said, if industry abandons population, and  wages 
‘ become reduced, thiB  of itaelf  constitutes a reaeon for industry to return, 

aa it will have the advantage of cheap  labor. This is much as if one 
, should my: the a p p r m h  of cold  induces shivering:  shivering is of 

the nature of exercise : exercise  inducea warmth ; therefore 8 man 
may not freem on a  Minnesota  prairie in an ice-storm, with the ther. 
mometer at 40 degrees b l o w  wro ; and  indeed the colder it gets, tb 
more he will  shake, and mwquently, the warmer he .Rill be. 

. . .  
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well-being. It ie of c o u m  not necesssry that  the whole 
body of laborere should be organized like a Tartar tribe, 
packed and saddled ready for flight. The great majority of 
laborers will never be required t~ move at  all;  but as it 
will always  prove that of thoee  who  could go, many will 
not, and of those who  would go, man7 oannot,  we  may 
fairly my that  the laboring population is never likely to 
be more completely mobilized  by intelligence and the 
possession of property,  than is desirable in  order to render 
it certain that  just  the amount of movement from  industry 
to industry,  and from place to place,  which  may be required, 
will be  effected with the minimum of loss and  delay. 
Such being the necessity for the mobility of labor to 
enable it to follow the movements, accountable and 
unaccountable, of industry, it is not needful to go into 
the history of emigration to  show that  labor has scarce- 
Is, in any country, possessed the readiness and  activity 
which answered the requirement. The United  States' 
perhaps afford the  highest example of a body of labor pre- 
pared and equipped to seek its best market, wherever that 
market may  be ; and Americans, familiar with  the  prompt 
and easy flow of population here, are liable t o  underesti- 
mate the  diflculties which beset the like  movements in 
almost any ,other  country of the world. In  part, the activ- 
ity of laborh  the United  States  is  due to the generosity 
of nature  with us, which allows so large a margin of ex- 
penditure. In still greater measure, it  is  due  to  the wide 
difftlsiou of information through  the press and  the post-. 

I In 1870,7,500,000 persons of the native population  were living in 
states other  than  those of their birth.-&e Census Reports. "The 
full-blooded American," saps Chevalier, " hae thie in common with 
the Tartar,  that he is enccuqped, not established, on the soil he treade 
upon."-Travels in the  United Statea, p. 129.-In RnRsia, too,  the free- 
dom of migration from place to phce, has frequently been noted. 
Sir Arch. Alison attributee this to the Tartar blood.-Elistory of Europe 
xv, 1s1.--8ee Sir h Buchmsn's account of the induntrial nomads of 
Bnmh-Bpor@, E& B. Y. 00~914 &a. 1870, p 301. 
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&ea. Perhape in still greater degree ie it due  to the 
almost perfect social and political freedom which prevails, 
in the absence of those barriers and restrictions 1 which, to 
the  inhabitant of older lands, rn ae much a matter of 
course ae the limitations  to  his power of reaching objecte 
with his arm, The exceptions to thia readiness to follow 
indust1.y in its movements, are  found among three classes: 
the newly emancipated slaves of the wuth, in respect to 
whom no explanation is required, that portion of our 
women who are compelled to enter  the general  market for 
labor, and, lastly, our foreign population, and  among  these 
the disability indicated exists  mainly  among those who 
have been left in our eastern cities by the exhaustion of 
the immigrating force. 

No one can tmvel mnch in  the East without seeing 
that, with no small proportion of our vast foreign  element, 
occupation is determined by a loccttion that is accidental, 
or practically beyond the control of individuals ; that these 

‘people  are doing  what they  are doing because they  are 
where they are. And  the reason for such a wholesale sub 
jection of labor  to its circumstances, is found in  the miscel. 
laneonsne8s, the promiscuousness, and we may my the tumul- 
tuousness of the immigration to  the United States  since.the 
days of the  Irish famine. Of all who have come to us in the 
past twenty-seven years, by far  the greater part have come 
unprovided and  uninstructed for the experiences of their 
American life. Whether pushed fairly out of their own 
conntry by the pressure of population, or escaping from 
military conscription, or moved  by restlessnees and the spirit 

‘‘ No caw has, perhaps,  more  promoted, in e v e v  respect, the 
general  improvement of the Unitad S t a h  than the absence of those 
syetems of internal reetriction  and  monopoly, which continue to din. 
figure the state of eociety in other countries. No ISWE exist here 
directly or indirectly con5ning men to a particular mupation or 
place, or excluding any citizen from any branch he may at any tima 
think proper to pur6ue.  Industry ia in every respect free and nnfe% 
kd’”Alb8rt CsLustill. 



of adventare, or burning wi&h the gold  fever, or allured 
by the false reports of relatives  and  scquaintancee on thie 
.side the water,  they  have  fallen on our shores, the  immi- 
gratory impulse  exhausted, their money  gone,  with no 
definite purpose, with no special  preparation,  to become 
the victims of he i r  place and oircurnstances. There is a 
tendency at every harbor which  lies at the  debouche of a 
river, to  the formation of a  bar composed of mud and 
sand  brought down by the carrent which yet  has  not  the 
force to scour its channel  clear  out to deep water. And 
in much the same way, there  is  a  tendency at every  port 
of immigration  to  the  accumulation, from the  failure of the 
immigrating force, of large  deposits of more or less help- 
less  labor which a  little assistance from government would 
serve to carry  far  inland,  and  distribute  widely,  to the 
best  advantage at once of the  immigrants and of the indue- , 

try of the country. 
'(Of those  foreigners whose occupations  have  deter 

mined  their  location, the most notable  instances are  the 
Welsh  and  the Scandinavians. 

" Why should  there be four times as many  Welsh in 
Pennsylvania as in New Pork: Why four times as many 
in Ohio ae in Illinois? The reason is obvious : the 
Welsh are frtmous iron miners  and  iron makers. They 
have come out  to  this  country  under  intelligent  direction, 
and  have  gone straight  to  the place  where  they were 
wanted. Quite as striking  has been the self-direction of 
the  Swedish  and  Norwegian  immigrants. Four states, all 
west of Lake  Michigan, oonttlin ninety-four  per cent of all 
the Norwegians in the  country and  sixty-six  per  cent of 
the Swedes. It is probably not owing so much to superior 
foresight or to  ampler  means that the  British Americans 
'' in the States" have, BB it would appear, located them- 
eelvee according to their  industrial preferences, as to the 
fact of their original  proximity  and the advantages  they 
found  in thie for obtaining  information, for easily reaching 

I 
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the place of their choice, and for e a d y  recovering them 
selves in caw of mistake. . . . . Of all  our  foreign 
elements, the  Irish is that which would seem, from a study 
of their occupations, to have been most subject to circnm- 
stances. The  cmditions of the forced and most painful 
emigration from Ireland must be held to account amply 
for this.” 1 

With exception, then, of the  three classes named, there 
has been, in the  fortunate  state of freedom from social and 
legal restraints, in the  great generosity of nature on our 
behalf, and in the general intelligence of our populntion, 
if not that perfect competition which the oconomiste 
assume in their reasonings, at leaat a  very  active resort of 
labor to market. Our advantages in this rospect are, how- 
ever, highly exceptional, I n  general it is found as Adam 
Smith has expressed it, that i‘of a11 sorts of luggage, man 
is the most difficult to be transported.” 

Mr.  Frederick  Harrison8 has thus set forth  this diffi- 
cdty of moving labor to its  market: 

“ In  most cases, the seller of a commodity can send it 
or carry it about from place to place, and market to mar- 
ket, with perfect ease. He  need not  be on the spot; he 
generally can End a sample;  he usually treats by m r r e  
spondence. A merchant Sit8 in his  counting house, and 
by a few letters or forms, transports  and  distributes the sub- 
sistence of a whole city from continent to continent. In 
other C ~ W ,  as  the shopkeeper, the ebb and 00w of paas 
ing multitudes,  supplies the want of locomotion in his 
wares. His customers supply  the locomotion for him. 
This  is a true market. Here competition acts rapidly, 

I !& Actoanes, Dm. 10,1874. In the last  century the Iriah emigrcr- 
tion waa from an altogether different class. “ The spirit of emigration 
in Ireland,”said Azthllr Young in 1777, “ appears to be confined to twr 
eironmekncee, the Presbyterian religion and the linen manuhture.’. 
-Pinkarton, iii. 868. 

Fortnightly Review, 1II. 50. 

\ 
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fully, Simply, fairly. It is totally  otherwise with 8 day 
laborer, who haa no commodity to sell. H e  must himself 
be present  at every  market, which means costly, personal 
locomotion. He  cannot correspond with his employer; 
he cannot  send a sample of his strength;  nor do employ- 
em knock at his  cottage door.” 

Of the M o m  of movement among the states of 
Europe, we get an approximate measure from  the follow- 
ing Census Statistics, 1 which are  about twenty-six years 
old. Switzerland, a small country bordering three  great 
nations, and having the languages of all three spoken as 
native tongues  in  her own limits,  contains the largest pro- 
portion of foreigners  to total population, viz., 2.99 per 
cent.  Holland comes next of those on our list,  with 2.32 
per cent ; Belgium next with 1.76 ; France with 1.06 ; 
Denmark with 0.93 ; the  United  Kingdom last, with 0.27 
per cent. 

But  the statistics of international migration afford a very 
inadequate and often a very  deceptive  notion as to those 
quick and apt movements of population which anticipatein- 
dustrial distress and prevent  the breaking down of the labor 
market, with all its consequences in  the degradation of the 
working classes. To move from one county  to mother, 
or even only from one parish  to  another, would cost incom- 
parably less than to move across the sea, and would often 
be  quite as effectual. And  here  the systematic  writers in 
economics commonly assume the complete mobility of 
labor. a Yet we  find that  the impulse which is sufficient 
to send laborers from England to Australia, is not always 
sufficient to send them  from Devon to  Durham.  Prof. 
Senior,  in one of his  illustrations, supposed that., in m e  of 

Btstistical Journal, xs. 76. 
* I‘ The seaomption  commonly made in trentisea of political m a -  

omy, ie that, 88 between occupations and localities  within  the same 
owntry, the freedom of movement of capital and labor is perfect.” [J 
E. CMrnw, “ &me hading Principles,” eta, p. 8tW.J 
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a local failure of employment, laborers would follow their 
landlord  from Leicestershire to London, but not from Lon- 
don to Yaris. In real life, however, the difficulty of mi- 
gration  is  not so graded. Thus Mr. Ohadwick cites 
instances 1 of laborers in  the south and southwest of Eng- 
land, who had heard of America, but had  not heard of 
Laneashire, and could not be persuaded to go  there, on 
offer of favorable employment. * Mr. Muggeridge beam 
quite as explicit  testimony in his evidence before the corn 
mittee of 1855. 

6' The workman never goes out of his viHage, and is aa 
ignorant as a cart-horse of what is  going on elsewhere, 
even  in  his own county. I found on going into  the  North 
of England,  that  there was a demand  everywhere for 
laborers ; but when I got to the  South and West of England 
I heard general complaiuts of the superabundance of the 
laboring  population,  and consequently of high poor rates. 
I then suggested to  the government  a  plan for removing, 
with  their own consent, the unemployed portion of the 
population. I think  that, altogether,  something like 
17,000 persons who were paupers  and wholly out of em- 
ployment in the  South  and West of England were, in the 
North of England  put  into most lucrative employment." 

Q. '' At the  time to which you refer, there was, I 
presume, a great demand for labor in the North of Eng- 
land 3 )' 

A. (' There was ; but I do  not think  that  the people in 
the  South and West of England ever heard of it. I carried 
the news of it  into Suffolk and Norfolk also. They  knew 

1 Statistical Journal, xxviii. p. 1%. 
9 A prt of this effect, viz., the preferenoe of emigration  from the 

, kingdom over migration within the kingdom, is due to the ineable 
stupidity of the act of 1% and 13 Victoria (0. 103) which enables guar- 
diana of the poor to borrow money to send laborera out of the country ; 
but does not authorize them to spend a penny in wnding a pemn from 
the parish of his d d e n c e  to mother put of the kingdom where em 
ployment may be freely o f f e d  
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no mo% of it there, than they did of what  might be going 
on in North America.” 1 

This immobility ,of labor hss of course powerfully 
dected wages. A century ago Adam Smith wrote :a 
‘‘ The wages of labor in  a great town and its neighborhood 
are frequently  a fourth or a fifth part-twenty or twenty, 
five per cent-higher than at a few miles  distance. Eigh- 
teen pence a day may be reckoned the common price of 
labor in London and  its neighborhood. At  a few milee 
distance, it  falls to fourteen and fifteen  pence. Ten pence 
may be  reckoned its price in Edinburgh and its neighbor- 
hood, At a few  milee distance it falls to eight pence, the 
ueual price of common labor through the greater part of 
the low country of Scotland, where it varies 8 good  deal 
less than in England. Such a d*@renoe of price8 which 
it mms is not always 8UfiCient to transpmt a mart from 
one parish to another, WOUICE nece88ady occasion ao great 
a traneportdion of  the  most bulky commodititw, not only 
from one point to anothr, b.ut from m e  end of the king- 
dom, almost f r o m  om end of the world, to another, a.s would 
8oon reduce them more nearly to a leveZ.’: a 

One might suppose that  the vast increase in  the facilities 
for transportation of freight and passengers, and for the 
diffusion of information through’the post-oftice and the 
printing-press, would have gone far  in this century to 
remove the obstruction which then retarded the flow of 

1 Report on the Stoppage of Wages, p. 172. 
a Wealth of Nations, I. 79. 
’ In discussing hie extremely  valuable Beturnrr before the Statistical 

kciety, Mr.Pnrdysaye : “I t  wouldappear  that no commodity in thia 
country presents so great a variation in price at one time, aa sgricul- 
turallabor,  taking the money  wag- of the  menw the best exponent of 
its value. A laborer‘s wages in Doraet or Devon are barely half the 
mm given for similar aervices in the Northern prta of England.”- 
Statistical Journal, xxiv. 344. Mr. Purdyrefem,  saamong  the causes of 
thin, “to the mtud via lnertb of the clsss. , , . and above all, 
a well founded dread of the miaeries of a disputed poor-law settlement 
in the hour of their destitution.” 
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labor to its mmket ; bat  the form of ignorance, timidit) 
and superstition is not 80 easily broken. Prof. Fawcett 
writes : ‘‘ During  the  winter months, an ordinary agricul. 
tural laborer in  Yorkshire earns thirteen  shillings  a week. 
The wages of a Wiltshire or  Dometshire  laborer,  doing 
the aame kind of work, and  working  a  similar  number crl 
hours, are  only  nine  shillings a week. This  great differ- 
ence in wages is not  counterbalanced by other considera- 
tions;  living is  not  more  expensive  in  Yorkshire  than  in 
Dorsetshire,  and the  Dorsetshire laborer does not  enjoy  any 
particular  advantages or privileges  which  are  denied to 
the  Porkshire laborer.” 

. 1 Professor  Rogers,  in  his  History of Agriculture  and  Prices, ex- 
presses the opinion that not only the  transport of freight,  but  the  tran- 
sit of persons, w a ~  as free in  the  thirteenth,  fourteenth  and  fifteenth, 
as in the  eighteenthcentury.  The roads  were  maintained in good 
order, chiefly by the monasteries,  and travelling waa then  profeseional 
in many  trades.  The  tiler, the  dater,  the mason,  and the finer carpenter 
(who  made furniture) were  migratory.  [Hist. I. 234-5 3. Of a  period a 
little  later, Prof. Rogers eays, ‘‘ Labor travelled  in  those  days (1830- 
1620) as  freely  as now ; indeed, in the account  books of Elizabeth,  we 
find that mechanica  for  Greenwich  and the Tower are procured  from 
places  as  distant  as Cardiff, Dorchester,  Brighton,  Bristol  and Bridge- 
water.’’-[Statistical Journal,  xxiv. 648.1 

The practice of travelling or “ wandering “ aa it  is called,  which has 
come down  from this period, still  prevails  extensively in Germany 
among the  younger  journeymen (“ Herbergen”)-see Mr. Petre’s  report 
on the condition of the  industrial classes, 1870, p. 68. The  ease  with 
which the German  artiaans  are  “metamorphosed  into  Frenchmen, 
Englishmen,  Italians,  Americans or Turks ” (Mr. Stmchey, I M  p. 6OQ 
!wa doubtless  contributed to  the freedom of their movement. Not 
leas  than 8,000 German  workmen  were  reported at  Mulhouae before 
the war of 1870. 

Consul  Wilkinaon  reports tbat  the  settled population of the provinw 
of Macedonia is augmented in wintar by five or a i s  thonsand  itiner. 
ant artiasna who quit  their native mountshr in central  Albania, and 
dietribate  themselves over the province in quest of employment,  [ibid 
p. 2481. M. Dncarre’s  report to the French  aesembly of 1875, notea the 
considerable  proportione of the annual migmtion from my into Cor 
sioa. [p. 247.1 

‘POL Econ. p. 167. 
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But while, in modification of the assnmption of the 
complete  mobility of population  under economical im- 
pukes, we find such great  and permanent differences 
in the remnneration of labor in neighboring districts, if 
we look to  the condition of the lowest order of laborers in 
many Enropean countries, we shall see mason not to 
assert  many and large exceptions to the rule of mobility, 
but to  deny the validity of the  rule altogether. If we 
consider tho population of the more squalid sections of 
any city, we can only conclude t,hat, contrary  to the 
assamptioc of the economists, the more miserable men are, 
the less and not the more likely they  are  to seek and find a 
better place in society and industry. Their poverty, 
their ignorance, their superstitious fears and, perhaps 
more than all, the apathy  that comes with  a  broken 
spirit, bind them in  their place and to their fate. To 
apply  to  human beings in  their condition, maxims derived 
from the contemplation of the Economic Man, is  little 
less than preposterons. Such populations do not migrate ; 
they abide in their lot;  sinking lower in helplessness, 
hopelessness and squalor; economic  forces have not the 
slightest virtue  either to  give  them higher wages, or  to 
make them deserving of higher wages. 

ad. I have spoken of change of location as  a mean8 of 
restoring the  due relations of population and induetry 
which have, as has been shown, an inceesant tendency 
to grow apart. Let us uow consider the change of occu- 
pation,  within the same locality, a8’ a second means to 
that end. Not ouly  may the  industrp of different places 
or sections develop with great  irregularity relatively to 
their respective populations;  but  in  any place or section 
the proportions borne by the several branches of industry 
me liable to frequent and  extensive alterations, from the 
dwts of ohanging W o r n ,  from the exhaustion of the 
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mater ib  which have formed the basis of production, 
from the  invention or discovery of substitutes, or from the 
growth of other  habits of living in the community. In- 
deed, as between the two great divisions, agriculture 
and manufactures,  t,here is not only a constant tendency 
to change, but  there is the highest  improbability of the 
proportions long  remaining  the same, the reason being the 
more rapid and extensive  introduction of machinery, and 
the more minute subdivision of work in  the  latter than in 
the former department. 

Again, ,as betwcen any  two mechanical pursuits, the 
demand for labor is likely  to  be  differently affected by 
change of fashion, by the application of new arts  and 
the discovery of new resources. Thus, to consider a 
single cause, the productive  power of a hundred hands 
engaged in  the  manufacture of boots and shoes was in- 
creased thirty per cent by the  introduction of special 
machinery between 1860 and 1870. This  is  by no means 
an extreme example. The wholesale discharges of 
laborers  from employment in  the  textile manufactures 
duriug  the last quarter of the  last century and  the first 
quarter of the preaent,  as the result of the successive inven- 
tions and  improvements of machinery, required  a  readjust= 
ment of population to  industry which  amounted almost 
to a continuous rcvolution. In a greater or less degree, 
the need of such readjustment is constantly pressing upon 
labor, and if it  fails to be effected or is effccted partially 
and tardily, there will be a loss to labor, a two-fold loss, 
first, in that  the laboring class will miss, in whole or part, 
the advantages of the opening  employment, and second, 
in that  the body of laborers remaining in the crowded 
occupations will trample each other down in  their  iu- 
dividual eagerneea to  obtain work and wag@, with  all  the 
consequences in  the degradation of labor, which  have  bees 
depicted in Chap. IT. 
A aimilar result may be brought about by chenges in 
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the oomparative demand for the products of the sever4 
branchea of mnnfectnres. !l!heae changes are literally in. 
oeesant, sometimes amounting only to a temporary quick- 
ening of production in some, and corresponding dullness 
in other departments : sometimes amounting to the slow 
decay or even to the sudden destruction of industries 
which have engaged large bodies of workmen. In  in- 
etsnces of the former sort, the laborers  concerned in depart- 
menta  which  suffer  depression, simply hold on, in expecta- 
tion of returning demand  and reviving business ; while if 
certain branches of manufactures are peculiarly liable to 
such disturbances, that fact comes  to be reckoned  among 
the considerations'  which determine  the real, as contrasted 
with the nominal rate of  wages therein. 

But not infrequently such change of demand exhibits a 
persistency  which brings to  the body of laborers tradition- 
ally engaged in these industries the choice of encountering 
a general failure of employment, bringing them sooner or 
later to  the condition of hopeless pauperism, or of seeking 
in some other  department of industry, perhaps i n  some 
other land, the means of supporting themselves and  their 
families. 

But while the  irregular  growth of  different  branches 
of industry would thus  require a frequent  readjustment of 
labor, if we  aesumed  an equable growth of the populations 
which furnish the natural supply of such branches of indue- 
try, severally, there  is  the poesibility of a further  and more 
urgent need of a readjustment arising out of the irregular 
growth of the latter. 

By the population which furnishes the natural supply 
of labor in each branch of industry, I mean,  simply, the 
offspring of families  engaged therein. It will nat be q n w  
tioned that  there is  at Ierrst a strong tendency within each 
trade  to supply its own labor by it,e own increase. That 
tendency may, according to circumstrtnces and character, 

' wp.28 .  



he, alight, or it may be very strong, or almost irresietibla 
It differs from some of the asserted tendencies on which 
we have had  occasion to comment, in  that  it is a  real and 
not  an ideal  tendency : all  the weaknesses of human nature 
minister to  make  it powerful and effective. Now, there 
being  an  admitted disposition of children to  settle down 
in their parents’ occupation, the need of a readjustment of 
labor, which can only be effected through positive efforts 
and Bacrifices, becomes greater on account of the irregular- 
ity  in  the  natural increase of population  within the dif- 
ferent branches of industry, which is wholly additional to 
the  irregnlarity  in  the  growth of those branches them- 
selves, viewed as fnrnishing  employment  to laborers. The 
rate of effective increase varies greatly within each such 
natural  population, through differences both in  the aver- 
age number of children to a family  and  in  the  proportion 
of children who survive infancy.’ In  agriculture,  for 
instance, the social and vital conditions of The occupation 
encourage birtha while pure  air  and food give the ohil- 
dren born on the farm a better chance of life. On the 
other hand, in some occupations, domestic increase ie 
almost practically forbidden.  Orcupations  range all  the 
y y  beiween these extremes, in  this respect of their nat- 
urd supply of labor. Thus the census of Scotland, 1871, 
show8 that  there  are 177 dependents to 100 bread-win- 

1 It ie not  merely by differences in the  birth-rate and in the death- 
rate of these  natural  labor-populations,  that the  supply of labor is 
made  to  vary. The census of Scotland quoted above,  shows that the 
proportion of malea born o d e 8  greatly in  the direrent m u p p a t ~ .  
Thus, among the workers in chemicals there  are but 85.2 mal- to 
female  children  under  five  yeare of age; among  operetives in silk 
factories, there  are 03.9, in cotton-factories, 95.9, in woolen factories 
07.8 ; while  among the  agricultural  population  there  are 105.3, among 
fishermen, 107.5, among  general  outdoor laborers, 106.6, among quarry. 
men and  brickmakera, 107.8, and among  railway  laborers and navviea, 
11’7.1. See Report, p. 44. Of course the  greater  the lroportion8] 
number of malee, the  greater the eupply of effective labor. 
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nera within the agrienltural class, while there are but 183 
dependente to I00 b&-winnera within  the manufact- 
ing class.‘ Donbtleea, Borne portion of this relative defi- 
ciency in the manufacturing clam is due to the  larger oppor- 
tunity for the employment of children  productively in  
mechanical industry;  but doubtlese, also, a considerable 
remainder testifies to  the superior  fecundity of the agricul- 
tural population, and the  greater vitality of children bred 
in  the country. 

Such being the occaaion for B frequent readjustment of 
population  within the several occupations, arising from 
great  irregularity of growth  in both population and indus- 
try, how far  is labor  able to respond to such economical 
necessities? 

Adam Smith’s treatment of this subject constitutes one 
of the most extraordinary  phenomena of economical l i t e  
rature. No man has dwelt more strongly  than  he on the 
difficulties which embarrass and delay the movement of 
laborere from place to place. It is his own phrase that 
man is “of tall sorts of luggage, the most di5cult  to be 
transported.” H e  6 % ~  in  his own little island the wages 
of common, unskilled laborers ranging from eighteen  pence 
to eight pence a day, while in the islands, just a bit smaller, 
to  the west, he aaw them lower by from twenty  to forty 
per cent;  he saw “ a  few miles distance,” make a difference 
in the remnneration of the same sort of labor of “ a  fonrth 
6r a fifth part ; ” he  knew  that such differences had existed 
for generations withont  any adequate  movement of labor, 
new causes continually creating divergence  faster than 
population could close up  the intervals ; and  he exclaimed 
that a difference of prices which proved insufficient to 
WTY a  man  to the  next pariah would be enough to carry 
the most bulky commoditiea “from one end of the king- 
dom, almost from one end of the world, to the other.” 



Yet the mrne philosopher, a few page8 on, treats  the dif- 
ferences  which appear in the remuneration of the different 
occupations 88 either imaginary or elee transient. I t  is 
thus  he writes : ‘‘ The whole of the advantages and disad- 
vantages of the different  employments of labor and stock 
must, in  the aame neighborhood,  be  either  perfectly  equal 
or continually  tending to equality. If in  the aame neigh- 
borhood there was any employment  evidently  either more 
or l e s s  advantageous  than the rest, so many people would 
crowd  into  it, in the one case, and so many would desert  it, 
.in the other,  that its advantages would won rcturn to the 
level of other  employmenta  This, at least, would be the 
case in  a society where  things  were  left to follow their 
natural course.”’ 

It would aImost seem as thongh Dr. Smith deemed the 
obstacles which beset the movement of laborers from place 
to place, to be physical merely, and, since no physical 
difficulties stand in the way of a change of occupation by 
the laborer  while  remaining in the same place, he saw no 
important, no noteworthy, obstacles to  the  free movement 
of labor from employment to employment. But if the 
obstacles which beset migration were physical merely, man, 
instead of being ‘( of all sorts of luggage, the most difficult 
to be transported,” would, with  his own consent, be the 
easiest to be transported. It is because the difficulties 
which beset migration  are, after all,  mainly  moral, that 
the statement  quoted  above is true. 

Economists writing  since  Adam  Smith’s  time  have gen- 
erally followed his lead in  regarding the obstacles  which 
hinder  the  movement of laborers  within the soveral 
branches of industry as of little or no account. Some 
exceptions  appear,  but 88 Prof. Cairnes remsrks, it io 
commonly assumed in treatim of political economy that 
between occupations, as between localities, in the mme 
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donntry, the freedom of movement, for labor or for capi- 
tal, is perfect.' In 1874, however, thrrt eminent economist 
brought forwsrd his theory of (' Non-Competing Groups " 
in industry, a contribution of 80 much importance that I 
insert  his  statement substantially entire. The form of 
Prof. Cairnee' opening is due  to  the fact that he is reply- 
ing to  a '< school  of  reaeonem )) of whom Mr. F. D. Longe 
was, we may assume, the individual most  conspicuously 
in his view at  the time, who  hold the movement of labor as 
between occupations to be practically nil. 

" Granted, that labor once engaged in a particular occu- 
pation is practically committed to  that species of  occupa- 
tion, all labor is not thus engaged and c,ommitted. d 
young generation is constantly coming forward, whose 
capabilities may be regarded aa still in  disposable  form. 
, , . The young persons composing this body, or others 
intereated in their welfare, are eagerly watching the pros- 
pects of industry  in its several branches, and will not  be 
slow to turn toward the pursuits that promise the largest 
rewards. . . . On the other  hand, while fresh labor is 
coming on the scene, worn-out labor is passing off; 
and the departments of industry in which remunora- 
tion has from any wuse fallen below the average level, 
ceasing to be recruited, the numbers of those employed 
in them will quickly decline, until supply is brodght 
within the limits of demand, and remuneration is restored 
to its just proportions. 'In this way, then,  in  the case of 
labor as in that of capital, the conditions for an effective 
competition exist, notwithstanding the practical difficulties 
in the way of transferring labor, once trained to a particu- 
lar occupation, to new pursuits. But as I have already in- 
timated, IhB oo1uEiliona are, in this caee, ~edtked d y  in an 
i m p f e d  manwr. , . &h wb65isZd lahrer  w n  on& 
chooss A& m.l.oymmt&incsrta~ tderably 
hh. These  limits are #he limits set by the qual8ca- 



tions required for each b m c h  of trade, and the amount of 
preparation neceeaary for their acquisition. Take  an indi- 
vidual workman whose occupation is still undetermined, 
he will, according to circumstances, have a narrower or 
wider field of choice ; but  in no case will  this  be co-exten- 
sive with  the  entire  range of domestic industry. If he 
belongs to  the class of agricultnral laborers, all forms of 
mere unskilled labor are open to him, but beyond this he 
is practically shut  out from competition. The  barrier is 
his social position and circumstances which render hie 
education defective, while his  means are too  narrow to 
allow of his  repairing the defect, or of deferring  the  return 
upon his industry, till  he has qualified himself for a skilled 
occupation, Mounting a step  higher  in  the  industrial 
scale-to the artisan class, including  with them  the class 
of small dealers whose pecuniary position is much upon a 
par with artisans-here also within  certain limits  there is 
wmplete freedom of choice ; but beyond a certain range, 
practical exclusion. The man who is brought up  to be 
an ordinary carpenter, mason, or smith, may go to any of 
these callings, or a hundred more, according his taste 
prompts, or the prospect of remuneration attracts him ; 
but practically he has no power to  compete in those higher 
departments of skilled labor for which a more  elaborate 
education and larger training are necessary, for example, 
mechanical engineering. Ascend a step  highcr still, and 
we find ourselves again in  the presence of similar limita- 
tions ; we encounter pereons competent to take part in any 
of the  higher skilled industries, but practically excluded 
from the professioas. 

“It is true indeed that in none of these casea is the 
exclueion absolute. The  limits imposed are not anch 88 

may not be overwme  by extraordinary  energy, self-denial 
and enterprim;  and by virtue of these  qualities indi- 

1 I‘ The founder ofthe cotton mennfsctw wfu~ I barber. The inven- 
kuofthepaaerloamwama.clerg7mm. A b m a  devtedthe bppli 
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viduala in all clsesee are eecaping every day from the 
bonnds of their original position and forcing their way 
into the  ranks of those who stand above them. All this 
ia no doubt true. But such exceptional phenomena do 
not affect the substantial truth of our position. What we 
$?ad, k is, llot o whde p- competing idis- 
m‘m’nately fm aU mupatiom, but a serise of i . / l d u s d r i c l 2  
layers superinzpoed on rn a m t h ,  within, each of whhh 
tilbe sariozu, candida& for ernpbymant possess a mal  and 
a$ecthe power of selection, while those occupying ths 
e69era2 &ah aro, fw aU puqvoses of efective competith, 
pwticauy O o l a t d  from each 0tbr.i 

The consequences economically of this practical isola- 
tion of large  industrial groups, must, on the first state- 
ment,  strike  the mind of the reader as very  import,ant  and 
far-reaching. If this isolation exist.s, then  there  is not a 
tendency, through the operation of economical cau~es 
alone, to the equalization primarily of wages throughout 
the several groups : and, derivatively, of the prices of the 
corresponding products of such groups. Prof. Cairnes 
does not flinch from carrying  his  theory to its proper con- 
sequences. Citing Mr. John s. Mill’s law of International 
Vdnes,’ he declares that  this doct,rine is manifestly appli. 

cation of the screw-propeller. A fancy-goods  shopkeeper is one of the 
most enterprising  experimentgliste in agriculture.  The most remark- 
able  architectural  design of our day haa been furnished by a gardener. 
The 5mt person  who  supplied London with  water  was a goldsmith. 
The Brat extensive  maker of English  roads  was  a  blind  man,  bred to 
no trade. The  father of English inland  navigation  was  a  duke,  and 
his engineer  was a millwright. The first great  builder of iron bridger 
WRB a stone mason,  and the peateat railway  engineer commenced his 
Me as a colliery engineer.”-HeaR1’s Plutology, p. 279. 
’ &me Leading  Principlea, etc., pp. 70-3. 
* e‘ That doctrine may be thas briefly stated : International vnlnffl am 

governed by the reciprocal  demand of commercial c o u n t r i e s  for each 
ather‘s productions, of more precinely, by the demand of each country 
for the productions of all other  mantriecl ( ~ b  against  the demand of rll 
other mmtriea for what it producsa . . Whste~or be the -. 
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cable to aIlc8888 in which groups of producers,  excluded 
from reciprocal industrial competition, exchange their 
producta. Such cases, aa I have shown,  occur in domeetic 
trade, in the exchanges  between  those  non-competing  in- 
dustrial groups of which I have spoken." As applied to 
such  groups, the law formulated by Mr. Mill  would  leave 
the average relative level of prices within each group to  
be determiued by the reciprocal  demand of the groups; 
or, to abandon  technical  langnage,  we have  the result of 
large groups, each of which is le&  to  meet its industrial 
fate by itself, without sharing in the advantages of other 
groups, or contributing to their welfare out of its own 
abundance ; a condition in which it can no longer be 
claimed that if one group be  exceptionally  prosperoue, 
labor will flow into it from the outside, till the rate of 
wages therein is reduced to an  assumed general average, 
snd vice versa. What then, becomes of' the Economic 
Harmonies,  and of the assumption that the ( I  Laws of 
Trade" only need to be left  to  their  unimpeded  operation to 
bring out the best  good of the whole industrial community '4 

Is this doctrine, bringing with it such  vast  consequencee, 
true? I answer, there is, in my judgment, a great deal of 
truth in it, otherwise I should  not be justified in having 
introduced it  at such length;  but  that it will be finally BC- 
cepted in the form in which Prof. Cairnes left it, I do not 
believe, though it is not unlikely that his statement, over- 
strained as it is,  will  compel the  attention of emnomists t,~ 
considerations of real importance heretofore overlooked, 
or avoided  on  account of their difficulty,  more effectually 

' even  than a more  measured statement would have done. 
Certainly  after 80 emphatic an utterance, by an economist 
ing pmporlim-or, let us say, whatever be the at& of r" 
-in merent countries,  which b requinite to mnre this rem&, t h m  
exchanging proportione, that atate of relative priees, ail1 
normal-will furnish the cantmI point toward which the i n c t & i ~  
of internstiorid priw will gravitate."-" &me Lerding prindplm, 
ea" pp. 00, loo. 
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80 distinguished, writers in economies can hardly continne 
to w u m e  a perfect freedom of movement on the part 
of labor, I L ~  between localities and  ownpations within any 
country, an assumption E mischievous 88 it is false. 

Instead of asserting, a~ Prof. Cairnes has done, the  prso 
tics1 isolation of certain great groups,  with entire freedom 
of movement  within  these gronps, I believe that a fuller 
atudy of industrial society will establish the conviction 
that nowhere is mobility perfect, theoretically or even 
practiwlly,  and nowhere is  there  entire immobility of 
labor;  that  all classes and conditions of men are apprecia- 
bly affected by the force of competition ; but  that, on the 
other hand, thqforce of competition, which nowhere be- 
comes d l ,  even for practical purposes, ranges from a  very 
high  to a very low degree of efficiency, according to 
national  temperament, according to peculiarities of per- 
sonal charact,er and circumstance, according to  the laws 
and  institutions of the community, and according to  natu- 
ral  or geographical influences. 

And fhst, briefly, of the amumed isolation of certain 
great groups, aa of skilled or uriljkilled labor. Here  Prof. 
Dairnes asserts that not only will adult laborers, once 
engaged  in unskilled occupations, not go up into skilled 
mupations  in any appreciable numbers ; but  that  the 
transfer will not take place in  the next  generation, by  the 
p s i n g  of the children of llnskilled laborers into skilled 
occupatiouq to m extent which will practically affect, in 
any appreciable  degree, the numbers of the class into 
which or out of which, such children, if any, shall go. 

It cannot b.e &pied that  there is a strong constraint, 
made up of both para1 and physical forces, which k e e p  
tbe vast Rajority of ,&ildren not only within the great in- 
dustrial group  into whieh they were born, but even with- 
in the very t d e s  which their fathers individually pursne. 
I &all have occasion hereafter  to dwell 011 this aa of great 
importance in the philosophy of wagee. But that this 



mnstmint is so powerfnl and unremitting that those  who 
escape are so few (LB not in any appreciable  degree to re- 
lieve the d a ~ s  which they leave  or to influence the class 
into which they  thus  enter, I must  doubt. It is not so in 
the United States, in  Canada, in Australia. I seriously 
doubt  whether it  is so in Germany, with its universal pri- 
mary instruction for the young and its admirable  system 
of technical education. I t  surely is not EO in Scotland. 

If Prof. Cairnes’  generalization  remains  sound for hie 
own  country, it is still true  that  the humblest  English 
laborer  has only to emigrate  to  the  United Staes, as ten8 
of thousands  do  every year, in order to place his children 
in a situation where  they crrn p m  into a higher industrial 
group, not by the display of ‘‘ extraordinwy energy,  self- 
denial  and enterprise,” but  by the exercise of ordinary 
social  and industrial virtues. 

On the  other hand,  how is it wikb the assumed f ree  
dom  of  movement  within the industrial groups which 
Prof. Cairnes has in view ? Let 116 recur to his own state- 
ment of‘the case. He  does  not  claim that laborers who 
have  once  become  engaged in any  occupation are practi- 
cally free to leave it for any  other  which  may  seem mor0 
remunerative. He admits, perhaps too fully if we have 
regard to  the United States, Canada,  and Australia, that 
the mass of laborers are held in their place and lot by a 
constraint from which it is practically beyond their power 
to escape. But he  does  clairn that  the rising generation 
of laborers furnishes a dispossble force-a diapossble fund, 
he  terms it-which can be  and will be directed freely 
within the great groups  he  defines,  accordiag “as remu- 
neration  may t,empt, in various directions. The young 
persons  composing this body, or others intemted  in  their 
welfare, are eagerly  watching the praspeots of industry in 
its several branchea,  and  will  not be slow to turn towards 
the pnranita that promiae the largest rewards.’% 

&me Leading Principiem, eto., p 89. 
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Now let it for the moment be granted that Prof. Cairnee‘ 
propi t ion  is trne to the  full extent, how far does the 
mobility thus given  to labor answer the requirements of 
the c88e ? fteference to  tables of vital statistics will show 
that  the  namber of persons annually arrivingat  the age of 
twenty is from two and a half to three  per cent of the 
population twenty years of age and upwards. This  then i0 

the  exteat of this “disposable fund.” Now in Chap. IV. 
we have sought to show  how serious often is  the evil effect 
upon those dements of character which go to make up the 
efficiency of labor, of evcn a brief failure of employment ; 
how almost aertainly extensive mischief results from 
‘(hard  times” protracted through months and  years; 
how easily and quickly harm  is  done; how slowly and 
painfully industrial  character is built up again. In view 
of such possibilities of disaster, always imminent from the 
very  nature of modern industry, the question become8 one 
of great importance, whether  this “disposable fund,” 
which Prof. Cairnes adduces, is large  enough for i t0  

purpose, whether it secuxes the needed mobility of labor. 
But before finally answering this  inquiry,  let us ask 
whether  Prof. Cairnes is justified by the facts in assuming 
that  the whole of the  rising generstion sf laborers is  thus 
disposable, “fulfilling the same function in relation to the 
general  labor force of the  country which eapital, while 
yet  existing as purchasing power.,  diischarges in its rela- 
tion to its general capital .? ” 

One would not lightly speak in terms of ridicule of any- 
thing which Prof. Ceirnes has written ; yet there is some- 
thing ludicrous in the picture which his words snggest of 
B weaver, with half a dozen children and fifteen shillings a 
week, aarnestly pondering the question, to which of the 
various trades o€ the  group to which he belongs he shall 
devote the opening talent0 of his nine-year-old boy, now 
jnst able to earn three-pence a day in the  mill;  or of pro- 
tracted and frequentl? adjourned family oounds in which 
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poor Hodge, his wife and eldest danghter, discnss the  indue 
trial capabilities of the younger members of the family,  and 
the comparative inducements of the several hundred manual 
occupatious recognized in  the tables of the census. The 
picture is hdicrous only because the  truth of the w e i s  so 
pitiful1.y the  other way. We know that mill owners are 
harassed with applications from  their hands to take chil- 
dren  into employment  on  almost any terms, and that  the 
consciences of employers have required to be  rein. 
forced by the sternest prohibitions and penalties of the law 
to save children ten, seven, or four years old,  from tho 
horrors of (‘ sweating dens ” and  crowded  factories,  since 
the more  miserable the parents’ condition, the greater 
becomes the preetxlre on them to crowd their children 
somehow,  somewhere, into scrvice; the scantier the re- 
muneration of their  present employment, the less  becomes 
their  ability  to secure promising openings, or to obtain 
favor from outside for the  better disposition of their off- 
spring. Once in the mill,  we  know  how little chance there 
is of the children afterwards taking up for themselves  an- 
other way of life. 

We know, too, that  in the agricultural districts of Eng- 
land, gangs of children of all ages, from sixteen down to 
ten or even  five  years, have been formed, and driven from 
farm to farm, and from  parish to parish, to work all day 
nnder strange overseers, and to sleep at  night jn barns 
huddled  all together,  without distinction of sex. We 
know that  the system of public gangs  required an act of 
parliament ten years ago, to break it up, and  we have the 
testimony of tbe commissioners of 1867, that, in spite of 
the law, it ie still continued in some parts of the king- 
dom ; while the system of private gangs,’ only less shock- 

* “Even sometimes BB many aa eighty or one hundred may be taken 
from a  neighboring town to one  farm.” Beport of E. B. Portman, saet. 
comm’r.,-Employment of women and children, 1867-8, pa 95. “ At 
pment, parents solicit employera to take chidren into service often 
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ing to contemplate, is still continued  without rebuke of 
law. Surely, such facta 88 them are not consistent with 
the asenmption that the comparative  merits of a large 
number of occupations constituting  a  ‘(competing group ” 
are carefally  and  intelligently canvassed by parents, anx- 
ious for the highest  ultimate good of their offspring, and 
willing and able to take  advantage of opportunities afforded 
in branches of industry  strange to them and perhaps pros- 
ecuted at a distance. So late as 1870, children were 
employed in the brickyards of England,  under  strange task- 
masters, at  three and a half‘ years of age.1 Account ie 
given ug sickening in  its details, of a boy weighing 
fifty-two pounds, carrying on his head a load of ’clay 
weighing forty-three pounds, seven miles a day, and walk 
ing  another seven to the place where  his burden was to 
be Rssumed. Perhaps his mother was eagerly “watching 
the prospects of indnstry  in  its several branches,” with a - 
view to selecting R thoroughly agreeable, remunerative, 
and  at  the same time  improving occupation, where he 
could at once earn a handsome living and secure opyor- 
tunities for the harmonious development of his physical, 
intellectual and spiritnal faculties, but I scarcely think it. 
John Allinsworth tells Mr. White, Asst. Commissioner, 
how he and  his son, aged nine yearn, earn their daily 
bread, Work in  the furnace.  Last  Saturday morning 
we began at  two. We had elept in  the furnace,  being 
strangers to  the town. We live at  Wadsley, four  or five 
miles off. We have to be here by six A. M. I t  is a  long 
way for the boy to come and go back  each day,  though I 
can manage it. I should like to get some place in  the town 
for him to stay in.”* Now there is a father who ie looking 

80 young as to be worthless.””Ibid. p. 97. ‘‘ In Cambridgeshire, the 
children go out to work sa young 88 nix yeare old, many at seven 01 

eight.”-hid, p. 95. of. pp, 12,15,note. 
Social science Tmnssctiona, 1874, p. 4 ’ aeport of 1866, p .  13. 
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ont for his son,  according to Prof. Cairnee’  msnmption ; 
yet Mr. Commissioner White would  probably,  from  hie 
large experience, give heavy  odds that  John Allinsworth’s 
little son,  aged  nine,  will  be  found twenty years  from  this, 
if still alive,  working in  the furnace, perhaps sleepfng  in it, 
stunted and  blighted, the father of a nine-yeareold boy, 
for whom he too, ‘ I  would like ” to get a better place  to 
work  and  sleep. 

I have not called  up  such pictures of human  misery with 
the object of exciting compa8sion,  much  less with a view  to 
obtain an advantage in controversy, but to show  graphically 
the error of Prof.  Cairnes’  assumption that  parents who are 
tied  down  hopelessly to an  occupation  which  affords but 
the barest  snbsistence  can  freely  dispose of their children 
to  the best advantage among a large class of occupations. 
Especially  when  we comider that,  in the development of 
modern industry, trades become highly localized, entire 
towns  and  cities being given up to a single branch of 
manufacture, shall  we  see the practical  fallacy of this 
assumption.  Even  if we SUPPOSC the parent to be  advised 
of better opportunities for  employment opening in some 
trade prosecnted at a distance,  and to be  pecuniarily able 
to  send  his  child thither and  secure  him a position, yet, 
years before the boy or girl would bc fit to send  away from 
home, the chance of earning a few pence in the mill where 
the parent works  would  almost  irresistibly  have drawn the 
child into the vortex. 

May  we not then question Prof. Cairnes’ assumption that 
the children of the working olasses constitute (‘ a disposk 
ble fund ’) to be distributed to the high& advantage of 
labor  amoug those occupations  which at  the time Itre  most 
remunerative? The  truth is, that until yw 8 e m e  d % t y  
to adult labor you will foil to&d it in th TiRing genara- 
t h ,  and that among  an ignorant and degraded population 
four-fifths, perhaps ninetenths, of all children, by what 
may  be  called a moral  necessity, follow the occupations of 



their  parents, or those with whom their fortune has placed 
them. The great exception is that which Prof. Fawcett 
has indicated,’ that of the  children of agricultural  laborers 
in  the immediate  vicinity of flourishing manufactories. 
We hsve now reached a position where we  can judge of 

the adequacy of the force which Prof. Oairnes invokes to 
~ecure  to labor  its needed mobility, and we  must pronounce 
i t  wholly insufficient. Even were the whole mass of 
labor  coming each year  into market to be reckoned as 
“disposable” in the sense i n  which he usee the term, it 
would yet sometimes fall short of effecting that redistribu- 
tion which  is required by changes which, as we  have  seen 
not  infrequently  amount in a few years almost to a revo- 
lntion of‘ industry ; but when we  consider  how partial and 
doubtful ie  the mobility thus claimed for  the rising  gen- 
eration of laborers, we are constrained to say that unless 
more can be adduced than  Prof. Cairnes has shown, 
the freedom of movement  within  icdustrial groups which 
he has claimed to  be practically perfect,  is in  trnth  very 
inadequate to effect that object of supreme  importance  to 
labor-the free  and  quick  resort to  the best market. 

But i t  may be asked, is not  the  ubiqnity of the  “tramp ’’ 
a proof that you have over-estimated the difficulty  which 
besete the movement of labor ? Is  there not a large adult 
population which is constantly shifting  its place, here to- 
day  and  there to-morrow ? What more could you ask ? 

I answer, there  is no more  virtue to relieve the pres- 
sure upon honest self-respecting labor in the forces which 
direct the  movement of the ‘‘ tramp,” than  there  is of vir- 
tue  to  save men from  drowning in the forces which bring 
D human body to  the surface after a certain period of yutre  
faction. The body  comes up, indeed, but only when 

I ‘  An agricultural  laborer is not suddenly converted into a ootton 
weaver. Such a transition rarely takee place ; but if there ia a mana- 
factory dose at hand many of the children of the agricultural laboren 
wi l l  be employed therein.”-Pol. &on., p. 170. 
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swollen and discolored by the processes of corruption ; 
and 60  the laborer,  who has lost his hopefulness and self- 
respect and become industrially degraded, whether by 
bad  habits for which he is primarily in fault, or by  the 
force of  cau6es he  had no strength to resist, wanders about 
the  country  begging his food and stealing  his lodgings a8 
he can ; but his freedom, thus obtained by being loosed 
from all ties to social and domestic life, does not BO much 
relieve  labor as  it curses the whole community, rich and 
poor alike. 



. .  . 

CHAPTER XU. 
THE WAGES CLASB. 

IT has been said that, by most systematic writerson 
political economy, the wages  class is t a k a  as coincident 
with the labor class. In the opening chapter I briefly 
indicated five important classes thus  brought  together 
under B single  title. In  the present chapter it  is proposed 
to show that of the five, but two can with any propriety 
be said to receive wages ; and of these two, it is proposed, 
though not with the same degree of assurance, to exclude 
one, leaving but a single class as really the recipient of 
wages. I t  is hoped that, by  strictly defining the wages 
claw, and setting  the  other classes thus distinguished in 
their  true relations to  it,  something may be added to the 
understanding of the law of wages. 

To begin : The wages  class includes only the employed. 
It is not necessary to spend time in proving that by 
etymology, at once, and popular usage, the word is re- 
stricted to the remuneration paid by one person to another. 
Those who give the word a wider significance in political 
economy are bound to justify themselves in doing so, by 
showing that eomething is gained, in clearness, thereby. 
But my reason for desiring to confine the word as has 
been proposed, in a treatise on wages, is better than a 
linguistic one. It is that  the very object of the  inquiry is 
to aacertain t h  Eazcs which g m  the c o n d i t h  of t h ~  
p r m ~  w b ,  having no cornviami? of the agemiss  aad inL 
stmumsntcclitiss ofprod;ction, are obliged to emp@ 
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I t  is the condition of this c l w  that  the philanthropist ia 
&apeciSlly interested in, because thie is preeminently the 
dependent class. The economist should be equally inter- 
ested because just  here comes the real strain in  the distri- 
bution of the products of industry. How, for example, 
if we group employer and employed in one great (' wages " 
c h s ,  can  we properly reach the subjects of strikes and 
trades unions ? Are we not, most unnecessarily and in 
most undeserved contempt of popular speech, slurring over 
and obliterating the  natl~ral and obvious distinction which 
points us the way to the right discussion of some of the 
most important questions of distribution, when we speak 
of the wages of a cotton manufacturer; wages stipulated 
by no one, dne from no one, and, if paid at all, paid by 
the accidental consumer of the product ? 

If employers do not belong in  the wages clasa, no more 
do those who are neither employers nor employed ; who 
having command of the agencies and instrumentalities of 
production suficient for their own labor, take a most im- 
portant part, indeed, in the production ofwealth; but, own- 
ing  the entire product, have no concern whatever with the 
distribution of wealth, and hence nothing  to do with wages. 

We thus exclude the whole  body of peasant proprietors, 
who in many countries constitute the bulk of the popula- 
tion, and are, taking the whole  world together, undoubt- 
edly more nnmerous than any other single class  which we 
shall have occasion to characterize. These persons, culti- 
vating their own land with their own labor only, or per- 
haps with that of their wives and minor children (having 
no separate rights or interests recognized by the law of the 
land,  and hence capable of making no demand, as laborere, 
for any portion of the product), create in  the aggregate  a 
vast amount of wealth, but it is wealth not distributed. 
Each such peasant proprietor owns the  entire product of 
his land  (subject only to the claim of the government for 
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contribution, which alaimq being legal and not oconomics’ 
in their nature, cannot be recognized in  an economical 
treatise), to be consumed for the subsistence of himself 
and family and the increase of his own  stock, or to be 
exchanged at hie pleasure for the products of others. 
Bnch wealth, therefore, is not subject to distribution, and 
hence we clearly must exclnde this body of laborers from 
the wages class. 
In England the peassnt proprietor does not exist. 

Forty years ago Prof. Jones1 wrote ‘‘ In parts of England 
and Wales, though the race is fast vanishing, there may 
be seeu specimens of our first division of laborers, unhired 
by any one, occupiers of the soil, tilling it with their own 
hands.” 

The Lispecimens” have by this timo all disappeared 
except possibly from Westmoreland and Cumberland, coun- 
ties characterized by comparatively small estates. But 
while the condition of large landed properties, cultivated 
by hired agricultural laborers, is almost universal in Eng- 
land and Scotland, one cannot cross the narrow seas in 
any direction without coming upon a condition very 
different.’ To the west, Ireland  furnishes  an example of 
which we shall speak in connection with another Class of 
producers; while,  before one reaches the coast of France, 
he finda in the ‘‘ Channel Islands,” a part of the British 
empire but retaining  their own laws regulating the descent 
of landed property,  a body of peasant proprietors who 
have furnished the advocates of that system of cultivation 
with some of their most valued illustrations. In France 

1 ‘‘ Whose  Essay on bhe distribution of Wealth  (or  rather  Rent) ia a 
copious repertory  of  valuable  facts on the landed  tenure  of Merent 
countries.”-J. 8. Mill,  Pol. Econ.. I. 297. 

* Pol. Ikon., p. 16. 
8 ‘ I  Yon have no other paesantrg like that of England. Yon hsvn no 

other country in which it in entirely divorced from the land. There ie 
no other country in the world  where yon will not find men turning 
up the furrow in their own f.reehold”“cobden, Epwches, II,11& 



the principle of (( partible succession,” introduced by tha 
Revolution, has created a vast number of small properties, 
oatimated a t  between four and five and a half  millions. 

(6 I n  Germany a revolution of the same nature,  though 
not of the same magnitude, has been effected in a more 
regnlar manner. The benefits of landed property have 
been imparted progressively to  a  numerous and prosperous 
class of cultivators by the abolition of feudal superiorities, 
by the restriction of entails and special destination of 
property, by the deliberate division of estates between the 
landlord and the occupier, on a basis, if not always equitable 
to  the former, at least patriotic in  its motives and happy in 
its results, and by the operation of rules of succession re- 
producing  in some instances and in others adopting with 
various modifications, the maxims of the French Code.’ ’’ 

I n  Italy, under the principle of ,partible succession, 
somewhat modified, and  through sale of‘ church landa and 
the dismemberment of feudal estates subject to cornmu- 
nal rights ; and i n  Russia, through  the emancipation of 
the serfs and their  investiture with portions of the estatea 
to which they formerly belongod,  we have o large and 
increasing portion of the soil cultivated by its owners, 
working for themselves and by themselves, receiving the 

through taxation. . 
! whole produce of the soil, subject only to dedwtion 

But i t  is not only the peasant proprietor of Enrope, the 
‘4 farmer” of America, who mnst be excluded from  the 

’wages clam on the ground that  he is not dependent on 
mother  for employment. In the ume class  eoonomically, 
80 far as the principles of distribntion  are concerned, are 
large bodies of mechanical  laborere,  artieana,  who having 
powmion of the agencies and  instrumentalities of pro- 

d Adddrew of Lord Napier and Ettrick. 8oc. So. Trsllllactions, 1878 



dnction, are enabled to produce wealth by their o m  
labor, without the consent of any pereon, the product 
being all their own and hence not subject to distribution, 
though presumably in great part cxchanged for  the pr+’ 
ducts, especially the agricultural products, of others. 
These persons, again, receive no wages, are  not hired. 
They are no more the employed than  they  are  the em- 
ployers; indeed they  are neither. Distribution  has 
nothing to do  with  them. 

Adam Smith recognized this class. “ I t  sometimes 
happens,” he ~ays, I‘ that a single independent workman 
has stock enough  both  to purchase the materials of his 
work and to maintain himself till it be completed. He  is 
both master and workman, and enjoys the whole produce 
of his labor.’ 

I do not, for the present, say that  the condition of this 
class  is better or worse than that of the wages  class, but 
only that the  two classes stand in different economical 
relations, and  should be treat.ed separately. The self-em- 
ployed laborer has still to seek  his market, and if the mar- 
ket fail him he may  suffer or starve  like the wage laborer ; 
but  it is a  market for his product that he seeks, not for his 
labor; and in the pregnant fact that he has possession of 
the agencies and instrumentalities of production, and may 
work in his place without the leave or help of any, is 
found an abundant reason for preserving the distinction 
expressed above. 

Closely allied to the peasant proprietor in many respect 
economioally, though differing widely in others, and not 
the less distinctly to be excluded from the  vages class, are 
thoae tenants, whether known as ryots in Asia or meta- 
yere in Europe, who have, whcther by law or by impera- 
tive custom, a rwognized  right to the cultivation of soil 
which they  do  not own, upon the payment of a fixed share 

1 Wealth of Nations, L 69. 
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of the produce. The wealth thus produced is, indeed, un- 
like  that produced by the classes previously described, 
subject to distribution,  inssmnch as the owner of the soil 
is here  entitled  to participate in the results of the  industry ; 
but  the tenant’s share is still in no 8eme wagae. H e  is not 
of the employed class ; he is not dependent on the will 
of another for the  opportunity to labor ; he has a right  to 
work on that particular body of land  and to enjoy the 
fruits of his labor, subject only to  the  due  payment of the 
share of the  product  going to the landlord-be the same 
an individual or the state. And this is equally true whether 
the  right of the  tenant t.o remain  in occupancy is one fixed 
by law, or only by a custom which is so distinct and  im- 
perative as to give I practical ass~~rance of permanency. 
And it is eqnally true  whether  the  amount of rent be fixed 
by law, or by a cnstom which the  owner 80 far respects aa 
to  put it out of his disposit,ion to  undertake  to raise it.1 

The metayer  system,  under  which the landowner r e  
ceives a definite share of the produce, originally onehalf, 
as the term implies, but  varying in present usage from 
one-half to two-thirds, according to local law or custom, 
once prevailed throughout the western division of Conti- 
nental  Europe, Italy, France, and Spain.8 In  France, 

-~ 

1 In Tuscany,” writes Sismondi, and the remark holdn true of 
most parts of Italy where the  metayer  system  prevails,  “public 
opinion  protects the  cultivator. A proprietor  would not dare  to  im- 
pose conditions unusual in the  country,  and even in  changing one 
metayer  for  another  he  alters  nothing of the rent.” 
“In thia  country  (England)  the  cultivatorof  the Boil and the owner 

of the soil are, 88 a rule, different  persons ; in othe? count&# they are ,  
MI a &, ths same; or where  they  are not the eame the owner of the 
soil rather occupies the position of a p e q e t u d  l w  or mortgage% than 
that of a landlord  whose  contracts with his  tenants are constantly l ib 
ble to revision.”-Prof.  Kogers’ Pol. Econ., p. 151. 

Prof. Jones finds the origin of the metayer  eygem of Western 
Europe, in Qreecs,  from  which it waa adoptad by the &mans, sod io- 
traduced into Italy drst, and &nee end Spain afterwardr. ‘Prof. 
Bogem bode that  the metayer ayetern WIM introduced quite generally 
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since the Revolution, it has been largely snprseded by 
peasant proprietorship ; and in Italy, since the mihation 
of the kingdom, the same process has been going on, 
though more slowly. A large portion of the soil of these 
three countries is, however, still cultivated under this 
tenure. 

The ryot system of Asia and  Turkey i n  Enrope is held 
by some economists to be s~tbstantially equivalent to per- 
sonal proprietorship; by others to be the Oriental equiva- 
lent of the metayer system, the taxes, varying from fifty 
upwards to perhaps seventy per cent.,  which the govern- 
ment levies on the produce, being regarded as virtually the 
rent of the land. The question need not be  discussed 
here, for it is evident that, whichever way it might be 
decided, the  ryot is not a wage laborer. 

In a very different economical position is the cottar ten- 
ant, who is liable, on the expiry of his longer or shorter 
lease, or at the will of the landlord in the absence of a 
lease, to have his rent raised ; and on his inability to  re- 
sist or to satisfy  such a demand, or even from  the personal 
prejudices or preferences of the landlord,  to be ejected 
from his occupancy; yet we cannot designate his  share 
of the product of the soil, after  deducting  rent, by the 
term wages. The condition of the  cottar may be better 
than  that of the wage laborer, or  it may easily be  worse ; 
but worse or better, it  is certainly different, and  results 
from wholly different economical relations. As we go 
forward the unfitness of such a designation, if, indeed, 
there should be any question concerning it, will be made 
to appear more clearly than could be done at present wit.h- 

into England  after  the  great  plague of 1348, and  prevailed  for  about 
sixty years,  when it WBB " superseded by the growth of a hardy and 
prosperoue yeomanry, who either  purchaeed  the  land  in  parcels,  or 
bargained to a& it with their own capital, and at a money rent." 
POL k n . ,  168,170. The fate of theneyeomen in England been 
.notiowl. 

* 
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ant an extensive excursion from the  path of our discus. 
sion ; but it will perhspe be sufficient at this point, waiv- 
ing objections  from  etymology  and  popular  use,  to say that 
it is of the essence of wages that  they are at stipulated 
rates,  and therefore certain in amoant, while the produce 
of the cottar tenant is never  certain,  since nature declinee 
to make any stipulation, and the quantity and quality oi 
the crop must always  remain, up to the moment of bar 
vesting, a ma.tter of conjecture. 

The cottar tenancy is still very general in Ireland. 
The soil is  held in small  quantities,' by the great body of 
the  agricdtural laboring  population.' 

We have thus far  insisted that only the employed 
shall be "Included in the wages  class. Applying this test 
of dependence on others for the opportunity to  hbor, we 
have successively excluded  several large bodies of laborers, 
constituting in the aggregate the vast  majority' of the hu- 
man race. In respect to  the production of most of these, 
the principles of distribution do not  apply. In contem- 
plating their condition  and  prospects,  we have only to 
consider the law of production  taken in connection with 
the law of population.  Masters of their own fate, econom- 
ically, whether they shall  be happy or  miserable  will 
depend  [assuming their own industry, frugality and sobri- 
ety], first, upon their habits in respect to  procreation; 

Of the 689237 holdings in Ireland, 612,080 838 of leM value than 
152. o year  each, 627,000 am tenancies at wiIL-Statistical Jounal, 
xrdii, 152. 

* Day-laborern in  @culture  were,  until  recently, almost unknown 
in  Ireland.  They am now  appearing  in  comiderable nambers.-Lea. 
lie's Land Systems, etc. p. 44. 

8 " The  anhired laborera who are peasant cultivatara," aCCQ?ding 
to Prof. Jonea, comprised in his day "probably two-thirda .oi  the t. 
boring popahtion of the globe."-PoL PICOIL, p. 14 
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eecond, upon the acta of their  government,  protecting  them 
or robbing  them, as the ca8e may be, with which political 
economy has nothing  to do;  and  third, on the kindness 
or  unkindness of nature in dord ing  sun and  shower in 
due order  and proportion, and  with this, again, political 
economy has  nothing to do. 

We have  applied the test of employment. We  must 
now apply  other testa, still further  to reduce the  range of 
our investigation. 

First, we count out all those who, though em- 
ployed, are employed on shares. It is, as has been said, of 
the essence of wages, that  they  are stipulated in amount. 
In the case of laborers working on shares, no definite 
amount  is stipulated ; but only the proportion of an uncer- 
tain product which shall go to  the laborer. His  remunera- 
tion, therefore, becomes greater  with good luck and favor- 
able weather,  or smaller with the reverse. H e  shares  with 
the employer the risk of bad seasons and accidental loss ; 
and  is  entitled to participate in all the advantage of every 
fortunate venture. I n  other word6, he  is  the  partner of 
his employer, dependent  indeed,  with no voice in  the man- 
agement, and  perhaps on hard terms, but a partner  still 
in  the distribution of the  product; a condition which is 
strongly contrasted with that of the wage-laborers proper, 
who have their  remuueration at fixed rates, receiving no 
less if the business  be  unsuccessful (except in  the  rare  and 
not anticipated event of bankruptcy) ; and receiving no 
more, however great  the  returns of the industry. 

The clam of hired  laborers  working  on  shares is  not 
large, but  it  is desirable that it should be clearly separated 
and exclnded from the wage class for scientific  precision. 
The share  principle is applied  somewhat  extensively in 
mining, brit its chief application ie on the sea, where it 
becomes of great irnportauce to  interest all hands in the 
BUCCW of the enterprise. In fishing vessels and whalere 
of almost all nationalities, and  with  the Or& even in 
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the general  merchant service, the crews take shares in the 
venture. 

Secondly, it is my view that  another  and a  very large 
body of laborers  should be excluded from the wages clase 
in treating  the questions of distribution,  though  the  term 
wages is applied, and  with  entire propriety,  to the remn- 
Deration of this class of persons, and  its exclusion may 
not meet  the general  assent which I trust will be accorded 
to the exclusions previously effected. 

What,  then, is the class thus to be excluded against 
Wmmon usage ? I t  includes those persons who are defined 
by Prof. Jones as paid, or  supported,  out of the revennes 
of their employers. I deem the difference between this 
class, which it is proposed throughout  the  further course 
of this work to call the SALARY or STIPEND class, and that 
which I shall call the WAGES class, to  be  not only sufficiently 
clear to justify the economist in  giving to the  former a 
distinctive  name, but so important  in  its bearings on the 
relation of persons of that class to  their employers, and on 
their claim to a share of distributed wealth, as to  render it 
imperative  to treat them separately. 

The domestic servxnt affords, perhaps, the best illustra- 
tion, for present purposes, of the salary or stipeud class. 
He is not employed as a mean8 to his master’s profit. Hie 
master’s income is not due  in any part to his employment ; 
on the contrary, that income is first  acquired, or its acqui- 
sition reasonably assured ; and in the amount of the in- 
come is determined whether  the servant shall be employed 
or  not, while to the full extent of that employment the 
income is diminished. As Adam  Smith expresses it, ( (a  
man grows rich by employing  a multitude of manufac- 
turers;  he grows poor by maintaining a multitude of 
menial servant.s.” * 

1 Pol. Econ., p. 420. 
WaaMh of Natiom, I, 888, 



The case of the wage laborer is different. H e  ia em- 
ployed  with a view to his master’s profit;  the master’s 
income is the  result of such  employment of labor; and, 
with the exercise of due  judgment,  that income mill be 
greater by reason of the employment, within  the  limits of 
his productive capacity, of each additional man. ‘( Though 
the  manufadnrer has his wages advanced to him by his 
mtuter, he  in  reality costs him no expense, the whole 
value of those wages being generally restored, together 
with a profit, in  the improved value of the subject upon 
which  his labor is bestowed. But  the maintenance of a 
menial  servaut is never restored.”’ 

The expectation of profits,  be it observed, furnishes  the 
test for discriminating  the wages class from the stipend or 
salary class. I t  is not necessary that  the profit expected 
in the employment of persons of the  former class should 
always be realized ; nay, in a given w e ,  actual loss may 
result without  changing the character of the service. But 
nnlees the reason for the employment is found in the ex- 
pectation of a profit to the employer out of the production 
in which the laborer is to be  engaged,  we do not  find in 
such employment the  true  sign of the wages clsss. Hence 
we  may broadly say, No profits, no wages. 

Let us recapitulate. We have, first, excluded the em- 
ploying class ; second, all who, having possession of the 
agencies and  instrumentalities of production, whether 
sgricultural or mechanical, are  not  dependent on others 
for the  opportnnity to produce;  third, thoso who, though 
not owning land, lease it, whether  under  the protection of 
law or subject to all the  hardship of competition. These 
successive exclusions leave us the employed claw, whether 
in agriculture or manufactures. Prom this we further ex- 

1 wecstnoJ-xocioru. 
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dude all who produce on shares, and all who are paid or 
subsisted out of the revenues of their employers. We 
have left  the wages  class proper, including all persons who 
are employed in production with  a view to  the profit of 
their employers,  and are paid at stipulated rates. This  is 
the class  whom  economical  position  and interests it is pro- 
posed  here to discuss. With such limitations as have  been 
impeed,  the wages  qnestion is  not of that wide interest 
which is given to it when pretty much the whole  human 
race is brought within its scope ; but it may be  that by this 
litnitation our inquiries will  become more fruitful. I 

But though  the wage  class  includes but  a fraction of 
humanity, i t  is  perhaps as large as CRU be  comfortably 
treated in a work of a single volume. Of the  eighty mil- 
lions of English-speaking  people,  three-fourths  probably, 
two-thirds certainly, subsist on  wages. 

I t  may  be  well here to anticipate a hostile criticism. I t  
may  be said that we  have  made our analysis of the labor- 
ing population an essential part of our  theory of wagw, 
while yet, in fact, no inconsiderable number of persoue 
sustain economical relations which refuse to submit to ouch 
a classification. Thus there  are persons  belonging alter- 
nately to the wages  and to the stipend  clsss, now employed 
for profit, now paid out of revenue. In like manner there 
are persons in every  community  who are employed aa 
hired laborers during  portions of the year, while at  other 
season6 they are engaged in production  on their own BC- 

count in  their own  shops  or  on their own small holdings 
of land. 

To this i t  may be replied that while the recognition of 

1 ' I  The (third) class of hired laborers,  paid  from capital, has eo ex- 
clusively met the eyes and occupied the thoughts of English writers 
on wages,  that it has led  them into some serious and very unfor- 
tunate  mistake8 as to the nature, extent, and formation of the funds 
oat of which the laboring population of the gIobe in fed, md, M u n d ,  
bhey have mialed foreign writsrs."-B. Jones, Pol. hn., p. 18, 
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vast bodies of nndistribubd wealth which  are  yet  subject 
to exchange, is here asserted to  be necessary to a right 
understanding of some of the  phenomena of wages, the 
validity of this position does not  depend on the possibility 
of an exact enumeration of the several classos defined. 
On this  point I cannot do better  than  quote from the 
admirable  chapter on Economic Definition, which Prof. 
Cairneg just before his lamented death, added to hie treat 
ieo on the Logical Method of Political Economy. 

‘ 6  In controversies about definitions, nothing is more 
common than to meet objections founded on  the assump 
tion that  the  attribute on which a definition turns,  ought  to 
be  one which  does not admit of degrees. This  being 
assumed, the objector goes on to show that  the  facts or 
objects placed within the  boundary  line of some definition 
to which objection is taken, cannot, i n  their  extremo 
iustances be clearly discriminated  from those which  lie 
without. Some equivocal example is then  taken,  and the 
framer of the definition is challenged to say in which 
category it is to be plsced. Now it seems to me that an 
objection of this  kind ignores the inevitable  conditions 
under which a ~cientific nomenclature is constructed,  alike 
in political economy and  in all the positive sciences. In  
such scieuces, nomenclature,  and  therefore  definition, is 
based on classification, and to  admit of degreee is the char- 
acter of all natural facts. As has been  said, there  are no hard 
lioes in nature. Between the animal  and vegetable king- 
doms, for example, where is  the  line to bo drawn ? , . . 
It is, therefore, no valid objection to a classification, nor 
consequently, to  the defiuition founded upon it, that 
instances may be found which  fall, or seem to fall, on ollr 
lines of demarcation. This is inevitable  in the  nature of 
things. But this notvithstanding,  the classification, and 
therefore the definition, is s good one, if, in those instancm 
which do not fall on the line, th LZietindiolu mmk& by 
t b  &$wition am ewh it is important to mark, each 
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that the recognition of them will help the inquirer for 
ward  toward the desiderated god.') 1 

TEE EXOHANQE OF DIBTEIBUTED FOB UNDISTBIBUTED ' 
WEALTH. 

nm it may be asked, what avails it to show that  the 
wages  classes, instead of being co-extensive with  the labor 
class, as is assumed in  the current theories respecting 
wages, iR ouly a small fraction of it, communicating with 
those other  great masses of labor, only in  the exchange of 
its completed and marketed products ? How can this fact 
bear on  the question, whether wages  may  be increased 
actually and  permanently? Are not wages governed by 
exactly the same principles as if the wages  class constituted 
the whole of the labor class,  instead of one-fifth,  one-sixth, 
or one-seventh ? 

I answer, in  the first  place, that if the wages  class is 
only a fraction of the labor claw, that fact should be clearly 
set  forth in discussions of the wages question, and  the 
extent of the interests involved should be, 88 nearly tu 
possible,  indicated. The reader has a right to know 
whether the principles laid  down govern the fortunes of 
substantially the whole human race, or of only  one-fifth or 
oneseventh of it.  The confusion of the labor question 
with the Kages  question, is 88 unnecessary as it is unscien- 
tific. 

But secondly, I answer that  the fact of the production 
of a vast  body of undistributed wealth, portions of which 
are subject to exchange with  distributed wealth,  may, and 
does,  powerfully  affect the condition of the wages  clam. 

Let us discriminate. So far as undistributed wealth, 
that ie, wealth  which is produced entire by one person,' 

Log. Meth. Pol. Econ. p. 13Q-141. 

With the assistance, it ma7 be, of his wife and minm children 
' p. 4. 

whwa labor is, in the eye of the law, his o m  
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who own8 the whole product, is not exchallged but is con- 
sumed by the producer, ae is the c&~e with  probably the 
major part of such wealth, the world over, no effect on the 
wages  class can be wrought thereby. That wealth, being 
neither  distributed nor exchanged, neither its production 
nor its consumption concern  other classes of producers. 
But so far as undistributed wealth is exchanged against 
distributed wealth, there is a distinct possibility, therein, 
of gain or loss to  the wages  class. 

1.t w a ~  remarked in our first chapter, that it is as truly 
impossible to explain all the  phenomena of wages, with- 
out reference to  this outside body of undistributed wealth, 
as it would be to account for the Gulf  Stream,  without 
reference to  the colder waters between which, and over 
which, it flows. We  are now in a position to justify this 
remark. We  hare seen  (chap. x,) that  the theory that all 
burdens  are  divided  and all  benefits  diffused equally 
throughout  industrial society, rests on the assnmption of 
perfect competition. Industrial society is taken, for the 
purposes of this reasoning, as  composed of econornical atoms, 
absolutely equivalent, possessing complete  mobility  and 
elasticity. Given  this condition, all  that  Bastiat has 
claimed for the economical harmonies, is happily true. 
The laborer and the employer  feel the force of competition 
equally, and  neither has a natural  advantage over the other. 
The laborer feels the force of competition alike as seller of 
labor  and as buyer of commodities.  Labor and capital 
flow  freely to their  best market. The highest price which 
any  employer can afford to  give will be the lowest  which 
any laborer will consent to receive; while, as between any 
two departments of production, the advantages enjoyed by 
the laborers, capitalists and employees engaged will be 
absolutely  equalized. 

But, on the  other hand, it is evident  that the least a b  
m ' t y  of m-, the 8&,7htt?& &diosyncrasy of 8tru&re 
mud, in a d.egvee, &fer, kf not entire& defeat, & tslu2. 
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sncy to th p o p a g a h ,  through eool~omic dia, of my 
eoolu~nio impulss. Jwt 80 far ae m d;@m in 2hsk 
i m h t r i a t  pd i ty ,  OT am d i w s d y  organized in natura2 
OT arti&&d groups,jwt so far there is th poseibility that 
one person or claes of pmom may be diaprcvportivnat-dy 
afecisd by an m m i c  form; may  receive more or receive 
less of the benefit,  may  suffer  lese or suffer more of the 
burden, than his or their jast distributive share. 

Now the division of the body of laborers into  the 
employed  and the nonemployed, or independent work- 
meu, is a great  structural fact  which cannot but profoundly 
influence the propagation of economic impuhcs. Doubt- 
less there  are compensations in  the condition of the wages 
clam ; while nothing could  exceed the misery of whole 
nations of peasant proprietors or tenant occnpiers,  where 
the government fails to render the protection to  which the 
subject  is entitled, or where, as too often happens, the 
government  becomes  t,he plunderer of the people.  Yet, 
through all, wo discern in  the fact that the wages  class are 
dependent'on  others  for the opportunity and the means to 
labor,  not having, in their own right, possession of the 
agencies and instrumentalities of production, the possibil- 
ity of deep and  lasting detriment. 

I have  already  expressed the opinion, in criticism of 
Prof. Cairnes' doctrine of non-competing group4  that com- 
petition  never  becomes nil, for practical  purposes. But let 
us for the moment inquire what would be the effects, did 
the employed  and the non-ernployed constitute two great 
non-competing groups ; that is, did not the employed ever 
become  an independent workman; or  the independent 
workman ever seek  employment. We will  also suppose 
competition to be  perfect within the employed  clam. 

It is  evident that upon  these assumptions any Wnomi. 
cal impulse,  for  good  or for evil,  which should be experi- 
enced  anywhere in the latter class, would extend at once 
sad without loee through  the whole body of the employed, 
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that the burden would be divided or the benefit difimd 
among the  entire mass, action and  reaction continuing un- 
til equilibrium w ~ 8  everywhere restored. But this im- 
ynlee  would not be propagated across the dividing line 
between the employed  and the non-employed. The econo- 
mical  movement  would  cease in this direction as abruptly 
a8 a vein of gold stops at a new geologic formation. For 
good or for evil, the non-employed  would feel no econe 
mica1 sympathy  with the employed. Each group would 
meet  its own fate, individually, by  itself. Certain “ex- 
changing proportions ’’ would  be  established for the sur- 
plus products of the two groups ; a scale of relative prices 
would be reached  by trade between them ; but EO long as 
labor was not free  to flow  across the line of demarcation 
there would  not  be  even a tendency to  the equalization of 
the wages of the employed to  the average production of 
the independent workman. 

Now, aR has been said, there is no snch utter failnre of 
competition as is here assumed  for the purposes of illustra- 
tion. The employed  do  come, in greater or less  degree, to 
be independent workmen ; independent workmen do 
come under employment. The facility with which these 
interchanges  are made depends much  upon the  nature of 
special industries, much  upon the  character of the individ- 
ual workman,  much  upon the  state of legislation  and the 
social  condition of the country. In some lands the move- 
ment acrosa the  line  dividing  the  en~ployed and the non- 
employed is very free, many laborers alternating between 
theirown  little farms or shops, where  they work for them- 
selves  by  themselves, receiving all advantages and suffer 
ing all ~OSSCS, and the larger estates or factories where they 
come under direction and  control, and receive  wages at 
stipulated rates. In other  lands the transition is. slow and 
painful ; in  some it a n  scarcely be said to be effected at 
all. On the whole, it is notorious that interchanges be. 

No English sgr iodtars l  lsborer, in hia meet enngaine d m -  
-. 
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tween the  two  groups  are comparatively rare;  the great 
ulss of the employed never have  the choice whether they 
will set  up  for themselves;  they abide  in  their  lot and 
share, because they  hare  no resource, the  fortune of their 
class, be that good or evil. The division we have indi- 
cated remains  inconteatibly the greatest structural fact in 
modern industrial society, telling powerfully upon the 
rate and direction in which economic impulses  shall be 
propagated. 

If this be so, and I do  not look to see it questioned by 
any one, then there clearly is the possibility that one of 
these groups may profit at the expense of the  other, since 
the only  security which could exist for  their  sharing 
equally the benefits and burdens of production would be 
found  in  the nnimpcded interchange of labor. Which of 
the two is more likely to be the  gainer in the exchange of 
its marketed products, whether  it be the  independent work- 
man  who has possession of the means and materials of 
production, who can create  wealth in his own name and 
right, and has to ask no man’s leave to labor, or the em- 
ployed workman, will more clearly appear  the  further we 
carry  our discussion of the conditions of‘ the wages class in 
modern industrial society. 

has the vision of occupying, still leas of possessing, land.”--Rogen‘ 
Hiat. of Agr. and Prim, I, 693. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

THE UAPITALIST OLASS: BETURNS OF CAPITAL: RENT AND 

INTEREST. 

OF capital i t  is not necessary to discuss here  either  the 
origin or the office. Many economists carefully exclude 
land from the lists of capital. What Ricardo calls “ the 
original  and  indestructible 1 powers of the soil,’’ not being 
the creation of labor, and  Commanding, as they do, for 
their possessor, an annual  remuneration, over  and  above 
the proper  returns of labor (as determined by the yield of 
the poorest soils under cultivation), are, these writers hold, 
not in  the  nature of capital. 

But whatever  be the economical nature or the social 
justification of rent, the facts that land almost everywhere 
bears its price proportioned to this  snnnal  income ; that a 
great  part of all the  land  in possession  to-day in civilized 
countries was actually  acquired by purchase, through  the 
payment of undoubted  capital; that this  interchange of 
fixed and  circulating  capital  is constantly taking place, land 
always practically  having its price  in  denominations of 
capital, capital  surely  cotnmanding the use or fee of land ; 
and finally that no small part, often by far  the greatest 
part, of the selling price of land represents,  on any theory 
of rent,  the actual investment of capital merged indistin- 
guishably with  the  original  productive powers of the soil, 
these facts justify me, 1 think, for all present purposes, in 
embracing alike the proprietors of land and the owners of 

Biardo’s theory of rent sppliee to land only 88 it is wumd to be 
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other forms of wealth  which may be used productively, in 
one capital-class. 

Capital, then, whether  in land or in some other form, if 
i t  be employed productively, yields a return to its owner 
Over and above the remuneration of the labor applied. 
The laws which govern  these returns of capital it is  not 
necessary to discuss here. My only concern with the 
capital class is to define its membership and ascertain how 
far that coincides with the membership of the  employing 
class. 

But, first, a definition. When capital is employed re- 
productively by the owner, the  generic term, re tum,  sufii- 
ciently describes the increase of production effected there- 
by. When capital is employed by a perwn not the owner, 
‘‘returns” still describe t.he increased product ; but  the 
special terme, rent and interest, come into use to charac- 
terize the sums paid out of those retnrns to the owner. I 
say “ out of those  returns,” for commonly rent and  interest 
are something less than  the amount by which the product 
has been enhanced, otherwise it would not  ordinarily  be 
worth the while to borrow and becorne responsible for the 
capital so applied, though it may happen,  and  not  infre- 
quently does, that  the desire of the borrower (I w e  the 
term  here generically, to include the occupier of land) to 
relieve himself of dependence on an employer, by coming 
into possession himself of the agencies and  instrumentali- 
ties of production, may lead him to pay more, as  interest 
or rent,  than  the  returns of capital, measured by  the ex- 
cess of the prodnct over the value of his  labor expressed in 
wages at  current rates. 

It seems to me best that  the words rent and  intercat 
should only be used where  capital is actually leased or 
loaned. There is, indeed, highly respectable authority for 

unimproved. Dierencee of fertility wrought by actual application0 
of capital, are to ba compeneeted  on  the msme principles aa invet% 
menta of equal msfety and permanence. 
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Bgying of a man cultivating  his own land, that he payc 
rmt lo h i m d f ,  or of one using his own circulating capital, 
that  he pay8 ktm& lo h i d f .  But  it is better to avoid 
all encb strained usee of words  which  have a precise  mean- 
ing, by which they fill an important place in economical 
terminology. Let the returna of capital  remain the generic 
term, while rent and interest  are employed only with re- 
spect to payments  for  capital actually l e a d  or loaned. 

Who,  then, constitnte the capital class? Who receive 
the returns of' capital ? 

With  that v a t  body of property, real  and personal, 
which is employed  in production by peasant proprietors, 
or occupiers of land under a practically indefeasible ten- 
ure,  whether  guaranteed by law or imperative custom, this 
treatise has nothing to do, except that it map be  noted in 
pming that those who speak of the capitalist as the em- 
ployer of labor, are obliged to regard these peasant pro- 
prietors or occapiers as their own  employere, another 
instance of a perversion of economical terms made necee- 
ssry by a false  analysis. , 

If we turn  to England and Scotland, where the eoil is 
cultivated  under farmer-rents, we do  not find the owners 
of land employing agricultural labor to  any considerable 
extent, except in  the ornamentation of grounds, payment 
for which is made out of revenues already acquired, and 
the ~ u m s  so paid are hence, according to our definition, not 
wages, but  salary or stipend. Where agricultural laborers 
are empioped  for profit i n  England, it is almost universally 
by a middleman, a farmer, who, on the one hand, leases 
the  lmd from the owner, and on the  other agrees with the 
laborer for his work, by the year, the month, or the day, 
obligating himself to pay landlord and laborer at fixed 
rates, and looking to his own enterprise and economy to 
secure his own remuneration  out of a product which 
varies aontinurrlly with good or ill fortune,  with good or 
ill management.. The English  farmer is, however, almost 



-rily the owner of circulating capital to some ex- 
tent,  not only to  guarantee  the landlord’s rent and the 
laborers’ wages, but also to purchase live stock, seed,  toole, 
end machinery, and  to make advance of wages while the 
crops are growing. But he is not necesearily the owner 
of circnlating capital to  anything  like  the  extent to which 
he uses it ; good character and a reputation for businees 0 

capacity will enable him, under the modern organization 
bf credit, to command the uee  of far more than he actually 
poseesses. 
In France, peasant proprietorship  gives form to the 

agriculture of the  country; but even nnder the old regime 
the eeignior-capitaliet did not directly employ labor, and 
Arthur Young pokes fun  at  the great lords w h q  desiring 
:he reputation of cultivating the soil,  when that had Be- 
Zome a fashion in France, let out on e.- portions of 
their estates immediately about the ch&esu ! In  the 
United  States the land is, as a rule, held either by persons 
corresponding industrially  to the peasant proprietors” of 
Europe, but  rejecting that term, a d  calling themselves 
very inappropriately ‘‘ farmers,E’ or by larger operators 
mho hold the  fee of the land and cultivate it  by hired 
labor. Land leased fa r  pnrposes of agriculture is here 
highly exceptiond. Bat while the legal, owner of the 
land is thus in a oonsiderable degree the employer of 
labor, it is to a very large extent capital borrowed on note 
or mortgage which enables him to eke  ont  the purchase 
money of the ‘(farm,” to stock it, and to, pay wags in 
ant,icipation of the crop. 

We thns see that even in agriculture,  where tho effects 
of lordship still survive, thewxpitalist is I& n-rily the 
employer of labor, nor is the employer of labor  limited in 
his operations by the extent of hie prsonsl ownership of 
capital. But if we turn to. the department of meohanim] 
induetry, in which lardebip  never bed exi&enq and & 
#hat has survived from feudal ti- (the tradee pniong 
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the illegitimate eucceB8ow of the ancient guilds) is antago. 
nistic  to  the employer‘s authority; a department which ie 
eminently  the field of ‘‘ new men,” and  in which the hered- 
itary principle is reduced to a minimurn, we find the as- 
eumption that  the capitalist is the employer, the employer 
the capitalist, monstrously unreal. True  it ie that  the 

sion *of aome accumulations, not only  to guarantee 1 the 
loans he contracts and  the wages he becomes responsible 
for, bnt also to  steady  his own operations, lest he should 
act  as one who has everything  togain and nothing to lose ; 
true it is that able  employers come to own  an increasing 
share of the capital used in  their increasing business ; and 
that  the larger their accumulations beoome, the  greater  the 
freedom and  strength  with which they conduct business. 
Yet  it still  remains that  the employer ismot  an employer 
because he is a eapitaliet, or in proportion BE he is a capi- 
talist. Of  capibalists under  our.modern organization of in- 
dustry,  but B small minority employ labor ; of employers 
few but use capital far in excess ofswhat they own. More- 
over the employer who owns little eapital ; the employer 
who owns much,  and the employer  who owns perahancc 
all he employs, are  not to be distinguished in :their  indus- 
trial  attitude and relations, or  in  the nature,  or, geuerally 
we may say, in the extent of their  operations;  but differ 
only in the ease, freedom,  and  security with which they 
conduct their respective buainesses. And  that difference is, 
in ordinary  times, not very.aoticeable. One employer, in- 
deed, is down on the books of t,he.Uommemkl Agency 
with A five times  repeated,  and  his paper is  known as 

4 employyer.should be a capitalist, that he should have posses- 

1 Mr. Ricardo makee thie distinction in respect to the bnker him- 
self. “The distinctive function of the banker begins a8 Boon a3 he 
uses the money of others.” Yet, though it is the me  of other  people’e 
money that characterizes the banker, it is important that he should 
be known or supposed to hsve money of hia own to dord guarpnv 
of hia good faith and prudenw. 
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' gilt edged?' Another mnet be content to be rated lower 
by the Agency, live smaller, pay a little more interest on 
loans, run around  a little more lively before the close of 
banking hours, and be served after his betters. But the 
outsi* world sees very little difference, granting them 
equality of business ability, in  their employment of labor 
or conduct of affairs. 

Who, then,  are the capitalists who are not employers oE 
labor? I answer, first, those who by  age,  sex, or infirm- 
ity are disabled from active operations ; men retired from 
business, women of all ages, children and young persons of 
both sexes, the crippled and incompetent for whom  provis- 
ion has  been made ; these, in the order of nature, own a 
large part of the  property of the world. If their wealth is 
in their own hands, they know their limitations, and do 
not undertake  to employ it personally; if their wealth is 
held for them, the responsibilities of the trustee or guar- 
dian are incompatible with the ventures of manufacture or 
trade. Secondly, those who, from dignity and love of 
leisure, as is especially the case with men of inherited 
means, are indisposed to increase their store by active ex- 
ertious, but live upon their income; and those who are 
engaged in professions which do not allow the invest- 
rnent of their earnings. Thirdly, the laboring classes, 
whether receiving wages or salaries,  who are able, even 
out of  Ecanty earnings, to make savings which they are, 
from the' nature of their industrial position, unable to 
apply personally to production. Small as are  the individ- 
nal contributions of this class to the loanable capital of B 

community,  the statistics of the savings banks show what 
is the virtue of a  large multiplier. There  might be added, 
perhaps should  be added, to the vast aggregate of capital 
thus constituted, the acxumnlating profits of industriea 
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which are already full of cspital up to the  point of ‘* di- 
miniding returns,”  where ovedow  must  take place into 
newer branches of production. Thus no small part of the 
net  annual profits of agriculture in Solnersetshire and 
Hampshire go up to London  to be  loaned  to  the m p u f s e  
turers of Yorkshire and Lancashire ; 1 while in  the  United 
States  the  current is reversed,  and the  manufacturing divi- 
dends of New England go to  the  West  to  be invested in  
apiculture, which can still afford to pay eight,  ten, and 
even twelve per cent. Here  again we have a large body 
of capital, which, though  the owners of it  are employers 
i n  some branch of industry, yet goes to swell the  aggregate 
of loanable  capital  to which employers  who are not capi- 
talists, or who  wish to be employers  beyond the  extent 
which  their own capital permits,  may resort under the 
modern organization of credit. 

I t  is so clear that  the membership of the capitalist c l w  
is not  coincident with that, of the employing class, not- 
withstanding  the use by  the economists of the word capi- 
talist to  signify  the employer of labor ; and  the subject of 
the relation of the capitalist to  the employer is, as far aa I 
have occasion to consider it, so simple, that I should not 
have devoted a separate chapter  to  this claes, but have de- 
fined i t  in remarks introductory of the  employing  daw 
proper, were it not that I desired  to  emphasize this my 
dift’erence with the  text-book  writers;  and secondly and 
chiefly, that it becomes necessary for me  to  take exception 
to the use, by the =me writers, of the word Profits, an 
exception best taken  under  the present  title. 
My exception is not on 1inguLtic grounds. Profits, 1-50 

far 8s the  etymology of the word gow, might  include in- 
terest, rent, wages, and  the gain derived from the conduet 

I Bagehot’a Lombard &treat, p. a. 
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of busin=, any one or all of these. The economists  gen- 
erally u8e the word to express the  returns of capital.1 I 
propose to express by it the gains of the employing  class, 
letting  the  returns of capital stand as previously  explained 
in this chapter. By what, then,  do the economists express 
that which I call profits B 1 answer, that as they refuse to 
the emploJing class a separate  entity? so they, logically 
enough, practically deuy the existence of profits distinctly 
from the  returns of capital. If the employer, who is 
assnmed to become an employer  because he is a capitalist, 
aud to the  extent  to which he is a capitalist, givcshis per- 
sonal attention  and his time  to  the business, they acknowl- 
edge  that  he receives an addition to his  income on that ac- 
count, which addition they define as 6 L  the wages of super- 
vision and management.” This  they regard as belonging 
strictly to the category of wages, and  treat  the case  pre- 
cisely as if the employer or capitalist’’ had dispensed 
with a paid overseer, superintendent, or manager, end 
drawn  the salary of the position himself-otherwise his 
L‘profit~’’ are all the proper  returns of capital. If he 
chooses  to withdraw his personal attention  aud  retain the 
overseer, Superintendent, or manager, then his (‘ profits ” 
have uo such foreign  admixture. 

But inasmuch as the theory of distribntion offered in 

I “ Profits  proper,  or interest.”-Prof.  Rogere, Pol. Econ.,  p. 189. 
‘‘ The  return  for  abstinence is profit.”-Prof. Cairnes’ “ &me Lea& 

ing  Principles,” etc., p. 48. 
* Aa Mr. Amaaa Walker is the  only  systematic  writer on political 

economy, with whose work I am familiar, who recognizes the employ. 
era of labor  as  constituting  a  distinct  industrial  class, 80 he is the only 
me who gives  the word Profits  the  significance it hae in the text, 
“By the  term profits we mean that  share of wealth,  which, in the 
general  distribution.  falls  to  those who effect an  advantageous  union 
between labor  and  capital . . . . the parties,  then,  to  production 
are (1) the laborer, (2) the capitalist, (3) the employer, or mansger. 
Eacb haa a distinct  province and a separate inter&.”--Bciencx, of 
Wealth, pp, 279-80. 
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thh treatise requires the recognition of the employere of 
labor as a distinct  industrial class (see Chapter XIV, per- 
forming a function of high importance,  something beyond 
“supervision  and  management,”  as exercised by  hired 
agents, it is evident that a term is needed  to  designate the 
share of this class in the  product of industry.  Now, 
while the use .which the text-books  make of the  term 
Profits is, as has been said, not objectionable on linguistic 
grounds,  that which is  here proposed certainly  corresponds 
far better  to  the popular usage, at least  in  America. I 
cannot  speak  with assurance in respect to the significance 
of the word in  England;  but  with us, few practical men 
would understand  a  manufacturer’s  or  a merchant’s profits 
to include  his  interest-account. Webster’s Dictionary 
gathers  the American sense of the word correctly in  the 
following definition : “The  p T o j t  of the farmer and the 
manufacturer  is  the gain made by sale of produce or  man- 
ufactnres, after  deducting the value of the labor, mat,erials, 
rent., and  all expenses, togei!hr with ihs interest of the 
capital employed, whether  land,  machinery, buildingfi, 
instruments,  or money.” And since  this use of the word 
agrees thus  with  the speech of practical  men,  while the 
term, ReturnR of Cnpitsl, is perfectly  descriptive of the 
object to which i t  is applied, I trust  the  reader will not 
rev& at  being asked to  carry  through the  further course 
of this  enquiry  the definition of Profits, as the remunera- 
tion of the  employing class, or the gains of business. 

According to our analysis  and  definition, then, thr 
parties to the distribution of the product of modern  indus- 
try,  in  its  highest  organization,  and the shares they re 
spectively receive, are  as fo l lo~s  : 
1. The Wages Class.. . . .. . , .. , Wages. 
9. The Capitalist Class.. , . , . . . Returns of Capital (Rent : Interest), 
8. The Employing Claes.. . . . . . Pro5ta. 
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Are, the  returns of capital already at  or near  the mini- 4 

mum’? A very common answer  to complaints respecting 
the inadequacy of wages, or  to schemes for securing their 
increase, is that  the  returns of capital  are already as low 
as i t  is for  the interest of the laborers themselves they 
should go ; that if a smaller annual return were to  be 
made to the capitalist for  the use of his accumulated 
wealth, the disposition to gave  would be so far affected 
thereby as to reduce the store of capital, and thus diminish 
employment. I am embarrassed in  making quotations 
from  economical writers to show the direction of this 
argument,  by the fact that  they generally use the word 
profits to express the  returns of capital (including remu- 
neration for  its risk), but with  always a possible addition 
of “the wages of supervision and management.” It is, 
therefore, difficult to say whether, in a specific instance, 
the rate of interest is referred to alone, or  the  remunera 
tion of the man of business, after  estimating  the proper 
returns of‘ capital, is also included. But as the  latter 
element is treated as of comparatively  slight  importance, 
I think I may assume that, when Professor Cairnes says 
“Profits  are already at or  within a hand’s breadth of the 
minimum,” he refers-chiefly, if not wholly, to  the  returns 
upon capital. Of course, if profits be at the  minimum, 
any increase of wages  which involved a further reduction 
in the  returns of capital,’  would unquestionably  be  detrj- 
mental. Prof. Fawcett thus works out  the effects of such 
a reduction : “If profits are diminished, there  is  not 80 

great  an  inducemeut to save, and the amount of capital 
accumulated will decrease; the wages fund will conw 

I Profit : a word which, like many others in political economy, is 

2 I‘ Some Leading  Principles,” eto., p. W. 
1 It hsa been Bhown that it is possible that an advance of wages 

may be made in several ways without involving a reduotion either io 
gr05ta or in the return6 of capital. 

very lootlely  applied.”-Prof.  Rogers’ Pol. Econ., p. 5. 



quently be diminished, and  there mill be a smaller amount 
to distribute  among the laboring c h m . "  

But I fail wholly to understand what evidence Prof. 
Cairnes can have had that the  returns of capital are  at 01 
near  the minimum. If he had in view the fact that in 
England the  rate of interest and the returns from capital 
invested in  land  are now EO low that a continually increas- 
ing amount of capital is going abroad to newer  countries, 
this is nndoubtedly true; but it affords  no  proof that  the 
rate of interest  in  England has reached the  point  where a 
further reduction would touch the  principle of frugality 
in  the quick. Every dollar of British capital fortunately 
invested  in  Australia or the  United States helps to cheapen 
the materials of British manufactures, and to widen the 
market for British products. SO long as these  new coun- 
tries enjoy such extraordinary  natural advantages, English 
capital will doubtless continue to  go abroad ; but were 
these countries filled up with capital, so as to bring the 
rate of interest down to what it is in  England, where  is 
the reason for believing that Englishmen would not  save 
their wealth for the sake of an  annual  return lower than 
the present?  The  return  to  an investor in  the British 
consols, which are regarded as the ideal security, is about 
three and three-sevent,hs per cent. per  annum. The in- 
surance companies realize about four and one-half per 
cent. on their investments. Railway shares paging  five 
per cent. a year sell ordinarily  clow on 100. Could Prof. 
Cairnes have  meant  that, if Englishmen could not get, five 
per cent. for  their capital, or at least three  and three-sev- 
enths  per  annum,  they would  consume it  in self-indul- 
gence! But we know that  the  Dutch have accumulated 
vast srrvings on still  lower inducements, for the rate of 
interest in Holland long ruled at two and one-half per 
cent., while the  government borrowed freely at two per 

' Pol. Econ., p. 243. 
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mt. Nor haye we m y  grounds for sssuming that even 
a lower rate  might  not find people still saving, be it from 
profits, from wages, or from  the  returns of previously 
existing capital. 

One consideration of importance, which is often lost 
sight of in this connection, is that  the motive to save con- 
t s h s  an  element besides the expectation of an annual 
income from the accumulation. Saving  is also in  the 
nature of an insurance  against the casualties of life. The 
strength of this motive to self-denial for the sake of insur- 
ance alone, is seen in communities  where there are  no 
banks, as  in many of the  departments of France, and no 
means of ordinary  investment, where yet vast sums are 
accumulated by  the peasantry.’ Not  the less in countries 
where  banks afford the safe and  sure means of deriving 
present revenue from savings, does this desire to save, as 
an insurance against the inevitable ills of life, constitute a 
considerable part of the motive to accumulation. Men 
would in a  degree  provide  against old age  and sickness, 
provide for  the possible widowhood and  orphanage of 
those dependent on them, were there no interest on 
money;  and saving thus, a  very low rate of interest on 
absolutely safe investments would cd their  funds  into 
productive uw. 

Wow this view, the  justice of which cannot, I think, 
be questioned, affords the means of judging somewhat 
more critically the statement of Prof. Fawcett just quoted. 
Prof. Fawcett says, If wages are enhanced, profits are 
diminished, and hence less capital  will  be accumulated. 
But we know, both from the reason of the caw and from 
the statistics of the savings banks, that capital may be ac- 
cumulated from wag@ as well aa from profits, whether  we 
understand by  that  tern,  the  returns of capital, or the . 

1 Enropean  financiers have been more  than once astonished by the 
enormom accumnlationa of the French peassntry, when these were 
tapped by a popnlsr loan. 

a 
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gains of business. Does any one say, a reduction in  the 
rate of interest would  affect the disposition of the laborers 
to mve  out of their wages equally with  the disposition of 
the capitalist or the employers, to save out of their  earn- 
ings? I answer, no, decidedly not. The motive to save, 
for the fake of insurance,  operates with  far  greater force 
among  the  laboring class than  among  the  more  fortunate 
classes. Thus, taking the c~tse of a hundred laborers work- 
ing for one employer, can it be doubted that  the desires of 
all these individuals, even if we make deduction of spend- 
thrifts  and  drunkards,  to provide against old age, sickness, 
and  the  premature  death of the bread-winner, would  con- 
stitute a stronger  force to direct towards savings an  extra 
thousand  pounds of wages, than would the corresponding 
desire on the  part of the single employer, in  the  matter of 
an extra thousand pounds of profits?  That this would be 
BO in  France or Germany, would not, I think, be questioned 
by  any  Frenchman  or German. If it should not  prove so 
in England,  it would  be in  no  smalldegree  due  to  the fact 
that  the  tenure of the  land,  the  true savings  banks of the 
people, has been so much embarraseed by statute  and by 
judicial fictions. 

I t  should, of course, be expected that a large  and sud- 
den increase of wages, due to  general  industrial causes like 
that which took place four years  ago in  the  iron and coal 1 

trades of Great  Britain, would,  most likely, human  nature 
being  what i t  is,  be  employed in  ministering,  more or less, 
to folly and vice, or squandered in expenditures,  not  per- 
haps hurtful in themselves, but unnecessary, and  therefore, 
as against a strong reason for saving, mischievous. The 
possible increme of wages  which I have in view is  rather 
a steady advance due to the increasing  mobility of labor 
from  the  growth of the industrial virtues, enabling the 
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wages  class to resort more  promptly to‘ their  market, and 
to press  their  employers more  closely with a truly effective 
competition. Wages  thne won would, in general, be  well 
employed. 

So much  for that desire to make  savings as an insurance 
against the contingencies of life and health, which  is one 
element of the principle of frugality. Of the other, and 
doubtless more important, element, the desire tosecnre an 
annual income from investments, or from the personal use 
of capital, it is not necessary to speak here  at  any  length. 
I know no reason for believing that intercst in any coun- 
try has reached it.s minimum, that is, the point  where the 
desire  to spend overpowers the disposition to save, in snch 
a proportion of instances as to waste capital, or to  prevent 
i t  from increasing proportionally to population and to the 
opportunities for its  reproductive use at current rates. 

I t  is  quite  another question whether it makes any differ- 
ence whether the  returns of capital are at  the minimum, or 
are very much  above that point. I have already quoted 
a paragraph  from Prof. Perry in which he takes the 
ground  that if, from any cause,  an undue  amount of the 
product of industry goes to the  share of the capitalist-em- 
ployer, nothing can  defeat the tendency that  the excess 
shall be restored to wages. Prof. Cairnes, in  his “ Lead- 
ing Principles,’’ has exprewed  himself on the same ques- 
tion as follows : 

‘‘ Thus, supposing,’”’he.says, *‘ a group of employers to 
have succeeded, as no doubt would be perfectly possible 
for them, in temporarily  forcing down wages by combina- 
tion in a particular trade, a portion of Itheir  wealth previ. 
onsly invested wonld  now  become free-how would it be 
employed? Unless we are  to suppose the character of a 

’ Pp. 81-2. 
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large section of a commnnity to be suddenly changed in a 
kding attribnte,  the wealth BO withdrawn from wages 
would, in the end,  and before long, be restored to wages. 
The same motives which  led to  its  investment would l e a d  
to ita reinvestment, and once reinvested, the  interests of 
thoee concerned would C I L U S ~  it to be  distribnted amonpt 
the several elements of capital in  the same proportion as 
before. In  this way c o v e h z m s s  is held in check by cow 
etoum88, and the desire for aggrandizement sets  limits to 
its own gratification.” 

The doctrine  here seems to  be that  the desire for accu- 
mulation, or aggrsndizement,l  is a constant force, and  thns 
the effects of covetonsness, through  the employer’s  efforts 
to give  the  laborer 88 little as may be for his services, are 
compensated by  the effects  of  covetousness through the 
employer‘s efforts to make a profit on .the amount thus 
saved  by again  employing it in  the pnrchase of labor. 
The motives to iurestment  and reinvestment  are  therefore 
equal. 

Now it seems to me‘ that  this doctrine is inconsistent 
with  any recognition of the  varying  strength of the econo- 
mical motives. While  in particnlar instances, with per- 
~ o n s  of the miserly disposition, the passion for accumula- 
tion may grow with increasing wealth, the observation of 
every ona must convince him that,  with  the vast majority 
of men,  especially in  this age of refinement and of artificial 
wants, the impulse to spend luxuriously acquires force, 
after  tho comforts and decencies of life  are once provided 
for, faster than  the impulse to save ; that  large incomes 
are not applied as severely and judiciously to  further  get- 
ting as are  moderate  incomes; that  the rich expend their 
revenues with a lavishness, a capriciousness and a heed- 
lessness  which are  unknown  to men of smaller means. If 
this be so, and,  with full regard to no inconsiderable nnm- 
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ber of particular instances to the contrary, I do not  think 
it will be denied, then the motives to reinvestment cannot, 
be held to be necessarily equal to the motives to invest. 
ment ; and instead of covetousness being held in check  by 
eovetousness, luxuriousness comes in to consume a portion 
at least of such excessive gains. 

3wn doctrine of non-competing groups,”l it nould not 
follow that  the sums thus taken from one body of labor- 
ers  in excessive profits will be restored in wages to  the 
class or classes  suffering euch hsses. Uapital having, on 
Prof. Cairnes’ statement, a much higher degree of mobility 
than labor, the body of laborers to be  beuefited  by  such 
restoration of profits to wages,  will not necessarily, or even 
probably, be identical with that which  was in the first in- 
stance depleted. And if a right  distribution of the pro- 
ducts of industry be important  to secure the highest indus- 
try and zeal in  future production, then incontestibly, in 
addition to all considerations of the  iniquity of thus bleed- 
ing one  clas~i  for the benefit of others, we have a strictly 
economic argument against the  theory of the practical in- 
difference of the present proportions of wages and profits. 

It needs to be noted, moreover, that, upon Prof. Cairnes’ . 

But we  may go  further  and  say  that all this  kind of 
reasoning in economics  which  makes the employing or  the 
capitaikt class, in a state of imperfect competition, the 
guardians of the wages  class, in  such a way that it really 
doesn’t matter whether the laborer gets all the wagee he 
might, or even, at any  specified time,gets any at all, becaum 
excessive  profits  will further enrich those otber classes who 
hold their wealth as a sort of eacred trust for him, so that 
at another time  he will get all the more, if he gets less or 
nothing now--all &is sort of reasoning  is  much to be die- 

‘Seep. 194. 
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trusted. And I cannot sufficiently express my astonish. 
ment  that an economist of Prof. Cairnes’ eminent  ability, 
who made the most important contribution  ever offered 
in modification of the theory of competition, and  who 
pointed out  the  frightful  hiatus  in Bastiat’s composition of 
the Economical Harmonies,’ should have falleu into  the 
trap  at  this point. Anything more contradictory of his 
own doctrine of the extensive  failure of Competition, and 
the  want of harmony between the interests of the work- 
man and  the employer, as each understands his  interests 
and is prepared to act  with reference thereto, than  this 
assumption of the certain  restoration to wages of all sums 
taken  for excessive profits, i t  would be impossible to 
conceive. 

It is B poor rule  that doesn’t work both ways. Yet 
writers who  hold it to  be of no consequence at all that  the 
‘‘ capitalists !’ should, by pressure brought upon the labor- 
ers, reduce their wages below the equitable  point, sinco 
the extra  profits thus acquired are certain  to be restored 
to wages,  seem to  regard it as a subject of just apprehen- 
sion lest laborers should, by trades  unions or strikes, bring 
a pressure to bear, on their side, which might reduce 
profits unduly. But why should not such extra wages be 
reshored 20 pro$&+ just as certainly, peacefully, and auto- 
matically ? What difference does it make if the ‘( capitsl- 
ist,” in any given time  or place, gets  an inadequate profit, 
or indeed no profit at all ? H e  will only get just so much 
more the next time. Certainly, if the laborer can wait 
to have excessive profits restored to wages, the (‘ capitalist ” 
can wait to have extra wages restored to profits; 

This notion of a seesaw between wages and profits is 
well hitroff in a &tory  which Qovernor  Winthrop tells : ‘(1 
may upon this occasion report a passage between One of 
%why and his servant. The master  being forced to sell 
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a pair of oxen to pay  his servant his wages, told his ser- 
vant he could keep him no longer, not knowing how to 
pay him  the next year. The servant answered him that 

.he would serve him for more of his cattle. But how shall 
I do (saith the master) when all my  cattle  are  gone?  The 
servant replied, you shall thtm B ~ W B  me,. and so y w  may 
have your cat& again.” I Surely, if a man becomes an 
employer in industry,  only because he is a capitalist, and 
as he is a capitalist, the servant in  this story was not more 
of a wag than of a political economist. 

No, in a state of imperfect competition, the employer is 
not the laborer’s guardian, or the  trustee of his earnings. 
The workman’s legitimate wages are a great deal better 
in his own pocket, or  standing in  his own name on the 
books of the savings bank, than  paid into the hands of the 
employer as extra profits. The reasoning to the contrary, 
on the assumption of a  vital  harmony of interests, cannot 
fail to remind one of the economical plea, with which it  is 
point by point identical, once so widely urged, that  the 
owner’s interest would abundantly  protect  the slave against 
physical abuse or privation. I t  is also closely analogous 
with the political plea by which the privileged classes 
have always sought to show that  it really didn’t matter 
how  much political power was entrusted to  them;  that  the 
interests of rich and poor, high and low were indissolubly 
bound up together, so that if one suffered, all must suffer 
with i t ;  and  that, therefore, the clam most intelligent, 
most apt for government,  having most leisure for public 
affairs, with, moreover, the largest stake in society, might 
safely be  trusted to make and execute all laws, their own 
trne and  permanent  interests prohibiting them from any 
and every course prejudicial to  the lower classes, who 

* Hiator). of New Englmd, IL 814-W. 

* 
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could not, it WBB urged, be in any way oppressed but  that 
social and  industrial disorders would sfford immediate 
retribution  for  the neglect of duty or abnse of power on 
the part of their self-constituted guardians. 

The argument is a  very pretty one, but alas! and alas! 
what a dreary and sickening  tale is that of the exaction8 
and oppressions of the Old Rkgime ! There is no class fit 
to determine  its own rights and prescribe the duties of 
others. lnevitabIy will tyranny be engendered, whenever 
there  is weakness or helplessness on the one side. Noblesss 
oblige; and  the sentiments of compassion and charity go 
far to mitigate  the  natural severity of legislation and 
administration ; but, after all, there is only one way in 
which the righta of any body of men can be secured, and 
that is by being placed in their own keeping. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

TUE EItPL0Y;INB CLASS : THE ENTREPBEEECB FUNCTION: 

THE PROFITS OF BU6INE88. 

WE hare seen (Chapter I.) that much confusion has been 
introduced into  the theory of wages by the economiste 
carrying  the classification which results from their analy- 
sis of functions iu production over into  the distribution of 
wealth, assuming, it mould seem, that industrial  functions 
must needs characterize distinct  indnstrial classes. We 
have seen that, in fact, the  laborer and the capitalist are 
largely  the same person ; and  that no division of the pro- 
duct  into shares, represent,ing the claims of different par- 
ties, in such cases takes place. We have now to note B 
further source of error  in  the almost universal neglect by 
the text-book writers  ta make account of an indnstrial 
function which, while, the world over  and history through, 
it characterizes a class no more than labor or capital, does 
yet, in the most highly organized forms of industry, espe- 
cirrllg in these modern times, characterize a  distinct and a 
most important class. This class comprises the modern 
employers of labor, men of business, ‘‘ captains of indus- 
try.” I t  is much to be regretted  that we have not a single 
English word which exactly fits the person who performs 
this office in modern  industry. The word 6‘ undertaker,’’ * 

Thus the peasant proprietor takes all the responsibilitiee of pro- 
duction, determines ita warsea and ita  methods, and acta, M) w #perk, 
UJ the efbtsapsencuf in reaped to his own little &aim, at the w m  
time owning the a p i M  employed md performing fi the h b r .  
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the man  who  undertakes, at one time had very much thie 
extent ; but  it has long since been so exclusively devoted 
to funereal uses aa to become an impossible term  in politi- 
cal economy. The word “adventurer,”  the man who 
makes ventures, also  had this sense;  but in modern par- 
lance i t  has acquired  a wholly sinister  meaning. The 
French word entrepreneur ’’ has very nearly the desired 
significance ; and  it may  be that  the exigencies of politico- 
eronomicai reasoning will yet lead to its being naturalized 
arnong us. 

This function,  then, of the man of business, middleman, 
undertaker, adventurer,  entrepreneur, employer, requires 
to be carefully discriminated. 

The economists, almost without exception, have regarded 
capital and labor as together sufficient unto  production, 
the capitalist being the crnploycr, the laborer  being the 
employed. It may fairly be presumed that  the failure to 
recognize a third  party to  production, the middleman, has 
been due in  part to the fact that these writers have been 
accustomed to  take their illustrations of the offices of labor 
snd capital from  the savage state, or  at least from a  very 
primitive condition of industry.  The bow, the spear, the 
canoe, are  the  favorite subjects when it is to be shown 
how it is that  the results of labor may pass into  the foru 
of capital ; how it is that capital may assist current labor ; 
and how it  is  that a reward can  be given to capital out of 
the product of industry  without any wrong  being  done to 
the laborer. And  it is true  that when the  forms of pro- 
duction are  few  and simple, and when the producer and 
the consumer are  either  the same person, or are found in  
dose proximity, the poesession of capital is  the one suffii- 
cient qualification for  the employment of labor ; and, on the 
other hand,  a supply of food and of tools and  materials is 
all that labor needs to institute prodnction. 

But when, in the development of industry,  the  form of 
production become almost infinitely  nnmerous  and compli- 
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&ed;  when many persons of all degrees of skill and 
strength  must  be joined in labor, oach in his place  contri- 
bnting to a result which he very  imperfectly, if at all, com- 
prehends ; when the materials  to be used are brought  from 
distant fields, and the products are in turn  to be scattered 
by  the agencies of co~nmerce over vast regions, the con- 
snmers  constituting an  ill-defined  or an undefined body, 
personally unknown to the producer  or  any immediate 
agent of his ; then a reason for  an employer exists which i E  
wholly in addition to  that which exists in a primitive con- 
dition of industry. The mere possession of capital no 
longer constitutes the one  qualification for  employing labor ; 
and, on the other  hand, the laborer  no longer looks to the 
employer to furnish merely  food  and the materials and 
tools of the  trade ; but  to  furnish also technical skill, corn- 
mercittl knowledge, and powers of administration ; to a8- 
sume responsibilities and provide against contingencies; to 
shape  and direct pradnction,  and to organize and control 
the industrial machinery. And, moreover, so much  more 
important and dificult  are  the  last specified duties of the 
employer; so much rarer  are  the abilities they require, 
that  he who  can  perform these will find it casy to perform 
those ; if he be the man to conduct business, capital to 
purchase food, tools, and  materials  will not, under our 
modern system of credit, long  be  wanting to him. On the 
other hand, without  these  higher qualifications, the capi- 
talist mill  employ labor at  the risk, or almoRt the  certainty, 
of total or partial 1068. The employer thus rises to be 
master of the situation. It is  no  longer true  that a man 
becomes  an  employer  because he i s  a capitalist. Men 
command cayitd because they  have the qualifications to 
profitably  employ labor. To these, captains of industry, 
despots of industry, if one pleases to call them so, capita! 
and labor alike  resort for the  opportanity to perform  theil 
several functions. I do not mean that  the employer is not 
in any case, or to any  extent, a capitalist ; but that he is 
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not an employer mmply becanse he is 8 capitalist, or tf 
the  extent only to which he is a capitalist. 

Now  all  this is evident to any  man who looke CsrefullJ 
on our modern  industry. Yet the economists, having 
made  their’ anslysia of production in a primitive  state 
wholly  neglect these later developed duties of the em 
ployer, this new and far higher function ; and in~is t  on 
regarding  the capitalist as himself the employer. They 
resolve the  entire  industrial community into capitalista 
and laborers ; 1 and  divide  the whole product between the 
two. To the contrary, I hold that no theory of the dis- 
tribution of wealth, in modern industry, can be complete 
which fails to make account of tho  employing class,  a8 die- 
tinguished in idea, and largely also in its pe~smmel, from 
the capitalist Class. 

I t  would, I admit, bo difficult to prove the importance 
of the  entrepreneur function in  industry,  just as it  would 
be dificult by argument to establish in  the mind of‘ an 
objector, a true conception of the functions of the general 
in war. Those who know nothing about warfare might 
believe that campaigns could be conducted on the principle 
of popular rights and universal suffrage. Why n o t ?  
There ie the matmid of war (capital) in abundance ; here 
are the soldiere (laborem), who, if any fighting ie to be 
done, will have  to do the whole of i t ;  why should not 
these soldiers take those guns,  and do their  work? I n  
much  the  same way, those who know  little practically 
about production are easily persuaded that  the trouble- 
some and  expensive ‘( captain of industry ” may be die- 
pensed with, and hie place occupied by a committee or a 
mam meeting. 

“The ultimate partners in any production may be divided into 
two claesea, capitaliste and Isborere. . . . If the dietribator be the 
apitali t, the ahare of the laborer is called wagee. If the dietribator 
be the i aborer, the share of the capitPlist b ded .either interest oa 
~ t . ” - H e u n ’ e  Pl~blogp, pp. -7. 



W e  have  had  but  few instances of actual attempts to 
conduct campaigns on the town-meeting plan, the most 
notable, perhaps, being the ornsade of Walter  the  Penni- 
lees and  the first Bull Run ; but  there have been numerone 
efforts made to  get  rid of the entrepreneur, and it is in the 
almost universal  failure of such efforts that we have  the 
highest evidence of the  importance of this functionary in 
modern  industry. Cooperation,’ which is  nothing more 
or less than  the doing away with  the middleman, has 
several  distinct  advantages, of vast scope, in production ; 
yet these have been  weighed down again and again, even 
under conditions most favorable to  the experiment, by the 
losses resulting from the suspension of the enlploying 
function. Lct  thme who resolve the  industrial community 
into capitalists and laborers  only, and  divide  the whole 
product between these two classes, explain, if they can, 
the failures of cooperation. 

I t  has been said that  the omission of the economists to 
recognize the employers aa B distinct claw in modern in- 
dustry,  is presumably due, in  part, to the tendency to go 
back to the savage, or to a Fery primitive state, for illus- 
trations of the  nature and offices of labor and capital. 
But I believe that  it is also in part  due to the fa& that 
the real employing class is covered up, mure or less, from 
casual  view,  by what  may be called a false  employing 
class, many times more numerous. This false employing 
class, as I make bold to call it, is camposed of several con- 
siderable bodies of eo-called employers. 

1. Those who hire servants ox retain aasistants who are 
‘ t o  be  paid out of revenues already acquired. &mons 
have alreadys been assigned for removing persons 80 en- 
gaged or employed from the wages class, and  treating 
them by themselves aa the ‘6salarp or stipend  cla~e.’~ Of 

1 A wholly erroneous amcaption of coifperation, due to the negl& 
of the entrepreneur-function, exposed on page as4. 

3 P. 91s. 
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course, the eame reamns require the removal of their 
masters or patrons from the lists of the employing clsss. 
If we  were to consider the domestic servantg alone, of 
England and the United  States, we should find the 60- 

called employers to be far more  numerous  than those who 
p y  wages to  laborers whom they  hire for profit. NO 
wonder  that when those who are paid out of revenue are 
confounded with  those who are paid out of the  product of 
their labor, the inclusion of the masters of the  former 
class shonld obstruct the view of the  far less numerous 
employers of the  latter class. 

2. I n  this  false  employing class are  large  nnmbers of 
artisans who have  single apprentices. Such  an  artisan 
might, for instance, earn $500 a year by his own unassisted 
labor, while his  gains by the apprentice's services might 
be $50. So far, donbtless, he is  an employer of labor, and 
Ilia gains  are  entitled, on a nice judgment of the case, to 
be called (' profita ; )) but theso bear so small a proportion 
to his other source of income, and he is, in his capacity of 
employer, of so little account, that we cannot afford to  be 
encumbered by carrying him on as  the employer of a third 
or a fifth part of an  able laborer. A single  cotton mann- 
facturer or iron  master may employ a thousand times, or 
five thousand times, as much effective labor. It is of more 
importance  that we should see the cotton  n.anufacturer 
and  the iron master  in  their true relations to the great body 
of labor  seeking  employment,  than that  Re stould trouble 
ourselves about the economical statu8 of the fraction of a 
laborer who is perhaps, at prment,  spoiling more material 
than his work  is worth. The principle of the law, de mini- 
mis m CzLTaCw, applies  with  even  greater force i n  politi- 
c a l  economy. What we  need in  studying  the  problem of 
distribution is not a nice theoretiad classification, but a 
just  and  strong  exhibition of the  great group8 of our mod 
ern  industrial socicty.' 

'For remarks of Prof. Cairnea regarding the offloe of eccmomic de; 
fini~~n, m ppge a18. 
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8. Another  large body which we need to exclude, tem- 
porarily, at least, from the employing class, in order that 
we may get a proper view of its real  constitution, is that 
where  the condition is one of nominal  employment but of 
substantid partnership. This includes a great number of 
cases where two men, or perhaps  three, of a trade, approxi- 
mately q u a l  in skill and experience, the work of the one 
being  merely a repetition of the work of the other, labor 
together at the bench, one being recognized as the master, 
the  other receiving wages ; yet where the reason for one 
being  the employer and  the  other  the employed is so 
slight, the equality of skill  and  experience so well main- 
tained, the character and  the profits of the business so 
well understood by him who receives wages, and the 
ability of that person to set up for himself 80 evident, that  
the employer virtually becomes little more than  the senior 
member of a partnership where the nominal wages and 
terms of service are scaled to give a substantial equality of 
remuneration, with some slight compensation to the senior 
member for extra trouble and responsibility. 

4. There remains to be characterized a fourth class of 
persons to whom I do not wish to deny the tjtle of em- 
ployer, but whom it is desirable for the moment to isolate, 
those, namely, who, having mistakenly become by occupa- 
tion the employers of labor, through helplessness or fdse 
pride cling to the  skirts of the profession, and remain in 
a small and miserable way conductors of industry, follow- 
ing  humbly  and at  a distance the example of leading 
houses; content, in flush times, to make a little profit on a 
little product,  using  generally  antiquated machinery, con- 
suming materials of doubtful  quality, and making a low 
clae~ of goods, bnt  shutting  up  promptly on the first inti- 
mation of hard times, or just 60 soon as competition be 
comes close and  persistent.  Numerically the men of thie 
class constitnte a considerable proportion of every trade ; 
but if we consider the aggregate product, their part ie ~0%. 
parstively slight. 

' t  
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I do not mean to embrace in this class anymannfactnrer 
merely because his establishment ia  a small one. It would 
bo eaey to show that in some departments of production, 
perhaps in most, petty  estabhhments fill a place, take up 

* a  certain  amount of labor not otherwise employed (.e, for 
inetmce,  the labor of the wives and daughters of agricul- 
tUn'6k in  the immediate neighborhood), find a  distinct 
market to which, in a homely but useful way, they adapt 
themselves perhaps  better  than the monster factory can  do. 
The commerce of the world requires not only the  ship of 
6,000 tons, but the schooner, the lighter, and the dory. 

Yet of no small part of these petty establishments which 
make  short runs from  point  to point between storm and 
eqnall, it may be boldly asserted that they answer no true 
industrial purpose. Their only ruisoll d'&Te is found in 
the fact that  their proprietors, having committed them- 
selves to the profession of the  entrepreneur, having come 
into  the possession  of a certain amount of the machinery 
and agencies of production, and being  unable  to  betake 
themselves, at  the point of life they have reached, to an- 
other occupation, or being unwilling to so openly confess 
failure, can pick up a  very poor living in this way. And 
of employers of this sort, it  is significant to note, laborers 
are not apt to be jealous. They  are known to have 8 

pretty  hard  time of' it. Their lot is not envied, and they 
commonly receive the  sympathy of the general community 
and of their hands ; while the successful captain of indus- 
try, who  atnames a giant fortune, is regarded bF not  a few 
as having despoiled the laboring clam. Yet it is incon- 
testable that the profits of the  former constitute by far the 
heavicr tax, dollar for dollar, upon the product of labor. 
Nothing costs the working classes 80 dearly, in the long 
run, at3 the bad or merely commonplace conduct of 
basin- 
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Putting aside for the moment the several classes enn. 
merated, we have  plainly in view the real  employing claw 
of our modern industrial society : a comparatively small 
body of men,  who control the destinies of labor no more 
than  they do the destiniee of capital. These men consti- 
tute a class strictly  Iimited in numbers, and dealing moat 
despotically, as indeed they must, with  the outside world. 
The conditions of admission are a long self-initiation, a 
high premium of immediate loss, and  a great degree of 
uncertainty as to ultimate success. Into  this guild, in 
these modern days, no  aspirant for profits needs to be 
inducted  with ceremonies, or fir& invited by the existing 
membership. A11 are in theory  free  to  enter; but the 
number who venture is closely restricted by the known 
conditions of business. Tho80 only undertake it who are 
able, or,  like  the rowers of Mnestheus, think  they  are able, 
to sustain the ordeal of fierce and  unrefenting competition ; 
while those who  have the courage to  venture are oontin- 
Dally sifted by commercial and industrial pressures and 
panics, so that only the fittest  survive. 

I have no wish to idealize the successful employer of 
labor. H e  may easily be found to be  a  very  nnamiable 
and a very  uninteresting person. For  the perfect temper 
of business something doubtless of hardness is needed, juet 
88 it is the alloy of baser metal which fits the gold for cir- 
cnlating in the bands of men. A little too much sensi- 
bility or a little too much imagination, is often a suficient 
muse of faiIure in the  stern competitions of business. The 
successful entrepreneur need not eveu  understand the 
theory of trade, or be a financier in the  larger sense of that 
word. A kind of subtle  instinct  often  directs the move- 
ments of the ablest merchants, bankere, and manufacturers. 
They know that  tho  market is about to  experience a con- 
vulsion, because they know i t ;  just as the  cattle know 
that IL storm is brewing. . They not only could not &e 
mmns intelligible to others for  the oonree they take ; theg 
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do not even  analyze  their  intellectual processes for theh 
own erttisfaction. 

It is not necessary to draw the outlines of the repreeen- 
tative  entrepreneur.  Living  illustrations  will rise before 
the mind of every reader, far more  vivid than any art of 
mine could execute. M. Courcelle-Seneuil, in his Opkra- 
tions de Banpue, has  grouped the qualities the employer 
should possess : ‘‘ du jugement, du bon  sens, de  la fermetb, 
de la dbcision, m e  appreciation froide et calrne, une intel- 
ligence ouverte  et vigilante, peu d’imagination, beauconp 
de mernoire et d’application.” 1 

I said that  the real employing class is comparatively 
small. 1 do  not speak alone of those employing workmen 
by the thousand or the ten thousand, or even of those 
alone whose  pay-rolls count up hundreds of ha~da.’ If 
we go down to  the captains of fifties and  the captains of 
tens, it still remain8 true  that  the bulk of the wage-labor 
of England,  France,  Germany,  and  the  United States, is 
controlled by a small,  choice  band of men, who are masters 
in  industry because, whatever be their social quality, in 
industry  they  are masterly. To call  these  men the creat- 
ures of their workmen,  and speak of the sums  they exact 
in royalty on all the business  which  passes through  their 
hands, 88 (‘the wages of supervision and  management,” 
seems to me as idle a fiction as it would have been to cal‘ 
the seigniors under  the Old  Regime  the social representa- 
tives of the tiers etut, and to speak of the sums they 
lavished in  pomp and pleasure, as their “ allowances.” 

Are profits already at  the minimum, so that we  mag 

P. 392. 
* Thus, even in Austria, one of the  most  backward of European 

countries in the organization of industry, we find  that 493 employem 
provide lodging  for not l e s s  than 69,343 workmen. In France,  Messrs. 
Schneider & Co. (“Le Creueot”)  employ 1O.W workmen. b e i n  
employs 15,000 under a single  direction. A t  the great cannon foundrp 
of Krupp,  at Easen in Westphalia,  between 8,OOO and 10,OOO arm 
S m P l O Y a d  In Cfmt Britain, like gigantic eetsbfiahmenbs abound. 
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not look to an increese of wages obtained from this 
source? Much of what hse been said relative to  the 
asserted restoration to wages, of all sums mhich may go in 
excessive returns to capital, applies equally in the m e  of 
excessive profits, the remuneration of the man of business, 
the employer, the entrepreneur. It cannot safely be 
assumed that, to use Prof. Cairnes’ phrase,’ covetousness 
be held in  check by covetousness, inasmuch as luxurious. 
ness will inevitably ’enter  to absorb a portion of such 
undue gains. But here still  another reason appears, 
namely, that, as the part of the employer in production is 
active; not abstinence, as in  the case of the capitalist, but 
exertion ; in  addition, then, to  the effects of luxuriousness, 
excessive profits will, with no small proportion of employ- 
ers, allow the native  propensity to indolence and ease of 
life  to enter to take  something from the zeal and enter- 
prise with which  business is conducted. It iR only the 
exceptionally ambitious and resolute who will wholly 
withstand  this propensity. So that when Prof. Perry 
says, ‘( If, in the division between profits and wagee, at 
the end of any industrial cycle, profits get more than their 
due share, these very profits will wish to become capital, 
and will thus become an extra demand for labor, and the 
next wages fund will be larger than  the last,” * I am 
obliged to take the exception that a portion of these 
profits, so far as Prof. Perry includes in that  term  the 
gains of the man of business, will wish to become fine 
horses and houses, fine clothes and opera boxes; while 
another portion will wish to take the  form of coming to 
the office an honr later  in  the morning and  going  home 
an  hour earlier in the afternoon. 

Hence, if we cannot safely assume that  it is a  matter of 
indiEerence to the wages  class whether a little more or lesr 
goes in  profits to the employer, it becomes of importance 

‘P%% 
I The Financier, August 1,1874. 
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to inqaire  whether  there ie any reason to believe that pro- 
fits are already at  the minimum. And m to this,  one can 
have no heaitation in  saying that  the probabilities am 
strongly  against  sach  a  supposition. The present average 
rate of profits, or  annual  aggregate of profits,  has n o t e  
rioualy been reached  as the  result of uneqaal  competition, 
in which  employera  have been active, alert,  and mobile, 
while  laborers  have  been,  in  a  great  degree,  ignorant  and 
inert,  resorting to  the  right market  tardily,  or  mistakenly 
to the wrong market. It does  not follow that because the 
laborers  have lost heavily  by  this  failure of competition, 
the employers  have  gained i t  all. Huch has  been  lost 
to the laborers and to the world. Nowhere does the 
monopolist  gain  all that  others lose by him. Yet  the em- 
ploying class have profited,  and  still  profit,  greatly by this 
partial immobility of labor. The lowest price which any 
laborer  will  receive for his  services  is no longer the highest 
price which any  employer can afford to  give. 
In the first part of this work, when treating of produc- 

tion, I had occasion to show that  the wages of the laborer 
might be increawd in several ways without  diminishing 
profits, the explanation  being that  the laborer’s efficiency 
will be  increased  proportionally or more  than  proportion- 
ally. In  denling  with the problem of Distribution,  the 
laborer’s efficiency will  be  assumed  constant,  and I shall 
inquire  what WUSe8 may operate to increase the laborer’s 
share of the product, not  the absolute amount of his wages. 

And, first, let i t  be noted that a  gain might be effected 
through a reduction in wh!t may be called the cost of em- 
ployment,  without involving  any reduction in  the aggre- 
gate profits of employers SB a body. Let me illustrate : I 
wa8 much strack  at  the complaiuts made  at some of the 
meetings of agricnltural laborers in England  during  the 
lockout of 1874, that many of the employers  were  hard- 
drinking men and poor  farmers,  and that if they attended 
more clody to their budnem and managed it better,  they 



eodd afford to pay  higher wages. Now  no one should 
lightly  credit the complaints of angry men ; nor was there 
any reason to snppose that  the  farmers of the lockout see- 
tion comprised more than  the usual proportion of dissolute 
and negligent employers. What occurs to me aa notice. 
able in this matter ia the correctness with which these 
laborers apprehended the principle that when men who 
are unfit to conduct business force themselves into the 
employment of labor, it  is at  the expense of labor. The 
theory of competition assumes the intelligence and capacity 
of the employer to see and follow his own iuterests.1 
His doing this is (assuming the mobility of labor) to be 
the very means by which the laborer's interest is secnred. 
If the employer  fails in this requirement of intelligence 
and capacity, it  may  be not the better but tho worse for 
the laborer. Bad business management is  the heaviest 
possible tax on production, and  while the ineapable em- 
ployer gets little for himself, the laborer losee heavily in 
the  rate or the regularity of his wages. 

Now, several causes may help  to swell the proportion 
of incapable employers. Shilly-shally laws relating to 
insolvency do this ; fictitious currency does this ; truck 
does this? Each of these causea enables men to escape 

1 Errors  in  directing production are never offset one  against  another, 
as mistakes in computation so often  are  with  a  result of substantial 
accursoy. Whether  the employer err in being  too  timid or too  ven- 
turesome, loss is  alike sustained, an  injury  is suffered  which is with- 
out compensation.  There is no balancing of one  mistake  against 
another  in  industry. 

It is needless  to say that  the emplnyer is almost  always either too 
timid  or too venturewme.  The  perfect  temper of business, we  might 
~ ~ p p o ~ ,  is found in no living  man.  But  the  sterner  the reeponsibility 
to which the employer is held,  the more steady and  severe the comp 
tition to which he is subjected, the nearer  will Lw the a p p m h  to thh 
ideal, the  leas wil l  be the wwte in production due to mie-directron OL 
the industrial form. 

The evidence bafore the Committee of 1854 bmught.out stmngly 
thin ieature of the truck syetem ; that it WM & M y  rewrtd to by 
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the conseQnence8 of incompetency, and to hang miserably 
on to business, where  they are  an obstruction and a 
nnisrtnce. Ally thing which shonld decisively cut them 
off, and remit them to subordinate posit’ions, would be a 
great gain to the laboring classes, and very likely, in  the 
result, prove a real relief to themselves. Slavery, in  like 
manner, enables men to control labor and direct prodnc- 
tion who never would  become, on an equal scale, the 
employers of free labor ; and it is not more to the ineffi- 
ciency of the slave than to the incompetenc;y of the 
master, that  the unproductiveness of chattel labor is due. 

The lower the industrial quality of free labor, the more 
ignorant and inert the individual laborer, the lower may 
be  the industrial  quality of the men who can just sustain 
themselves in the position of employer. Men  become the 
employers of cheap labor who  would never be the employ- 
ers of‘ dear labor, and who ought not to be the employers 
of any  sort of labor. The more active becomes the com- 
petition among the wages class, the more prompt their 
resort to market, the more persistent their demand for 
every possible increase of remuneration, the greater will 
be the pressure brought  to bear upon such employers to 
drop  out of the place into which they have crowded them- 
selves at  the cost of the general colnmunity, and where 
they have been able to maintain themselves only because 
the working classes have failed, through ignorance and 
inertness, to exact their full terms. 

But, secondly, a rise of wages due  to a quickened com- 
petition on the  part of the wages  class, might  be to a very 
great extent compensated by increased zeal, energy, and 

small  and  doubtful  establishmente  which thus contrived to make  up, 
by ‘ I  sweating ” the wages of their  operatives, whst they  could not 
make in legitimate profita, and thus kept themselves alive. Indeed, 
the excuse moat frequently  urged  by  truck  masters was that, but for 
gains thus realized,  they  would be obliged to give up business. It ia 
needless to eap that the w n e r  such employen are driven out, th. 
better for the kboring clana 



economy on the part of the really  able  men of business, 
It do@ no man good to have  much odds given him ; and 
the  inertnw of labor hss always 8 miechievone &e& even 
upon the best of the employing ~ 1 8 ~ s .  SO far BB the 
increasing  demands of the laborer  are  due to hie greater 
vigilance,  activity,  and social ambition, we may be pretty 
sure  that  these  demands will be  responded  to fully by the 
entrepreneur.  Whether we consider  business on its side 
of enterprise,  or on its side of economy, we shall find that 
it does the  manager no harm to be  sharply followed  up. 
Where large  margins  are afforded, there  is likely to be 
much  waste;  and, on the  other  hand, no  man does his 
best except when  his best is  required. “ I t  was sn axiom 
of the late Mr. John Kennedy,  who was called the  father 
of the  cotton  manufxture,  that no manufacturing  im- 
provements  were  ever  made  except on threadbare profits.” 
Mr. Babbage, in hie Economy of Manufactures,’ hae 
shown that  inventions  end  improvements  in  the  mechan- 
ical arts have sometimes been healthfully  stimulated  by 
the  goadings of industrial  distress;  and Mr. Chadwick hae 
given  an  interesting  expositions of the  manner in which 
the increasing  pressure of competition has served  to pro- 
mote  the commercial ventures  which  have successively 
widened  the  market for British  manufactures.  But  surely 
we need no “modern  instances” to  establish a principle 
SO old and  familiar. The weighty words of Gibbon : (6 the 
spirit of monopoliets is  barren, lazy, and oppressive,” 
apply to d l  production  in  just  the  degree in which com- 
petition is defeated or deferred,  whether by the force of 
law, or by the  ignorance  and  inertnew of the  laboring 
classes. 

Perhaps good an illnetration as could be  given of the 
effects of increased competition in winnowing  the  employ- 
ing class of ita least  efficient membere, and  stimulating 

’ P.% * Stntiaticd JooFunal, xxviii. 8-6. 
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the enterprise and the economy of those who survive the 
pro", ie sfforded by the conme of English agricnltnre 
since the repeal of the Oorn Law4 a measure  which the 
landed interest believed at  the time would be absolutely 
fatal, and which, indeed, would have rained  that interest 
but  for  the eaving virtue of the forcea here invoked. Yet 
English agriculture never s t o o d  on a better foundation 
than  today : the gains of the  farmer probably  were never 
larger through an  equal term of years. The reason ia 
that  the repeal of the Corn Laws, and  the opening of 
English markets to the bread-stuffs of' the world, put  the 
agricultural interest on ita mettle ; the farmers found that 
they must  abandon the old  clumsy  and  wasteful ways; 
break  up the old clumsy  and  wast,eful machinery; pay 
higher wages for  better work ; breed  only  from the choicest 
stock ; make improvement8  in  every  process of cultivation, 
from  se'lecting the seed to garnering the grain ; find  some 
chance for saving, every day, from harvest round to har- 
vest  again,  and that, too, without pinching useful expend- 
itures. These things the  farmers of England  had to do, 
and  consequently did them. The leas energetic and 
thrifty, one by one,  dropped out of B contest so Berere and 
unremitting; those who  survived studied their bnsiness 
tu never before,  scanned their expenses aa men  do  who 
have small margin for waste, brought the latest results of 
chemical  and  physiological  science into t.heir  selection of 
crops and of breeding animals,  made a business,  and  not a 
drinking bout, of the annual fair, set np agricnltural clubs, 
compared  notes among themselves, and read Mr. Caird's 
letters in the Times. 

But, thirdly, a rise of wages dne to a quickened compe- 
tition on the  part of the wagee clrrss becoma  more intelli- 
gent, frngal, and  self-assertive,  should it proceed so far, 
d te r  exhausting the two resources already nrmed, aa to 
snt into  the profits of the employing class, as a whole, 
would bring a partial cornpeation in the incressed  dig- 
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nity and the heightened  intellectual gratification attend. 
ing the conduct O€ businessand the control of labor, under 
such a condition. I have mid, in a previous chapter, that 
the pride of directing  great operations, and  the sense of 
power in moving massea of men at will, could not, a t  
present at least, be relied upon, primarily or principally, 
ae furnishing  the motive to production on the  part of the 
employing class. And  yet we know these  do  enter,  in no 
inconsiderable degree, to make up the remuneration of 
the  entrepreneur. It is true  that  but a  small  portion of 
the  human race are much alive to these feelings, but it 
is also true tlmt the men  of the  entrepreneur  stamp  are 
just those of all in the world to respond to such im- 
pnlses.1 

We have a very pleaesnt and instructive  picture, by 
Mr. Gould in his report  to  the British government  in 
1872, of the relations existing between the employer and 
the laborer in Switzerland. No country  has achieved 
indmtrial succes8 under heavier disadvantages. No conti- 
nental  country has developed a  higher order of business 
managers. The Swiss employers maintain themselves 
against a severe and unremitting competition only by thr 
constant exercise of dl the industrial  virtues. But the 
Swiss laborers are politically and socially their equals. 
The employer has no feeling of degradation in the contact: 
the laborer no feeling of inferiority. Perfect democracy 
and universal education have cast ont all notions of that 
sort t 1 ~  between free  Ssitzers. Hence the employers of 
labor of every claas, even such as are wealthy, are found 
in general  among their men, not to  be  distinguished from 

“AB, even when relieved from the pressure of necewity, the 
large-bmined Europeans volnntsrilp enter on enterprises or activities 
which the savage could  not keep up, even to satisfy urgent wants ; 
IX, their larger  brained  descendants will, in a still higher degree, b d  
their gratifiartion in careera entailing still greater mentd expend- 
tares.”-H. Bpencer, Principles of Biology, 11.620. 
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them in appearance, and  taking hold freely with them at 
any part of the work, tu occasion e w e s ?  

I cannot but believe that, aa the working classes advance 
in  individual  and mutual intelligence, and push their em- 
ployers closer with a more  aearching and vitsl competition, 
more -and more will the reward of the employer come to 
consist of the zest of intellectual  activity, the joys of 
creative energy, the honor of directing &airs, and  the 
sooial distinctions of mastership. 

For  after all, it must be remembered that  the employ- 
ment of labor is an occupation, as truly as is manual  labor 
itself; and  that  the body of employers must  continue to 
employ labor, or find other ways and means to live. To 
m u m e  that employers  generally are  going  to leave busi- 
ness on account of a  reduction of profits, would be more 
sensible if it were shown that  they would also leave the 
world on that account. Not a little of the reasoning in 
books as to what  employers will do, or capitalists will do, 
or laborers will do, if something  happens which they can- 
not be expected to like, practically assumes that men have 
a choice whether  they will be born into  this world or not ; 
and  that, once in it, if they are not satisfied, they have at 
hand  one or more  eligible  spheres into which they can 
pass, easily and gracefully, with a  perfect assurance of 
welcome; and that indeed they will be  quite likely  to  do 
BO, unlea treatad  with distit~gnished considerat,ion here. 

1 Mr. Gould's Report, p. 346. Mr.  Bonar reported in 1870 : In 
enumerating the  highly favorable  circamslancea in which the  Swiss 
working man ia placad,  prominenee  mnat be given to the immense 
extension of the principle of democracy, which, whatever may be ita 
defecte and danger8 from a political point of view, when pashed to 
extremes, w v e s  in Switzerland, in its economical  effects, to advance 
the cause of the operative, by removing the barriera dividing c h  
from c h ,  and to establish among all @ea the bonda of mutual 
spmpthy and  good  will."-Report, p. $71. Cam, in hia tnrvela in 
Bwitmerland during the llret century, notea the frenk, eonrteons ~b 

mmption of absolute equality on the part of the Swiw peaamtry.- 
(Phkerton, V. 667). 
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m e - ,  the moat of US, in this world,  do,  not  what we 
would like, but  what we must, or the best we can ; and I 
entertain no manner of doubt  that long after profita  should 
be forced down, if that  were to happen, below what might 
be  deemed  an  equitable  rate,  the  superior  men of eve9 
country,  the  men of thought, of prudence,  and of natural 
command, would be found directing and animating the 
movements of indashg. 
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IN its first and  largest sense, coijperation signifies the 
union in production of different persons, it may be of 
different classes of persons, and it may  be on5  the most 
unequal terms. In  this sense,  cooperation is compatible 
with  the  subordination of the emploFed to the  employer 
and  with the exiatence of industrial  “principalities and 
powers.” In  the senso  which  has  been made of late years 
so popular, and in which alone it will be  used in this 
treatise, cooperation  means  union in production, upon 
equal terms. I t  is democracy introduced into lsbor. 

I t  is as we turn from  discussing the industrial  character 
of the employing class, that we  can  most  advantageously 
consider the 6Cheme6 proposed, under  the  title of coopera- 
tion, for  the anlelioration of the condition of the wages 
class; and, at  the eame time, it is as we  try to find the 
real significance of these  schemes that we realize most 
fully the confusion introduced into  the theory of distribu- 
tion by the failure to discriminate the entrepreneur-func- 
tion, and by the  undue extension of the word profits. In 
my opinion, it is simply not possible to  give an intelligible 
m u n t  of cooperation through  the me of the definitions 
by the text-book writers. If what  we  have called the 
profit8 of business are only ‘(the wages of supervision and 
management,” what is it that cooperation aims to effect ? 
Snperdsion and management must still be exercised, or 
&peration will come to a ver; speedy end. If super. 



viaion and management are to be exercised, it must be by 
@me one, aud if the present supemisom and mansgere 
(the employers, as I: call them) are  to be turned adrift or 
reduced to the ranks, then these duties will have to be 
performed by men now taking some other  part in indue 
try, and to them “the wagea of supervision and manage. 
ment ’) will be paid. Wherein  have  the workmen  gained 
anything 8 I t  is fairly  to be presumed that these peculiar 
and difficult duties will not be performed any  better by 
men chosen by caucus and’ ballot, than  by men selected 
through  the  stern processes of unremitting business com- 
petition. 

If the wages of supervision and management are to be 
paid, in  manner  and  in amount, ae heretofore, to super- 
visors and managers chosen by the workmen themselves, 
we can readily  understand that t,he pride of the workmen 
mag be gratitied  (whether that will tend to make them 
more easily supervised and managed, is a question w0 
need  not  anticipate) ; but wherein is  the economical advan- 
tage? If i t  is said, wages are not to be paid to the super- 
visors and managers, under  the cooperative system, equal 
to those  paid  under the existing  industrial organization, 
while yet  the work is done as well, what does this amount 
to but a confession that  the sums now received by the 
employers nre not wages, but something more than, and 
dserent  from, wages ; the difference in amount represent- 
ing  the power given to  the employer by his industrial 
position to wrest an  undue share of the products of in- 
dust.ry ? 

To repeat: if, nnder the cooperative system, the work 
of “supervision  and management )) is to bo done by a  new 
e t  of men for the same ‘(wages,” the workmen will gain 
nothing ; if, on the  other hand, the workmen, controlling 
the operations of industry for themselves, can get  the 
work  done  for less (and the  great promises held out BB to 
the benefits of cooperation would imply  that i t  mast be 

, I .  , 
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for very much lees), then it must be concluded thet em- 
ployere at present receive something more than  and Mer= 
ent from wagea. 

But if we find it difficnlt to conceive what account one 
could give of &peration, using the definitions of the 
text-books, we find that, if we stand wide  and allow the 
texbbook writers to state i t  in their own way, the result is 
not a whit the more happy. Prof. Cairnes, 60  highly dis- 
tinguished for his jnstneea and clearness of reasoning, 
stumbles, at  the very threshold of the subject, across an 
obstacle of his own devising. Thus  in  the very act of 
bringing forward the scheme of cooperation as a cure for 
the industrial ills of society, he makes a  statement of 
cooperation which reduces i t  to a nullity: “ I t  appears to 
me that  the condition of any substantial improvement of B 
permanent  kind in the laborer‘s lot is that  the separation 
of industrial classes into lccborere and capitdish shall not 
be maintained ; that  the laborer shall cease to be  a  mere 
laborer-in a word, that pro&% shall be brought  to reen- 
force the wages fund.” 1 And again, more tersely : <‘ The 
characteristic feature of cooperation, looked at from the 
economic point of view, is that  it combine% in. the 8 a m  
person t b  two cqaci t ies  of laborer and mpitalist.” ’ 
This needs but to be looked at a moment to reveal its 
utter fallacy. Remember, this is not the declaration of an 
irresponsible philanthropist that every workman ought  to 
have a palace and  a coach, but  the grave  statement of an 
accountable economist sa to the manner  in which the we1 
fare of the working clam may, under economical  condi- 

x &me Iading Principlw,” eta, p. 589. 
a “bye on Political Economy.” How singularly unfortunate 

thia would be an a definition, even were Prof .  Cairnea not mistaken la 
hin gene& view of co(lperrtion, will be men when we eay that the 
above would be o very good dwription of a pewant proprietor, or 
d l  American h e r .  He “oombinem in the name person the two 
srpadtka of laborer .nd crpiblbt.” Is he a q e r a t m ?  
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ti:ons, be advanced. what ie thii industrial  panacea? 
Why, the laborere are to become capitalists. A most 
felicitous result trnly ; but how is it to be accomplisled 1 
By  saving their own  earnings P But this  they can and do 
accomplish at  present; and, through  the medium of the 
bank of savings, they  may  and do lend their money in 
vast amounta to  the employing class (oftentimes to their 
individual employers), and thus, under  the present system 
profits (in Prof. Cairnes’ sense) may  be  and are ‘‘ brought 
to  reenforce ” wages. Is it, then,  by saving somebody 
else’s earnings, and  bringing  the profits thereof to ‘‘ r e b  
force the wages fund ” ? But this is spoliation, confiscation, 
a resort which no one would be before Prof. Cairnea in 
denouncing, and whose disastrous consequences to the 
laborers themselves no one could more forcibly portray. 

We see, therefore, that Prof. Cairnes’ statement is a 
form  utterly without  content. Cooperation is to be an 
admirable thing, because in cooperation the workmen are 
to be both  laborers  and capitalists. Bat if we inquire 
how they  are to become capitalists, otherwise than  at 
present, we fail to find an answer. 

No! Cooperation, considered as a question in the dis 
tribution of wealth, is nothing more or less than getting 
rid of the employer, the entreprenenr, the middleman. 
I t  does not  get  rid of the capitalist. In  modern industrial 
society, that society which Prof. Cairnea is contemplating 
when  he finds the condition of the workman hard  and 
requiring relief, there are  three functions, not  two merely ; 
and  the reform to be  effected through cooperation, if 
indeed cooperation be practicable, is by combining  in the 
mme person, not  the labor  function  and the capital fnno- 
”ion, but  the labor function and  the entrepreneur  fnnction. 

What then is the attitude of laborem in &perstion (1 
To the employer they say: You have performed an im- 



portant pat in produotion, and you have performed it 
well;  but yon are now relieved. You have charged too 
high  for  your servicee. Your annual profita, taking good 
years and bad together, are greater than we need to pay 
to get  the work doue, if we will take  the responsibilitiea 
of business on ourselves, and exercise a forethought, 
patience, and pains  we have had no call to exerciise while 
you were in charge. Up to this time  the stste of the case 
has been this : 

1. A product, varying with seasons and circumstances 
multifarious. 

2. Our wages, fixed ; you making yourself responsible 
for their payment, whatever be the character of the sewon 
or  the  state of the market, yourself receiving nothing  till 
we are paid. 

3. From a variable quantity deducting a fixed quantity 
leaves a variable remainder, viz., your profits fluctuating 
with good or bad fortune, good or bad management. 

Hereafter  the state of the case will  be : 
1. A product, variable, 80 long as the laws of nature 

remain the  mne. 
2. A fixed salary paid  to a manager whom we, select, 

and to whom we make ourselves responsible with what- 
ever we ~OWSB,  meanwhile receiving uothing till he is 
paid. 

3. From a variable quantity deducting a certain quan- 
tity leaves a variable result: our earnings, no longer 
c a l l e d  wages, greater in good yeam, smaller in bad years ; 
greater  as we labor  with zeal and conduct onr business 
with discretion, smaller as we fail  in either respect. 

One word more before  we part. W e  intend no die- 
respect. With workmen who are ignorant, dissolute, un- 
willing to  subordinate the present  to the  futnw, incapable 
of organization, such services 88 you are qualifkd to  render 
aw absolutely indisyensalde; and we will not say that 
6uch remnneration aa yon exact is exmive.  But we pro- 
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fese better things. We 8p8 prepared to exercise patience, 
industry, economy, and to subject our individual desires 
to the general will, for  the sake of dividing among our. 
selves the profits yon have been .accustomed to make out 
of 116.1 WB know it will be hard ; but we believe it can 
be done. If men  are not fit for an industrial republic, 
then t.hey must submit to the despot of industry, and they 
have no right to complain of Civil List and Privy Puree. 
But we are republicans, cheerfully accepting  all  the re- 
sponsibilities of freedom, and boldly laying chim to all ita 
privileges. 

This is, in effect, what the laborers, by cogperation, say 
to  the entrepreneur. Do they give the capitalist hie 
cong6 after the same fashion 8 Do they assert independ- 
ence of him, and  ability  to  go  along  without  him ? Not 
in  the least. Not a word of it. Cooperation is not  going 
to rid them of dependence on capital. They are to bo 
just as dependent on the capitalist as were their employers 
whose place they aspire  to fill. They know that  they 
must  have just as much and just m good machinery, just 
as abnndant and good materials, as competing establish- 
ments  under  entrepreneur management. So far as they 
thenlselves have capital, the results of their savillge out of 
past wages, they will employ these and receive the  returns 
therefrom directly,  instead of lending it to the  entrepre 
neur through the  wrings bank and getting interest there 
for. So far  as  they want capital for  their operations over 
what  they can scrape together,  they must go to  the b a n b  or 
to private lenders, aud pay as high  a price for its me ga 
their quondam  employer was wont  to  do ; indeed, for 



swhile at lea&, probably 8 higher prim, 88 their  credit 
will not be likely to be BO good at h t  as his. And if 
coijperation ahould start earliest, and make most progrem, 
in those industries  where  the  amount of capital required 
b comparatively small, this would be but a recognition or 
the  fact  that cooperation has no tendency to free  the labor- 
ing c l w  from any domination of capital, of which com- 
plaint may have been made, but that its sole object is  to 

GET RID OB TEE ENTBEPXENEUE. 

Such being, aa I apprehend  it, the  true  nature of coiip- 
eration, let us inquire 88 to  the advantages which may be 
anticipated from it, if accomplished; as to  the obstacles to 
be encountered by i t ;  and BB to the probability of its 
success in any such measnre as to afford an appreciable 

' relief from the peculiar hardships of the wages class. Let 
it be remembered that  it is the question of wages, and not 
the question of labor, which cooperation aims  to solve. 
The welfare of labor  depends on the laws of production, 
under  the  rule of diminishing  returns,  taken  in connection 
with the laws of population. The question of wages is a 
question in the distribution of wealth, and arises out of 
the dependence of a  portion of the laboring  population 
upon the entrepreneur-class for employment. 

What, then,  might we fairly look to cooperation to 
accomplish ? 

Considering the scheme from the laborer's point of view, 
we say : 

First,  to  reap  the profits of the  entrepreneur, which 
are very large,' large enough if divided among  the wage8 

1 '<Doable intereat is, in Great Britain, reckoned what the mer. 
chsnta call a good, moderate, reasonable profit." Adorn W A  1, la. 

Sir Arch. Alirron givea man argument against what would practically 
be &peration, that the pmflta if divided among the laborexv, '' would 
not &e an addition to them of nore than  thirty or forty per cent " 
"(Hwt. J$tbrqd ,  xxii, 237.) "Profits" here include both the retuma 
of OppitJ and the gaiae of the middle- Pmf. Senior my; I s  it 
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e h  to make a substantial addition to their means of sub  

Second: to secure employment independently of the 
will of the '' middle man." It has been  shown in a pre- 
vious chapter, that  the  interest which tho employer  has in 
production is found in the balance of profit left after the 
payment of wages. The payment of these, perhaps to 
the extent of ten, twenty, or fifty times his profit,  is to  him 
merely a neceaaqry means to  that end. It may be, as has 
been  said, that  his relations to a body of customers shall 
be such as to induce him to  continue  producing even 
though, for a time, he sinks  his own  profit. After  the 
effect of this has been exhausted, however,  and i t  is soon 
exhausted, he will pay wages only to get a profit. Bnt 
the condition of the market will often be Buch as to ren- 
der him exceedingly donbtfd of his profit, or even appre- 
hensive of a loss ; an$ then  his whole interest in  produc- 
tion ceases.  Because he can not see his way to make ten 
or five thoumnd dollars profit, he is  ready to stop a pro. 
duction, the agencies and instn~mentalities of which are 
wholly at his command,  which  involves the payment of 
one of two hundred thousand dollars in wages. Now, 
with  reference to such an oft recurring condition of in- 
dustry, a body of workmen  may properly say that, 
while they  cannot blame the employer  for refusing to risk 
the  payment of such large  amounts  in wages to them, 
without a reasonable  assurance  of getting it back, with a 

8khME. 

may be laid down generally, that in no country have profits  continued 
~ for  any considerable period at  the  average rate of fifty per cent per 

Mr. Purdy estimates the diviaion of the annual product of the laas 

Landlord's share (returns of capital). ................ €4@55,968 
Fprmer's share (profits). ............................ 91,477,981 
kboreir  ahare (asger). ............................. 89,768 168 

Pnnam.'' (Pol. Elm., p. 140.) 

of England and Wale8 aa followa: 
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profit, in the price of the goode, yet  they  are much die 
posed to  take  the responsibility of production upon them. 
selvee. Thus, especially in branchee of manufacture 
where  the value of the materials beare a small proportion 
to the valae of the finished goods, they  might p r o p  to 
go on producing moderately in  spite of the most unfavora- 
ble aspect of the market, on the ground that  they  might 
jnst as well be laboring as lying idle, and sell the product 
for what it would bring. All they should thus receive 
would be clear  gain, as against  a period of enforced idle- 
n e q  and it might  not  infreqnent.ly happen that, on settling 
up their venture,  they would find a turn in the market 
giviug them R compensation as large or nearly as large M 

usual. 
But  it may  be asked why should not  the employer in 

times of business depression, agree  with  his workmen to 
pay them  whatever he should find in the  result he could 
afford. But this would be cooperation, slightly disguised. 
The  eaence of wages is that  they  are stipulated before- 
hand : the essence of profits is that  they are, as DeQuincey 
calls them,  the leavings of wages,” and  therefore vary 
as the product varies under  the  varying conditions of 
industry,  natural or artificial. It is of the essence of the 
relation of employer and employed, that  the employer 
secures to  the employed their wages, and after that, 
appropriates his own remuneration.  Were the employed 
to consent to give the employer  his profit first, and  take 
their wages afterwards, their relations would merely be 
reversed. Five  hundred mill hands entering  into this 
arrangement would become a body of cooperative prodn- 
cers;  the so-called manufacturer would become simply 
their paid manager, their hired man. 

I t  i8 true  that  arrangements for a “sliding scale” of 
wages, adapted to the  market price of the product, are 
sometimes entered into  in coal and  iron  mining; hnt  these 
cover only a portion of the  ground embraced in  t h e  
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&peratire plan, as the cost of materials and transports. 
ties, rent,  interest, and  the  general expensee of business 
management, may vary 80 greatly aa very much to reduce, 
and at times to destroy, the employer's expectations of 
profit, in spite of the sliding scale of wages. 

Such, aa we understand the matter,  are the two  econom- 
ical advantages for which the wages  clam  look to coopera- 
tion. There  is still  another advantage,  non-economical 
and  therefore  not  in  our province, namely, the  getting rid 
of the feeling of dependence and the securing of a higher 
social standing. 

I n  addition to  the advantages which the W P + ~  class 
have  generally in contemplation when  plans of cooper% 
tion are proposed, the political economist sees three advan- 
tages of high  importance which  would result from this 
system if fairly established. 

First: cooperation would, by  the very terms of it, 
obviate  strikes. The employer  being abolished, the work- 
men being now self-employed, these destructive contests 
would  cease. The industrial i( non-ego )' disappearing, the 
industrial  egotism which precipitates  strikes would d i e  
appear also.  Second : the workman would be stimulated 
to greater  industry and greater carefulness. He  would 
work  more  and waste less,  for, under the coiiperative 
system, he would receive a direct, instant, and certain 
advantage from his own  increased  carefulness and Iabori- 
ousness. I t  is true  that  the pressure thus  brought  to bear 
upon the individual laborer is  not so great as in  the cage 
of the individual  proprietor of land, since there  the gain ie 
all  his  own, while here  the workman hm to divide with 
his fellow-cooperators the advantages of his own extra 
exertions, looking, though  not  with absolute aemrance, to 
receive an equivalent from each of them in turn. Third : 
the workman would be  incited to fmgality. H e  haa at 
once h i s b e d  him the best possible opportnnity for in- 
vesting hie savings, namely, in  materials and implementa 
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which ho ie 'himeelf to nee in labor. Especially in the 
early days of cdperative industry, when the  great need of 
coijpemtors is capital, will this prmure be felt, constrain- 
ing  the workman to  invmt in  his  trade all of his earninga 
that can be spared from necessary  subsistence. Capital 
thns saved and  thus invested is likely to be cared for and 
used to the best ability of the  cdperators.  They wil. 
make the most of it, for it will have cost them dear. 

The additional considerations that  cdperation tends to 
improve  the moral, social, and political character of the 
workman, by giving  him  a  larger  stake in society, making 
his remuneration depend more directly on his own  con- 
duct, and allowing him  to  participate in  the deliberatione 
and decisions of industry: these considerations, being 
non-economical, belong to  the statesman and the moralist. 

Here are several distinct advant,ages, not fanciful but 
real and unquestionable, which together make up an argu- 
ment  for cooperation which is simply unanswerable and 
overwhelming, unless there is validity in our  theory of 
the character and  functions of the employing clnss. 
In spite of these marked advantages, however, we have 

to note  that cooperation in mechanical industry has 
achieved a very  slight  and even doubtful success. Mr. 
Frederick Harrison has called attention in the  Fortnightly 
Review 1 to  the fact that  the vast majority of all the 
coijperative establishments  maintained in England are 
simply stores, i. 6. shops, '(for  the sale of food and some- 
times clothing." (' These, of course, cannot affect the con- 
dition of industry materially. Labor here does not in any 
wnse  share in the produce with capital. The relation of 
employer and employed remains jost  the mme, and not  a 
dngle workman would change the conditions of his em- 

' Fortnightly Beview, IIL, 483. 



ploymnt if the store were to extinguish all the shop of 
a fnwn?’ 

The industrial ooiipsrative societieg Mr. Harrison con- 
tinues, am mainly flow mills and cotton mills. The flour 
mills chiefly snpply members, though  they often  employ 
persons unconnected with the society, at ordirlaty market 
wages, and on the nsnal terms. They are joint-stock 
companies, for a specific purpose, like gas or railway corn 
panies. The only true instanow of mannfactnring coop 
erative societies of any importance are  the cotton mills. 
“Some of the mills never got to work at all ; some  tool; 
the simple form of joint-stock companies in few hands; 
others paesed i n t o  the hands of small capitalists, or the 
shares were concentrated among the promoters. In  fact, 
there is now, I believe, no coiiperative  cotton  mill,  owned 
by working men, in actual operation, on any scale, with 
the notable exception of Rochdale. . . . Here and 
there, an wciat ion of bootmakers, hatters, painters, or 
gilders, is carried on, upon a small scale, with varying 
BUW&B. . . . But small  bodies of handicraftemen (or 
rather artists), working in common, with moderate capital, 
plant and premises,  obviously establish nothing.” 

This is certainly a discouraging account to come from a 
labor-champion, at  the end of thirty years of effort, and 
after  the inauguration of BO many hopeful enterprises 
which have enjoyed an amount of gratuitous advertise- 
ment, from philanthropic journals and sanguine econo- 
mist~, which would have sufficed to sell a hundred millions 
of railroad bonds, or make the fortunes of a hundred 
manufacturing establishments. 
A later writer gives a not more encouraging picture : 

“ A  large proportion of all cooperative societies are dealers 
in f d ,  provisions, and articlee of clothing, consumed 
chiefly by themselves and families. Others, bnt in a small 
ratio, are mannfactarers of flax, spinners of cotton or wool, 
and manafsetmrs of shoes, etc. But very -few of them 

- .  
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e m  ; and the fail- are to be found chidy  in th& 
attempts  at production,” 1 

. The ssme tale corns from Frsnoe,  where them enter- 
prises were inaugursted during the revolutionary period 
of 1848. M. Dncarre’s report of 1875, from  the  Oommib 

* sion on Wages and the ReIatione between Workmen and 
their Employers, claims even less succes for coiiperative 
production in  that country than is reported in  Englsnd 
and Germany? 

In Switzerland, the nursery of accomplished artieane, 
whose citizens sre trained in self-government more per- 
fectly  than those of any other country in  the world, we 
h d ,  at the latest date for which the facts are given?  only 
thirteen small cooperative societies of production. In 
these inconsiderable results, if not failure, of cooperative 
manufacturing, we find the most striking testimony that 
could be given  to the importance of the entrepreneur- 
function  in modern indwtry. Small  groups of highly 
skilled srtimns-artists, Mr. Harrison would call them- 
awefnlly selected, using  inexpensive  materials  and  small 
4‘ plsnt,” and working  for s market 4 close at hand, per- 
haps for customers pereonally known,  may achieve s u c c e ~ ~  
by the exercise of no impossible patience  and pains. But 
where laborers of very various qualificationg of 81.11 ages 
and both sexes, are  to be brought together in  industria 

I Social Science Traneactions, 1871, p. 585. 
9 Lea eoci$t& co6p6mtivee n’ont pae eu jusqu’i ce jour  en France 

le EUCC&S qu’elles ont obtenu, soit en Angleterre, soit en Allemape. 
, . . En France, les aociet6s de production n’existent qu’8; l’6tat de 
minimw exceptions”-pp. 2644.  

Report of Mr. Qould, on the Condition of the Induetrial Claaeerr, 
1873, p. 356. 
‘ “Pour la petite induattrie, lea placements aont en qaelqne SO& 

i s s d a  ; le march6 est 18; mus lea yeux du producteur, il en pent 13 
chaque inatant conrmlter la b i n e ,  il reconnait 8; dm signel, certsim 
I’engorgement et Is pt6thore, mwi bien que I’fnaufEernce et la diestts.. 
--flbnpai &urn d’tconamie I n d d d e ,  a, 6% 
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which involve  a p e a t  many p r o w e s  requiring differing 
degrees of strength  and skill, and which produce goods 
for distant, and perhaps, at  the  time of production, 
unknown  markets,  we see 88 yet scarcely a sign of the 
services of the employer  being dispensed with. What, 
then, is the reason for this comparative failure of indus- 
trial coiiperation 1 I answer, the difficulty of effecting 
co6peration on a  large scale is directly a8 its desirableness. 
I t  is solely because of the importance of the entrepreneur- 
function that  the  employing class are enabled to realize 
those  large profits which so naturally and properly excite 
the desires of the wages class ; and it is for precisely the 
eame reason that it is found so diiEcnlt to  get  rid of the 
employing class. 

The qualities of the successful entrepreneur  are rare. 
W e  need only  to look around us, within the most limited 
field, and for the shortest time, to see how vast a differ- 
ence is made by thc able, as contrasted with the merely 
common-place, not to say bad, conduct of business; and 
how great l05Ses may be incurred bJ the  failure to realize 
.all  the conditions of purchase, production, and sale. And 
the more extensively markets  arc opened by the removal 
of commercial restrictions, the more intense  competition 
becomes under  the opportunities of ,frequent communica- 
tion  and rapid  transportation, the richer the prizes, the 
heavier the penalties, of the  entrepreneur;  the wider the 
breach between the able  and the commonplace manage- 
ment of business. I n  these days, a person who should, 
upon the  strength of respectable general abilities, under- 
take a branch of manufacture to which he had not been 
trained, and  in which he had not long been exercised in 
subordinate positions, would run a serious risk of sinking 
a large part of his capital in a few pare,  it might be in a 
few months; and this, without  any great catsetrophe in 
W e ,  or any flagrant instance of m i m n d n d  in the operrc 



t iw undertaken. Simply not to do well is generally, in 
production, to do very ill. 

It is, of course, bard for workmen to 8ee snch large 
amounte  taken oat of the produc4 to  remunerate  the 
entrepreneur,  leaving 60 much the leee to be divided 
among  themsehes;  and  the ambition which leads them to 
attempt  to  earn those yrofita by undertaking this part in 
industry, is wholly honorable  and commendable. But it 
is clear that it is a great deal  better, even for the work- 
men,  that  this heavy tax should be paid to  the  entrepre- 
neur,  than  that  production should be carried on without 
the highest  skill,  efficiency,  and  energy.  The proof is 
that, as a rule almost  withont  exception,  those  employers 
who make  the  highest  profits  are  the  employers who, 
when  regularity of employment  is  taken  into  account, as 
it ought to be, pay the  highest wages. Business  must be 
well conducted, no matter  how much is paid for it; that 
is the  first  condition of modern  industrial life. The quee- 
tion who shall  conduct it, must, even in  the  interest of the 
working cluees, be secondary  and  subordinate. 

Is it asked, why may not  the men who  have  the knowl- 
edge, skill, and  experience  requisite for the conduct of 
business, be employed ,p agents of coijperators, receiving 
wages for their  services ? In the fir& place, I answer, 
the eame  men cannot  conduct the same business as well 
for others aa €or themselves. You might as well  expect 
the bow to send the m o w  as far when  unbent as when 
bent., The knowledge  that he will gain what  is  gained ; 
that  he will lose what is lwt, is essential to tlas t m p r  of 
the mau of bnsinesg No matter how hithfully disposed, 
he  simply  csnnot  meet  the exigenciea and make the 
choioea of pnrchase,  production,  and de, if  the gain or 
the lose is to be another's, with the =me  spirit as if the 
gain or the low were to be all his own. That eIeFtnem 
md activity of mind, b t  perfect mingling cd caution a d  
audacity,  those  unaccountable  suggestions of possibilitiee, 



qpr tnni t ies ,  arid contingencies, which, at least, make 
the difPerence between great  and merely moderate succe~s, 
tm A& to be had at a salary.’. 

Yet I do not claim that  the effect of this would extend 
80 far aa to neutralize all the  great adyantagea 4 of coepers- 
tion. If a body of workmen powseed the faith  and 
patienoe necemry to carry them  through  the period of 
outlay and  experiment, if they had the good judgment to 
select the best manager they could find, the good sense 
to pay him enough  to keep him  solidly  attached to them, 
and  the good humor  to  support  him, h e a d y ,  submit 
promptly to hi0 decisions, and  remain  harmonious  among 
themselves, cooperation might become a! triumphant mc- 
cem with them. But let us see how much all this 
demands from poor human nature. 

In  the first place, there is the all-important choice of a 
manager. Not to dwell on the danger of a body of work- 
men mistaking  presumption for a true self-confidence, a 
brave show of information fop thorough knowledge, an 
affected brusqueness for decision of character; or being 
l e d  away by the plausibility and popular acts of a candi- 
date,  we have  the almost certainty that such a body would, 
in the result, lose the best man, ,if not by turns every 
competent man, through indieposition to prry a sufficient 
salary. I n  his address before the Coiipemtive Congress 
already quoted, Mr. Thomaw Braesep asked : “Where shall 
we find cooperative  shareholders  ready to give 35,000 a 
year for a competent manager? And yet  the sum I have 

’ “It is impossible to hire commercial genius, or the instincts of a 
Rkilful trnder.”-Frdk Harrison, Fortnightly Review, 111, 492. 

“ I am confident that the manual  operations will be ekilfully and 
probably more diligently  perfomed in a dperative establishment. 
The pemd interests of the workmen will be 80 direatly advanced 
by their application and  perseverance that they will natarallp work I 
hard. But their best efforts will fail to ensure a satideetory result, 
unless the general organization is perfect also.”-bir. B r ~ w y ,  st HBU 
fax. TheTimeo‘Report. 
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named ie sometimea readily paid by private employers to 
an able lieutenant.” * But it is not merely an able lien- 
tenant, but a bL captain of indnatry,” that coiiperators mnst 
secure, if they  are to cmdnct purchase, production, and 
eale in competition with establishments under individual 
control. Can we imagine such a body paying $50,000 a 
year to a manager, when thesreceive on an average not 
more than $500 themselves? Would not jealousy of snch 
high wages m n e r  or later, in one way or another, over- 
come their sense of their own interest B Even if we sup- 
pose them intellectually convinced of the expediency, 
upon general principles, of paying largely for good  service, 
will  they not be found calculating that for this  particular 
manager this  particdar sum is altogether too much, or, 
without any disparagement of his merits, experimenting 
to see  how much they can ‘(cut him down” without driv- 
ing him off, an experiment always dangerous, always 
breeding ill-feeling, and preparing  the way for a separa- 
tion. For why should the man who has the skill and 
knowledge necessary to conduct business on his own 
aceount be content to remain on a salary greatly below 
the arnonnt he  might  fairly expect  to earn for himself 1 
Is it said his salary is regular  and  his profits always more 
or less uncertain 0 But  the men of the temper to conduct 
business are not generally timid  men or self-distrustful ; 
thcy like  responsibility  and the exercise of authority-it 
is a part of their pay. Nor are they averse to a risk well 
taken ; it bra- them up and makes the  game exciting. 
Is it  said that  want of capital may constrain mme of the 
best men  to seek smpleyment  at the  hand of snch associa- 
tions 1 This ie true, in a degree, and  here is one of the 
possibilities of cooperation. Yet if a man have the red  
stuff in him, want of capital is not likely long to keep him 
under. The history of modern industry teaches that. 
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att ing into business in  the most humble way, the mer. 
&ants from whom he buys his materials, t h w  to whom 
he sells his products, and the bankers to whom he resorts 
with his modest note,' all soon take his measure, and when 
they have  taken  his measure they give  him room. Genius 
will have ita appointed course : antagonism and adversity 
only  incite,  inspire, instruct. 

W e  have thus far spoken only of those difficulties of 
cooperation which attend  the selection and  retention of 
able managers. On the difficulties to which  this is  but  an 

. introduction, arising out of the tendency to  intrigue which 
exists in all numerous bodies, and  the disposition to 
meddlesomeness on the  part of committees or boards of 
directors;d I need not dwell. A sufiioient lively impres- 
sion of them iQ likely  to be created by the merest mention. 
I will only further refer to  an embarrassment which 
attends  the extension of the cooperative  plan to  all 
branches of manufacture which employ  laborers of very 
different degrees of industrial efficiency. Thus, in a cot- 
ton or woolen mill  are  to be found persons of both sexes 
and of all ages, earning  under  the present  system from a 
few pence up to  as  many  shillings  a day. Under  the 
coiiperative plan,  how is the scale of prices to  be fixed ? 
To say that  all should  be  paid  alike would be monstrous, 
impossible. It would be grossly unjust, and would be 
quite sufficient to wreck the enterprise from  the start.8 

My honored father has told  me of the discussion once held over a 
note for $250, offered st the bank of which he was a director, aigned 
with the then unknown name of James M. Beebe. 
' Mr. Thornton (On Labor, p. 441) argue8  that while societies of 

workingmen may be unable to administer  their  affairs directly, they 
be competent, like political societies, '' to pnvide for their own 

government." To the contrary, Mr. Harrison urges (Fortnightly 
Bedew, In., a) that "he who is unfit to manage, ia unfit to direct 
the maaager." 
' Mr. Bpbbrge hss shown (Econ. of Mannfnotumr, p. 172-188) that 

of persona employed in the prodaction of  pi^, in him d q  



But if the laborers are k, be paid at different rstee, who, 
I ask again, ie to determine the proportione in which the 
prodnet shall be divided ? How ie general  consent to  be 
obtained to a scheme which must condemn the great 
majority to receive but  a  contemptible fraction of their 
proportional share? 'Without  general consent, what 
chance of harmonious action?  But if we enppoec the 
scale of distribution  to  be fixed, who is to assign the per- 
son& of the association to their several categories, t o  say 
that'this man shall go into  one clam, and that man, who 
thin&  quite as well of himself,  shall  go into  a lower  clsss? 
IS there not here  the  occasion,  almost the provocation, of 
dhputes and bad blood highly  dangerous to such an  enter- 

I have no desire to multiply  objections  to this  system 
or to magnify the scope of those that offer themselves to 
view. Rettrtily do 1 wish that workingmen might  be found 
rising more and more to  the demands which cooperation 
makes upon them; but I entertain no great expectations 
of snccesa in thio direction. The rednction of profits 
through  increafing  intelligence,  sobriety  and  frugality on 
the pert of the w8ges class, Pecuring them a prompt, casy 
and Bure resort  to the best  market, is the most hopeful 
path of progress  for the immediate  future.  There  are of 
course aome departments of industry where the services 
of the  entrepreneur can be more easily dispensed  with, 
than in othem. Here cdpration nnder good auspices 
may achieve no donbtfol 6110C88S. 

Tt would appear  that if cooperation could be intro- 
duwd anywhere, it would be in agricdture : yet in  no 

ranged from 4gd. to BE. If the workmen who were  capable of doing 
the higher parts of the work (pointing, whitening, etc.) wera to be put 
b making the r h o b  pin, through all the ten proee8fe-s deeoribsd, the 
cost of the pins would be three and thee-quarter timer, 88 great sa 
d e r  the appliwbion of the division of Irrbor, with popments Lo each 
workman SCmrdLpg to his capacity. 

prise ? 

.. 
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department of production have  the experiments tried 
proved lees satiafactmy.1 One rewon which, in addition 
to thoae already enumerated, will probably always eerve to 
delay the extension of the coiiperative system in thie 
direction, is the great difficulty of determining the actual 
profits of a  year or a term of years, with reference, a. is 
essential, to. the value of unexhsneted improvements. So 
long as the ooijperatore hold together  and  divide the yearly 
produce, all goes well ; but if at any t,ime one desires to 
withdraw,  and men will not enter  into associatione of this 
character without  the  right of retiring, at pleasare, with- 
out forfeiture, the question of undivided profits becomes 
of the most serious importance. To settle  it  with absolute 
justice is simply impossibleP and no method of arriving 
roughly at B result of snbstantial  justice, is likely to avoid 
deep dissatisfaction and sense of wrong. 

1 An apparently  succaeafd  experiment  in  this direction obtains 
notice in Prof.  Fawcett’s  Pol. Econ., pp. 292-3, note. 

a Perhaps  the difflculty of the problem  will be best outlined, to 
those  who  are not  familiar  with  this special  subject of undivided 
pmfita,  or “ unexhausted  improvements,” in agriculture, by present- 
ing  the following  classification of tenante’  expenditures on the mil, 
which  was  embraced in the Doke of Richmond’s Bill of 1875. That 
bill  divided  improvements into  three categories ; permanent,  wssting 
and  temporary. In the first class  were  included  reclaiming,  warping, 
draining,  making  or  improving watercourses, ponds,  etc., roads, 
fences,  buildings, snd  the  planting of orchards  and  gardens. With 
respect to these, it was  proposed that  an outgoing  tenant  should be 
allowed  compensation  for the  unexhausted  value of such of them M 
he  might  have made within 20 years of the termination of hia tenancy 
with the written consent of his landlord. The second clsaa included 
liming,  claying,  chalking,  marling,  boring,  clay-burning,  and planting 
hops,  and it was p r o p o d  that  the  tenant  should be able to claim for 
them processes, if done within seven yeara of the  end of hie tenancy, 
no consent being necessary. So alRo with respect to the  third clam- 
oonsllming by cattle,  sheep,  or  pigs,of corn, cake,  or  ot@r feeding 
stnffi, or using  artificial manure-where, however,  a  claim eorlld nd 
go b8clK h y d  two yeam 



The difficulties of, industrial coiiperation have been 80 

magifeet that echemes have been suggested for avoiding 
them in great  part, by methods  which  should sacrifice a 
proportionally  smaller part of the advantages looked for 
from coiiperation. Among these schemes, one, which s e e m  
to have been  first  definitely brought forward by Mr. B a b  
bage,' haa been tried upon a considerable scale. By  this 
plan, which may be called one of partial co8peration, the 
employer is induced to admit his workmen to a participa- 
tion to a certain extent  in  the profits of manufacture, while 
himself retaining  the full authority and responsibility of the 
entrepreneur. By this plan the employer  might  fairly  hope 
to attach  his workmen to himself by more than  the  slight 
tie of daily or monthly employment, and to interest them 
so directly in  the production of the $stablishment,  as to 
secure a greater activity in  labor and more carefulness in 
avoiding waste. The resulting advantages to the workmen 
would clearly be both moral  and economical. There  is 
qnite a body of literature  relating to the experiments 
in  this direction, of MM. Leclaire? Dupont,  Gisquet, and 
Lemaire, in France ; of the Xessre. Briggs, ownere of exten- 
sive collieries and  others in England;*of a few manufactu- 
rers in a small way in SwitzerIand,4 of M. Cini, an exten- 
sive paper manufacturer of Tuscany,F) and  the Messrs. 

In Mr. Babbage's  admirable little work on ' I  the Emnomy of Man- 
ufactures," published in 1833, a plan of industrial organization is pro- 
posed on the idea that '' a  considerable part of the wages received by 
each person employed should depend on the profits  made by the 
establiahment." @p. 24960.) 
' J. 8. Mill, Pol. Ikon., ii. " 7 .  

"hornton "On Labor," pp. 869-8eMcDonnell's Survey of POI 

' Report of Mr. Gonld on the condition of the industrial clasaea 

' Report of Mr.  Herriee on the condition of the industrhl clamma of 

h n .  920-1. 

1878, p. 866. 

Italy. 1871 p . W  
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Brewster,l carriage  manufacturers, of Broome Bt., New 
York. That  something of the sort is practicable, with 
the exercise of no more of patience, pains and  mutual 
good faith  than it is rewonable to expect of many em- 
ployers and  many bodies of workmen, I am greatly die- 
posed to believe. Many  experiments, and probably much 
disappointmont and some failures, will be required to 
develop the possibilities of this scheme, and determine  its 
best working shape, yet  in  the  end I see no reason to 
doubt  that such a relation will  be  introduced extensively 
with  the most beneficial results. 

The objections which have been shown to exist  to pro. 
ducthe coijperation do not  apply  with  anything  like equal 
force to distTibutive cooperation, so-called (but which 
could more properly  be  termed consumptive cooperation), 
that is, the  supplying of the wages claw with  the necessa- 

1 The proposal of the Messrs. Brewster  was  most  honorable at once 
to the good feeling  and  to  the  sagacity of the members of the firm, 
especially Mr. J. W. Britton,  with  whom the enterprise  originated 
The firm offered to divide  ten  per cent of their  net profits  among their 
employees,  in  proportion  to the wages  severally  earned  by  them, no 
charge  to  be  made by the  members of the firm for  their services  prior 
to this deduction of ten  per cent,  or for  interest on the  capital  in- 
vested ; the  business of each  year to stand by itself,  and  be  independ- 
ent of that of any  other year. This handsome  proposal waa accepted 
by the employees, and  an association  formed. The plan  worked to 
the aatisfaction of all  parties,  as  high 88 $ll,OOO a  year  being  divided 
among the hands : but  at  the  great  strike of the  trades in New Yort 
three yeara a g o ,  the workmen of this  establishment  were  carried  away 
by  the  general  excitement,  and  the  strong  preseure  brought to bear 
upon  them  from  the  outside;  and  the acheme WBB abandoned. So 
long aa it  worked, it worked  well;  and showed that  the  plan had 
no *ancia1 or  industrial weakneaaes. The  failure waa at  the point 
of patience,  forbearance  and  faith, a very  important  point ; but may 
not mkstem and men be educated  up to this requirement, in view of 
the great advmntagw to result 0 
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ries of. life though agencies established and supported by 
tfhelaselvee. 
By prodactive &penation, workmen seek to increw 

their incomes. 
By distribative or mnenmptive &peration, they seek 

to expend their ircomea to better advantage. They no 
longer seek to divide among themselves the profits of 
manufacture,  but the protite of retail 1 and  perhaps even 
of wholesale 2 trade. 

The advaatagea of this speciea of coijperation are : 
First : the division among the coijperators of the ordi- 

nary  net profits of the retail trade. 
Second : the saving of all expenses in the line of adver- 

tising,  whether in the way of printing and bill posting, or 
of the decoration of stores with gilding  and frmcoiug, 
with costly counters, shelves, and show cases, with  plate 
glass windows and elaborate lighting apparatus, or ot high 
rents paid on account of superior location. The aggre- 
gate saving on these accounts is very large. The ‘‘ union ” 
store m y  be on a back street, with the simplest arrange- 
ments, yet  the associates will be certain to go  to it for 
their euppliea, without invitation  through newspapers or 
posters. 

Third : a great reduction in  the expknses of handling 
and  dealing  out goods. The  retail  trader must be pre- 
pared st all timee to serve the public, and he does not 
dare to gresrtly delay one while eerving  another, lest he 
should drive custom to a rival shop. H e  is therefore 

1 For remarks of Meesra. Mill and Csirnea respecting the “ excessive 
friction,” and conseqnbt undue profita and expenses of retail trade, 
the d e r  in referred to page 3136. 

* Very recently the cogperative aocietiea of England have decided 
on a new and far reaching step, and have undertaken the importation 
of foreign suppliea required for their numeroas etorea and show 
This step evidently involvee a verp large addition of responsibility 
and rbk, without, aa Iahould apprehend, a proportional gain in the 
event of 11nooB(yI. 

- 
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obliged to , b e  at an apenee for &rkR snd poh far 
exceeding what wou1d.b required were the trade of the 
day somewhat more ooacontmted. Some curious results 
of obaervatwns concerning the averige number of CUB 
tomere in shops in London, are givea in Mr. Head’s p a p 1  
before  the Social Gcience asSociation,l which m y  be 
summarized aa follows : 

1st  observation : time, 4 to 6 o’clock P. M. ; in 88 shops 
there were 76 persons - .86 persons to a shop. 

2d observation : time, 11 A. Y. to 1 P. M. ; 54 pernons in 
the same 88 shops - .61 persons  to  a  shop. 

3d observation : time, 2 to 4 P.X ; 114 persons - 1.8 
persons  to  a dop.  

Average of the three obaervations: .92 persons to  a 

Now cooperators can  effect a  great  saving in this re- 
spect.  Being snre of their custom, they can control it, 
and  concentrate  it  into  a few hours of the day, or  perhaps 
of the evening  wholly. 

Fourth : a  eaviug, of vast moment, in the abolition of 
the credit  system,  involving  as that does the  keeping of 
books, the  rendering of accounts, and much  solicitation of 
payment, and, secondly, a very  considerable  percentage 
of 1088 by bad debts. 

Fift.h : security, so far  as  possible.  with human agencies, 
against the frauds in weight  and measure and in the 
adulteration of goods, which  are  perpetrated  extensively 
under the system of retail  trade,  the poorest customers 
being generally those who suffer most. 

.The difficulties of cousumptive are fewer and leas ~ 9 e m  
than those of productive  maperation.  To  handle and sell 
goods is a much  less serious business than  to  produce 
them. when  once marketed, the contingenciee of pro- 
duetion are past, the qnality. of the goods is already deter= 

shop. 

- .  . 



mined, and in the great majority of cases, only moderate 
care is required  to  prevent deterioration. Then again, 
the profits of retail trade are relatively  higher, for the 
capital and skill required, than  the profits of manufacture ; 
and  hence  there is more  to  be  gained  by total or even 
a partial EUCC~EE. Finally  and chiefly, the htimtion of 
the goods is already practically provided for ; the members 
are certain to  take off what is bought, if only ordinary dis- 
cretion  is used ; waste and loss are  therefore reduced to 
the minimum. 

There  are, therefofe, powerful reasons, in  the  nature of 
the case, for the success of consumptive cooperation. The 
facts bear out  the prognostication, although even this form 
of association has had many disrtypointments and often 
come to grief, not always from causes easily to be deter- 
mined. “ Cooperation,’’ says Mr. Holyoake, the historian 
of the movement in England, “is  the most unaccountable 
thing  that is found  amongst the working classes. Nobody 
can tell under  what conditions it will arise. Why  it 
flourisha when it does, and  why it does not flourish when 
i t  should, are alike inexplicable. Why should it succeed 
in Rochdale,  Blaydon, and Soworby Bridge,  and nevgr 
t.ake root in  Birmingham, Sheffield, or Glasgow ? There 
is no place in Great  Britain EO unlikely as Sowerby  Bridge 
to prodnce cooperators. There  are no places so likely as 
London, Manchester, Liverpool, h e d s ,  and Sheffield. Yet 
cooperators in some of these places make no more progress 
than a society of Naggletons. I n  Sheffield the socialists 
have tried cooperation ; the Methodists have  tried  it ; the 
Catholics have  tried  it ; but  neither Owen, Wesley, nor 
the  Pope have any EUCCWB in that robust town, whero 
mechanics have more Sdva~ltsg.es, independence, and 
means, aud sa much intelligence aa in  any town in Eng- 
land.” 1 We may fairly  presume that  the case is  not alto- 
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gether 80 mysterious Mr. Holyoake would make it out 
to be. Lack of interest in the result, and consequent la& 
of the patience, pains, and self-denial neceseary to achieve 
success, and unfortunate choice .of managers, through  in- 
difference or intrigue, would probably  explain most of 
the  failures of Goijperative trading, where the principle of 
cash payments has been strictly adhered  to, and where 
the enterprises  have been confiued to  the  supply of the 
cooperators with  the  simple necessaries and comforts of 
life, without venturing into lines  where fashion and taste 
predominate. The latest statistics  attainable show 746 
cooperative societie8 existing  in England and Wales. The 
total share  capital reaches 322,784,000. The money taken 
for goods sold during  the year was 211,379,000. The 
largeclt  of all  these societies is the ‘‘ Civil Service Supply 
A~ociation,” which musters 4,500 associates, and which . I  

in the six months  ending  February 28,1874, took in, from 
sales, $2619,428. 

I t  is to be  noted  that thcso “stores” do not try to 
undersell the retail shops, but sell their goods at  ordinary 
prices, and divide all profits, after a reasonable addition to 
the “reserve,” annually or semi-annually, among their 
stockholders. The sums thus coming once or twice a year 
to a workman are likely to be 60 considerable as  strongly 
to suggest the savings bank. 

In France, M. Ducarre’s report, while announcing the 
comparative failure of cooperative societies of production, 
states that those devoted to the  supply of articles for con- 
sumption,  have  at once had a much wider trial and 
achieved a much larger degree of  sncces8.1 In Germany, 
Belgium, and  Italy,  the movement for consumptive coop 
eration is in full  present  vigor?  Even in little  Denmark, 
where  but  one industrial cooperative society exists, 37 \ 



csijpemtive establishmenta are reported‘ for the d e  of 
articles of domestic consumption. In Austria, m o u n t  ie 
giveng of 987 cooperative s t a r e a n i o ~ .  In the United 
Staka, consumptive cooperation has been widely estab 
lished in connection with the “Granger” movement, and 
also, more on its own merits, through the organization 
known 88 the Sovereigns of Industry.” 8 

1 Report of Mr. Strachy, 1870, p. 1512. 
Report of Mr. Lytton, 1870, p. 664. 

a I am  disappointed to find 80 little precise statistical information’ 
in Mr. Chamberlain’s work on the Sovereigns of Indnstry. Figures 
of arithmetic are more needed than figurea of speech, in discuseions of 
cobperation. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

THE TRUE WAGES QUESTION. 

IF the  three  great classes which together  make  up 
modern  industrial Rociety, in  its  highest development, 
have been justly delineated, it will be  seen  how inaccu- 
rate is that  statement of the wages question  which  makes 
it identical with  the labor question. The  true wages 
question is the question of employment. Hence  the 
popular  phrase, “ the conteet of labor and capital,” be- 
comes at  once revealed as a misnomer. The  true contro- 
versy is  not between the laborer  and the capitalist, but be- 
tween the  laborer  and his employer, to whom laborer and 
capitalist alike  are compelled to resort for the  opportunity 
to produce wealth 2nd to derive  an income. 

In  the highly-complicated organization of modern  in- 
dustry,  the employer, the entrepreneur, stands between the 
capitalist and  the laborer, makes his  terms with each, and 
directs the courses and methods of industry  with almost 
unquestioned authority.  To laborer  and to capitalist 
alike  he  guarantees a reward  at fixed rates, taking for him- 

’ self whatever  his skill, enterprise, and good fortune ahall 
secure. How completely the laborer accepts this  situati6n 
of affairs we see in  the fewness of the  attempts  to estab- 
lish productive co-operation, as shown in  the  preceding 
chapter. But  the  laborer does not accept the  situation 
more utterly,  more passively, than does the  apitalist. 
Quite as closely does the man of wealth who has not been 
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trained to business, respect his own limitations ; quite a8 

little is he disposed to  venture  for himself. 
We have a  striking exemplification of this impotence of 

the capitalist, as capitalist, in  the experience of the United 
States during  the past three years. What have the capi- 
talists done, what can the capihlists do, to help them- 
selves in the event of a withdrawal of the business  class ? 
They  have done nothing, certainly, in the present crisis : 
they can do nothing important, of themselves. They can 
lower their toms and  offer their capital at diminiehed 
rates, affording enterprise thm 8 wider margin for profits ; 
but if enterprise finds this inducement insufficient, the 
capitalist has nothing  to do. The money lies in bank; 
the shops and stores are tenantless. 

Does the capitalist, discontented with  the inadequacy of 
his remuneration when he has for months received but 
two or three per cent per annum upon his money, set up 
business in order to  employ his own capital and make a 
better  interest for himself! I trow not. The very fact 
that the veteran professional conductors of business have 
withdrawn  from production, or have greatly curtailed their 
operatiom, is a sufficient advertisement to him that it is no 
time for outsiders to push into  the field. He knows that, 
in the best of sea~ons, a single venture  into an industry of 
which he has had no personal experience, or even into one 
from which he has retired, but so long ago  as to have  be- 
come rusty in  its methods, unfamiliar with its latest ma- * 

chinery, and strange to the persond  of the trade, might 
well  cost him  a year’s interest on his fortune ; while an 
attempt to carry on production, merely for the sake of 
employing his capital, in a .time when the masters of the 
business shrink  from  the prospect of dimter, would,  most 
likely, cost him the bulk of the capital itself. It is not in 
such a time, if ever, that  the outside capitalist ventures 
into  the field of industry. Even less than  the laborer, 
who may  be goaded by the stings of personal want, is he 
likely to step forward to  take  the place from which the 
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e i a f v m u r  retires. He, too, waits for better times, and 
meanwhile gets what he can for his money (6 on all.” 

I shall, then, in the  four remaining chapters of this 
work confine myself to (1) the comparative advantages, 
either in the essence of the relationship or in  the acciden- 
trtl constitution of the classes as they  are  found in ex- 
isting economical society, which the employers and the ‘ 
employed may  be seen to possess ; and (2) the means by 
which that class which we shall find  at  a relative disadvan- 
tage  may be helped or hindered in competition for t,he 
product of industry. 

And,  in  the first place, it should be inquired, has either 
a natural advantage over the other ? 

It is to be observed that  they are reqectively buyem 
and sellers of the same thing,’ service or labor ; and each 
finds his own interest only as the bargain is effected. Un- 
less that bargain be made, the employer can not have his 
profits any more than the laborer can have his  wages. So 
far their  interest is common : that  the laborer shall be 
employed. It is only as to the rate of wages and the rate 
of profits that opinions and  interests diverge. Hence we 
say, the relation of the two parties is not and can not be 
one of antagonism, for the object and effect of antagonism 
is to destroy or to supplant. 

Since, then, the employer gets his profits only as the 
laborer gets  his wages,’ and because the laborer gets his 

Mr. Frederick  Harrison, in a Romewhat noted article  in the Fort- 
nightly Review  (vol. iii., p. 50), strenuously  maintains that ‘‘ the la- 
borer  has not got  a  thing  to  sell.”  This seems to be a  question of the 
proper  use of two words, thing and sell. There  are no facts or eco- 
nomical principles  involved in  the dispute. If Mr. Harrison  were to 
acknowledge the propriety of our use of those two  monosyllables, he 
would  not object to our statement  otherwiae. If, again, we were to 
take Mr. Harrison’s view of the etymology of t h w  word& we should ‘ 
not claim that  the laborer had, a thing to sell. 
’ I am here  speaking broadly. In an individual  traneaction the em- 

ployer may fail of his  anticip4ed profits and the laborer  yet receive 
hie wages a11 the =me ; and in other poaeible casea an employer mar 
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wagw, it ie W c u l t  to eee that  the employer is any more 
uecessary to the laborer than  the laborer is to  the employer, 
or that  either has any natural advantage over the other. 

Not a  little, however, has been written to prove that  the 
employer has such an advantage. Mr. Thornton, in his 
well-known treatise On Labor, has sought to show that 
the sellers of labor  are  at  a disadvantage. 

“ All  other commodities,” he sap,’ ‘‘ may be stored up 
for a longer or a  shorter time without loss either in qnan- 
tity  or quality. But labor will not keep ; it can not be 
left unused for one m o m a t  without  paltially wasting 
away. Unless it be  sold immediately some portion of it 
can never be sold at all. T&y’s bbor cam not 6e 8oZd 
after to-day, for to-morrow if will have ceased to ex&. A 
laborer can not, for however short a time, postpone the 
sale of llis labor without losing the price of the labor 
which he  might have exercised during  the period of the 
postponement.” 

Mr. Thornton certainly did not intend  to say that labor 
can not be unused “for one moment” without wasting 
away, since the ver,y first condition of labor is that  for 
several hours in each day, perhaps one  half of the twenty- 
four, it shall be unused. But taking this expression as a 
mere slip of the pen, we note that Mr. Thornton overlooks 
a common experience in industry  when  he asserts that  the 
omission to labor  on m y  day carries with it a total loss of 
the labor that  might have been performed. I t  surely can 
not be denied that a man  may work considerably harder 
one day for  haviug lain-by the day before, provided it was 
not  for a debauch, or in honor of Saint Monday, but that 
the time.was really.takcn for rest. So that  it  is  entirely 
possible, if, to save contention, we take the case  of a  man 
engaged in piece-work or hired by the hour, that  a man 
may still have .left him to  sell a part  at least of the labor 

consent to  pay wages, and sacrifice his own present interest in the pro- 
duct, for t h e  sake of profits ta be made in better timee. 
‘on Labor, p. 93, 
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which, on Mr. Thornton’s  assumption,  he would entirely 
and forever lose by  failing to work, whether from delibe- 
rate choice, or  by  higgling with his employer, or by look- 
ing about for  better  terms  than those offered him. 

Nor is it  only on the day  following that  he may find 
himself able to  render a portion of the service which Mr. 
Thornton assumes to be wholly lost by the failure  to  per- 
form B day’s work every day. It is notorious that a laborer 
may be able, by lying-by a whole week, to perform  a dip 
tinctly  greater amount of work every day of the week fol- 
lowing ; not, perhaps, that he can well do two ordinary 
weeks’ work in one, but that he can in six days do considera- 
bly  more than one ordinary week’s work, if he has been pre- 
pared for the effort by a long rest. And this capability of 
storing-up the power of labor is not wholly confined with- 
in the  limits of a secular week. I t  is well known that  in 
many trades, having peculiar natural or industrial condi- 
tions, workmen  acquire an anacondxrlike faculty of alter- 
nately gorging  and digesting’  through  periods amounting 
to entire seasons of the year. I do not say that this is d e  
sirable ; I merely assert it  as a  fact. In  none, i t  may  be as- 
sumed,  do the workmen perform as much, in  the aggre- 
gate  for twelve  months, as if they had worked continuously, 
or  at least with intervals of rest and recreation expressly 
adapted  to maintain the highest degree of physical vigor ; 
yet in none, probably,  do  they fail to  perform more, and 
it may be very  much more, than it would have been possi- 
ble  for them to perform in equal periods, without the 
preparation of a long term of complete rest. 

But  it was not alone  to correct Mr. Thornton  in  this 
particular that I quoted him here. Granting,  for  the time, 
the  total loss of labor in  the instances given, and admitting, 
for argument’s sake, that  the sellers of labor are in a differ- 
ent position from  the sellers of any other commodity, is not 

- ” 

I The scholsrs and men of lettera who distribute their labors equally 
over the my-two wwka of the year  are, I apprehend, very few, 
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the  buyer of labor in the same situation precisely? , I f  he 
does not  buy  today’s labor to-day, he surely can not buy 
it to-morrow; it will thsn, on Mr. Thornton’s aseump- 
tion, have ceased to exist. If the laborer does not realize 
wages on  his  present capacity for labor, the employer 
certainly can not realize profits on it. Manual  labor is 
the essential  condition of all  production of wealth. If 
manual  labor is withdrawn,  land can not yield rent, money 
interest, or business-enterprise profits. Labor, meanwhile, 

, and  just  for  the same length of time, loses its wages. If 
the stoppage is for a  month, each party loses one twelfth 
of its year. 

But  that is an cven stranger reason which Mr. Thorn. 
ton has discovered for attributing to the employer, in hie 
turn, a  disadvantage to B degree  counterbalancing that 
which he  attributes to the laborer, as above. It is that  the 
employer, in case of the continued ceseation of industry, 
will become c‘industrially defunct”  (On Labor, p. 275) 
when  he  has eaten up all his capital, whereas “ the laborer, 
who is trying conclusions with him, provided  only that hie 
health be not  permanently impaired by  the privations he 
is meanwhile  enduring, in  preserving his  thews and sinews 
preserves also his  stock-in-trade and his industrial abili- 
ty.” Mr. Thornton elsewhere (p. 177) explains what  he 
means by employers becoming industrially defunct : ‘( to 
them  entire exhaustion of resources would be absolutely 
fatal. . . . . For the capitalist in losing  his capital losea 
his all, distinctive  clawexistence included ; he ceases to  be 
a capitalist.” So, we suppose, if the  laborer should star,ve 
to  death  for  want of employment, he would lose his dis 
tinctive  classexistence, with  his  other existence, and cease 
to be a laborer. 

Now, in  the first’ place, who, pray (accepting Mr. Thorn- 
tonla definitions of laborer and capitalist), is to find sub 
sistence for  the laborer, whom Mr. Thornton  takes as ha- 
.bitually poor, through  the long struggle during which the 
capitalist is to become industrially defunct? Is it not 
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something very like a  bull  to  make the assumption that 
the means of the employing capitalist would be exhausted 
before the means of the  striking laborer, who accordingly 
reqains sound and  plumy  in ti them and sinew,” while 

. the emaciated muter  sinks out of his  distinctive class- 
existence and, economically speaking, expires of inani- 
tion ! 

But, secondly, the employer (here spoken of by Mr. 
Thornton aa the capitalist) does not necessarily lose all 
and become indnstrially  defunct  on losing his capital. 
L L  Goodwill ” remains, constituted of business connection 
and businesa reputation, which has been in countless caaes 
better  than a fortune to the able and deserving man of 
business. I t  is scarcely too much to say that an employer 
of character and standing, who should sink his capital in 
such a  contest as Mr. Thornton supposes, would not fail to 
command the means to resnme and carry forward his in- 
dustrial operations. Indeed,  it is, at leaat in the United 
States, uncommon for a  really  reputable house to be 
extinguished even by a failure on commercial grounds. 
Witness  the  great liquidation of 1873-6. 

We do not,  then, find  any  ground for  attributing  to 
either employer or laborer a natural advantage over the 
other. Certainly, if t,here be truth  in  the adage of Cha- 
teaubriand,  Le salrtire n’est que l’esclavage prolong6,” it 
is not on account of any thing essential in the  nature of 
the relations of the employer and the employed. 

We have  already,  in discussing the causes which dimin- 
ish  industrial mobility, alluded to  the principal causes 
which place the wage-laborer at a disadvantage in corn- 
petition. Now  that we have formally arrayed  the em- 
ploying and  the employed classes over against each other, 
two of these causes may  instructively be considered more 
in detail. The first is the accidental fact of the superiority 
of numbers on the side of the employed, giving t h e  em- 
ployers an advantage which is not at all of the  e~wnce of 
the relationship. In most  countries and in most w u p  
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tionsl the buyers of labor are few, the  sellers of labor are 
many. h i d e  from the effects of possible combinations 
among the  buyers  or  the sellers, there is in this an  element 
of weakness to  the individual seller. For instance, if we 
consider the case of a manufacturer  employing usually 
twenty hands, we  may my that  his need to employ  those 
workmen is correspondent precisely to  their need of em- 
ployment. If  the conditions of his business would  allow 
the profitable employment of twenty hands,  his loss, if for 
any cause he employs but nineteen,  may  be assumed to  be 
as great as the  twenty workmen, taken as  a body, suffer 
therefrom.  But  just  here  is  the  rub : the  twenty  are  not 
a body having a common interest,  The loss is not  to be 
divided  equally among  them. It is to  fall  entire on a 
single cne of the  number;  and  this calamity each one  for 
himself seeks to escape. 

In  the apprehension, amounting it may be  to  terror, of 
being left  out of the  number of the employed, each of the 
twenty is ready  to accept terms below the  ordinary rate. 
It does not  require any analysis of the elements of the 
cam to  show that,  in such a temper of the competitors for 
employment, wages will go below-it may be greatly 
below-the limit  at which the errlployer might be  able 
fairly  to reimburse himself for his expenditure  and  make 
his average profits. Here we have a result of distinct 
economical advantage on the  part of the employer,  arising 
not  from  the essential character of the relation, but  from 
bhe accident that  the employers are  few,  the employed 
many. 

The second great  fact in regard  to  the wages class as we 
find them, is their  habitual poverty. This poverty is not 

The  moet marked exception is found in the matter  of  domestic 
service.  The  employera are here more  numerous, but only in a mode- 
rate degree. The number of families employing one  or two aervanta 
only, vastly exceed the more highly-organizd households. But, upon 
our definition,  domestic servanta belong to the salary or stipend clq 
luld not to the wage% clew. 



at a11 involved in  the position of a wage-laborer, and in 
fact it is not  found as a rule  in some communities, nor 
without exception in any community. The vast majority, 
however, of all wage-laborers have little  or no accumula- 
tions, many being even without the means of subsisting 
themselves a  month, or a week, without work. They are, 
therefore,  unable to stand out against their employers and 
make  terms for  their services, or to seek a  better  market 
for  their labor in another town or city, but must accept 
the  first offer of employment, however meagre the com- 
pensation. Even though the  matter  in dispute between 
them  and  their employers may be sufficient to justify a 
protracted contest, they lack the primary physical means 
of sustaining that contest. The wage-laborer is  thus like 
a poor litigant who must lose a valuable claim because he 
has not the money to  pay the cost of a suit;  and  after a 
struggle,  short at  the utmost, he sees himself on the verge 
of suffering or even of starvation ; and, if not for his own 
sake, at least for  that of his wife and children, is fain  to 
accept the terms that are offered him. 

The employer, on the other hand, has only to calculate 
whether the matter in dispute between him and his hands 
2 really worth a contest ; and if he find it so, he can, so 
far ‘as  his own mere physical maintenance ia concerned, 
protract the contest indefinitely. By ‘(indefinitely” I 
mean that  the term  through which the master can with- 
hold employment is altogether out of proportion  to the 
term during which the laborer, m he is  found  in actual 
life to  be furnished wit.h the means of subsistence, can 
manage to live without employment. 

But  the employer may not deem the matter in  dispute 
worth  a contest, and hence it is of great importance to the 
laborer that  he should have the ability, at least for a time, 
to dispute the employer‘s terms, and  make him fairly face 
the prospect of a  struggle before deciding w h a t  his de- 
manda If, then, the employer sees that  the profits which 
the lower wagw would enable him, in 8 given period, to 
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mako will be eaten  up in a  period of inaotivity, it may 
fairly  be assumed  that, if he can, he will concede what is 
ded. This, of course, implies  that  the  question of pe- 
cuniary  interest only is considered, and  that bad temper 
and creature  pugnacity’  do  not  enter  as  elements in  the 
situation. 

In connection  with  this  assumed  calculation  by the em- 
ployer  as  to the expediency of standing  out  against  a  de- 
mand  for wages which  he may be  able,  though reluctant, 
to concede, we have  to  take into account  two elements 
which  are  additional to the simple  one of the  amount of 
wages  to be paid. 

The first is the employer‘s  interest in the continuity of 

The interest which the employer  has  in  the  continuity of 
production,  over  and  above the mere  protits  which  he  might 
expect to realize in  a  given period during  which a sua- 
pension of industry  might be proposed or threatened, 

This exception is important. We have a strange  dictum  from 
Professor  Cairnes in  his work,  Some  Leading  Principles of Political 
Economy (p. m), as follows : “The temporary  succesa of a strike 
does not  necessarily  prove  its widdm ; but  the  failure of a  strike,  im- 
mediate  or  ultimate, is decisive  evidence that  it  ought never to have 
been undertaken.” It would be possible to place  a  construction on 
this language  which  should remove the  remark from the criticism 
which the plain  sense of the word8 invites.  Surely  it is conceivable 
tuat a body of workmen  should make  a  demand  on  their employer 
which  the  state of the  market would fairly  allow  him  to concede, and 
which, in  another mood, he might cheerfully  concede.  The  demand, 
however, being made or met,  it  matters not  which, in bad temper,  ill- 
blood is aroused and a conflict precipitated. In such a contest the 
workmen might be beaten by the longer purae of a  wilful, resolute em- 
ployer,  and  finally  obliged  to  yield,  without  proving  their  demands un- 
reasonable, any more than a poor patentee being obliged  to  abandon 
an invention to a powerful combination of manufncturers, i n  them day8 
of tardy and costly justice,  would prove that  he never  had  any  rights 
in the CBBB. Of course, if it be held  that  failure  in  human  affaire of 
itself provea folly, Professor  Cairnes’s remark is justified. In that w e  
i t  would be correct to say of a ship  which  should  sail by the  usual 
mute  from Liverpool to  New-York and be sunk  by an iceberg  haltway 
a w a ,  that  she  ought never ’to have  undertaken  the voyage. 

poductio?&. 
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.arises mainly  out of that business connection and  that 
business reputation which  are  summed up  in  the p h r m  
‘( goodwill.” Altogether besides the loss of immediate 
profits, an  employer of labor has to contemplate a certain 
1088  of custom as involved in any  protracted  stoppage of 
his works. 

The world of politics  does  not  sooner  forget  a  former 
leader in retirement  than  the world of business forgets 
one  who  withdraws  from the competitions of trade.  Even 
the  strongest houses,  however  completely  they may  seem 
t o  have  the  control of the  market  in  their  line,  do  not 
like to have their customers  and  correspondents  learn  to 
go elsewhere, through  any  failure of theirs  to  meet  every 
demand upon  them.  Hence  they not infrequently con- 
tinue  producing  through  considerable  periods of depres- 
sion, making  a sacrifice of their accustomed  profits,  and 
sometimes  even  for  shorter  periods  producing  at an actual 
loss, though on a scale  as much diminished is consistent 
with  keeping  their  hold on their  connection.’ 

Somewhat  aside  from  this  consideration,  yet  here  mentioned in 
order  to avoid multiplying  distinctions,  is  the  fact  that,  in some in- 
dustries,  besides the sacrifice of the employer’a profits during  a stop. 
page,  there  are considerable  expenses  (additional  to loss of rent  and 
jnterest) to be incurred  in  maintaining  the service in condition for re- 
sumption.  Such  expenses  are  those of keeping  mines  free  from  water, 
and  keeping  furnaces in blast. If these  things  are to  be done, it is at  
s great cost ; if omitted to be  done, and  the mines are allowed  to fill 
up  and  the fires to go out,  a heavy tax  is imposed upon the  resumption 
of production. On the  other  hand,  it deaervea to be mentioned that  the 
suspension of production  may at times  be  a  relief  to  the  employer. 
This may  happen  when  the reduction of profits, through  the depression 
of tmde, coincides with  an occasion for  repairing  or renewing machinery 
or enlarging works, or converting  buildings to different uses. Thus 
we find f t  stated  concerning the  great Glesgow strike of 1874 : “ Ad- 
vantage is being  taken of the  present  opportunity to execute any im- 
portant  repaim and reconstructions that can be undertaken ; 80 that 
even though  the strike were at  an end to-morrow, some  days  would 
elapse before the work of production could pcesibly be in full swing 
again.””Iron and Coal ‘lhdes Review. 
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But, secondly, the employer  has an  interest  in  the tun- 

tinuity of mploymed. 
This arises (a) out of the knowledge  acquired, through 

previous service, of the laborer’s disposition and charac- 
ter, especially as to honesty, truthfulness, and  sobriety ; 
(a) out of that  mutual adaptation, in way  and  habit, ex- 
tending even to  the  tone of the voice and  the carriage of 
the body, which results  between man and  master, and be- 
tween every man  and his mates, from  long  acquaintance; 
(e) out of that  familiarity which the workman acquires with 
the peculiarities of his employer‘s business, which is wholly 
additional to a  mastery of the technicalities of the occu- 
pation,  and which includes an intimat;  knowledge of the 
localities in which the  industry  is prosecuted, of the fix- 
tures arid machinery in use, of the customers, it may be, 
of the  establishment;  and lastly, of the  minor  get im- 
portant characteristics which often  distinguish the product 
of one  establishment from  that of any  other, and thus give 
it a quality which, though  it perhaps adds  nothing  to  its 
utility in the  hands of the consumer, yet serves the  pur- 
poses of the  producer  for  the advertisement and easy 
recognition of his wares]; and (4 out of the loss of time 
or of energy  which  every change, simply as change, in- 
volves, in  greater  or less degree. 

The  interest which, on the above  several accounts, em- 
ployers  have  in preserving the  continuity of employ- 
ment, varies greatly. No employer, it may  be assumed, 
but is interested  to a degree  in  knowing how far  he  may 
look to  his  individnal workmen for  the simple  virtues of 
honesty, truthfulness,  and sobriety ; but in many large de- 
partments of industry  the advantages which  we have 
indicated as implied  in  the  retention of workmen  would 

Many manufacturers  and  dealers will recognize this element &B of 
no  small  importaoca. They identify the products of dlfferent  establieh- 
menta by their style and finish, ea easily and  certainly as the editor of 8 

newspper cornea to identify the smallest clipping from a contemporary 
by ita paper, type, and lusksup.” 
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seem shadowy and unsubstantial. New men taken  on in 
an emergency do as much work, and perhaps do it as 
well, as the old. The conditions of the butsinem, the na- 
tare of tho products, are not such as to make it worth 
while to retain a workman at any great sacrifice, so long 
as another of the same industrial grade can  be had. 

In  other branches of industry, however, the advantages 
which have been enumerated are not only substantial but of 
great importance. At  times, indeed, they  are recognized 
in the  grading of wages somewhat according  to the length 
of service; and probably few employers of labor in these 
branches would deny  that  the reason of the case would 
justify  that system being carried much further than it is. 
Yet, while the distinct acknowledgment of the advantages 
of continuity of employment, by money payments propor- 
tioned to  length of service, is still  highly exceptional, it 
may be said that these advantages  are almost as  a  rule  re- 
cognized by employers in  a preference given to their older 
employees in  the event of a reduction of force ; and since, 
as has been shown heretofore,  regularity of employment 
is to  be  taken into account in reducing nominal  to  real 
wages, we  may fairly say that these advantages are actu- 
ally paid for  in no inconsiderable amount. 

Yet, though workmen are thus compensated through 
money payments, or, more frequently, by preference given 
them  in reductions of force, for the power they have ac- 
quired, through continuance in employment, of rendering 
a  higher quality of service ; in general, at least, there is 
strong reason to believe that  they are  not paid as much on 
this account as the considerations adduced would warrant. 
The force of custom, the jealousy of fellow-employees, 
the stress of tradesunion regulations,' and,  not least, the 
failure of the employer to recognize the  full merit of the 

' Many trades unions or societies disavow the purpose to prevent 
workmen of exceptional merit from receiving wages above the 
average. 
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workman and  the degree in which it contributes to his 
own success ; these latter, in connection with the master’s 
knowledge that, though the workman may take from him 
these advantages, he can not carry t h  to amy ow eke ,  
are  in a great majority of cases sufficient to keep  the re- 
muneration of the higher grades of labor from rising pro- 
portionally  to their real worth. Yet we can not  doubt 
that  the employer’s conscious interest in  the continuity of 
employment does enter,’ in almost every issue joined be- 
tween him and his  workmen, as an element in deduction 
from  the computed difference between the wages paid 
and the wages demanded.  Few masters in any branch of 
industry could contemplate the sudden change of their en- 
tire laboring  force as less than a business calamity, while 
in many branches of production it would involve great 
loss if not  ruin. Partial changes may indeed be effected 
without  actual sacrifice of capital, but not without B 
marked increase of labor  and of anxiety on the  part of 
employers. 

A very striking demonstration of the importance of this considera- 
tion in many branches of industry is to be seen by the most casual ob 
mrver in the phenomenon of a part of the laborers in a trade wholly 
unemployed. Why are not all employed at lower prices? This would 
be the effect of simple competition. n e  answer is found partly in  the 
force of permnal consideration and rmpect arising  out of acquaintance 
and association ; but mainly  in  the employer’s interest in the continuity 
of employment, He could not afford for B short time to  take on new 
hendB even at lower r a t a  



CHAPTER XVII. 

WHAT MAY PLACE THE WAGES CLASS AT A DISADTA.NTAOE ? 

WE have seen (Chapter X.) that  the only security which 
the wages  class  can have that they shall receive the largest 
possible remuneration which is compatible with the exist- 
ing conditions of industry, is found in their own perfect 
mobility. Without this, they  are clearly subject to re- 
ductions of wages under pressure, to be succeeded only 
too surely by industrial degradation (Chapter IV.). And 
it is further evident that it matters  not, in  the result, 
whether the total or partial immobility of labor be pro- 
duced by physical c&uses, by the force of positive law, or 
by fear, ignorance, or superstition. Any  thing which d e  
ceives the sense of the wage-laborer or confuses his appre 
hension of his own interest may be just as  mischievous, 
in a given case, as bodily constraint. 

Following out  this line of thought, we find that the 
wage-laborer may be put  at disadvantage, 

I. By laws which act in restraint of movement or con- 
tmct.  Such laws may not be prohibitoly, but merely 
regulative in their  intention, and yet retard more or less 
seriously the pnsaage from occupation to occupation, or 
from place to Flace. Even the mere necessity of registra- 
tion imposed must have an effect, however slight, in  the 
nature of obstruction ; and unless it can be shown' that, by 
increasing the intelligence and confidence with which 

' See p. 169. 
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changes of location or of occupation may be effected, it 
more  than compensates for  the degree of hindrance and 
irritation which the rnerest act of registration involves, it 
must be condemned as prejudicial to  the wages  class, 
whose supreme  interest is the easy, ready flow of labor to 
its market. 

But  it is not of such incidental or perhaps wholly un- 
designed mischief that labor has had chiefly to complain in 
the past Those countries are very young whose history 
does not afford repeated instances of direct and purposed 
obstruction to  industrial movement and contract, in  the 
interest of the employing class, which has generally been 
largely identical with the law-making class. The vicious 
maxims of English legislation in this respect extended 
even to the American colonies, free as they kept them- 
selves otherwise from  the  industrial  errors of the  mother 
country,  and laws in regulation of service and of wages 
remained long  on the statute-books of thest enlightened 
communities. 

A brief recital of the English legielation in restraint of 
the natural  rights of labor will not prove uninstructive. 

After  the  frightful plague, called the Black Death, 
which swept  over England  in 134849, carrying away 

perhaps from one third to one half of the  pop~lation,~” 
wages rose, from  the temporary scarcity of labor, to rates 
previously unknown ; nor can it  be doubted that labor- 
ers, thus by a great accident made for  the time masters 
of the situation, assumed a tone which employers relished 
quite as little as they  liked their higher terms. To meet 
this exigency,e Edward 111. issued a proclamation for- 
bidding the payment of more than customary wages,~ 

~- 
a Rogers, Hiat. of Agr. and  Prices. 

“Because  a  great part of the people, and especially of workmen 
and  eervants,  late d i e d  of the  pestilence,  many,  seeing the necessity of 
minters m d  great  scarcity of servants, will not Berve unless they  receive 
excessive wageR,” etc,, etc. 

‘Namely, those wages which had been paid in the 20th year of King 
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and requiring workmen to serve in their accustomed 
place. About a year later, the disputes which  arose in 
determining what wages had been customary before the 
plague led to the enactment of a law (25 Edward 111.) 
flxing for  the whole kingdom the precise amount to be 
paid  in wages in each of the principal occupations. Ser- 
vants were to be “sworn two times in the year before 
lords, stewards, bailiffs, and constables of every town to 
hold and do these ordinances.” . . , ‘(And those 
which refuse to make such oath, or to perform that that 
they be  sworn to or have taken upon them, shall be put in 
the stocks by the said lords, stewards, bailiffs, and con- 
stables of the towns by three days or more, or sent  to the 
next gaol, there to remain till they will justify  them- 
selves.” The  statute prescribed the “liveries and wages” 
of “carters, ploughmen, drivers of the plough, shepherds, 
swineherds, deies, and all other servants” in husbandry; of 
‘Lcarpenters, masons and tilers, and other workmen of 
houses,” including  their “ knaves,” and of “ plaisterers and 
other workers of rnudwalls and their knaves.”’ 

But by the  13th year of Richard 11. Parliament had  ac- 

Edward’s  reign,  or the average of ‘ I  five or six other common years next 
before.” 

I select the following examples from  the  laws of the Massachusetts 
Colony : 

1630, 23d August.--“ It was  ordered that carpenters, joiners, brick. 
layers,  sawyers,  and  thatchers  shall not take above 28. a  day ; nor any 
man shall give more, under pain of 108. to  taker and giver.” 

28th September.--“ It is ordered that no master carpenter, maEon, 
joiner, or bricklayer shall  take above  16d. a  day for their work, if they 

1 have  meat  and  drink,  and the second sort not above 12d. a  day, under 
pain of loa.  both to giver  and receiver.” 

Two  other  acts  had been  passed of a  similar  nature,  when, on the 22d 
March,  1631, the G’eneral Court “ ordered (that whereas the wages of 
carpenters,  joiners,  and  other artificers and workmen  were by order of 
court restrained to particular  sums) shall now be left free,  and a t  
liberty a8 men shall reasonably agree.” In September, however, the 
Conrt sde red  a relapse, and for four years longer  continned to f i x  sp% 
cifically the wagee of lebor. 
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cnmulated experience enough of the evils *of settling a 
common rate  for all England to provide that LC forasmuch 
aa a man can not put  the price of corn and other victuals 
in certain,”’ justices of the peace should in every county 
make occasional proclamation, ‘( by their discretion, accord- 
ing  to  the dearth of victuals, how much every mason, car- 
penter, tiler, and other craftsman, workman, and other 
laborers by the day,  as  well in harvest as in other times of 
the year, after their degree, shall take, with meat and 
drink  or without meat and drink.” By  the important act 
of 5 Elizabeth this power of justices to fix wages  was 
reenacted, and, though long disused, it was not until  the 
53 George 111. that  the authority was formally with- 
drawn. 

But  it was not the rate of wages alone  which received 
the attention of the early parliaments. The statute of 37 Ed- 
ward 111, required that it artificers, handicraft people,  hold 
them every one to one mystery, which he will choose  be- 
twixt this and the (said) feast of Candlemas ; and two of 
every craft shall be chosen to survey that none use other 
craft  than the same which he bath chosen.” By statute 
of 12 Richard 11. it was ordained that “ he or she which 
use to  labor at  the plough and cart, or other labor or service 
of husbandry, till they be  of the age of tvelve  years;  that 
from  thenceforth they shall abide at  the same labor, with- 
out being put to  any tnystery or handicraft.” But  the 
s’tatute of the largest effect in constraining the courses of 
labor was that of the  5th Elizabeth known as the Statute of 

1 The Massachusetts  General Court reached  the enme conclusion some 
hundreds of years  later,  and  having  repealed, September 3d, 1635,  the 
law “that re3traine.d  workmen’s  wag- to a  oertainty,”  enacted  in  1636 

that  the  freemen of every  town shall from time to time, &B OCCaSiOn 

1111~11 require, agree  among themselves shut  the prices  and rates of all 
workmen,  laborers,  and  Rervanta’  wages ; and  every  other person in- 
habiting i n  any town, whether workman, laborer, or servant,  shall be 
bound to the Eame ratea  whioh the d d  freemen or the greater psrt 
shall bind  themselves  unto.’’ 
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Apprentices, by which the access of unskilled labor to the 
trades  and professions was restricted within  the narrowest 
bounds. A single section will suffice. No merchant, 
mercer, draper,  goldsmith,  ironmonger,  embroiderer, or 
clothier may  take  an apprentice, “except such servant or 
apprentice  be  his son, or else that  the  father or mother of 
such apprentice  or serva.nt shall have, at  the  time of taking 
of such apprentice  or  servant, lands, tenements, or other 
hereditaments of the clear yearly value of forty shillings 
of one  estate of inheritance  or  freehold  at  the least.” 

So much for  restraints on movement  from  one occupa- 
tion to  another. Movement from place to place wm r e  
stricted  with  equal jealousy. By  statute of 25 Edward 
111. it was ordained  that, with exception of certain coun- 
ties, no  laborer  in  agriculture should <(go  out of the 
town  where he dmelleth in  the  winter to Berve the sum- 
mer, if he  may serve in  the  same  town,  taking as before 
is said.” By  the  statute of 12 Richard 11. it was provided 
that “no servant  or laborer, be he nlon or woman, shall 
depart at  the  end of his term  out of the  hundred, rape, or 
wapentake where he is dwelling, to serve or dwell else- 
where, or  by color to go from thence in pilgrimage, unless 
he  bring a letter-patent containing the cause of his  going, 
and  the  time of his return, if he  ought  to  return,  under 
the king’s seal,” etc. Mthough all life had long passed 
out of these  statutes, it was not  until 1824 that  the laws 
prohibiting  the emigration of artisans from  the  kingdom 
were  repealed, as vain and uselessly irritating. 

Such  extracts  as have been presented will perhaps serve 
sufficiently to convey an impression of the minuteness and 
rigidity of the  numerous acts which  sought to  regulate  the 
industry of England. It is  not necessary to show that such 
laws were always fully enforced,’ to establish the  certainty 

‘Many of these acts were doubtless passed in the spirit of 2 and 8 
Edward VI. (c. 9) : “ Therefore, SB the malice of man  increaseth to de- 
fraud the intent of good laws, 80 lam must n s e  against such guile 
Kith the more eeverity, day by day, for the due repreaa of the same.” 
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that  they  wrought grievous evil to  the  working classea 
If  they  had effect only  in  part, if they  were only  enforced 
here  and  there  and now and  then,  or even if they  were 
always to  be evaded, but  by resort to concealment, strata- 
gem, or indirection, then  they  must  have seriously affected 
the mobility of labor. 

Bnt it is  doubtful if all the barbarous enactments  we 
have cited are  together responsible for more of the  present 
pauperism and  destitution of England  than is the law of 
parochial settlement. This  act originated in  the  reign of 
Charles II., and  while  other restrictions  upon the move- 
ment of .population  were  gradually giving way before the 
expansion of industrial enterprise and  the liberalizing  ten- 
dencies of modern thought,  the mischievous provisions of 
the Law of Settlement were  given a wider scope and  an 
increased severity from  reign  to reign. It is only  within 
the last twelve  years that  the cords that crossed the politi- 
cal body in all directions, cutting off the circulatiou until 
every portion of the surface broke out  in  putrefying sores, 
have been loosened. The image may seem extravagant ; 
but  no language can exaggerate the effect of such restraints 
on population.  Migration within  the  kingdom was prac- 
tically prohibited. If the  laborer  in search of employ- 
ment  ventured across the boundaries of his  parish (and 
there  are 15,535 parishes in  England  and Wales), he was 
liable to be  apprehm’ded  and  returned  to  the place of his 
settlement ; whlle parish officers were perpetually incited 
by the  fears of the  ratepayers  to zeal in  hunting down and 
running  out all possible claimants of public  charity ou 
whom, if unmolested, residence would confer a right  to 
support. 6‘ When  an employer wished to  engage a servant 
from a  foreign parish, he was not  permitted  to do so un- 
less he  entered  into a recognizance, often to a considerable 
amount,  to  the effect that  the incomer  should not obtain the 
settlement, else the  bond  to  be good against the employer. 
Parochial  registers are  full of such acknowledgments.”’ 

1 &gem, POI. Ikon., p. 192. 



The peasant and  the artisan, thus  shut  up within the 
place of their  birth, were compelled to meet the  fate which 
awaited the  industry of that locality. All local calamities 
fell  with  unbroken force upon a population that had no 
‘ e s c a p e .  The calamity might be temporary, but the  effects 
upon character and  life were not. Industry  might look 
up again, but the peasant, broken in his self-respect, bru- 
tdized, pauperized, could never afterwards be the same 
man. Employment might  revive; but no art of man, 
no power of government could reconstitute the shattered 
manhood. 

It is probably safe to say that no Continental  country 
has, at least within late years, maintained  any law so in- 
jurious in its practical effects in producing  a helpless im- 
mobility of labor, as the English law of settlement, the 
original object of which was to keep, not laborers, but 
paupers, in  their place. But of laws directly seeking, in 
the interests of employers, to control the movements of 
labor, whether from place to place or from occupation to 
occupation, there is  in the history of European legislation 
limit neither  to number  nor to variety. I n  France,’ in 
spite of some contradictory features, it may be said that 
freedom of labor was achieved by the Revolution. I n  
Germany, and among the Scandinavian* peoples, the system 
of restriction was strongly  intrenched, and still  survives 
with no little force, nothwithstanding the tremendoua 
breaches made in  it by the liberalizing tendencies of the 
last twelve  or  Bteen years. In Denmark, perhaps, of all 
these countries, free  trade  in labor is most nearly achieved.’ 
In  Austria laws instituting  the ‘( Genossenschaften,” or 

~~~~~~ ~ 

M. Ducarre’s  Report of 1875. to which I Lava several  times  referred, 
presents  a good view of the course of meuure8 by which labor in 
France has been emancipated  (pp. 22-64). 

* “ The corporation system exists with more vigor in Denmark, Nor- 
way, and Sweden,”  wrote Mr. Laing  in 1851, ‘‘ than in any other mun- 
trg.”-Denmsrk and the Duchies, p. 301. 
’ Since 1862. See Report of Mr. Strachey on the Condition of the 

hdpetrial Claase9, 1870, p. 605. 
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guilds, are SO far modified that  these  are no longer close 
corporations.  They  are  still,  however,  compulsory associa- 
tions,  to  which  every Austrian workman  is  under  legal 
obligation  to  belong.' 
II. The wage-laborer  may  be  put  at  disadvantage  by 

a  fictitious  currency.  The  laborer suffers, with  other 
classes of the community,  from  the  disturbances of in- 
dustry  which  are  always occasioned  by an inflated  and 
fluctuating  circulation;  but  the  injury to  which I refer 
under  the  present  title  is  due  to  the d%culty which the 
laborer  experiences in adjusting his  demand  upon  his 
employer  to the rapid  and  violent  changes  in  the  currency 
cost of living,  and  to the illusions  created  by  paper 
wealth,  by  which the laborer's  expenditure  is  inevitably 
more  or less  perverted  and  digtorted. 

The most difficult mental  operation  which  ordinary  men 
are called upon  to  perform  is  that of discount.  Even the 
book-educated  and  meu of affairs  find it laborious  and 
painful.  Mr.  Laing, the well-known  traveller, has left  a 
curious  bit of testimony on thk point in a remark  made 
in his  Tour  in Sweden, to  the effect that  he always  caught 
himself thinking of a mile in  that  country as he would of 
a mile in  England,  although  the  Swedish  mile  is  seven 
times as long. If such is the experience of a  cultivated 
mind  in SO simple  and  familiar  a  matter,  what can be ex- 
pected of men of limited  views  and  little  information, 
subject  unduly  to the first  impression of things and un- 
trained to arithmetical  computations,  when  called  to  render 
their wages into terms  corresponding  to  the  rapidly  chang- 
ing  prices of the necessaries of l i fe?   I t  is  a work which 
would task the powers of a  philosopher ; it is  extremely 
improbable  that  a  workingman  will succeed in accomplish- 
ing it. The laborer's interest will not come to  him:  he 
must  go to it; and to  do 80 he  must be able  to  identify 
and  locate it  with precision  and wurance. In  the absence, 
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therefore, of clear and definite  idem on the relation of 
wages and prices, the  laborer  must  under such a  currency 
follow blindly  around  after prices, guided  only by a gen- 
eral sense of the inadequacy of his wages in  making h b  
demands upon his employer. Acting  without intelligence 
in  the premises, it is a matter of course that  he sacrifices 
in some degree  his own  interests. H e  either demands too 
much, and failing perhaps in a  persistent  demand injures 
alike himeelf and his employer; or, asking too little,  he 
rests content  with  getting  that. 

It was doubtless with reference to this  inability of the 
laboring class to  meet such sudden and violent changes of 
condition; as are caused by a fictitious currency  that Mr. 
Mill assigned to “ custom” in economics the same benefi- 
cent function which it  has performed in  the  sphere of poli- 
tics as “the most powerful  protector of the weak against 
the strong.” Habit, usage, constitutes a barrier which in 
a  degree  preserves the economically weak from  the hust- 
lings  and jostling8 of the marketplace, and  gives  them 
room to stand.’ A fictitious  currency  breaks down  this 
barrier and involves all classes of the community in a fu- 
rious and incessant struggle  for existence in which the 
weakest are certain to  be  trampled down. 

But  it  is not alone in competition  with the employer 
that  the  laborer  is placed at disadvantage by a fictitious 
currency. If it is difficult for  the laborer to secure the 

I am here  speaking of wage.laborers as  they  are  and not as  they 
might be. There could be a better  state of things  still  than  that  in 
which “ custom”  protects  the poor-that is, a  condition  in  which the 
laboring claw should  be 80 incelligent, and hence so strong,  that  they 
could  not  afford and would  not  endure  to take  a defensive  position, 
but  should welcome the  utmost  that competition could do. But 80 

long as the working classes  remain, as  in most  countries,  ignorant  and 
inert, it is possible that cauees  reducing the severity of competition 
may be properly  correspondent to their weakneeees,  and thus beneficial. 
However that may be, it standB by itself,  that  the  working cleases, be- 
ing inadequately  prepared  to follow around  after  changes of price, mu& 
be injured by whatever  makes t h e  chmges more frequent and 
violent. 
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adjustment of Ids wages to  the  varying cost of living, 
much more difficult is it for  him  to hold his own in the 
contest with  the retail dealer from whom he obtains the 
necessaries of life. A laborer’s earnings are expended in 
hundreds of small purchases. If his earnings come to him 
in depreciated paper, and are  to be  expended in commo- 
dities at inflated prices, he is, if he would judge  either of 
the proportion  between  his  present  and past expenditures 
as a whole, or between the price of any one article and 
that which he has had to  pay for it, obliged to perform 
operations of discount which would be laborious to  an 
arithmetician. All hold being lost on ‘( custom,” how can 
he tell what he  ought to pay per  pound,per bushel, or per 
yard  for articles of ordinary consumption ‘2 He knows 
nothing about the conditions of their production,  and  has 
no longer  a  traditional  price to guide him. Formerly, if 
an article of domestic consumption advanced considerably, 
he was in  the mood and in the position to resist the ad- 
vance until  it proved itself a genuine one. H e  disputed 
the higher  price ; he alleged the customary  price ; he held 
off purchasing as long as  he could, because he disliked 
to pay the advance ; he inquired elsewhere to ascertain 1 

whether  other dealers  were asking  the same. With a 
community in this  temper, retail prices will not  be wan- 
tonly advanced ; nothing less than a  substantial reason in 
the  state of the  market will succeed in establishing  a  new 
price, and since every  step will be  taken against resistance, 
that  new price will be kept down to  something  like  the 
necessity of the case. 

But  under a  fluctuating  currency  this hold of the retail 
buyer upon customary  price is lost. It is with  prescrip 
tion as with  a bank-bill : when once it is broken, the pieces 
me soon gone.’ The  laborer loses his reckoning. When 
prices go up  far beyond what is usual, he can not presume 
to judge whereabouts they shonld stop. After  finding 

The Northern Monthly, May, 1868 ; article, “The Qreenback Elk” 
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advance upon advance  established, in  spite of his question- 
ing  and complaints, he becomes discouraged. H e  learns 
to  pay  without  dispute  whatever  the shopkeeper  demands, 
for  he has no means of determining  the justice of that 
demand. It is this  temper which enables the retail dealer 
to gather his largest profits and work  his worst extor- 
tions. 

This  it waB, over and above the  proper  effects of curren- 
cy inflation, which allowed retail prices to be carried up  to 
such an unprecedented height  in  the  United  States  during 
the war of secession, and  to  be  kept  up  by combinations 
of dealers long  after  whatever reason had existed for  the 
advance ceased. The  extravagant profits thus realized had 
not, as is well  known, the effect to invite  trne competition 
tending  to  reduce prices, but merely  served to allow the 
multiplication of shops and  stands  at every  corner and to 
support  an  army of middlemen.’ 

This  point is of so much importance  in  the philosophy 
of wages, that I take  the  further space to  present some 
notable extracts from  the writings of Mr.  Mill and  Prof. 
Cairnes  relative  to  the  function of ((custom”  in  retail 
trade. 

(‘Hitherto,” says Mr. Mill, (( it  is only in  the  great cen- 
tres of business that  retail transactions  have been chiefly, 
or even  much,  determined by competition.  Elsewhere it 
rather acts, when it acts at all, as an occasional disturbing 
influence. The habitual regulator  is custom, modified, 
from  time  to time, by notions existing  in  the minds of 
purchasers and sellers, of some kind of equity or  justice . . . Retail price, the price paid  by  the actual con- 
~umer,  Beems to feel B ~ O W ~ Y  and imperfectly the effect of 
competition, and where  competition does exist, it  often, 

, 

It appears that while the total  number of pereons  reported m of 
gainful occupatione s t  the census of 1870 was but 18 per cent greater 
than the corresponding  number  at 1860, the number engaged in trade 
and transportation hsd increased in the decade 44 per cent. “Some 
Results of the Census.” (800. Science Journal, 1873, p. 91.) 
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instead of lowering  prices, lnerely div& ths pin amng 
a greater number of &alere.”’ 
‘‘ Competition in retail markets,”  says Prof. Cairnes, “k 

conducted under conditions  which  may be described  as of 
greater  friction  than  those  which  exist  in  wholesale  trade. 
I n  the wholesale  market the sellers  and  purchasers  meet 
together  in  the  same place, affording thus to  each other re- 
ciprocally the  opportunity of comparing  directly  and at 
once the terms  on  which  they  are  severally disposed to 
trade. In  retail  dealing  it  is  otherwise. I n  each place of 
sale there is but  one seller ; and  though it is  possible to 
compare  his terms  with  the prices  demanded  elsewhere by 
others,  this can not always be done on the moment, and 
may involve  much  inconvenience and delay. A purchaser 
frequently finds it on the whole  better  to  take  the  word of 
the seller for  the fairness of the  price demanded, than  to 
verify  his  statements  by  going  on  the occasion of every  pur- 
chase to  another shop. It is probable,  indeed, that if the 
charge be excessive, the purchaser  will in  time come to 
discover  this,  and  may  then  transfer his cuatom to a cheap- 
er  market.  This shows that competition is not  inoperative 
in retail  trade,  but  it shows also the sort of friction  under 
which i t  works, and helps to explain  what  has  often  been  re- 
marked upon,  and  what,  as  a matter of fact, it  is yractical- 
ly important people should bear in mind-the different 
prices at which the same  commodity  is frequently  found 
to sell  within a very limited  range of retail dealing, al- 
most in what we may call the same  market. This is  one 
circumstance that distinguishes retail  from wholesale  trad- 
ing. The other  lies in  the advantage  which  his  superior 
knowledge  gives the  seller over the buyer  in  the transac- 
tion  taking place  between them-a superiority  which has 
no counterpart in the relations of wholesale  dealers, I n  
the wholesale market  buyer  and  ssller  are upon a  strictly 
equal footing as regards  knowledge of all the circumstances 

‘Pol, Eoon. i. aSl, 292. 

I 
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calculated to affect the price of the commodity d d t  
in. . . . The circumetmces of retail dealing me  here 
again in contrast  with  those of the wholesale trade. The 
transaction8 do  not  take placo between dealers possessing, 
or with  the opportunities of acquiring, equal knowledge 
respecting the commodities dedt in, but between  experts 
on one side, and, on the other, persons in most cases  whol- 
ly ignorant of the circumstances at  the  time affecting the 
market.  Between persons so qualified the game of ex- 
change, if the rules be rigorously enforced, is  not a  fair 
one ; and it has consequently been recognized universally 
in  England, and  very  extensively  among the better classes 
of retail  dealers in Continental countries, as B principle of 
commercial morality, that  the dealer should not demand 
from his customer a higher  price for his commodity than 
the lowest he is prepared to take.’ Retail  buying  and 
selling is (sic) thus made to rest upon  a  moral  rather than 
an economical basis; and, there can be no doubt, for the 
advantage of all concerned.”’ 

Prof. Cairnes elsewhere refers  to “ the excessive fric- 
tion in the action of Competition in retail dealing.” “ The 
sluggish action of competition in this  department of indue 
try” (p. 132). 

111. The laborer may be put at a disadvantage through 
the incidencea of taxation. 

“ I n  the  great majority of caseB, nowadays,  the  debate  about ths 
value of an article,  called by  Adam Smith,  the higqling of tL market, 
is confined to wholessle purchases  and  sales.  But  a  generation or two 
ago,  the  habit of bargaining  in  matters of retail  trade  was  general. It 
still is a  custom  in  many  European  countries. It is all  but universal 
i n  the East.”-Prof. Rogers, Pol.  Econ., p. 186. “The  value of any 
thing  in Spain is what you can get for it ; consequently,  every pur- 
chase,  from the most expensive  articles of luxury down to the pooreat 
vegetable,enMle  a  system of haggling and bargaininE.”-Mr.  Ffrench’s 
Report on the Condition of the  Industrial Classes, 1811, p. 606. 

9 Some Leading  Principles of Political Economy, pp. 12850. 
* I do not  speak  here of the degree of taxation. Whether govern. 

ment  shall  take  much  or  take  little ie a politics1  question. In wmq 
Eonntries,  even in the preeent day. the only limit ta aractione sppepre 
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A theory of taxation which has been urged somewhat 
widely asserts the  entire indifference of the place or  the 
subject of imposition. Instead of looking  to  the individ- 
ual citizen to pay  his personal  contribution, in  proportion 
to  his means,  towards the  support of government, it is pro- 
posed to levy  upon  the agencies of production, or upon 
commodities in  the course of exchange, or upon certain 
species of property visible and tangible, without consider% 
tion of the persons thus first called upon to pay  the taxes, 
in the assurance that  the  burden will, through  the opera- 
tion of ‘(the laws of trade,” be diffused, in  the course of 
time, equally  over the  entire community.’ 

W e  have, however, reached a  point of view from which 
we can discern the fallacy of this doctrine. The diffusion 
theory  rests upon t.he assumption of perfect competition. 
I t  is true only under  the conditions  which secure the com- 
plete mobility of capital and labor. Just so far ae any 
class of the  community is impeded  in  its  resort  to  its best 
market by ignorance, poverty,  fear,  inertia,  just so far  is 
it possible that  the  burden of taxation may  rest  where it 
first falls. In  the language of Prof. Rogers,’ “ taxes tend 
to remain upon the person who  immediately pays them; 
or, i,n other words, it requires  an effort,  which is made 
with  varying degrees of ease or difficulty, to  shift a tax 
which is paid by the first payer  to  the shoulders of an- 

to be  the  limit of the people’s  means, and  all above bare subsistence is 
carried  away  by the  strong  arm of the law,  to be spent  in pomp, lux- 
ury, or  war. But  this,  as  has been said, is a political  question,  and so ’ 
long as taxation prescles on each c k a  of the community  with  weight 
proportional  to its  strength, I do not 8ee that  the economist  can take 
account of theamount,  any more than of the objects, of such expendi- ~ 

tures. 
I ‘‘ I hold it to be true  that a tax laid in any place is like  a  pebble 

falling  into and making a circle  in a lake,  till one  circle  produces and 
gives motion to another,  and  the whole  circumference is agitated  from 
the Cen$re.”-Speech of Lord Manafield, 1786, on the right of Parlia- 
ment to tax the colonies, 

Cobden and  Political Opinion, pp. 83,W 
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other.” Not only is the effort of the first payer  made 
with  varying degrees of ease or difficulty, but  the resist- 
ance of the  other person, on to whose shoulders he seeks 
t o  shift his  own burden, may  be of any degree of effective 
ness, powerful, intelligent, and tenacious, or weak, ignG 
rant,  and spasmodic. The  result of the  struggle will de- 
pend on the  relative  strength of the  two parfies ; and as 
the  two parties are  never precisely the same in  the case of 
two taxes, or  two forms of the same tax, it must  make a 
difference upon what subjects duties  are laid, what is the 
severity of the imposition, and  at what &age of produc- 
duction or exchange the tax is collected.’ There can, I 
think,  be no question that  under  the old rkggime a direc- 
tion was given  to taxation in every  country of Europe, ex- 
cept Switzerland and  Holland, which was intended t.0 re- 
lieve the law-making classes from  their  just share of the 
expenses of government;  and  there can, I think, be  as 
little  doubt  that, clumsy and  unintelligent as was much of 
the financiering of those  evil days, in  this respect at least 
the  intention of the law-making classes was effectually ac- 
complished. It is  the opinion of Prof. Rogers, than 
whom, certainly,  no man  living  is more competent to 
judge of such a point,  that  the real  weight of taxation 
during  the  great continental wars of England, fell upon 
and was endured by the poorer classes.’ If this  was true 
of England,  where  the common people never lost their 
power of self-assertion, what shall be said of the miser0 
plds contribuens of the  Continent Z 

Speaking of France  under  the old rkggime, Sir  Arch. 
Alison mys : ‘L Heavy taxes  on the  farmer,  from which tho 
clergy and  nobility were  exempt,  aggravated by the arbi- 
trary  manner  in which their amount was fixed by  the in- 
tendant,  and  the vexatious feudal privileges of the  landed 
proprietors,  depressed the laboring classes, and  rendered 

- 
a ”he Nation, Jone l l t h ,  1874. 
* N o h  to Adam Smith, Wealth of Nationa, i. 849. 
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prosperity md good management little more than a signal 
for increased assessment. Such was the accumulated effect 
of these burdem  that  the produce of an  acrebeing esti- 
mated under  the old rdgime at 3 3  2s. 7d., the  king drew 
$1 188. 4d., the landlord 19s. 3d., and to the cnltivator wm 
left the miserable pittance of 5 4  or one twelfth of the 
whole, and one eighth of the proprietor’s share ; or if the 
proprietor  cultivated  his own land, the king  drew 21 18s. 
M., and  the  proprietor only &l 4s. 3d. Whereas in Eng- 
land  the produce of an acre being calculated a t  88, the 
rent may be stated at 31  OS., land  tax and poor rates 
log., and  there remains 36 for  the farmer,  being  twelve 
times  the  amount of the public burdens, and four times 
that of the  rent to the landlord.” (On Population, i. 412.) 
And  the same writer (Hist. Europe, xxii. 490, 491) 
quotes from Balleydier as follows respecting the taxation 
of Hungary prior  to 1848 : 

(‘To such a length had the abuse of these privileges 
been carried that  the nobles and their servants paid no 
toll  on passing the bridge into  Pesth, though it contributed 
one of the principal sources of revenue enjoyed by  the 
town. The peasants, bourgeoisie, and nlechanics alone 
were burdened with  it.  The peasant alone paid the hearth- 
tax;  he alone contributed to the expenses of the  Diet and 
the county charges ; he paid the dues of the schoolmasters, 
guards, notaries, clergy, and curates ; he alone kept  up  the 
roads, the bridges, the churches, the public buildings, the 
dykes, and  the canals ; he alone paid the whole war taxes, 
and furnished  the  recruits to the army ; and in addition 
to all tbiA he w a ~  compelled to  hand over  a ninth of his 
income to hib lord, and  to give  him  fifty-two days’ service 
in the year. Finally, beside8 the charges of transporting 
wood for his lord’s family,  he w m  burdened exclusively 
with the quartering of  BOldier6, and  he waB compelled at all 
times, and for a merely nominal remunerat,ion, to furnish 
such to  the county authorities or their attendants. The 
Spartan Helots were kings in comparieon.’, 



I t  may  appropriately  be  added  in this connection that 
while taxation,  unequal  in its incidence, may have the 
effect to place the  laborer  at a  disadvantage, frequent 
changee of tax-lawe are almost certain to prove  prejudi- 
cial to his interests. Wc have seen that  there is no assur- 
ance that excessive burdens imposed by taxation ill-con- 
sidered or intentionally oppressive will be diffused by  the 
course of exchange  over the  entire community in  due pro- 
portion, but  it can at least  be claimed that  there is a ten- 
dency  to such a result,  however far  that tendency may be 
defeated  or  deferred.  That  this  tendency should eveu 
begin  to operate it is, ;lowever, essential that time  shouid 
be  given. It is only t g  a long course that  the ameliorat- 
ing effects looked for in the diffusion of burdens can be 
brought around, if at  all. If tax-laws are  often to be 
,changed, the class which is from any cause already  at 
disadvantage  is  sure  to suffer further  and increasingly. 
Those  who  are  buying  and selling, watching and manipu- 
lating  the  market,  are  certain  to  get all the benefit of the 
remissions, and  to recoup themselves for all the  substituted 
impositions. Those who are economically weakest, the 
ignorant,  the  very poor, and  those  who are  distant  from 
the  centres of information  and of trade, will suffer most. 
IT. The wages class may be put  at disadvantage by in- 

judicious poor-laws. The subject is a large one, and I 
must  be  content  with a “fierce  abridgment.” L e t  US go 
back at  once to  the  elementary question, Why does the 
laborer work ? Clearly that  he may eat. If  he  may  eat 
without  it,  he  will  not work. Simple  and obvious ; yet  the 
neglect or contempt of this  truth  by  the  English Parlia- 
ment, between 1767 and 1832, brought the  working classes 
to  the  verge of ruin, created  a vast body of pauperism 
which hae become hereditary, and engendered vices in the 
whole labor-system of the  kingdom which work their evil 
work to  this day. The Law of Settlement  has  already 
been spoken of among  the acts restraining labor in its 
resort to market;  let  us  now contemplate the  English 
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poor-laws as destroying the very disposition of the labor- 
ing class to seek an opportunity to labor. 

By statute of the 27th  year of Henry VIII. giving of 
alms was forbidden, and collections for  the  impotent poor 
were to be made in each parish. By 1st  Edward  VI. 
bishops were authorized to proceed against persons who 
should refuse to contribute or dissuade others from con- 
tributing. By 5th Elizabeth the justices were made 
judges of what  constituted a reasonable contribution. By 
14th Elizabeth  regular compulsory contributions were ex- 
acted. But  the more  famous act of 43d Elizabeth created 
the  pennament poor-system of England. By it every 
person was given a legal right to relief, and the body of 
inhabitants were to  be taxed for  this object.' By sub- 
sequent legislation the  burden was thrown entire upon 
the landowners. Voluntary pauperism  was vigorously 
dealt with ; the able-bodied were compelled to work ; while 
by the act of 9th George I. parishes or unions of parishes 
were  authorized  to build workhouses, a residence in which 
might be made the condition of relief. This system, fairly 
administered, reduced the necessary evil of pauperism to 
the minimum. But,  unfortunately  for  the working classes, 
a different theory directed legislation in  the  latter half of 
the  eighteenth century, and a different temper of adminis- 
tration began to prevail. Six acts, passed in  the early part 
of the reign of George III., intimated the changed spirit 
in which pauperism was thereafter to be dealt with. This 
spirit found  fuller expression in Gilbert's act (22d George 
111.). Guardians  were to  be appointed to protcct the 
poor against the  natural parsimony of parish officers. 
The workhouse test was repealed for  the able-bodied poor. 
Guardians were required to find  work for all  applicants as 
near their own homes as might be, and  to make up, out of 
the rates, any deficiency in wages. By this latter provi- 

J. W. Willis Bund on Local Taxation, p. 17. 
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don, says Sir  George Nicholls,’ (( the act appears to 8% 

sume  that  there can never  be a  lack of profitable employ- 
ment,  and it makes the  guardian of the parish answerable 
for  finding  it  near  the laborer’s own residence, where, if it 
existed at all, the  laborer  might surely, by due diligence, 
find it himself. But why-it may be asked-should he 
use such diligence when  the  guardian is bound to find it 
for  him,  and  take  the whole  responsibility of bargaining 
for wages and  making  up to him all  deficiency? He is 
certain of employment. He  is certain of receiving, either 
from  the parish or  the employer, sufficient for  the main- 
tenance of himself and his family;  and if he earns a sur- 
plus, he  is certain of its being  paid  over to him. There 
may  be  uncertainty  with  others  and  in  other occupations. 
The  farmer,  the lawyer, the  merchant,  the  manufacturer, 
however industrioue, active, and observant, may labor 
under  uncertainties  in  their several callings; not so the 
laborer. H e  bears, as it were, a charmed life  in this 
respect, and  is made secure, and  that, too, without  the 
exercise of care or  forethought. Could a more certain 
way be devised for lowering  character, destroying self- 
reliance, and discouraging, if not absolutely preventing, 
improvement 1” 

The experience of England, under the operation of the 
false and vicious principle of Gilbert’s act, answers the 
inquiry with which this  quotation closes, in  the negative. 
By 1832 the  principls  had been carried logically out to its 
limits  in almost universal  pauperism. In  the case of one 
parish, the collections of the poor-rates had actually ceased, ‘ 

because the landlords preferred to give up their rents, the 
’ clergyman his glebe and tithes, the  farmers  their  tenan- 

cies.’ I n  numerous  other parishes the pressure of the 
poor-rate  had become so great  that  the  net  rent was re- 
duced  one half and more, while it was impossible for  land- 
lords  to find  tenants. The  pauper class had been  elevated 

’ History  of the English Poor-Laws, ii. 96, 97, ’ Ibid., p. %3. 
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by a system of liberal relief, nnsccompsnied by a work- 
house teet, far above the condition of the independent 
laborers,’ who had only to dropdown upon the rake to be 
better fed, clothed, and lodgxl than their UtIllOBt exer- 
tions could  effect while working for hire. Thusnot only 
did industry l o s e  its natural reward, but  a positive pre- 
mium was pvt upon indolence, wastefulness, and vice. 
All the incidents of the English system  were  bad : the 
allowance for each additional child wm so much out of 
proportion to the allowance for adults, that the more 
numeroue a man’s family the better  his condition f while 
the allowance for illegitimate children was more liberal 
than for those born in wedlock. 

Such was t.he system  which the wisdom of Parliament, 
under the influence of the squirearchy, substituted for the 
economic  law that he that would eat must  work. The 
natural effecte of this system were wrought speedily and 
completely. The disposition to labor was cut up by the 
roots ; all restraints upon increase of population disap 
peared nnder 8 premium upon births; self-respect and 
social  decency  vanished under a premium upon bastardy.’ 
The amount expended in  the relief and maintenance of 

The commissioners of 1832, as the  result of extended comparisons, 
found that, while the pauper received 151 ounces of solid food per 
week, the independent laborer received but 122 ounw. 

9 ‘‘ In wme instances,” r ~ l y ~  Dr. Chalmers, I ‘  the vestries have felt 
themselves obliged to rent and even to furnisll houses for the reception 
of the newly-married couple.”-Pol.  Emn. 307. 

“The English law has abolished f e d e  ohaatity.”--Mr. Cowell’s 
Report. 

‘I It may safely be atarmed that  the  virtue of femele chastity does 
not exist among the lower orders of England, except to 8 certain 
extent among domestio servants, who  know that  they hold their 
situations by that  tenure, and are more prudent in eonsequence.”-%- 
port of the Commissionera of 1831. 

‘I In many rural districts it waa scarcely powible to meet with a 
young woman  who was respectable, eo tempting WBB the parish 
allnwance for infanta in a time of great prew.ue.”-Martineau, 
Hiat. England, Ui. 168. 



the poor had  risen to 327,036,969, or 10 shillings  per  head 
of the population. I n  this exigency,  which in  truth con- 
stituted  one of the  gravest crises of English  history,  Parlia- 
ment, by the  Poor-Law  Amendment  Act (4th  and 5th 
William IT.), returned  to  the principle of the earlier laws ; 
that principle  being, as expremed  by Prof. Senior, that  it 
is ‘6 the  great object of panper  legislation”  to  render “ the ’ 
situation of the pauper less agreeable  than that of the in- 
dependent laborer.”’ The workhouse  test waa restored, 
allowances in aid of wages were ablished, paid  overseers 
were to be appointed,  and  a  central commission WM insti- 
tuted for the  due supervision of the system. Illegitimacy 
wm discouraged by making  the  father responsible, instead 
of rewarding the mother,  as  under  the  former system. 
The conditions of usettlement” were  mitigated so as to 
facilitate  t,he  migration of laborers in search of employ- 
ment. 

By  this  great  legislative  reform  the burden of pauperism, 
notwithstanding  that  the evil effects of the  old system still 
remained  in  a  great  degree,  had by 1837 become SO much 
reduced that  the expenditure,  per  head of the population, 
sank  to 58. 5d. Mr.  Baxter  in his work on Local Taxa- 
tion’ gives some of the details by counties : 

1834. 1837. 
susstrx.. ........................ 18.3. Id. 88. 7d. 
Bedford.. ....................... 16 4 8 0  
Bucks.. ......................... 16 11 8 8  
Northampton.. .................. 15 8 8 3  
Suffolk ......................... 16 7 9 3  

There is no need to draw, at any  length, the moral of 
this episode in  the industrial  history of England. I t  is of 
the highest economical importance that pauperism  shall 
not be made  inviting. I t  is  not necessary that  any bru- 
tality of administration  shall  deter  the worthy poor from 
public  relief, but, in Prof. Senior’s phrue,  the situation of 

I Foreign Poor-Lam, etc., p. 88. 
s P. 11. 
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the pauper, whether in or out of the workhouse, should al- 
ways be made less agreeable than  that of the  independent 
laborer. The workhouse test  for all the  ablebodied poor, 
and genuine  labor up  to  the limit of strength within the 
workhouse, are imperatively demanded by the interests of 
self-supporting labor. One  might, indeed, hesitate to carry 
the labor teet quite 60 far as Pennant observed it  in his Second 
Tour in Scotland, where he writes : ‘‘ The workhouse is 
thinly inhabited, for few of the poor choose to  enter : those 
whomever necessity coypels are most usefully employed. 
With pkmmre I obse~ved old age, idiocy, and evell in- 

fanta of three  year8 of age contributimg to their own 8up 
port by thepu2liy of oakum.”’ There is no reason that 
I know of, why the principle of the factory acts should not 
be extended to  the poor-asylum, to excuse infants of teuder 
years from work, or any  danger to helpful labor in allow- 
ing repose to old age or idiocy; but  wherever  there is a 
possible choice between self-support and  public Eupport, 
there  the inclination of the poor to labor for  their own sub  
sistence should be  quickened by something 0% a penalty, 
though not in  the way of cruelty or of actual privation, 
upon the pauper condition. “ All,” says Mr. George 
Woodyatt Hastjngs, ‘‘ who have administered the  Poor 
Law must know the  fatal readiness with which those 
hoveringon  the brink of pauperism believe that  they can 
not earn a living, and the rnarvellous way in which, if the 
test be firmly applied, the means of subsistence will be 
found somehow.”* 

V. May the laborer be put  at disadvantage through 
the form in wliich his wages are paid ? A great deal of 
public  indignation and not a little of the force ,of law’ 
have been levelled at TRUCK. How, in  an effort  to treat 
the wages question systematically, are we to  regard this 
practice 8 

Pinkerton, lii. 197. 
800. Sc. Transsctiona, 1871, .p. 146. 

’ About sixty acta of the Britith Parliament have dealt with Tr& 
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TRE TBUCK SYSTEM. aa6 

To  tnlck (R.. Yrm) is to exchange commodities, to 
barter. The  truck system of wages, then, is the barter sys- 
tem introduced between the laborer and  his ernploycr. 
What objection can there be to this?  How can it be sop 
posed to  injure  the laboring class 8 I shall discuss this 
question at lengt,h, not more on account of its intrinsic irn- 
portance, than because i t   dords  an excellent practical ap- 
plication of important principles relating  to  the distri- 
bution of wealth. 

"he truck system may  take  two forms. First,  therc 
may be given to the laborer a portion of that which he 
actually produces, whether that product be suitable to his 
wants or not, leaving him, in  the  latter event, to exchange 
it as he can for whatever he may desire, food, drink, cloth- 
ing, fuel or shelter. Second, under the truck system 
the laborer may receive, not what he produces, but what 
he is to consume; he is paid in commodities supposed to 
be more or 1 e ~ s  suited  to his wants. 

Both these fortns of truck are as old as labor ; but in 
the earliest times they were generally found not separate 
but  united. What  the workman produced he also d e  
sired to consume, and for his labor in  tending sheep and . 
cattle, and in sowing and reaping grain, he received wool 
for his clothing, and meat and bread for his food. And BO 
to-day are  the laborers of many countries mainly paid ; and 
doubtless in  the majority of cases the practice is both nec- 
essary and beneficial. But when distinction came to be 
made of labor as agricultural  and as mechanical, and 
when employments came to be much subdivided, it would 
happen that a laborer's production was calculated to sup 
ply but a part only, or perhaps none  at all, of his wants ; 
for  it might be that  an artisan of Birmingham or Shef- 
field would be employed in making an article which he not 
only  never need but never even saw  uaed. Hence, if he 
were to be paid in kind, he would be obliged to sell or ex- 
change the eame for commodities more snitable to his n e  
cessities, and this, it will be seen, he might have to do at 
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a v e v  great disadvantsge, having no place of trade, no 
bueineea acquaintance, aud no time  to spend in  bartering 
off his wmea. So we find, in  the  fourth year (1464) of 
King  Edward Tv. of England, an act p d  in which oc. 
curs  the following : 

‘‘ Also whereas, before this Time, in the occnpations of 
Cloth-Making, the Laborers thereof have been driven to 
take a great  part of their Wages in Pins, Girdles, and  other 
unprofitable wares, under such price that it did not extend 
unto . . . . therefore it is ordained and established 
that every man and woman being cloth-makers, from the 
(said) feast of St.  Peter, shall pay to the carders, spinsters, 
and  all such other laborers, in  any  part of the said trade, 
lawful money for all their lawful wages.” 

This is the first English act aimed at  the truck system. 
Between that and the act of 1st and 2d William IV. (e. 37) 
intervened nearly four centuries, during which this system, 
in one or both its phases, prevailed in respect to a great 
part of English labor, and apparently the British  Parlia- 
ment  has not even yet done  legislating about it. 

I have said that  the second form af  truck is where the 
laborer is paid in commodities supposed to be suitable to 
his wants as a consumer, irrespective of the question 
whether  he has helped to produce the identical articles or 
similar articles himself. This  is done where board is 
given as a part of wages, but truck to this  extent was ex- 
pressly excepted’ from  the prohibitions of the  great Eng- 
lish truck act-namely, that of William TV., already re- 
ferred to. Another  form of partial  payment which is in  the 
nature of truck, is the allowance of perquisites and privi- 
leges, such as the keep of a cow, the gleaning of the 
wheabfield, the  cutting of turf,  and others which we have 
had occasion to mention in speaking of the difticulty of 

It WBB made lawful to atop asgee on ~cdonnt of victuals d m e d  or 
prepared under the roof of the employer ped there conawned by the 
UtifiC%I. 



&mating the real wages of the laborer. This kind of 
payment prevails, from the  nature of the m e ,  mainly  in 
n y e ~ t  to agricultural labor, and agrioultural twck  wm 
wt f w w ’  by the act of William IV. One form of 
agricultural truck deserves especially to be noted. I t  is 
found in  the beer or cider allowances so prevalent in Eng- 
land.’ The farms in  that country where Such payment ia 
not stipulated or is not customary would doubtless be 
found,  on  a count, to be in a decided minority. In  many 
cases the allowance is in amount reasonable, if we mume 
that  the use of these drinks in any quantity at all is de- 
sirable ; but in a vast number of instances the figures 
of these allowances as reported are startling  to minds 
unfamiliar with the statist,ics of beer-gardens. In  some 
places Mr. Purdy reports’ that  the men have from 2 to 4 
quarts of beer daily ; women and children half that quan- 
tity. The cider-truck would seem to be carried to a far 
greater extent. Mr. Edward  Spender states’ that  the agri- 
cultural laborers of the cider-producing countries, particu- 
larly  Herefordshire and Devonshire, receive from 20 to 50 
per cent of their wages in cider ! Eight to  twenty  pints  a day 
he indicates as the actual range.’ With such a state of 

“Nothing herein  contained  shall  extend  to any domestic  eervant, or 
uemant in hwbandTy” (xx.). This  exception was due  in  part  to  the rea- 
son of the case, and  in  part, we can not doubt, to the want of political 
power in the  agricultural labor claea. 

* The  words of the Maesachueetts Qeneral Court are  worthy  to be 
commended to the  high and  mighty  Parliament of England.  “Whereaa 
it is found, by too common and  sad  experience,  in all parts of the 
colony, that the forcing of laborers  and  other workmen to take wine in 
pay for  their  labor is a  great  nursery or preparative  to drukeanese and 
unlawful  tippling, . , . it  is thereforeordered  andordained by this  Court 
that no Lborer or workmsn whatsoever shall, after  the  publication  and 
promulgation hereof, be enforced  or preseed to take wine in pay for 
hie labor.”  (May 14, 1646.) 
’ Btatiatiosl Journal,  xsvii. 626. 
’ Btatietical  Journal, xxiv. 8 3 3 ,  cf. 339. 
‘ ‘‘ In Herefordshim it hag happened that a fanner paid hie laborers 9 

ahi l l inge a week in money, sndduring harvest-time 9 gallons of cider 8 
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things, no wonder Mr. Spender can quota the  statsment of 
a medical  gentleman,  long  resident  in the cider  district, 
that  “the failure of the apple  crop  has the same  favorable 
effects on the health of the laborer as the good drainlEge of 
a  parieh has on the  health of the  inhabitants  generally.” 

But  the  form of truck  which  has especially excited the 
opposition of the  working classes, and which has  been 
stringently prohibited‘ by law in England,  is  the famish- 
ing by the employer to  the mechanical  laborer, of goods 
for his  personal  and  family  consumption, the charges for 
the same  being set off against the wages due. It is of 
truck  in  this sense  only that we shall hereafter speak. 

The custom of part-payment  in goods, which at  one 
time prevailed  almost  universally  in  many  districts in 
England  and very generally in the United  States, did not 
fail to find excuse for itself in  the supposed  advantage of 
both  parties. It was claimed that,  in many  branches of 

week.” Mr. Spender’s  computations  assume that  the cider w a ~  agood 
merchantable  article. On this point  see  Heath’s English  Peasantry. 
One of the  “clergy  returna”  published  in  the Report of the Convoca- 
tion of Canterbury on Intemperance, states  the allowance of cider to a 
laborer a t  harvest-time  at 2+ gallons  daily ; another at nearly 2 gallons 
(p. 39). In one of the “ workl~ouse  returns”  the  governor  speaks of Is- 
borers as “swallowing, some of them, aa much aa 3 or 4 gallons a 
day.” (Ibid., p. 40.) 

1 The Act of 1st  and 2d William lT. provides that “ in  all  contracts  for 
the  hiring of any artificer in MY of the  trades  enumerated,  the wages 
of such  artificer shall be made  payable  in  the  current coin of the  realm, 
and not  otherwise.” The  trades  enumerated  are  the  manufactures of 
iron  and steel; the  mining of coal or  iron,  limestone, salt-rock;  the 
werking or gettingof clay,  atone,  or slate ; manufactures of salt, brich, 
tiles,or  quarries;  hardware  manufactures,  textile  manufactures, glass, 
china,  and  earthenware,  manufactures of leather,  and  others. 

There WIM excepted tha  right  to  supply to artificers  medicine and 
medical  attendance ; fuel,  materials, tools, and  implements  in mining ; 
also  hay, corn, and provender to be consumed  by my horse or beast of 
burden employed by the artificer in  the occupation ; also, to  furnish 
tenements at a rent to be thereon  reeerved ; also, to advance to arti- 
fimm money to be contributed to friendly societies and  savings-hankq 
or for relief in aicknem, or for the education of children. 
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industry, the proximity of stores and shops kept by per- 
mns disconnected with  the employers could not  be relied 
on to  the degree reqnired for the supply of the laborers' 
wants. This plea was urged with most rtssurance, and 
probably with  the  greatest degree of truth,  in respect to 
truck-stores for navvies engaged upon canals and rail- 
ways, as the  gangs employed  on such works are, from the 
nature of the work, continually shifting their place, and 
often pushing into districts settled sparsely or not at all. 
At the same time, evidence wae presented in the Com- 
mons Report on Railway Laborers (1846) going  to show 
that  the supposed necessity for truck did not exist even 
here.' But as the building of canals and railways had 
reached no great proportions in 1831, when the act of 1st 
and 2d William IT. prohibiting truck pabsed, this  depart- 
ment of indwtry was omitted  from the enumeration in 
that act, and the  truck system was kept  up  in full vigor 
on the canals and railways of the kingdom long after  it 
had ceased elsewhere, or had sunk into an illicit traffic main- 
tained, under disguise and at risk, by the least reput- 
able employers. 

The department of industry which, next to that men- 
tioned, put in the strongest plea for truck, was coal and 
iron mining. In  the  nature of the case, works of this 
character are  found principally at considerable elevations, 
upon difficult and broken ground,  and often at consider- 
able distances from market towns.' Hence the  proprie 
tors were  not  without  a show of reason in holding that 
the  prompt  and  sure supply of a  large and perhaps fluc- 
tuating body of workmen  required that shops for  the 
sale of the necessaries of life should be established in im- 
mediate connection with the works themselvea 

Sir Morton Pew, then a great contractor,  and  one of the partners 
of Thomas Brassey,  testified  that there waa no di5culty in provision- 
ing men  on the most  remote &ions of railway. (Report, p. 75.) 

* Commone Committee on Payment of Wagen Bill, 1864. aeport, 
pp. 37-9. 
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But the opportunity to add to the profits of mannfac- 
ture the profits, and  (through  the unscrupulous exercise 
of the influence and  authority of the employer) more than 
the ordinary profits, of trade,  did not suffer truck  to be 
confined to departments of industry presenting 80 much 
of an excuse for  the system ra the  building of canals and 
railways, and  the  mining of coal and iron. Truck  long 
prevailed, to a vast extent, in connection with  many 
branches of manufacture, and in many communities, where 
no reaaon but the greed of employers existed for the 
practice. Workmen were compelled to buy at the mas- 
ter's store,  on  pain of discharge. Sometimes hints accom- 
plished the object ; sometimes threats were necessary ; 
sometimes examples had to be made. However strong 
the disapprobation of the workmen, or of the larger com- 
munity around, the profits of truck were 60 enormous as 
to overcome the scruples and the shame of many em- 
ployers. Those profits were five-fold. First,  the ordi- 
nary profit of the retail trader,  large as that is, and 
larger  as  we  know it becomes, in proportion  to the igno- 
rance and poverty of the customer. Second, there waa a 
great diminution of ordinary expenses, due  to  the com- 
pulsion exercised. The trader, who was also the manufac- 
turer,  did not have to resort to costly advertising to draw 
custom, to maintain an  attractive establishment in a con- 
venient location, or to keep up an e5cient body of clerks 
and attendants. The only advertisement  needed waa the 
ominous not,ice to trade  there : the store might be the 
merest barn, the service might  be reduced to a degree 
involving the greatest inconvenience, and even  hardship, 
to the customer.' Third, it seems to  be  abundantly 

'Mr. Seymour  Tremenheere, in his exhauetive evidence before the 
S e l e c t  Committee of 1854, stated that the truck-shop were 80 ~ ~ 1 1 ,  
and the pereons retained to serve customera 80 few, that the women 
attending to get vppliea for their familiee, on the credit of their h w  
bande' wages, frequently could not enter, but  that fifty orone hundred 
would be seen collected outeide,wsitingtheir turntobeeerved. He 
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proved, by the evidence before the several conlrnkions 
and committees, that  the charges at  the truck-shops were 
generally higher by 5,10, or 15 p a  cent than at  the ordi- 
uary  retail stores. Fourth,  the employer, having the 
absolute control of the laborers’ wages, incurred no bad 
debts such as eat up the. profit of the open trader. Fifth, 
the quality of the goods furnished was likely to be as 
best anited the interests of the employer, who, for  the 
best of reasons, feared no loss of custom. 

Such w a ~  truck in  England before the act of 1st and 2d 
William IT. ; and  there can be no question in the mind of 
any candid person who peruses the  painful evidence ad- 
duced in  the course of the several inquiries which took 
place before and  aftor  that legislation, and who carefully 
considers the  nature of the case, that,  whether the system 
be intrinsically mischievous or not, abuses’ shameful and 

had himself  seen women with  children in their a m  standing  in the 
open air in bad  weather,  and on asking  had  been  told  they  had been 
waiting for hours.  (Report, p. 8.) 

Other  witnesses placed the  time for which a woman might  thus 
be compelled to wait at  the  truck-shop  at  two, four, or  six  hours, or 
even longer.  (Report,  pp. 42, 128, 156-7,322,330, 371.) Meanwhile 
the children  not  in arms were locked up at Lome. 

Mr. J. Fellows, Registrar of Births,  Marriages,  and  Deaths at Bilston, 
but also, it  ought to be mentioned,  a  retail  grocer,  stated that  in six- 
teen  year8  he  had  had o m i o n  to record a  number of deaths,  which he 
placed,  from  memory, at eleven, of young  children  burned  in the ab. 
sence of their mothers  while  waiting at  these Shops. (Report, p. 43). 

Sir  Archibald Alison appeared before the Committee of 1854 88 the 
champion of truck. 
“I think,”  he said, “generally mpeaking, the  people are  furnished 

with subsietenoe,  and  with  articles of use for themselves  and  their 
families  infinitely  better  than from the stores of private dealera.”-Re- 
port, p. 229. 

“ From 41  that I have wen I thtpk the eatablishment of stores h88 
been followed by a p a t  improvement  in the condition of the work- 
men.”-Ibid. 
“ I have k n o m  inlstances of workmen going miles  to the mseter‘s 

in PrSterenee to dealing  with the private shop.”-P. t#lk 
“- - . the immense advan- of the  truck vstem in mrnpelling 
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even horrible were perpetrated  under it. Doubtless there 
wa much passionate exaggeration by  men  smarting  under 
its evils, as there was in respect to the abuseR  of the old 
unreformed jails ; to  the wrongs of American  slavery ; to 
the  outrages of the Confederate prison-pens ; but if the 
simple truth  respecting  truck in England in the  early days 
of this  century could be  written out, it wonld form one  of 
the most painful chapters in  the long and  dreary story of 
" man's inhumanity  to man." 

Another  wrong which it is charged is done to laborers 
through  the  form of their payment, is by the so-called 
rental by the employer to  the laborer, of the tools and 
machines necessary to production, the wages being s top  
ped to  the  amount of the rent." This alleged abuse 
attracted attention  from economists and legislators in 
England  pa~ticularly  in connection with the hosiery  man- 
ufacture, and we will, for brevity,  draw  our  illustrations 
wholly from  that branch of industry. 

The system of Frame  Rents, as exposed by  the evidence 
before the Commission of 1844 and  the Committee of 
1855, was this : 

Instead of the employer hiring laborers to work upon 
his own machines, paying  them  net wages for  their ser- 
vice, the  knitting  is  let out to middlemen upon contracts ; 
'' the middleman  supplies the  workman  with  frames  and 
other machinery,  sometimes  belonging to himself and 
sometimes hired of the  manufacturer  or  other owner, and 
when he settles  with  the workman, he deductp out of the 
gross price per dozen of the work performed, first, a  sum 

the workman to spend IL large portion of hiaearningsin food for himaelf 
and his family."-P. a46. L 

I think the workmen in the p p t  msnufactoriee  and collieries are 
just like B great ill-disciplined army. It is just aa imposefble to make 
them diqoee of thedr properly aa it would be to provide an army 
with adequate  subsistence if yon were to abolish  the cclmmiseariat and 
pay every man in money, and 1e.t him buy hio provisions where he 
p"~"9.237,m. 
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gs rent  for the me of the  frame ; secondly, a mm for 
winding  the yarn,  which is a necessary operation for each 
workman ; a third sum to remunerate himself for  the use 
of the premises where the work is performed, and  for  the 
standing-room of the  frame ; and a fourth  for his trouble 
and loss of time in procuring  and  conveying  to the work- 
man the materials to be  manufactured, for his responsibili- 
ty  to  the manufacturer for  the  due  return of the materials 
when manufactured, for  superintending  the work itself, 
and  for his  pains in sorting the goods when made, and in 
redelivering  them at  the warehouse of the manufacturer.’’ 
The language  quoted is that of the Committee of 1855. 

That this system of gross wages, with deductions to be 
made for  the use of machinery employed and on the other 
accounts specified, wa6 not necessary to protect the owners 
of the machinery was abundantly proved by the fact that 
in trades  requiring the use of even more costly and deli- 
cate machinery, the plan of clear net wages prevailed. 
The real reason for  the frame-rent system, as brought out 
unmistakably by tho evidence, was the profit to  be made 
from  the use of the frames, owned partly by the manufac- 
turers  and  partly by the middlemen. This was admitted 
by  the manufacturers themselves, who even claimed that 
but  for  this profit they could not carry on their business in 
a depressed condition of trade.’ 

‘Just  as Sir  Archibald  Alison  admitted, the maetera made use of 
the opportunities of the  truck-syetem. Thus he speaka of “periods 
of great  distress,  when the  masters  are driven to  be sharp wi$h their 
furniBhinp.” (Report of the Committee of 1854, p. 232.) “ I have no 
doubt  that  under these  circumstances,  during  these  periods of distress, 
they mometimes fulnieh infs& articlee, at least  to  what  they  have 
furnished  before.” , . . . The  complaints  which I have  heard 
have  almost  always been mpln‘n te  about mmre; or, in some in. 
stancea, I have  heard  complaints, in periods of distresa, that  the quali- 
ty of the goode waa inferior,” , . , . I think  when a master is 
w i v i n g  high prices for his  articles,  for  iron  and coal, then hie 
pockets are  full of money, he is in  afauent circumstances, and he is 
not,  therefore,  under  the neceesity of being strict with his  furnishings; 
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The fact of rents so high as  to  make  this  profit  often 
enormou8 was  abundantly proved. Mr.  Muggeridge pre 
sented authentic  accounts of transactions  where the  an- 
nual rent charged approached, equalled, or  even  exceeded 
the  value of the frames. Thus one  workman in 22 years 
paid as rent upon a  frame  worth  but  88.  or 39 between 
3170 and  3180.'  Another  paid  ninepence  a  week  for 30 
years, on a frame costing at  the  beginning  but 327, and 
requiring  but &6 or 87 for repairs during  the  entire 
period.  Still,  again, Mr. William Bigga, II member of the 
Committee of 1855, had  testified  before the Commission 
of 1844  that  during  the two yeam 1835-36 his  firm  owned 
328000 of frames ; that  the  rents  amounted to 325100, 
which, after  deducting 5 per  cent  interest per annum on 
the capital invested,  and the cost of all  repairs  and  inciden- 
tal expensee, left  a clear  profit of 31950, or 24+ per  cent 
for  the two years. 

Such was the system by the admission of those  inte- 
rested in  its  maintenance.  But  there can be no  question 
that abuses were easily perpetrated  under  it. ( (The 
amount of this  deduction," FBYB Mr. Muggeridge,' '(is 
regulated by no fixed rule  or  principle  whatever ; it is not 
dependent upon the  value of the  frame,  upon  the  amount 
of money  earned on it,  or on the  extent of the  work 
made ; it has  differed in  amount  at different  times, and 
now does 60 in different  places; the  youthful  learner or 
apprentice  pays  the same rate  from  his  scanty  earnings &B 

that is to my, lalrsn tradd 4 good, ke giaeegood memure, he givea the 
beat articles, and is liberal with  his workmen : he does  not feel the 
preclsure himaelf. If in bad times  he is out at elbow and feels the 
pwssure, as he always does in a monetary crisis, then he  is obliged to 
be  more strict with his workmen,  and then complaints are  made." 
There ia something beautiful in  this Tory confidence in human nature, 
leading to the assurance that rrmstera will never  cheat  their  workmen 
in measure or quality unless it is positively necessary to save them- 
wlvea 
' Report of the Committee of 1W, p. 160. 

Ibid. 
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the most expert and skilful workman in the  trade  from 
llis of four-fold  the amount.” Moreover, the workman, 
obliged to hire the machine  if he wonld have employment. 
at, all, was compelled, not  infrequently, to pay the  reut 
not  only  when prevented by sickness from labor, but dso 
when no  work was furnished him by the middleman, who 
had a direct  interest not only in ‘‘ spreading the work over 
a greater number of frames than were requisite,”’ the 
amount given out being, accordingly, in some cases, what 
would be three  full days’ work in a week, in others  four, 
in some as little as two,”’ but alao in keeping  inferior ma 
chines of antiquated pattern worn to  the very edge of 
absolute inefficiency, since the less each machine could 
perform, the  larger  the number which would be required ; 
and  the more  hands he could hold in dependence on him 
for an inadequate occupation, the more complete his control 
over these unfortunates ; the more meagre the living they 
were able to  get off their frames, the less likely they were 
to have either  the  spirit or the material means to remove. 

I have given so much space to the questions of Truck 
and  Frame  Rents,  both because of their prominence in 
the history of labor and in economical literatsre,  and be- 
cause they afford illustrations of certain  very important 
principles in  the philosophy of  wages. 

To the appeals of the working classes for legislatiou 
abolishing these systems, the economists of the Manches- 
ter school have replied with  the doctrine of lab8ez faire. 
Asserting, as they did in  their contest for free trade, the 
self-sufficiency of capital, they felt bound to vindicate their 
consistency by asserting the self-sufficiency of labor. To 
them  truck  and  framerents were B mode of ascertaining 
the wages of labor; and they debmed the hours and me- 

] Report of the Committee of 1853, pp. 163,164, cf. p. 22. 
* Ibid., p. 166, cf. p. 24. 
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thoda of labor and  the  amount  and  kind of wages mat- 
ters  to  be  left  to employers and  e~nployed,l subject only to 
the (‘ law of snpply and demand.” By the.  operation of 
this law, they claimed, the employer gets  the laborer‘s ser- 
vices for  the lea& sum possible under  the conditions of 
supply ; and on the other, the laborer  securm the  greatest 
sum for his services consistent with the existing  demand, 
The employer’s least price and  the laborer’s greatest price 
are  therefore  the Bame, and no injustice can  be done so 
long as  both  parties  are left  free by law. 

I t  is, however, fairly a  question  whether the  writers  and 
statesmen of this school, in  their valorous disposition to 
stand by their principle in every case where issue on it 
might be joined, have  not mistaken their  ground  in  the 
matter of frame-rents  and truck.  Surely,  freedom of 
contract, on which the Manchesterians  insist so strongly, 
does not  involve freedom to break contracts or to evade 
contracts; nor does the most advanced advocate of laissea 
faire propose that breach of contract shall be left to  be  pun- 
ished by natural causes-that is, by the loss of business repu- 
tation, by the withdrawal of confidence, or by public repro- 
bation. But if exactitude of performance may be  enforced 
by law without any interference  with  industrial freedom, 
why, pray, may not precision in terrns be required by the 
law, as theveryfirst condition of a due and just enforcement 
of contractst Precision in terms is, however, manifestly 
incompatible, in  the very nature of the case, with truck; 
for if the employer says to the laborer, ‘‘ I will pay you for 
your work twenty shillings a week, but you shall take it 
in commodities at  my prices,” he does not in  fact agree 
how much he will pay the  laborer;  the use  of the term 
twenty shillings becomes purely  deceptive : it may mean 
more or less according as the employer chooses to fix his 
prices at  the time ; the laborer can not  tell  what  his wages 
really are ; the law can not  tell, and  therefore can not enf orCe 

Fswcett’a Speeches, p. 180. 



the laborer's right if litigated.' Perhaps we can not that 
precision in terms is incompatible  with the very  nature of 
the system of machine rents ; but  there  is  ample evidence 
to prove  that it has been 80 in  fact, and  therefore the law, 
which is  bound  to enforce the contract,  may  justly  demand 
that  the contract  shall  not  contain an  element  unsuscep 
tible of exact  determination. This is not  interference 
with  freedom of contract, but with looseness and  uncer- 
tainty of contract, or'with  the power of one  party to a 
contract to break,  evade, or pervert  its terms. 

But I am not anxious  to reconcile the prohibition of 
truck  and machine  rents  with hissez faire. The autho- 
rity accorded to that precept  is  not, in my opinion,  to  be 
justified on strictly  economical  principles. 

We have previously (p. 168-9) discussed the principles 
on  which it should  be  judged whether  a  law  prohibitive or 
regulative  in  form really  impairs  competition,  and  pre- 
vents  the  resort of labor to its market. I t  was t,here  seen 
that such a  measure,  though  nnquestionably  obstructive 
as against  a  supposed  pre-existing  condition of perfect 
practical  freedom,  might, by removing important moral 
or intellectual obstacles to  free  action, which actually  exist 
in human society as i t  is, have the effect to promote,  and 
not  retard,  industrial movement. 

Now, let us apply  this  principle to  a proposed law in re- 
gulation or  restraint of truck. It is,  say Mr. Bright rtnd 
Prof. Fawcetf,  an  interference  with  freedom of contract 
and an obstmction to trade,  and  therefore mischievoua- 

, 1 For instance, suppose in a truck  establishment a workman to die 
having undisputed clajms on the employer, for work done, to the nomi- 
nal  amount of 100 shillings : what amount  would his widow be en- 
titied to m v e r  in money at law, or would the employer  be entitled t o  
pay the debt into court in groceries  and  provisions, in qWntitie8 
and at prices to suit himself? If the man had lived, the 100 shillings 
would have been paid, wholly or in part, in track. His death certainly 
d w  not change the nature of his claim ; yet is it conceivable that II 
wurt shonld award a payment in kind ? 
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hkea fdre,  I&bezpu.sm. Bnt is it really or only form- 
ally obstructive ? There will not be absolute  freedom of 
movement  with it. Qranted. But is there abeolute f r e e  
dom of movement without  it 1 Assuredly not. Shall 
not, then,  the question be, whether there will be more 
freedom with or without such a law ? 

Now, if  me ask the question respecting  truck  and  frame- 
rents in England as they were in the first half of the cen- 
tury, it must, I think,  he answered that interference with 
the formal freedom of contract in these particulars served 
to enhance, in a most important degree, the substantial 
freedom of movement among the  laboring classes. The 
laborer’s practical ability to seek his best market is made 
up of a material element-the means of transportation and 
present subsistence-and of intellectual and moral elements 
quite aa essential, the knowledge of the comparative ad- 
vantage6 of the different occupations and locations offering 
themselves, and the courage to break away from place and 
custom to seek his  fortune elsewhere. Ignorance  and  fear 
keep  far more men  in a miserable lot than does the sheer 
physical difliculty of getting from place to place, and sue 
taining  life meanwhile. 

At the laborer’s knowledge of the comparative advan- 
tages of different occupations and locations, the  truck 
and rnwhine-rent systems struck  a  deadly blow. In addi- 
tion to the  ineritable difficulties in  determining  the real 
wages of labor, which were  detailed in Chapter II., this 
system introduced  a n e r  and most hopeless element of un- 
certainty. The laborer’s wages, paid nominally in money, 
were to be converted into conlmodities for his consump- 
tion, by an illicit process, at ratesgoverned by the pleasure 
of the individual employer at  the particnlar time. The 
truck  system was maintained for the purpose chiefly, as 
WM admitted, of enabling the employera to “ sweat” their 
laborera’  wages, as counterfeiters “ sweat” the coin of the 
realm. It wa0 claimed that  in  this way employers might 
make themselves good, if the nominal wages they were 
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paying were too high,  more easily than  they could obtain 
a reduction in  the nominal wages themselves. Moreover, 
the degree to which wages should be thus reduced would 
&pen$ upon  the rapacity or the necessities of individual 
employers, and also upon  the  state of manufacture and 
trade.’ The  great flexibility of these  charges waa univer- 
a l l y  admitted ; and, indeed, the readiness with which 
they could be adapted, in  form  and degree, to  the times 
and exigencies of the master’s business was made  one of 
the chief recommendations. 

If workmen are  to seek their own  interests, they mu& 
know  them.  Every  thing  that  tends  to simplify wagea 
makes it easier for the  laborer  to dispose of his service to 
the highest  advantage. Every  thing  that  tends  to compli- 
cate wages puts  the  laborer  at disadvantage. A  system 
of gross wages, with deductions “regulated by no fixed 
rule or principle  whatever” (Muggeridge), varying with 
times  and places, and, as Sir  A. Alison admits, varying 
with  the  state of trade  and  the disposit,ion of employem, 
makes it impossible for the most enlightened  workman to 
act intelligently respecting his interests, while the unedu- 
cated workman loses his reckoning completely : his senses 
are deceived, and  he is put wholly at  the mercy of the ex- 
tortioner.’ 

But it is said the  workman may not, indeed,  be able 
to compute with exactness  his net wages and  those of his 
fellows, through all this system of allowances and deduc- 
tions  and  payments  in  kind ; but  he surely can appreciate 
the  result so far as  his own comfort and well-being are 

See Sir k Aliaon’e remarkable  admissions on this point, quoted in 
note to page 333. 

“ This is a great oppreesion,” quoth  Arthur Young. ‘( Farmere  and 
gentlemen keeping accounts with the poor is a great  abuse. So many 
days’ work for a cabin, IY) many for a potato-garden, 80 many for keep 
ing a horse, and BO many for a cow, are  clear  accounts which a p r .  
man can understand well ; but further it ought not to po,-and  when 
he ha6 worked out what he has of this sort, the rest of his work oogllt 
punctady to be paid him every Saturday night.”-Pinkerton, iii. 816.’ 
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concerned ; he surely  knows whether he is well off or 
not ; and if he feels himself wronged, he will seek a bet- 
ter employer, But how, I ask, is  he  to  judge in ad. 
vance, under such a  system of combined truck  and ma- 
chine rents tu oppressed the framework-knitters of Eng- 
land fifty years ago, whether his condition would be  more 
tolerable mder  another  master or  in  another place ? 
Suppose  him to have the  rare intelligence aud enter- 
prise to ascertain the gross wages paid by other employers, 
perhaps  in distant localities, and  to find some more 
favorable than  his own, how can he have the slightest as- 
surance  that  greater severity in  the administration of the 
system of stoppages and deductions, and greater greed in 
pursuing  the profits of truck, might not  make the dif- 
ference, and perchance more than t.he difference, in nomi- 
nal rates? He can not tell  until  he has tried,  and how 
often would a  workman,  on such a  narrow  margin of liv- 
ing, and it may be with a family,  be able to change em- 
ployers and shift his place in order to better  his lot? 
How surely would he, after  one or two bitter disap- 
pointments,  relinquish the effort, and sink without a strug- 
gle into his miserable place, getting what wages he could, 
and  taking €or them  what he might, at  “the master’s 
store.” The  fact is, the Bystem  of truck and machine 
rents, . a s  adminiatered in  England  in  the early part of the 
century, completely blindfoolded the workman, and left 
him to  grope about in search of his  true interest, in peril 
of pitfalls and quagmires, or, as was most likely, to sub- 
mit  in sullen  despair . t ~  every indignity  and  injury of the 
position in which he Zonnd himself. 

Surely, then, we are entitled to say that laws in re- 
etraint of these  practices differ from those other laws af- 
fecting labor which have been described in this chapter, 
in  the one  all-important  particular, that  the  latter were 
intended to diminish that mobility by which laborers 
could seek their best market, while the  former  have  the 
&at to  make competition more easy and certain. 



.. fs truck,  then, always subject to economical censure? 
1 answer, No. Truck is a form of barter ; and he would 
be a bold man who should my that barter is always md 
cverrwhere prejudicial. When  truck arises naturally, is 
compatible with  the  general usages of exchange, and is 
maintained in good faith by common consent, it may not 
only  be  unobjectionable but  highly advantageous to  all 
classes.' When, however, truck is forced upon  a body of 
impoverished and  ignorant  workmen against the general 
usages of exchange, and maintained by  intimidation as 
the means of " sweating" their wages, and  keeping  them 
down to  the barest subsistence and  under  an incapacity to 
migrate,  then  truck becomes a horrid wrong  and outrage. 
This  varying aspect of truck, according to  the circnm- 
stances and character of the community among which it is 
introduced, exemplifies the  futility of setting  up as economi- 
cal  principles what  are  in  truth mere  rules of expediency. 

Thus, if barter be the general  condition of exchanges 
in  a  new  community, as it ordinarily is in the scarcity of 
currency, we may  fairly say that it constitutes  no special 
hardship  to  the laboring classes that  they have to receive 
their wages in  kind. Doubtless, in  the  further  develop 
ment of society and  industry,  the  introduction of money 
payments  in such a community will prove a  real and 
great  industrial advantage to  all classes. Doubtless, also, 
the wages class, as presuma.bly the poorest class, and that, 
also, the  members of which have least time  and oppor- 
tunity for rendering  the commodities they  may chance to 
receive in payment, into  the commodities they desire to 
consume, would be most helped by such an advance. 

' M. Duesrre's report notices with approbation the attempt of the 
Orleane Railway Company  to supply their 14,000 employees with food 
and clothing. The results seem to show that the  workmen thus ob- 
tained their supplies thirty per cent  cheaper than they could hare 
done at the shops.  There is no reawn why such enterprises should 
not be carried out to a much  greater extent, to the highest advantap 
of employers  and  workmen, and with general consent. 
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Yet, prior to that consummation, the wages h a ,  or the 
economist  epeaking for  them, could scarcely make com- 
plaint  that  they  were obliged to share in tlle general in- 
convenience, even  though, from  their  industrial position, 
the7 might  feel it more  severely than others ; or demand 
that  exemption  from  truck be secured them by law. In- 
deed, in such  a  general  condition of exchange, it is quite 
conceivable that a class which should be enabled to  en- 
force money payments  to itself might  thus secure an un. 
due advantage wbich would be resented by others 88 ob- 
tained at  their expense. An amusing illustration of this 
is furnished by Gov. Winthrop in llis History of New-Eng- 
land, as follows : 

One  Richard -, servant to one - Williams, of 
Dorchester, being come out of service, fell  to work at his 
own  hand, and took great wages above others, and would 
not work but  for ready money. By  this means, in a year 
.or a little more, he had  scraped together  about  twenty- 
five  pounds, and  then  returned,  with  his prey, into  Eng- 
land, speaking  evil of the  country  by  the way,” ebc., etc. 
(Vol. ii. 98, 99.) The good governor  notes  with  apparent 
gusto  the  fact  that  he was met  by  the cavaliers and eased 
of his money-his  prey-on his arrival. 

But if we come, now, to consider a state of industrial 
society in which exchanges  are  generally effected through 
the use of money, and  inquire a~ to  the  results to  a single 
class of the  community of being  reduced, through some 
force operating  upon  them when in a  position of disad- 
vantage, to accept payment  for  their services in con~modi- 
ties’ instead of currency, those, at  least, who discard the 

’ Clearly the evil, if there is any evil  in the ayatem, will be Borne- 
what according to the variety of the articles thus f o r d  upon the la- 
borer. The greater that variety the greater his disadvantage. One of 
the arpumenta against abolishing or abating agricultural truck hp4 
been that the arrangement was generally restricted to “ one, two, or 
three distinct things.”-Testimony of Mr. Tremenkecre  before the 
Cammittee of 1864. Report, p. 102. 
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theory of difbion can easily see that wrong  amounting 
to robbery  might be wrought by this means. To deny to 
one class the advantage they would naturally derive from 
the introduction of a universal “standard of value and 
medium of exchange,” while allowing it to the classes 
with which that  single class is to compete for  the possea 
sion of wealth, would be  not  unlike  prohibiting  to one 
merchant the  me of the railway, and sending him back to 
the stage-coach, while  his  competitors  were  permitted to 
use the telegraph  and the steam-car. So long as the coach 
was common to all, none had equitable cause of complaint 
of the  want of a better means of transportation. The hard- 
ship, such as it was, lay in  the constitution of things. 
When  the steam-car and telegraph came, they did not bene- 
fit all alike ; on the contrary, they tended  to  inequality ;’ 
to make the  great greater, the small, by comparison at least, 
smaller, yet no  one could rightfully charge blame in that he 
received le88 than others of the  great addition to human 
well-being. I t  would be quite  another  thing, however, 
were one individual or class to be prohibited from  par- 
ticipating, in his measure, in what should be the  gain of 
all. This would be ground  for  complaint; thia would 
be gross, palpable injustice. And such a  wrong was that 
truck against which the  statute of 1st  and 2d William IV. 
was levelled. Truck prevailed, not because it consisted with 
the general system of exchange in  the country at  the time, 
not because it was for the convenience of both  parties, 
not  from any scarcity of currency to allow cash pay- 
ments,  but, in the vast majority of instances, it  had been 
forced‘ upon the working classes simply and solely be- 

’ T h e  effects of railways in taking the life out of small countrr 
towns, and  drawing  trade  and  manufactures t o  junctions  and termini, 
are too familiar  to  need illoetmtion. 

In wme w e 8  even the pretence  of  adapting the commodities, in 
which the laborer  was  paid,  to his wants WBE abandoned,  and the la- 
borer W ~ B  paid in whatever  was  most  convenient  to the employer. 
Evidence w a ~  given before the Committee of 1854 that  workmen  were 
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cause it enabled the employers to add the profits of trade 
to the profits of manufacture ; because it kept the laborers 
always poor and in debt,  and diminished the e w ,  or p m  
ticslly destroyed the possibility, of migration. 

mmetimee forced to receive  such an excess of flour, for instance, 88 to 
hrve to pay  their rent in thie article, of cotme at inconvenience and 
with a I-. (Report, p. 6.) 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

4 

WHAT HAY HELP THE WAGES CLASS IN ITS COMPETITION 

FOR THE PRODUCTS OF INDUSTRY. 

IN Chapter 111. were  set forth certain causes which go 
to heighten the efficiency of labor and increase the product 
of industry. Under  the present title I shall have occasion 
to speak of causes, some of them the same,  as operating  to 
give the wage-laborer a larger share of that product, with- 
out  reference  to its absolute amount. 

Bearing  in mind  still that  it  is competition in  the  full 
senEe of that word,  involving as it does the  strong desire 
and  the persigtent effort to  buy in  the cheapest and sell in 
the dearest market, which alone is needed to give the 
wages class the highest  remuneration which the existing 
conditions of industry will allow, we can not find difficulty 
in enumerating  the principal  helps  to this end.‘ These are : 

I. Frugality.  All capital is the result of saving ; 
and  the  frugality of the working classes, contributing to 
the increase of the wealth available for  the purposes of 
industry, secures indirectly an increase of production. 

1 Mr. Mill says : ‘‘ When  the object ia to raise the permanent  condi- 
tion of a  people,  emall  means do not merely  produce small effects, they 
produce no  effect at  all,” (Pol. Econ., i. 459.) The remark is just,  but 
is perhaps  liable to be misunderstood. Causes which,  when  contem- 
plated as operating in a  given  moment,  appear 80 amall 88 to be inoon- 
eiderable,  may, if they operate  continuously in any  direction, produce 
p a t  effects ; but  then such OBUS~B can not, in a philosophical view, be 
considered small. 
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But we have  here only to do with  the  fact that, without 
reference to  any increase of production, the workman’s 
frugality  gives him  a  distinct  advantage, rendering com- 
petition on his side, in one degree, more effective. No 
matter how clearly workingmen may discern their  interest 
in  a prompt  resort  to  another market, whether  that im- 
ply a change of occupation or of place, or both, without 
some savings out of their  past  earnings  they  must e’en 
say, with  the ‘‘ Third Citizen” in Coriolanus, u We have 
the power in ourselves to do it ; but  it  is a power that  we 
have  no power  to do.” No human  thougllt can distin- 
guish the several parts of ignorance and of penury  in  the 
immobility of agricultural labor in  the  West of England ; 
but it can not  be doubted  that  the  poverty which  has 
existed  among that class since the Napoleonic  wars  has 
contributed largely to  the miserable result. Their scanty 
earnings  have rendered it extremely di5cult  for  them  to 
make  any savings out of their wages ; the lack of mvings 
has placed them  at  the mercy of their employers by ren- 
dering  it  extremely difficult for  them to escape to locali- 
ties  offering  superior  inducements. Prof.  Fawcett, writ- 
ing from Salisbury iu 1673 or ’4, says of the  agricultural 
laborers of that section : “ They  are so poor that  it  is ab- 
solutely impossible for many of them  to  pay  the expense 
of removing  even  to a  neighboring county.’” I have al- 
ready cited the testimony of Mr. Muggeridge’ respecting 
the removal of large  numbers  from  the  south  and west of 
England  at  the public  expense, by which  persons who had 
actually been snpported as paupers were immediately 
brought  to a condition of comfortable  self-support. In 
some rare instances this removal of laborers  has  been  ef- 
fected by the  enterprise of private employers. Thus, at  
the  meeting of the Social Science Association in 1874. Mr. 
C. M. Palmer, of Newcastle, one of the largest employem 

1 Cor&pcmdace of the Daily Newa 
’ P. 185. 
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in England, s ta ted  that some  years previously, wllen there 
was great distress in Cornwall, he had sent  an agent to 
collect laborers, paying  him so much for each man re- 
cruited,  offering minimum wages until  the men  should 
become instrnctcd in mining, one half the cost of trans 
portation to be ultimately deducted  from  their wages. 
Mr. Palmer deemed that  the  enterprise  had been very 
prosperous both in  his own interest  and  in  that of the la- 
borers. The philanthropic  endeavors of Canon Girdle- 
stone  in securing the removal of laborers from  the crowd- 
ed  districts have also been alluded to. But whether such 
schemes are  undertaken  by  government, by business en- 
terprise, or  by  private charity, they are almost sure to be 
~uc~essful,  if at all, in some  lower degree  than  where  the 
laborer is furnished  with means of his own earning and sav- 
ing, and  undertakes his own removal. In  strong contrast 
with  the helpless  condition of the agricultural laborers of 
the  south  and west, Prof. Rogers notes the independence 
of the laborers of Cumberland and Westmoreland, of 
whom i t  is  reported  that  they ‘‘ never allow tllemselves to 
be  destitute of such a sum of money as will enable  them 
t o  emigrate  in case the  ordinary  rate of wages shows signs 
of yielding to the pressure for employment.” 

On  men  thus provided, the casualties of production will 
work  small permanent  injury.  Their reserves enable 
them to tide  over any commercial disaster, and the  return 
of prosperity finds their efficiency unimpaired. If, on the 

Pol, Econ., pp.  101, 102. The  savingkbanksstatistics bear out this 
assertion  respecting  the  laboring  classes of these  counties. By the 
report of the  Penrith Branch of the  Carlisle  Savings-Bank, it appears 
that the total amount due  to 280 male  farm.servants waa 2.9259 
98. sd. ; to 240 female  farm-servants, 2.7904. 8s. 9d.  Inetances  are given 
of 8200, JXiOO, or even L500 having been  sccumulated by a eingle per- 
6on. (Second Report (1869) of the Commission  of 1861 on the Employ- 
ment of Children in Agricoltnre, p. 141.) 

Sir Frederick  Eden in his “ History of the Poor” has preserved  mme 
remarkable  iustances of considerable  accumulations  out of enmings. (I. 
495. 496, note.) 
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other hand, the steady decline of industry in their section, 
under any general or special cause, imposee on  them  the 
necessity of migration,  they can go at the best time  and  in 
the best way. Thus we see that  frngality on the  part of 
the working claws goes far  to supply that condition on 
which competition will secure to  them absolutely the high- 

’ est wages which the existing conditions of industry allow, 
’ “Wages,” says Mr. Mill, “ are likely to  be high  where  none 

are compelled by necessity to sell their labor.” ’ 
But while frugality  is  thus a condition of great impor. 

tance in securing a beneficent distribution of the product 
of industry,  we are compelled to acknowledge that  the 
condition of the wage-laborer is not conducive to  the devel- 
opment of this quality. We saw’  that he must, human 
nature being  what it is,  be somewhat less industrious than 
the person who works on his own account ; he is also likely 
to be less frugal.  Take the case of the  “peasant proprie- 
tor” of land. Is there an hour of the day  left, there  is 
always something to be done ; the land is ever  crying out 
for labor. Has he  a  few  shillings to spare at  the end of 
the month, there  is always something connected with the 
land which demands its investment. Whether  it be  work 
on the  growing crop, or the ditching,  fencing, and clear- 
ing of land, the increase of live stock and  implements, or 
additions to stables and barns, the small farmer has always 
a good use to which to  put every hour of labor and every 
shilling of money which he can command. After all, it is 
as Sismondi said : ‘‘ The  true savings-bank is the land.” 

With  the  wagelaborer  the w e  is different, H e  can 
not reapply any portion of the  product of his labor di- 
rectly to  the subject-matter of his labor, for  that is not 
his. If he would put  any portion of his wag@ to a re. 
productive use, he  must seek out some borrower, and 
the amount he has  to  lend  being small, this borrower must 

1 Pol. Eoon., i. 442. 
’ P. 74-7. 
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be the bank, which will lend  the money out, he knom 
not when, he knows not where. This is a very cold- 
blooded affair compared with the application of earnings I 

to  the land by the proprietor  thereof, who works over 1 
it  and lives upon it, who feels that it is all his, and shall ~ 

be his children’s after him. Neither  the imagination nor 
the affections are addressed very powerfully by the 8av- 
ings-bank. There is,  besides,  some delay involved in a 
deposit, which, however slight,  defeats  many a good  reso- 
lution  and  brings many a half-consecrated sixpence to  the 
grocery or  the bar-room. 

I have named in the last word the  great foe to frugality 
in  the working classes. Wholly aside from  the perversion 
of instincts, the loss of laboring power, and the actualvice 
and crime resulting from drunkenness, the waste of wealth 
shown by the statistics of the consumption of wine, beer, 
and  liquors by the working-classes is appalling. 

I had occasion in the preceding chapter  to  refer to  the 
payment of beer and cider as a  part of agricultural wages 
in England. The amount of money actually received and 
spent for these and  stronger  drinks is estimated, on  respect- 
ableauthority, as follows :l1869, $113,464,874; 1871,3118, 
906,066 ; 1873, $140,014,713. The author of this compu- 
tation proceeds to estimate the cost of the bread consumed 
annually by the people of England  at $2 1%. 6d. per head ; 
the cost of tea!  coffee, sugar, rice, and cocoa consumed, at 
31,lOs. 9d. per head : making altogether an average expend- 
iture  for thesearticles of $4. 7s. 3d., against an expenditure 
of 34.78.2d. for alcoholic drinks, on the basis  of 1873. A t  
this rate, six  years’ expenditure would amount to e.uough to 
pay the national  debt, or to build a house worth &150 for 
every family  in  the kingdom.  There may be some exag. 
geration in these estimates ; and  it is to be considered that 
the expenditure of the higher classes on this account ie 
more than proportional ; yet one can not set the cost of 

1 The Temperance Reformation and the Lkietian Church, pp. lla,ll& 
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wines, ales, and liquors consumed by the  wagelaboring 
daeses of Great  Britain lower than ~100,000,000 per 
annum. Mr. G. R. Porter, in a paper rad before the 
Statistical  Society,  adopted the estimate that one-half the 
income of workingmen  earning  between  ten  and  fifteen 
shillings a week was spent by them on objects in which 
other  members of the  family  had  no  share ; while the 
proportion  thus  selfishly  devoted by higher paid and  pre- 
sumedly  more  temperate  artimns  earning  from  twenty  to 
thirty Phillings, not  infrequently  reached  one third.’ 

Yet, in spite of strong  and  urgent  tendencies  to dissjpa- 
tion  and  extravagance  among the manual-labor clasw,  the 
statistics of the savings-banks  show  a  steady  growth of the 
principle of frugality,  the  total  deposits  in 1873 reaching 
$312,000,000. The deposits  in  savings-banks  throughout  all 
Europe,’  exclusive of Russia * and  Turkey,  are  estimated, 
in  a  report of M. Normandie to the  French  National As- 
sembly  in 1875, at a total of $1,180,000,000. 

’ Statistical  Journal, xiii. 364. 
Mr.  Bainesstates that nineteen-twentieth8 of the occupantsof  oottagea 

in Leeds  pay their  rent weekly,  and  could  not be trusted  longer.  (Statis- 
tical  Journal, xxii. 136,138.) The  plan of Monday-morning  payments hae 
been widely urged as a simple,  practical  measure in aid of the laborer’s 
instincts of frugality.  French  laborers find less di5culty  in  carrying 
their  earnings past the cubmet. 

Mr. Braasey  relates that  during  the constrnction of the  Paris and 
Rouen  Railway, the  Frenchmen employed  were, at  their own request, 
paid only once a month.  (Work  and  Wages, p. 17.) 

Mr. McCulloch  in his Commercirl  Dictionary (p. 478) argues  strenu- 
ously that  the State should r e f w  to protect  small  debts,  with a view 
to promote frugality on the part of the working-c1-a 

’The  fullest body of information relatiug to banks of aaving is to 
be found in a recent report by Prof.  Louis Bodio, the accomplished 
chief of the  Italian Bureau of Statistics. “Caase di Risparmio in 
Italis, ed all’  eatero.” 
’ Ruseia, however, has her system of Ravings-banks, nnmbedng six- 

ty-two, with  deposits to the amount of four and a  half million roubles, 
in the name of seventy t h o u m d  depositors. In contrast  with  these 
facts, we find in little  Switzerland not less  than 353,8565 depositom, or 
one in every  seven of the population. In Denmark the proportion ia 
m e  to eight  and a half. 
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On  the  Continent of Europe  the amount of deposits in 
savinga-banks represents but a  fraction of the accumula- 
tions of the working classes. The passion of the common 
people for acquiring  land leads to  the continuous appliw- 
tiou of circulating capital to  the purchase of this speciell of 
property,' while  the various clwes of credit institutions 
facilitate  the erection of workingmen's houses. If it be 
asked how the acquisition of real property by the work- 
ing classes consists with  the mobility of labor which is so 
much to be desired, I answer, one need have no fear that 
the  true mobility of labor will be impaired at  all by any 
form which the savings of the working classes  may take; 
that  the virtues which are required for  the exercise of 
frugality, and which the exercise of frugality  strengthens, 
afford the beat security for all needed movement of labor 
at  the  right  time  and  in  the  right way ; and finally, that 
the individual acquisition of real property is never  likelg 
to become so general as not to leave a corlsidernble portion 
of the members of every trade without  ties to  the soil. 

I t  is quite an0th.r question how the extensive acquisi- 
tion of public  property by the Swiss cornmunes'affects the 
desired mobility of labor in  that country. I t  would 
certainly appear  at this distance to  be  inexpedient,  as re- 
quiring  an  undue sacrifice on the  part of individuals whom 
the conditious of industry seem to invite to other locali- 
ties. 

The statistics of savings-banks in  the  United States are 
not to be used with much confidence, for  the reason that 
onerous taxation has in several States driven  large 
amounts of personal  property, belonging to persons of 
means, nnder  the protection of these institutions, which 

In the Canton of Berue, of 500,OOO inhabitants, the real  property- 
holders numbered, in  1868, 88,670.  (Report of Mr. Gouldon the Condi- 
tion of the Industrial Classes, 1871, p. 870.) 

$'' The estimated value of the property  held by the Swiss communes 
between the yearn 1863 and 1864, independently of the Cantons, may 
be pat down at the large sum of 686,853,077 franea." (Mi.) 
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enjoy a partial  immunity  from contribution. I t  is not un. 
usual to deposit, up to the  limit of the  amount authorized 
by law, in each of a number of banks, and still further to 
multiply such deposits by entering equal  amounts in the 
names of wife and children.' 

Notwithstanding this, however, it  is evident that a vast 
body of wealth is held by the laboring classes of tlle 
United States in movable form, in addition to the 13ums 
invested in houses and lands. In  18i3 the savings-banks of 
Maine showed 91,398 separate accounts, with  an aggregate 
deposit of $29,556,524 ; Rhode Island, 93,124 accounts, 
$46,617,183; Massachusetts, 666,229 accounts, $202,195,- 
344 ; New-York, 839,472 accounts, $285,520,085. 

11. Individnal and  mutual intelligence  among the work- 
ing classes. The phrase mobility of labor is very useful 
in discussions of the questions of wages, as expressing 
better than  any other  the o!le condition upon which 
laborers can receive the highest  remuneration which the 
state of productive industry  (their own present efficiency 
being  taken into account) will allow, and  the sole security 
which society a n  have that  the inevitable  immediate 
effects of industrial pressure or disaster shall not become 
permanent. Yet  there is danger that  the conception of 
what  is involved in this term will be inadequate. Assum- 
ing  the desire of industrial well-being to be universal, the 
mobility of labor  should  supply on the  part of the wages 
class all  that is needed for a perfect competition ; and  this 
clearly requires  something  more than legalized freedom of 
movement,  something more, even, than  the possession of 
the physical means of transportation and subsistence need- 
ed for migration. The laborer  must be in a  position  to 
discern where his  real  interest lies, for to move in  any 
other  than  the  right direction  may be more  injurious than 

1 One cam has come to my knowledge where a depositor, after ex. 
hsuating the list of his haman M y ,  entered the maximum  amount 
in the name of his dog. 
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to abide  in  his  lot,  since  all  movement  implies loss of 
force, and is only to  be justified by the prospect of a 
distinct  gain in the result. 

This  ability  to discern  where one’s interest  lies  requires 
two  things, the. acquisition of just  information  and  the 
rejection of false  information. Of the  former it is  not 
necesssry to speak. It is seen ih the  mere  mention, how 
large is the  requirement  it makes of the  working classes ; 
how  slight  the  probability  that  this  requirement  will be 
completely Wed.  The second  requirement  is,  among  an 
ignorant population,  even  more di5cult. So prone to die  
couragement  are  men, especially  men  lacking in mental 
training and  culture ; so efficient is Rumor in  her evil 
ofice of spreading  the news of failure  and  disaster,  that 
the effects of acting  upon  false  information in a  single 
instance  may,  with  ignorant  persons,  neutralize the most 
substantial  inducements of self-interest  in  many other in- 
stances. Such  persons  have little  to hold on to,  or  steady 
their  minds  upon ; they  generalize  hastily  and passionate- 
ly, or,  rather,  they do not in any true sense generalize at 
all ; and  after  the first shock to  their  contidence they be- 
come  absurdly suspicious. 

Even  in  enterprises of less pith and  moment, the cloud 
of prejudice,  vague  apprehensions,  and  false conceits, 
originating  in ignorance,  obscures the view, in  every  direc- 
tion, of the laborer’s true interest. 

Few,” says Mi. Chadwick,’  (‘who  have  not had ex- 
perience in  the administration of relief to  the  destitute in 
periods of wide  distress,  can  be fully sensible of the  dif- 

, ference, in  amount of trouble  and  chargeahility  to the 
ratepayers,  between  educated  and  intelligent  and  uneducat- 
ed  and  unintelligent  people of the wage-class-the heavy 
lnmpishness of the uneducated, their abject  prostration, 
their  liability  to misconception  and to wild passion, their 
frequent morowness  and  intractability,  and  the dBculty 

1 sweticrrl J O ~ ~ ,  ~xviii. 11, la. 
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of teaching them, ae compared with the self-help of the 
better educated, who  can write and inquire for themselves, 
and find out  for themselves new outlets and sources of 
productive employment, and who can resd for themselves 
and act on written or printed instructiogs. The really 
well-trained, educated, and intelligent  are the best to bear 
distress ; they are the last to come upon charitable relief- 
lists, and the first to leave them.” 

111. Sexual self-restraint. I am not speaking here in the 
Malthusian sense with reference to the general supply of 
labor. In  Malthusianism the average number of children to 
the familyis the single consideration ; it matters not whether 
ea.ch family have four children, or one family none, and the 
next eight : the supply of labor is equally affected. Again, 
while in Malthusianism the age at which marriage shall be 
contracted and children produced is not a  matter of in- 
difference, it is only of consequence as it affects the period 
within which population shall double. I here adduce the 
desirableness of sexual self-restraint on an account which 
is wholly additional to this-namely, the iduence  it must 
exert upon the mobility of the laborer. We have seen 
the occasion in modern society for a  frequent,  one might 
almost say an incessant, readjustment of population and 
industry. I t  is clear, that though the laborer can never 
wholly escape from this necessity, it is of peculiar im- 
portance that he should be aa disembarrassed a.~ possible 
during the years when he is coming to find out his own 
powers and capabilities, learning how to work, and getting 
into industrial relations, presumably for life. It is certain 
that he can make a favorable disposition of his labor then, 
if ever;  that  he will never be able afterwards to seek his 
market with so little of effort and so little of loss. 

It is, therefore, economically desirable, without respect 
to the effect his earlier marriage might have on the 
general snpply of labor, that  at  this critical period his 
mobiliq should be at the maximum. Of course, this 
proposition does not apply generally to communities in 
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the condition of the American colonies and  the early 
United States,  where labor was almost painfully deficient, 
and  where  land was abundent. A young man there could 
scarcely have placed himself wrong; and  any disadvan- 
tage the impediments of a youthful marriage  might  have 
occasioned him was amply compensated by the access of 
productive power which his rising  family soon brought 
him,  in a country  where  the condition of (‘ diminishing 
returns’’ had  not been reached. But  when  settlements 
became dense and production diversified,. the necessity of 
a  precise  adaptation of labor to  industry,  and a consequent 
readjustment of population, becomes urgent, and that 
urgency increases with increase of numbers  and diversi- 
fication of products. Hence  it is that  early  and improv- 
ident marriages, such as  characterize the  Irish‘ at home 
and in  foreign lands, influence unfavorably the  rate of 
wages, wholly besides their effect on the general supply 
of labor. The  young laborer is no  longer free  to  abandon 
the avocation his  adaptation to which he  finds  he has 
wrongly estimated, or  the locality where he finds  himself 
crowded by equaIly needy competitors,  and to seek the 
price of his labor in a  better market;  but, tied  down by 
the mree of family,  and harassed by immediate necessi- 
ties, he  sinks hopelessly into what he knows to be the 
wrong place for him. 

But if we turn ow attention  from  the fortunes of 
the  individual  to those of the whole wages c h ,  we 
shall see an additional reaaon, in  the interest of a be- 
neficent distribution of the products of industry, for  the 
procradination of marriage. The desideratum is, we 
have seen, to secure the  readjustment of population to 
industry. It is clearly true  that  the  longer  marriage * 

is postponed, the  larger  the proportion of the  total labor- 

Sir Archibald A l i s o n ,  writing of the Irish peaaantg in the da.ys be- 
fore the Famine, speaks of them aa ‘‘ almost always” marrying at 
eighteen, and not infreqnently becoming grandfathers at *-four. 
(Hiet. of Europe, xviii. 5.) 
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ing population which will be free, BO far aa domest.ic 
incumbrances are concerned, to reapnd  to economical 
impulses suggesting a change of avocation or of residence. 
It is not merely that, if they go in obedience to such sug- 
gestions, they m u r e  their own  highest  remuneration,  but 
they also relieve the market in those localities or occu- 
pations which they forsake. With  the disposable element 
thus increased by the procrastination of marriage, the 
heads of families, those who, in  the words of Bacon, 
‘‘ have.given hostages to fortune,’’ may  to a very large ex- 
tent, except only in extraordinary emergencies, be exempt 
from thie necessity. 

The average age at which marriages are contracted 
varies greatly with the industrial necessities and  the social 
habits of difEerent communities.’ In Belgium, in 21.17 
out of 100 marriages the groom is under 25 years ; in Hol- 
land, 21.42; in Sweden, 21.83 ; in Norway, 23.95; in 
Austria, 28.40 ; in France, 29.06 ; in Scotland, 41.32 ; in 
England, 50.95. 

IV. Legal  regulations clearly correspondent to infirmi- 
ties  in  the mas8 of laborers, which tend  to defeat the real 
freedom of choice and power of movement. 

After  making  all allowances for  the proneness of legis- 
latures  to meddle and blunder, and for defects in sd- 
ministration of the law, it still  remains true  that  the 
wages class may, in exceptional inBtances, be helped for- 

a Marriages take place at a very early age in India. Mr. Beverley, the 
Census Commissioner, calls attention to the  fact  that  the religious be- 
liefs of the people contribute tp this  result, as it is deemed highly  im- 
portant  that  the  burial  rites, on which the welfare of the soul after 
death,  according  to their  faith,  greatly depends,  should be performed 
by male  offspring.  (Economist, May Qth, 1874, p. 555.) In Ireland early 
marriages have undoubtedly been promoted  by the influence of the 
priesthood. (J. 8. Mill’s Pol. Econ. i .  345,446; Alison’s  Hist. of Europe, 
xviii. 10 ; Stat is t id  Jonmd, xxii. 217, xxiii. 205 ; Prof. Senior, quoted 
in the Edinburgh Review, October, 1868, p. 328, cf.  p. 336.) In Eng- 
land Mr. J. 8. Mill charges that the policy of the Tory party ha8 been 
to encourpge w l y  marriages. (Pol. Ikon., i. 436.) 
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ward  in an important degree towards a real and vital corn- 
petition, by the exercise of the prohibitory power of the 
State.  During  the present  century, says the  Duke of 
Argyle,  in his Reign of Law, I '' two  great discoveries 
have been made in  the science of government:  the one 
is the  immense  advantage of abolishing rest.rictions upon 
Trade;  the  other  is  the absolute necessity of imposing 
restrictions upon Labor." There  is  here  no inconsist- 
ency. I have shown in a preceding  chapter  that those 
economists who  refuse  to  carry  into  the  department of 
Distribution  the  rule of perfect  freedom  from  restraint 
which they accept in the  department of Exchange, do  not 
abandon an economical principle, but only  leave behind 
a  practical  rule, the conditions of which no  longer exist. 

The possible justification of Factory Acts and kindred 
legislation  may  be thus briefly stated. For perfect competi- 
tion  in wage-labor it is required that  the employer and  the 
laborer shall each understand and  pursue his  own true 
permanent  interest. But this requirement is never com- 
pletely fulfilled. The employer,  on  his  part, is always, in 
a higher  or lower  degree, unduly  under  the domination of 
immediate purposes. The  haste  to be rich, which often 

1 makes waste ; greed, which is always unwise ; parsimony, 
which disables from business success many a man  who has 
every  other qualification, rendering  him incapable of ever 
taking a large  and  liberal view of his industrial  relations ; 
rivalry, mutual jealousy  among  manufacturers affecting 
the  temper of business and  warping production from  its 
best course-these passions and infirmities among employ- 
ers, quickened  at  times  by  stringent financial necessities, 
must more  or less make separation between their seeming 
present  and  their  true  permanent interest. Thus it be- 
comes possible that  the employer shall seek to crowd down 
wages, extend  the hours of work,  quicken the  movement 
of machinery, admit  children of tender age to painful and 
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potrscted labor,’ scrimp in the Conveniences of p d u c -  
tim, and neglect the ventilation  and  sanitary care of his 
rthop or factory,  all  in the effort to increase the month’s 
snd the ye~r‘s profits,  though  such a COW is, in the  long 
view, prejndicial  alike to himself and his  hands. Perfect 
competition  would  make the employer  the  guardian of the 
hborer‘s  interests. What sort of a  guardian  imperfect 
cornpetition  makes of the employer  unrestrained  by  law 
or an active  pnblic  sentiment,  may  be  read in  the official re- 
porta of Greet  Britain,  in  which the condition of her ’ 

. mines  and  mills and factories  prior  to  their  legal  regulation 
is described. 

But  the failure of true  competition is, ae has already 
been abundantly  shown,  far  greater on the  side of the 
wages class, though in this  respect  very  wide  differences 
exist,  due  both  to  the  industrial  quality of the  individual 
laborer  and to the  nature of the occupation  purmed.  The 
killed workman,  receiving  high wages, with  an  ample 
ihargin of subsistence,  is  always  fairly  able to seek his best 
market.  Doubtless  he  fails in a considerable  degree, at 
times, for want of apprehension, or of the  spirit of enter- 
prise ; but, in the  main,  he mtisfies the  condition of a 
right  distribution.  Even  the  unskilled  and  unintelligent la- 
borer,  in  occupations  involving  no  exteusive  subdivision of 
work or expensive  machinery and materials,  may find his 
place tardily  and  painfully, and m&e his terms, though at 
mme loss. It is when  laborers of both  sexes  and all ages, 
each doing  some  special operation-a small  part of a great 
work-are aggregated in mills and  factories  where costly 
materials are consumed  and  aorplicated  machinery is em- 
ployed, that  the control of the individual  over  his  lot is 
diminished to the minimum. What is the single laborer in 

“ Quand I’eafant n’est paa ext(?nu6 par un travail pr6matud. et 
q u a d  on attend qu’il Bit lea form8 n6cessaires avant de 1’ Sstzeindre 8u 
travail, une fois parvenu & l’ke d‘homme, il est meillenr onvrier, trs- 
rail10 mieux, plus vite et produit devantage.”-M. Woloweki :--LBgi% 
lation sur le -mil des Enfanta. (Maz Tallon  and Maurice, p. asS.) 
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8 cotton-mill 8 What does his will or wish  stand  for 1 The 
mill itself becomes one v.at machine which rolls on in  its 
appointed  work,  tearing,  crushing,  or  grinding  its  hum=, 
just as relentlessly a it d m  its  other,  material.  The 
force of discipline  completely  subjects  the  interests  and 
the objects of the individural to the necessities of a  great 
establishment.  Whoever  fails to keep  up, or faints by 
the way, iil relentlessly thrown out. If the wheel rum for 
twelve  hours in  the day,  every  operative  must be in his 

’ place  from  the  first  to  the  last  revolution. If it  runs  for 
thirteen  hours or  fourteen,  he  must  still be at his  post.. Per- 
sonality  disappears ; even the  instinct of self-assertion is 
lost ; apathy soon succeeds to  ambition  and  hopefulness. 
The laborer can quarrel  no  more  with the foul  air of his 
unventilated  factory,  burdened  with poisons, than  he can 
quarrel  with  the  great  wheel  that  turns below. 

This helplessness, this  subjection to an  order  which  the 
workman has not  established,  and can not  in  one  particular 
change,  becomes more  complete  in the ewe of women and 
children,  while the responsibility of the  State  therefor 
becomes more  direct  and  urgent. 

It is on such  considerations aa these, that  the economist 
may,  acting  under  the  fullest  accountability to strictly 
economical  principles,  advocate  what Mr. Newmarch calls’ 

a  sound  system of interference  with  the  hours of labor.’’ 
The Factory  legislation of England,  the necessity and 

economical  justification of which the  Duke of Argyle 
has called  one of the great diecoveries of the  century  in 

‘ the science of government,  began  in 1802 with  the  act of 
42d George III., limiting  the  hours of labor in woolen 
and  cotton  mills and factories  to  twelve,  exclusive of 
meal-times, imposing many sanitary regulations upon tho 
Tporkhg and sleeping rooms of operatives, requiring the 
in5truction of children in letter8  for  the  first  four  years of 
their  apprenticeship,  and  providing  an official inspection 

Statistical J o m l ,  xxiv. 488. 



of establishments  for the  due execution of the ' law. 
Additional  legislation was had in  1816 and 1831 ; and in 
1833 waa passed the important  act  known as 3d and  4th 
William TV. (0. 103), which forbade  nightcwork in  the 
c88e of all  persons  under  eighteen  years of age, and  limit- 
ed the  labor of such  persons to twelve horn ,  inclusive of 
an hour  and a half for meals;  prohibited the employ- 
ment  (except  in silk-mills) of children  under  nine  years 
of age,  while  between the ages of nine  and  thirteen  the 
hours were  reduced to eight  a  day (in silk-mills,  ten) ; 
prescribed a certain  number of half-holidays in  the  year, 
and required  medical  certificates of health on the  admis 
sion of children  to  factory  labor.  The scope of these 
provisions  has been extended, successively,  by legislation 
in 1844,  1847,  1850, 1853, 1861,  1864, and 1867, until 
they now embrace  all  persons  engaged in processes inci- 
dental  to  the  manufacture of textile  fabrics,  with  but  slight 
exception,  and also to  the  manufacture of earthenware, 
lucifer-matches,  percussioncaps  and  cartridges, or in  the 
employments of paper-staining  and  fustiancutting. 

The  principle of the  English  Factory  Acts  has been slow- 
ly extended  over  a  considerable  portion of Europe.  Before 
1839  England,  Prussia,  and  Austria  had,  in  greater  or  less 
degree,  controlled  the  labor of children,'  though  to  but 
little effect in  the lsst-named  country,  where the day of 
labor  was  still  cruelly  long,  frequently  reaching  to  fifteen 
hours,  exclusive of meals, and  sometimes to seventeen.' 

French  factory  legislat,ion  dates  from 1841. By the 
act of that  year (March 22d) children  were not to  be  ad- 
mitted  to  factories  under  eight years of age. They  were 
only to work  eight  hours in the  twenty-four up to twelve , 

years, and  twelve hours from  twelve years to sixteen. 
They  were  not  to work at  night,  with  a  few exceptions in 
the cam of children  above  thirteen, or to work at all on 

1 L. Homer, Employment of Children, p. 45, of. P. 64. 
9 m, p. 105. 
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Sundays  or holidays. School attendance waa required 
up  to twelve years. The  number of children in 1870 
working subject  to this act wm about 100,000, ninetenths 
of these  being  employed in  spinning  and weaving fact+ 
ries.' May 19th, 1674, a  new  law of much  greater range 
and  higher efticiency waa pawed by the National Assem- 
bly. By this act  children under  ten yeara of age can not 
be admitted  to work in factories, mines, or shops ; from 
ten  to twelve years they can work only in certain indus 
tries  to  be specially designated by a government commis- 
sion, and  they only  work for six hours in  the  day;  from 
twelve  years  onwards they  are  not  to work in excess of 
twelve  hours a day. Until sixteen years of age they  are 
not  to work at night. No child can be  admitted  to 
work in mines  under  twelve years, and  no female at 
any age. U n i v e r d  primary  instruction is provided by 
the law, and a rigid  inspection of all  establishments in 
which  children are employed.' 

I n  Belgium there has been no legislation protective of 
children since the decree of 1813, which prohibited  their 
employment under  ten years of age in mines. 

I n  Germany, by the  Industrial Code of April 6th, 1869 
@. 127-132), the age of admission to labor is fixed at 
twelve  years ; from twelve to fourteen,  children can be em- 
ployed but six hours  a day ; from fourteen to sixteen, but 
ten hours,  with two intervals of rest. Night-labor is pro- 
hibited. School-attendance and factory-inspection are rig- 
idly enforced. 

I n  Switzerland the age of admission varies  according 
to  the character of the  industry pursued ; in some twelve 
years, in others thirteen,  in others fourteen.' 

1 &port of Mr. Malet on the Condition of the Industrial Ch@es of 
France. 

9 For the text of this law see the work published by M M .  Tallon 
and Manrim in 1876, Legislation Bur le Travail dm Enfan@ pp 
446-53. 

See the work of MM. Tallon and Maurice, p. 84, 
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In Italy there  are no laws relating to the  employment 
of &ildral in factoriea, but  children  under  ten yeam are 
not permitted to work in mines.’ 
In Sweden,  by royd  statute of June 18th, 18% 

children  under  twelve years are  not  allowed  to  work in 
factories, nor  any  person  under  eighteen years to be em- 
ployed rat night.‘ 

I n  Spain and  Portugal  no  laws  exist  respecting  the  age 
st which, or  the  number of hours  in  the day for which, 
children shall be employed. 

In  Russia  and  in  Nolland  there were,  according  to the 
British Consular  Reports of 1873 relative  to  Textile Fscc 
tories,  no laws regulating  or  restricting  the  labor of chil- 
dren.*  Mr.  Walsham  reported  that  in  the  Netherlands 
children  were  employed EO young  that  they could earn  but 
a  shilling  a week. Mr.  Egerton  reported  that  in Russia 
thirteen hours a day was the general  average of the fw 
toriee, the  children  working as long aa the men. 

V. Sympathy  and  respect  for  labor in the  community. 
It ia at  this  point  that we traverse most completely the 

orthodox  political economy. There lras been  no  end of 
contemptuous  ridicule,  or  grave  rebuke  from the profes- 
sors of the science, and  from  reviews  and  journals e6- 
pecially  affecting  that  character,  towarde  those  who  have 
assumed that a friendly  public  opinion  could  effect any 
substantial  improvement  in  the  condition of the work- 
ing classes. “It is not  unusual,” says Nr. McLeod, “ to 
hear persons of benevolence who see the  shocking  misery 
which even now prevails  among 80 many in this country, 
exclaim that  employers  ought ‘ t o  pay higher wages. 
But all such ideas are visi~nary.”‘ 

Especially  has the agitation  respecting the wages of 
women been deprecated ‘as nseless or mischievous. We 

’ Report of Mr. Herrim, 1871, p. 284. 
* Report of Mr. Goding 011 Textile FaCBorim, 1873, p. 116. 
’ P. 66 (Mr. Walebam) ; p. 111 (Mr. Egerton). 

~ ~~ 

POL h n . ,  pp. %11, 219. 



are  told  that  @the inexorsble  laws of supply  and d e  
m n d  ” determine the rtvts of wagea ; that benevolence 
has no more  to  do here than with  the operations of the 
smm-engine;  that competition  is the one  irresistible, 

t mrelenting force  which  overbears  all  considerations of 
compassion OP chanty,  and  works  out a predetermined re- 
sult  with  unerring  certainty.  Who is not familiar with 
these  phrases 1 

The  man would  be  weak or ignorant  who  should ex- 
pect that  any  but  the most  exceptional and eccentric of 
mortals would at  any  given  time pay more  than  the 
market  rate of wages, or should  look  upon  such possible 
exhibitions of disinterested  philanthropy  as  likely  to eet 
a  fashion  to  be  followed  by the shrewd,  eager,  and  but lib 
tle unselfish  men who make  up  the mass of employers. 
But  the  question is, whether  the  force  we  here  invoke 
may  not  help  to ih that  very  market  rate of wages. It is 
not asserted that  this  sympathy  and respect entertained for 
labor  by  the  general  community  need  ever  be  distinctly 
present in the conscio11sness,  as a  motive  to  individual or 
class !or advancing wages. But I base the  proposition 
that  these  do  constitute  one condition of a  right  distribu- 
tion of the products of industry,  upon accepted principles 
of moral  philosophy,  supported by inferences, which a p  
pear  to me conclusive, from economic statistics of wide 
range  and  undoubted  authority  in  a  kindred  department 
of industrial  contract. 

First, of the reason of the case. h t  us r e d 1  the prin- 
ciple BO frequently  insisted on, that  it is only 88 competi- 
tion ia  perfect  that  the wages dam have  any  security that 
ther will  receive  the  highest  remuneration which the ex- 
isting conditions of industry  will permit; that in the 
failure of competition  they  may be pushed down grade 
after grade in the  industrial as in  the Bocial d e ,  there 
being  almoet no limit  to  the pwibls  degradation of the 
working classes where  a  free  circulation of labor is 
denied. Let as recall, moreover, that the fdnre of mm- 
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petition may be due to moral M mu6h as to physics1 
causes ; that if the workman  from any awe does not pur- 
sue his interest, he loses his  interest,  whether  he  refrain 
from  bodily  fear,  from  poverty, from ignorance, from 
timidity  and  dread of censure, or  from  the effects of bad 
political economy which aasures him  that if he  does not 
seek his interest,  his  interest wi l l  seek him. Let 11s bear in 
mind, moreover, that  it  matters  uothing  whether compe- 
tition  fails in his ease  because he does not begin to seek a 
better  market, or, having  begun,  gives up in discourage- 
men t. 

Now, I ask, can it be doubtful  that  the  respect and 
sympathy of the community  must  strengthen the wages 
clam in this  uqceasing  struggle for economical advan- 
tages;  must  give  weight  and  force to all their  reasonable 
demands ; must  make them more  resolute  and  patient in 
resisting  encroachment ; must  add  to the confidence with 
which each individual  laborer  will  rely on the good faith 
of those  who  are  joined  with  him in his cause, and  make 
it harder  for  any weak or  doubtful  comrade to succumb 
in the contest 8 

And, on the  other hand,  will  not the consciousness that 
the whole  community  sympathize  with the  efforts of 
labor to advance its condition by all fair means,  inevit- 
ably  weaken the resistance of the employing class to 
claims which can be conceded, diminish the confidence 
with  which each employer looks to his  fellows to hold out 
to  the end,  and make  it  essier  for  the less resolute to re- 
tire  from  the contest  and grant, amid  general  applause, 
what has been  demanded 4 H e  must  be  more than hu- 
man or less  than human who is uniduenced by the 
friendly  or  the cold  regards of men. 

And if such a disposition of the public  mind  must con- 
firm the union  and  exalt the courage  and sustain the  faith 
of tho party that h e m  everywhere  approving words, 
meets  everywhere  looks of sympathy,  and must tend to 
impair somewhat, at least, the mutual  trust  and comm04 

L 
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resolution of their opponents, who Shall say that wages 
may  not be dec ted  thereby ? 

h t  US apply  these principles  to an individual m e .  
Hodge  thinkhHodge is a plonghman, and  hm been get- 
ting  twelve shillings  a week-that he  ought  to have more 
wages; or, rather-for Hodge would scarcely put it 80 

abruptly-he feels that  it  is  dreadfully  hard to live on 
twelve shillings. H e  has  attended a lecture delivered by 
Mr. Joseph  Arch,  from a wagon on the green. He  is 
uneasy, and  wants  to  improve his condition. So far, 
then,  he  is a hopeful  subject economically. The desire 
to improve one’s condition is the sine p a  m of compe- 
tition.  Will  these  stirrings of industrial ambition come 
to any  thing?  Will  this  little leaven of unrest leaven the 
whole of the very lumpish  lump christened Hodge ? 
Will the discontented ploughman seek and find  his bet- 
ter  market ? This is a great question, for upon the  an- 
swer to  it  depends  the  future of Hodge,  and  perhaps of his 
sons and grandsons. Let  the Spectator’  tell  how he is 
assisted on his way and encouraged in his weak, ignorant, 
doubting  mind  by landlord, bishop, and  judge. 

“The  man  has been, so to speak, morally  whipped for 
I six months. He  has found no friend anywhere, except in 

a press he can neither read nor understand. The  duke 
has  deprived  him of  hio allotment;  the bishop has rec- 
ommended that his instructor should  be ducked;  the 
squire has threatened  him with dismissal in winter; 
the  magistrate has  fined  him for  quitting work, which is 
just,  and scolded him  for listening to lectures, which is 
tyranny;  the mayor at Evesham hm prohibited him from 
meeting on the  green;  and  the lawyer-witness a re- 
cent caBe near Chelmsford-has told him  that  any  one 
who advises and  helps  him to emigrate is a hopeless 
rascal.” 

Now, I a&, is E d g e  quite as  likely to ‘pursue his in- 

Augast 4th, 1878. 
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tereat and persist in whatever that requires, as if hie 
mid superiors and  the men who should be his hStrUCtOl.8 

and  helpers  were encouraging him to better his fortune 
if he finds a chance, instead of telling  him that if he d e  
mands more wages, he is kicking against the wage-fund, 
and  that if he kicks against the  wagefund,  he  is  defying 
an ordinance of heaven ; or aa if the law were adminis- 
tered occasionally by men indifferent’ in  the  dispute 
between himself and his employer; m if the  shopkeeper 
and the publican and the lawyer and the rector  were not 
all ranged against him ? Is it not possible that, for  the 
lack of a little fanning, the feeble flame in Hodge’s breassb 
may die  out, and he, giving up all thoughts of seeking 
his fortune elsewhere, return  to his furrow, never to  stray 
from  it again f And so zcacle, Hodge ! 

Political economy, b a p  Mr. Mill, is concerned with  man 
“solely as a being who desires to possess wealth, and  who 
is capa3le of judging of the comparative efficacy  of 
means for obtaining that end. . , . I t  makes entire abstrac- 
tion of every other  human passion or motive except those 
which may be regarded a8 perpetually  antagonizing prin- 
ciples to  the desire of wealth-namely, aversion to labor 
and desire of the  present  enjoyment of costly indulgences.” 

Among beings thus  constituted,  doubtless  competition 
would prove  “inexorable.” But, surely, economists should 
be careful how they apply to  mankind as they  are, conclu- 
sions which they  have deduced from  the  study of such a 
monstrous race, made up entire of laziness and greed, in- 
capable of love or  hate  or shame. 

Abstract  every other human passion and motive ! elimi- 
nate respect and sympathy! Why, who can s ~ y  how 
largely THIB VERY LOVE OF WEALTH isdue t0 the unwilling- 
new to be  thought meanly of by our fellow-men, or the 
more positive desire to excitc their envy or admiration ? 

1.4s I understand it, no man in Engiand can be a juetice of the 
poa dese he h v e  an estate of BloO a pear in brad 
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b d  if regard for  the opinions of others  may be a s a -  
cient mmn, as we know it is, for men to exert  themselves 
laboriously and painfully, why may it  not  be a reason for 
men to forbear’ to press their power  and  their  undoubted 
rights  to  the  point of cruelty 

As this subject  is of prime  importance, I beg m; 
reader’s  indulgence  in  making  an  excursion  into  another 
department of political economy-namely, that of rent-to 
see if we may  not  find there evidence of the influence of 
this vev.  cause  which we have  invoked  in  aid of labor. 
If competition  is ‘( inexorable ;” if the laws of supply 
and  demand  are “ immutable ;” if the desire of gain  is  an 
all-controlling passion, these things  ought  to  be  found so 
in  the  department of rent as truly as in the  department of 
wages. As we must  make a selection, let us take  three 
countries whose land  systems  have  been  carefully  studied ; 
countries in which  peasant  proprietorship  is  found in an 
exceptionally  small  degree,  and where, coneequently, the 
question of rent becomes of t,he  highest  importance to  the 
welfare of the people.  These are  England,  Italy,  and 
Ireland. 

In England,  Prof.  Thorold Rogers declares, rents  have 
remained at a  point  much below that to  which com- 
petition  alone  would  carry  them.  The  vaunted  gene- 
rosity of land-owners  is,  he says, “really  the necessity of 
the sit.uation.  Englishmen would not  tamely acquiesce 
in a  practice  which  continually  revalued their occupancies 
and  made  their own outlay the basis for an enhanced rent. 
The  rent of agricultural  land  is  therefore  seldom  the 
maximum  annual value of the occupancy ; in many cases, 
is considerably below such an amount.”’ Again he says : 
Mr. Tremenheere, in his testimony on truck  before the Committee 

of 1854 on the Payment of Wages, says : “ I believe, from all that I 
have heard in different mininpdietricts, that,  as a rule, the large corn- 
paniea, and #.E peTaons who ar0 amenable to public op4nion among gm- 
Uspnm, do not remrt to those petty and  indirect  modes of cheating their 
workmen.” @port, p. 40.) 

Cobden and Political Opinion, p. 94 
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The  tenant is virtually  protected by h dbp tQb le  
@licity which  would be given to B sudden  eviction  or a 
dishonest  appropriation of the tenant’s  improvementa.”I 
In Italy we find  local usages respecting  land  nearly all- 

powerfnl,  though  exceptions  exist of provinces  where 
competition’ hm  entered  to  enhance  rents. “The wme 
misfortune,”  says  Sismondi, in  writing of Tuscany, 
((would  probably  have  befallen  this  people if p d Z k  qini07t 
did  not  protect  the  cultivator ; but  a  proprietor would not 
dare to impose  conditions  unusual in  the  country;  and 
even in changing  on0  metayer  for  another,  he  alters no- 
thing of the terms of the engagement.” 

The  third  country I have  taken is probably the only one 
of Western  Europe  to  which  we  could turn aB affording 
an  example of rents  kept  at  the  point  to  which  unre- 
strained  competition  would  carry  them. And if we ask 
why  it was that  the (( laws of supply  and  demand ’’ proved 
here  indeed ‘( inexorable,” me find  not  contradiction but 
corroboration of our  principle. It is  not necessary to go 
far back in  the  history of Ireland  to show why  it was that 
nothing  intervened  here  to  prevent  the  tenantry from be- 
ing ground down by unintermitted  competition. It was 
because rqmpathy  and confidence and  mutual  respects 

I Pol. Econ., p. 184. 
$16 it said,You  are  speaking of a failure of competition as if it 

were  favorable  to a beneficial distribution of property? I answer, 
Absolute  competition, equal on both sides, is the  single condition of 8 
perfect distribution.  But if the  laborers are disabled from competition 
by  ignorance, poverty, or other cause-as the laborers of 80 many coun- 
tries are,  in  the m a s e t h e n  it is merciful that  public opinion or the 
force of law  enters to prevent  them  from being  crushed, a8 they would 
be, in  their  inertia if competition  remained in full force on the mas- 
ter‘s side. Competition to be  beneficial must be exerted  like the p m -  
~ u r e  of the atmosphere-everywllere  and uniformly. 

a “ The landlord of an Iriah &ate  inhabited  by  Roman Catholics is 
a sort of d e a p t  who yields obedience, in whatever concerna the poor, 
to no law  but  that of his will. . . . Nothing  sati&es  him  but an 
unlimited submission.  Dierespect, or any thing tending toward mud- 
nesa, he may  punish  with his cane or hia horse-whip with the moat 
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were &own between the  two c h e s  of the population. 
It was not merely that the land-owners of Ireland and its 
pertsantry were of different races, of different religions,’ 
and, to no small  degree, of difEerent speech-distinctions 
in themselves of tremendous moment. There was more 
than this  and worse than  this  in  Ireland.  The  title of the 
landlord was from conquest and confiscation, and  to SUB- 
b i n  an  original wrong had  required a system of legal 
discrimination and proscription, of which the  judicious 
Hallam  mys: u To have exterminated  the Catholics by 
the sword, or expelled  them like  the Moriscoes of Spain, 
would have been little  more  repugnant  to  justice  and hu- 
manity,  but incomparably more politic.” ’ 

It is thus  that Macaulay describes the relations of the 
Saxon  and  the Celtic inhabitants of Ireland  in 1685 : On 
the  same soil dwelt two populations locally intermixed,mor- 
ally  and politically sundered. The difference of religion 
was by no means the only difference, or even the chief 
difference. They  sprang  from different stocks ; they 
spoke different  languages. They  had different  national 
characters, as strongly opposed as any  two national charac- 
ters  in  Europe.  They were in widely different stages of 
civilization. Between two such populations there could 
be  little  sympathy;  and centuries of calamities and wrongs 
had  generated a strong  antipathy.  The relation in which 
the  minority stood to  the  majority resembled the relation 
in which the followers of William  the  Conqueror stood to 

perfect security. A poor  man would have his banes broken.  if he 
offered to lift  his hands i n  his own defence. . . . The emution of ‘ the laws lk.4 sew much in the had of justice8 of the p e w ,  many of 
w h  MB drawn from the  most iUaeral clan8 in the. kinydm.”-Ar- 
thnr Young, Tour in Ireland  (Pinkerton’s  Travels, iii. 867, cf. 1’. 816.) 

Of three great divisions of Ireland-Leinster, Munster, and Con- 
naughtMr. O’Connor Morris says : ‘‘ Probably seven eighths of the 
land belong to a proprietary of Protestants,  and perhap even a pester 
proportion of the occupiers are Roman Catholics.” (The Land Ques- 
tion of Imlsnd, p. Bl.) 

Constitatinnal F v t o r y  of England, iil. 382. 
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the Saxon churls, or the relation in which the followers 
of Cortes stood to  the Indians of Mexico.”’ 

This  truly iR a state of things  in which  we might look 
with confidence to find the law of s ~ p p l y  and demand 
“inexorable,”  and so, in these circumstancis, it proved. 
The improvidence and ignorance of the peasantry concur- 
ring, rents were advanced by the acquisitive and aggreB 
sive passion of the land-holding class, unchecked by pnblic 
sentiment or generally by individual kindness, nntil Lord 
Devon’s  commission, in 1844, found that  in  numerow 
w e  the nominal rent of land was greater  than the money 
value of the annual produce, the  tenant being kept there- 
by perpetually in debt to  the landlord, whose interest it 
became to allow him, thus involved, to remain upon the 
soil.’ 

Now, I desire not to disparage the influence of other 
muses in bringing about this result, but I can not think  that 
the history of the land in  Ireland would have been what 
we know it was, had the landlord  and  tenant classes  con- 
stituted one proper population, with ties of a common 
speech, faith, and blood, having equal rights before the 
law, and  with those kindly feelings which, for all that is 
evil in us, are more natural between men  and classes  of 
men, than distrust, and dislike. And even with such a 
miserable relation as existed between the two clmses of 
the  Irish population, I, for one, do not believe that such a 
miserable result would have been possible, had not BO large 
a portion of the land-owners been  absentees,’ conducting 
their exactions through  agents selected and  rewarded for 
their succese in wringing money from the soil, seeing and 

History of England, chap. si. 
“ The Irish peasantry were incomparably w o r n  off then the French 

peasantry were befcre the Revolution.”-Prof. Ropra, Pol. Econ. 180. 
a “ I  am aware that., in the view of  politipal economy au taught by 

writers of the hypothetical sohool, a absent lan&rd ir identical with 
a landlord present ; juat as, by Mr. Mill’a definition, Simon Magus 
and Simon Peter, John of Cappadocia and Job3 the Baptist, are esaot 

‘ economical equiveleuts ”“bdlrtw at Amkeret, 1874. 
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hesring nothing of the wretchedneaa they canwd, and 
drowning  all misgivings in  the revelry of foreign capit&. 

Time would fail to trace the courae of that improve- 
ment  in  the condition of the people which, by g e n e d  
dmiseion, has taken place in  Ireland since 1850. Here, 
sga'n, I desire not to disparage the influence of other txwsq 
but I can not doubt that m e  part of the beneficid result * 
observed has been due, first, to the great liberalizing and 
ameliorating movement throughout  the kingdom, which 
threw down so many of the old hateful distinctions of faith 
and class;  a movement in which the  reform of the crimi- 
nal code, Catholic emancipation, the suffrage act of 1832, 
the repeal of the penal acts against Jews and Dissenters, 
and  the abolition of the corn-laws-each w u  at once effect 
and came of new effects ; a movement which was felt 
latest in  Ireland because Ireland had been so widely and 
deeply sundered in interest and  feeling ; and, secondly, to 
the remorse and shame and pity which were awakened by 
the disclosures of Lord Devon's commission, followed 
close by that horrible and sickening demonstration, the 
Famine of 1846-7, which brought home  to every man and 
woman in the  United Kingdom, in images never  to fade 
from view, the wrongs and miseries of Ireland. If  the 
pe-txy of the Green Isle  are better off to-day than a 
generation ago, it  is due, not alone to the general indue 
t i a l  advances of the  intervening period, or to the migra- 
tion of surplus labor, if, indeed, that labor was ever  truly 
in  excess, but also, and in no small part, to the happy 
change which has passed over the moral relations of land- 
lord and  tenant. 

If, then,  after so brief a survey we find public opinion 
operating thus powerfully in  the department of Rent,  are 
we not justified in  the amertion that  it must also be opera- 
tive in some degree in Wages ? 

I do not, be it observed, claim that wages can be en- 
hanced by m y  bnt economical causes; I merely assert that 
respect for labor and sympathy with the body of laborem, 
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on the  pad of the general community, constitute an 800. 
Domid cause, in just so fa r  as they strengthen the laborer 
in his  pursuit of his  own interest, thus making competi- 
tion on his part more effective, and in  just 80 far as they 
take  something  from the severity with which the employer 
insists npon his immediate  interest, thus reducing the 
force of competition on that side, making it more nearly 
equal to  that which the laborer, poor, fearful, and ignorant, 
may be able to oppose. 

WOMAN’S WAGES. 

I t  is in the partial failure of the condition on which I 
have here dwelt so much at  length  that we  find one impor- 
tant cause of the inadequate wages of women. 

But first as to the fact of wages inadequate to  the ser- 
vice performed. Nothing is more common than the asser- 
tion, in  print,  that women are paid but one half or one 
third as much a8 men for  performing  the same work. 
Such assertions are  generally based  on a misconception of 
theactual constitution of industrial society.  Because a 
woman working in a woollen factory receives but twelve 
shillings a week while a man gets twenty-four, i t  can not 
properly be said that  the  latter receives twice as much for 
.doing the 681118 work, since the work done in a factory is 
of many kinds, making very different demands upon the 
operatives in the respects of strength, skill, and intelli- 
gence, and hence justly  remunerated at very different 
rates, from threepence a day, it may be, to as many shil- 
lings. And if we inquire, we shall find that women i n  a 
woollen factory are in fact  rarely engaged upon the same 
kind of work ae the men. Thus in an account of the organi- 
zation of a representative establishment given in the St% 
.tistical Journal, where the number and sex of the  opera 
tives of each e lm are stated, and the wages paid to each, 
I note that all the hand-luom waver8 are men, all the 
power-loom weavers women. And I also note what ia 
significant, that  the wags of the  men employed I ~ B  hand. 
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loam weavers are much nearer women’s wages than  the 
wages of the  men employed in any  other  department of 
the factory. 

i n  the same  way,  in  his  history of the cotton manu- 
facture,  published  a  generation ago, Mr.  Baines  stated 
that large  departments  were  then  entirely  given up to 
women and children.  Now,  clearly, as Mr. Baines re- 
marks, “that which is only  a child’s labor can be remuner- 
ated only  by  a child’s wages.’’ W e  have  seen that  the 
employer can not pay in wages more than  he may fairly 
look to  get back in  the  price of his  products. Hence  the 
fact  that  a woman may require  more to subsist  upon  than 
a twelve-year-old boy affords  no economical reason why 
she  should  receive  more wages if she  only does the same 
kind of work. 

But even though women performed  the eame kind of 
work as  men,  receiving therefor wages less than  men, it 
would not follow,  as of course, that  their wages were in- 
adequate  to  their  service.  The  differences  existing  in re- 
spect to  the efficiency of labor,  both  on  the side of work 
and  on  the side of waste,  have  been  seen  (Chapter 111.) to 
be very  great as between  laborers  actually  employed in 
the same  operation. Hence  it  might  be  true  that  a man 
and  a woman working at  the eame table,  upon the same 
material,  with  the same  implements, or laboring  side  by 
side  in  the fields,’ should  receive wages in very  dif- 
ferent  amounts,  and  yet  their  respective  services be most 
exactly  recompensed. 

Now,  there  are reasons, some of a social and Borne of a 
physiological  nature, for the services of women, w a body, 
being in  a  degree less  desirable to employers than those of 
men. The physiological  reasons  have  been  well  stated by 
Dr. Amea in his recent book, Sex in  Industry. These 
are d c i e n t  totally to  debar women from many occupa- 

It may fairly be aasarned, for instance, that the ratio between the 
average value of male and of female serfs in Russia employed in agri- 

,dture before the emancipation-namely, &X@ and €37 respectively 
(Statistics1 Journal, xxiii. 379jfairly represented the relative worth tb 
blm owner of the two khde of labor. 
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tiong and greatly to reduce their  eficiency  in others.' 
Among social reasom we may  adduce the generally lees 
practical  education  which girk receive as compared  with 
that given to boys, and  the almost u n i v d  expectation of 
domesticity  which  is  inherent  and  ineradicable in the con- 
stitution of woman, interfering  not only with  her  prepara- 
tion for  active  pursuits,  but also  with her prosecution of 
them, because it reduces  the  singleness of purpose  and in- 
terest  with which her  duties  are  discharged,  and  depreci- 
ates in the  eyes of her employer,  and  justly so, the  value 
of services  which  may abruptly  be  terminated by  mar- 
riage. Nor  are  these  industrial  disabilities  to  be  wholly 
cured by any  cause that  shall  not  disrupt  and  destroy so- 
ciety.  Just so long  as girls grow up in  the belief that  their 
mission is  not  to work in  a  shop,  bnt to adorn a home, 
their  education  will  take  shape  accordingly.  Parents  and 
school-boards  may  lay  out  courses of study  with  never so 
much of utilitarian  intention,  the  mind of the  girl will se- 
crete  sweetness  and g m e  from  whatever food is offered 
it. And  just so long as the same tender  illusion lasts-and 
we  know it will  outlast  much  bitter experience-woman 
will  serve didraib, if not  unhappy, as one  who has a 
name she has not  yet  taken, a city to which  she  has not 
come. If a  man  marries,  he as a rule becomes a  better 
and  more  stable  workman on that account. If a woman 
marries, it is  most  probable that  she  will  leave  her  employ- 
ment ; it is a h 0 s t  certain  that if she  remains  she will be 
a  less  desirable  laborer  than  &fore.  This  expectation 
of domesticity is always  likely to exist  with  greater  or  less 
force in the female  mind,  and  will  inevitably,  wherever it 
exists,  reduce the  eficiency of female  labor. 

Yet  though  there is thus much misapprehension of the 
relation  between the wages of women and  those of men, 
there can, I think, be no question  that  the wagcs of the 

Mr. Brsseey etates that in the constraction of the Lemberg md 
Wrnowitz railway, in some p h  half the people employed were wo- 
men, wlro earned 1.60 franca a day, while the men earned irom tap to 
&rea tranOa (Work .nd Wap, p 105.) 
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former’  are  in  a  degree  inadequate to the service  rendered, 
after  due  allowance  for all differences of amount  and 
quality. , If  there be such  inadequacy,  the sole cause 
must, aa we  have wen (Chapter X.), be found  in  the fail- 
ure of competition. 

Inasmuch m the failure of competition comes mainly 
through  the  immobility of labor, let us inquire  whether 
female  labor is under  any  exceptional  disabilities  in respect 
to movement. 

I n  the firat place, it needs  to  be observed that womeu 
have  far  more occasion, relatively, to move to  the labor- 
market  than men,  and have  need, therefore, to be far 
more  mobile  and  active.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the 
industries  for  which women are  physiologically  suited  are 
highly localized. Wherever  there is  population,  there  are 
women  who  feel  the  necessity of working  outside  their 
own  families  for  subsistence : yet  the  opportunities 
for  their  employment  in mechanical work  are  found 
only  here  and there. Thus, in  Allegheny  County, 
Pennsylvania,  we find that  there  were in 1870’ 29,139 
men  employed in mechanical labor, and  but 1723 
women;  in  Erie  County,  New-York, 11,357 men  and but 
960 women; in Wayne  County,  Michigan, 11,543 men 
and but 1454 women ; in  St.  Louis  County,  Missouri, 
32,484 men  and  but 3455 women ; in Cook County, 11- 
linois, 24,705 men  and  but 4652 women;  in  Cuyahoga 
County, Ohio, 8698 men  and  but 791 women. On the  other 
hand,  there  were 5887 women  employed  in  Hillsborough 
County,  New-Hampshire,  against 7627 men ; in Androe- 
coggin  and  York  Counties, Maine, respectively 4045 and 
4512 women  against 3908 and 3689 men.  These  are  only 

“It is a curious fact that in the great majority of occupatione, the 
average  wages of a boy, s woman,  and  a girl added together  amount 
to those of a man.”-Dudley  Baxter,  National  Income, p. 49. 

Lord B r a b o n  give# the average  daily pay of French  day-laborers in 
rgrionltare tu one franc seventy-five centimea for men, eighty-five cen- 
time% for women,  and sixty-three centimes  for children ; bat women 
and akildren are employed for only a  fraction of a year. 

Ninth 08nsun of the United Btatea (Industry and Wealth, table 
124. 

- 
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given 88 instances to show how  irregularly  and  how  rarely 
at  the beat, the opportunities for  the employment of 
women in mechanical  industry occur. An examination 
of the statistics of industry  in  the  United  States discloses 
that of the women employed  in mechanical pursuits,  forty- 
two  per  cent  are found in only seven  counties,  comprising 
but seven  per  cent of the population of the country. 

While women have  thus far more occasion relatively  to 
move to  their  market  than men, we find them dimbled 
therefrom, in a  great  measure, by physical weakness, by 
timidity,  and by those  liabilities to misconstruction,  insult, 
and outrage which arise out of their sexual  characteris- 
tics. Having more  need than men to be free  to move 
‘from  place to place, they have far less ability  to  do so. It 
must be remembered that  it is not  a  question  merely of 
taking a journey  from  home to  a  place  where  a LLsituation” 
has already been  engaged,  but, i t  may be, of seeking  out 
employment  from  street  to  street,  and from shop  to  shop, 
by repeated inquiries, and  o€ten  through  much  urgency 
and persistency of application. This is  what  men  have to 
do  to “get a place,” often  going  into  doubtful  localities, 
freely  encountering  strangers,  and  sleeping  in casual com- 
pany.  These, with men,  are  among the conditions of the 
mobility of labor  which  not  only Becure8 employment for 
the  individual applicant, but relieves the pressure  upon 
the  market elsewhere,  and  oftentimes  prevents  that  pain- 
ful  or  fatal “congestion of labor”  which  breaks  down 
wages, crushes the hopefulness  and  self-respect of the ope  
rative class, and engenders  habits of laboring and  living 
which it  may  take long, even  under  favorable conditions, to 
wear out of the  industrial body. 

To state  these  conditions  is to show some of the disad- 
vantages under which  women  have  labored in the past 
from  their  natural  indisposition  and  disqualification to en- 
counter  strangere and make terms for themselves. I 
would n?t seek to  idealize the sex in dealing  with so plain 
and practical a matter. No one who has had to  do with 
book-agents of both Bexes would  nnheaitatingly  award the 
palm for persistency and amranee  to the man ; while it 
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is  proverbial  that  female venders of fish, in all  countries 
and ages, have succeeded 60 far  in overcoming their  native 
meekness and bashfulness as to qualify  them  fully  to  hold 
their own  whether in a  bargain or in B wrangle. Nor would 
it be just  to speak of female  labor  anywhere as if it were ab- 
solutely  immobile. Country  girls  have always  gone to  the 
city to find employment  in shops  and  stores ; while the 
cotton  factories  and  the  boot  and  shoe  shops of Mass& 
chueetts  and  Rhode  Island  have always  been  filled  with 
women from  the  rural  parts of New-England and even 
from  the  British Provinces. 

Yet,  after  all allowances that  require  to  be made, it re- 
mains  true  that while, from  the specialization  and localiza- 
tion of the industries in which  female  labor  is  employed, 
women  have far more occasion than  men  to  keep  them- 
selves free  to seek their own market,  they  are  in  fact,  from 
many causes, under serious  disabilities  in  respect to move- 
ment  from place  to place,’ with  all  which  that.  implies  for 
females  poor  and  unprotected,  and, it may be, also igno- 
rant  and  fearful. 

While  much of this disqualification of woman for seeking 
the labor-market  arises  out of her  physiological  conditions, 
and  is  not  to  be cured  by  law or opinion, it  is also true 
that  no inconsiderable part has been due, in  the past, to  a 
lack of respect  and  sympathy for  her  in  her capacity i s  a 
laborer, if not  to positive  prejudice  and  even to actual  phy- 
sical obstruction’  offered to  her  industrial movements. 

1 The  disability  which  women suffer on  account of their sex, when 
the conditions of industy require emigration  from the  county of their 
birth, may be peen from the following facts  broudlt  out by the  scotch 
census of 1871. Between 15 and 26 year8 of age  there  are 105.4 fe- 
malea for every 100 males ; between 25 and 30 years there are 119.7 fe- , 

malea for every  100’males.  (Report,  pp. xvi, xvii.) 
We Wn not forget  that  some yeam ago certain trades-unionists in 

the  potteria  imperatively insisted that a certain rest for the a m  which 
they  found almost essential to their  work, should not be used bY W0- 
men engaged in the -me employment.  Not long since, the London 
tailore, when  on a strike,  having never admitted a Woman their 
d o n ,  attempted  to mrca women from availing  themselves of the 
remunerative employment which wa offered in wneequena Of the 
*e. Bat  this jealoney of women’s labor hse n 0 t . b  a*b aUt+ 
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Of the i n d t s  and violence  not  infrequently  offered to 
women seeking employment in departments of industry 
which men have chosen to regard aa exchsively  their 
own, it is not necessary to speak. Women amrcely need this 
to restrain them  from pursuing their  econoGcal  interests. 
Intensely  sensitive to opinion,’ they shrink from the  faint- 
est  utterances of blame ; while coldness and  indifference 
alone  are often suflicient to repress their impulsea to 
activity. 

fined to workmen. The w n e  feeling haa extended  itself  through  every 
class of society.  Last autumn a large  number of Post-Office clerk6  ob- 
jected to the employment of women in  the Post0ffice.”-Henry Faw- 
cett,  House of Commons, July 30th, 1873. (Speeches, p. 133,134.) 
“An important  strike  is now going on in the town of Leicester,  and 

what  is  the cause of it P Certain  manufacturers wished to introduce 
women into  their factories, and  the men  claimed a right not only to 
determine the price of labor,  but also  on what conditions women should 
be permitted  to  work.  Nor is this  all.  Within  the  last  fortnight 
there  has been a great  meeting of delegates of the  Agricultural Labor- 
ers’ Union,  Women  were  not  admitted. W h y ?  On the  expressground 
that  the  agricultural  laborers of this  country do  not  wish to  recogniae 
the labor of women.”-Ibid, June 23d,  1874. (TheNews’ Report.) 

In  their  report  made  to  the Local  Government Board in 1878, Dr. 
Brydgea and Mr. Holmes take note of the peculiar  eensitivenesa of 
female  laborers  to  the  praise  or blame  of their employera or overseem : 
(6 It would appear, from statements  made to UB which we have  reawn 
to  think accurate,  that it is very  much  easier  to  bring  pressure  to  bear 
upon the energies of female operativefl than of male. I t  is well known 
that  with  many  workmen,  wpecially if they  be  members of tradek 
aionn, the consciouanesa that  their  fellow-workmen  are  present and 
m e  watching  their  work,  tends  rather to moderate than  to  intensify 
their mal. Animated  by the  wmmon object of selling  their  labor 
dear,  they are  apt  to  think an exceptionally  zealous  workman a h i t o r  
to the cause of labor. With women the reverse  would  seem b be the 
caw. Less able tu  fix their  eyes upon a distant  object,less  apt toenrol 
themselves in  a well-drilltdorgsnirtion  for which  sacrifices are to be 
made, the  ultimate compensation for which  themaelves  and  those im- 
mediately  connected  with  them  may  never, or not for a long time, 
touch, they are far  more keenly aendtive to the motivea  of  approbation 
and  vanity,  and also to those of immediate tangible reward. It would 
8e8m to be as easy to goad women M it  would be difficult to goad men 
into doing  the greatest amount of piece-work in a given time. 
dmimtion of their  mmpaniona and the approbation of the overlrnker 
rppeutobert~taepowerfulind~n~Pabkeinoresseoftheit 
”” (BePaat,PW 
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This d0-h redt-namely, 8 public  opinion M- 
favorable,  or less hvorabb  than is deairable, to the  exten- 
don of femde labor--itl doubtless  dne  in some part to the 
comparative  newness of the occseion which women have to 
enter  the general  market of labor,  from which it results 
that  their  entrance is not  unnaturally  greeted by the body 
of male  laborers  interested  themin  as an intrusion  threat- 
ening a reduction of their own wages, while  the  outside 
community,  though  disinterested,  remains  indifferent,  not 
having been educated  up  to  the  point of giving women a 
warm  and  strong  moral  support in their efforts  to  find em- 
ployment, and of providing  adequate  protection  to  them 
in the casual  and often  rude  encounters which the search 
for  employment may involve. 

The necessity for  the employment of women in wag3 
labor  not  agricultural, in any  thing  like  the  extent which 
exists at present,  dates’from  the decay of the system of 
domestic  manufactures  which  followed  the  extensive  intro- 
duction of machinery in the  latter  part of the  eighteenth 
century. ‘‘ The original  artisans,” says Mr. Nill, ‘‘ were 
either slaves  or the women of the family.” I t  ww the 
women  who wove  and  spun,  fashioned and sewed, tLe gar- 
ments,  the  blankets,  and  the  nets of our ancestoa. I t  it? 
true we  occasionally find record of women earning wages 
in  other occupations.’ Prof.  Rogers has  polnted Gut t b t ,  
in the  fourteenth  century,  the thatcher’s  help, or ‘( homo,” 
WBS generally a woman.’ But, speakhg broadly, there 
was, until  the  inventions of Watt,  Birgreaves, and 
Arkwright  antiquated  the distaff and thr. &pinning-wheel, 
work  enough  within the house for all the women of tha 
family if we  except the harvest masw, when  agricnltura 
w88, as it is today in Europe, the occupation, and in 
R w i a  the  equal occupation, of both sexes.‘ 
’ Pol. bn., i. 285. 
* Brewing and baking were formerly purely domeatic apemtiOW 

and hence were performed by women, a8 the feminine termination 01 
the h n i 6  brcraster and bnck-ster, like w&d%r end spin-*, indiaters 

8 8nh ~ d f f u d  111. women  were exempted from the pmubidoa 
rgsfnst e ~ e d s h g  more than one craft. 

‘ h ~ ~ e x d u u i ~ o f ~  wwo 
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But no longer can the  wife  and  daughter, in a  family 
where children  must  needs go mainly nncared  for, and 
howekeeping becomes reduced  to  the  minimum by the 
scantiness at once of apace and of food, do  their  equal 
share, or at any  rate seem to  do  their equal Bhare, in  the 
support of the household,  within the house. All which 
now enters into  domestic  consumption  muet come in from ‘ 
without; and 60 wife and  daughter  must, or think they 
must, go out  and  bring  in a part of it. At  the same  time 
the  extension of water  and steam-power  has  made the labor 
of women useful  in  a  thousand  operations  for which their 
strength was formerly  inadequate.‘ This it is which has 
driven women into  the  labor-market. In  families  where 
bread comes hardly,  the services of the house are fore- 
gone, and wife  and  daughter, no longer  working  as of 

of females  engaged  in  agriculture is reported  as 12,917,693 against 
13,444,842 males. In  Prussia  the  number of farm-laborers was  re- 
ported,  in 1887, as follows : 1,054,213 females, 2,232,741 males. In 
England  the  census-tables show the following  proportion  between the 
sexes  in  agriculture : 183,460 females, 1,264,031 males. In Scotland 
the  numbers  are aa follows : 50,464 females, 184,301 males. Iu the 
United  States  it is only  among  the  late  servile population of the South, 
and  occasionally among  recently-arrived  foreigners at  the extreme 
West,  that women are seen  laboring  in the fields,  even during  the 
height of the  harvest season. But women are probably  nowhere em- 
ployed through so long a period in  the year as men. Lord Brabazon 
(Report on the Condition of the  Industrial Classes, 1872, p. 44) gives 
the  number of days on which  men  are employed in  France at  day labor 
in agriculture, aa 200 ; for women the  number of days is but 120. In 
England,  as Mr. Purdy spys, women in agriculture  are “ employed 88 
supernumeraries to the  men,  and  are  only  taken on at  bupy times.” 
Arthur Young gives  the following  account of the  Palatines  settled  in 
Ireland : ‘‘ The women are  very  industrious,  reap  the  corn,  plough the 
ground metimes,   and  do whatever  work may be going on ; they also 
apin and  weave,snd  make  the  children do the eame. . . . The  industry 
of the women is a perfect contrast to the  Irish ladies in the cabins, who 
can not be persuaded, on any consideration,  even to make  hay, it not 
being Um custom of the country ; yet they bind corn and do other  work 
more laborious.” (Pinkerton, iii. 849,850.) 

I “Whereas the  workman,” aaps M. Jules Simon, in L’ozlznike, 
‘ I  wm once an intelligent force, he Is now only M intelligence direct- 
ing a forca-tht of ateam-and the immediate mneequence of the 
clump has been to replace men by women, became women are 
~dcMdirecahsteun~withequalef8oienq.“ 
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old for  the head of the house, go out  to seek strange em- 
ployers and  be  jostled in public places. Shame on the 
man, if he be man,  who  will  not  gladly  give them room ! 

Coincidently  with  this  great  industrial  change,  involv- 
ing the necessity of wives  and  daughters  contributing 
by wage  labor to  the  support of the family,  have oc- 
curred social  changes, of scarcely less  importance, which 
have  resulted  in  a  steady  increase  in  the  proportion' of 
women  who are wholly  dependent  on Bhemselves for main. 
tenance. What these social changes  are I need  not point 
out ; the result  itself  is  patent,  palpable,  and  needs no proof. 

I have  spoken of wife  and  daughter  entering  the  mar- 
ket of wage  labor,  as  a  necessity  resulting  from the social 
and  industrial changes  indicated. And so, in  a melan- 
choly  proportion of cases, it is. Yet  there can be little 
doubt  that  it is  sometimes accepted as a  necessity  where 
more courage  and  patience  and  a  broader  view of self- 
interest  would  prove  that  this  might be avoided ; and  in 
such  a case it would often be truer economy to forego 
wages to be earned at  the expense of leaving  the  house 
uncared  for. ' I  I find," says Mr.  Fraser,  Assistant Com- 
missioner on the  Employment of Women  and  Children  in 
Agriculture, '( that  in my own parish, in Berkshire, the 
women  have  a  sort of proverb that ' there's  only  four- 
pence a year difference  between  what  she  gets  who  goes 

These causes operate with  much  greater force in some countries 
than  in  others.  The following  table  shows the number of spinsters 
in each 100,ooO women in England  and in Scotland severally, 88 by 
the census of 1871. I only insert the figures  for  the period 20-65. 

20-25 20,150 12,373 45-50 65,160 I 73,790 
25-30 

21,866 14,150 40-45 

19,211 10,884 55-60 
25,011 16,844 
30,145 22,365 

' 35-40 

19,917  11,694 
3055 

50-65 44,290 35,629 

8065 ao,w 10,905 

- 
England annually celebrates 88 maniagea for every 10,OOO Lphsht 

t.ntr ; Flaotlma ORQ 71). 
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out to work and  what  she pia who stays at home, and 

With something of exaggeration thew is, no  doubt, 
much of truth  in  this proverb of the Berkshire women. 
In the agernese to increase the family  income it is not 
d c i e n t l y  considered  that, in d e  absence of the wife and 
mother,  great loss must  necessarily be sustained  in the 
expenditure of that  income;  and secondly, that  the ill- 
effects on the health of the family, on the  duration of the 
laboring power, and  on  the  moral  elements of industry 
may  be sufficient  in many cases to offset the nominal gain 
achieved by stripping  the house of its  senice  and  depriv- 
ing the household of their  proper care. The  failure to 
appreciate  that  a  penny saved is  a  penny  earned,  lies at 
tho  bottom of many  a  far-reaching  mistake in domestic 
life as in  productive  industry. Wmte  in food,  clothing, 
and  utensils ; waste  in  laboring  force  through  ill-prepared 
and ill-preserved  food ; waste of the vital  endowment of 
the rising  generation  through lack of that conatant  care 
which is the essential  condition of well-being in child- 
hood ; waste of character  and the formation of indolent 
and vicious  habits  through  neglect  to instruct  and  train 
the young,  and  through  making the  home cheerless and 
distasteful to the  mature:  the waate in  these  and  many 
other forms which the  entry of the wife  and  daughter on 
wage  labor  necessarily  implies, in  greater  or less  degree, 
will surely  balance the addition of many  shillings a week 
to  the  family income.‘ 

8 h  W?W 8@/8 & h UWh.8 d.’ ” 

I Report of 1867-8, p. 17, n. 
I‘ The WBU and tear of a neglected home,” says Mr. R. Bmith Baker, 

‘I ie greater than the income  which the wife’e  labor adds to the  weekly 
meana ; and he who can earn enough and to spsre ought to feel it B 

degrndation  for the wife of hie boeorn to mingle in thew dangerone 
ensembliea.  Moreover, a workingman’s family is his wealth when 
well brought up ; hie bum when &kly and unhealthy.’’ 

* The diE@tiOIl to allow married women to undertake paid l a b  
in public pl.ces varies greatly in  diflerent  aommanities. Mr. Carey in 
hi0 on Wegas (1836) statan that out oi me thousand femrla, in 
tbe k~nrnoe Ekotory rt Lowell, th& w~ but eleven married 
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Yet, aftm all, there is an  increasing  multitnde of women 
who, through having  no home to keep, or through  the 
straitness of the family means, h v e  no choice but  to en- 
tea- the mill  or  the shop, and  submit to the  rude  hustlings 
of the market-place-and room has not been  made for 
them. 

It may sound strangely  that  even in  the  United States, 
where it is of gened consent that women are  treated 
with  higher  relative  considemiion t h m  in  any  other couu- 
try in  the world,  respect and sympathy  for them are  want- 
ing in srlch a degree m to  deprive  them oi any part of 
their  equitable wages. I speak,  however, of respect and 
sympathy  for women as laborers. In  their ‘‘ sphere,”  to 
u0e the phrase  which BO exasperates the advocates of 
suffrage without  regard  to sex, women have always r e  
ceived homage  and service, but as wage-laborers in the 
public  market they  have suffered not a little  in  the past. 
This  hm  not been from want of chivalry, but  from defects 

men (p. 88, la.) The proportion in these later days is much greater. I 
am  indebted to the Hon. Wm. P. Haines  for the information that of 
1606 and 1203 persons employed  respectively  by the  Pepperell Manu- 
facturing Company  and by the Laconis Company,  both of Biddeford, 
Ms., engaged in cotton-spinning, 105 in the former and 138 in the 1& 
tar were married women. 

Much  indisposition to allow the wife to go into  the  mill is seen in 
the &ax and jute  districts of Scotland. Of 784 women employed in the 
mills at Arbmath, only 64 per cent were married. “It appears,” say 
the commissioners of the Local Cfovernment Board (1873), “ to be con. 
sidered eomewhat  diecreditable for a woman to  work in a factory  after 
her marriage, and she does so only under the pressure of a stern ne 
oeesity.” At the w e  time almost 28 per cent of the females of Sootland 
were actnelly bread-winners. This is due to the ex0888 of spinsters 
previously  noted. The married women employed in  the  textile manu- 
factories of England  and  Wales are estimated by Mr. W. C. T A ~ ~ o c ,  
Inspector of Factories, a t  about 160,OOO (h. So. Trans., 1874, p. 671). 
“Married women in factories are exceptional,’’ says Mr. Phipps in his 
Report of 1870 on the Condition of the  Industrial Claa~ee of W n d a -  
burg (P. MI. 
M. LePIay, in his work on the Organization of bbor, dwells  strongly 

on the eeonomid dvantagea of leaving the mother and bughter at 
hflre9ide. 
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of education. The need  that woman is  coming to have, in 
modern  lift+  to  enter  the  competitions of industry, ha not 
become  sufficiently familiar  to  the  public  mind ; the idea 
has h e n  strange,  her  image  in  such  garb unwelcome.’ 
That  public  opinion which  should  open to  her  avenues of 
employment ; which  should  be a  strong  support to her in 
her  demands  for  fair  remuneration ; which  should be a d e  
fence to her  in  her close pursuit of employment,  in  her 
urgent  and  persistent  application  for  work, in her neces- 
sary exposure  to  gaze  and  comment,  and in  her  contact 
with  mnch  that  is  strange  and  mde, hm not  yet been cre- 
ated  in such a  degree a8 to  give  to  the sex all  that  freedom 
of industrial  movement which might be consistent  with 
feminine  purity  and  delicacy. We  have  not yet come to 
appreciate  the  obligation which their  necessity  imposes  upon 
us, as men  and  gentlemen,  to follow  them  with our ear- 
nest,  active  sympathy,  and  to  protect  and  champion  them 
not less  in  their  labor than  at dance or festival. 

And  what  is  the  remedy 1! Agitation  and  the  diffusion 
of correct  ideas. Let  gifted  women  continue, as in the 
pist,  to appeal for  public  respect  and  sympathy  for  their 
sisters  in  their work ; let  the schools teach  that  public  opin- 

. ion  may  powerfully affect wages, and  that  nothing  which 
depends on human  volition is “inexorable :’ let  the  sta- 
tistics of  ,women’s wages  be  carefully  gathered and persist- 
ently  held up to view. Efforts like  these  will  not  fail  to 
strengthen and  snpport  woman  in  her  resort to market, 
thus  enabling  her  the  better  to realize the condition  upon 
which  alone she can expect  to  receive the  highest wages 
which the existing  state of industry will allow. 

’ ” Fancy,” says Miss Emily Faithfull, ‘‘a gentleman seeking remu- 
nerative work mb Tom ! And yet  this is Ihe state of mind in which 80 

many ladies come to our Industrial and Edocational Bureau, that they 
wen refuse to state their requirements to the lady m a n p r ,  but insist 
upon wing me pemnally on ‘strictly private and confidential busin-.’ 
Public opinion is to be blamed for this ; and unleas the p r e s  will help 
UE to strike a blow at the false pride now in our midst, parents will @ill, 
neglect to plaee their dmghtera in honorable independent pOsiti0nlr.’’- 
Let& lo tk3 ihdm n?neaj 1078 

, . 



CHAPTER XIX. 

MAY ANY ADVANTAGE BE AOQTJIRED BY THE WAGE5 OLABB 
THROUQH STRIEEB OR TRADES-UNIONS 8 

IT was seen in  our analysis of the operation of cornpeti- 
tion(Chapter X.) that  the members of the wages  class on 
their side,  aud the  members of the  employing class on 
theiri,  act  singly, each for himself,  with  individual spon- 
taneity;  and  that  out of this complete  mobility of the 
individual, in subjection  only to his own sense of his 
own interest, issue the highest conceivable industrial 
order  and an  absolutely  right  division of burdens  and 
diffusion of benefits. 

The  question  in  the  present  chapter is, whether,  there 
being  an  acknowledged  failure of Competition, greater  or 
less, on the side of the wages  class, from  ignorance,  inertia, 
poverty,  or the  undue  anxiety of individuals  to  snatch, 
each  for himself, at  the  first employment offered, any 
thing can be added  to  the  real power of this class in com- 
petition,  through  restraints  voluntarily  adopted.  The 
perfect  remonableness of supposing  that some advantage 
might  be  derived by the wages c l w  from such arrange- 
ments, will be seen if  we compare their  situation  with 
that of an  audience  seeking  to escape from  a  crowded the- 
atre  which  has  taken fire. There  may be time  enough to 
dlow  the safe  discharge of everg soul, and  in  that csee 
the individual  interest of each person  clearly  coincides 

1 
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with the interest of the rndience  taken collectively- 
namely, that  he should  fall-in precikly according to his 
present  situation  relative to the common place of exit. 
Yet we  know that,  human  nature being  what i t  is, panic 
is  likely  to arise and a crazy rush  ensue, each trying  to 
get before his neighbor,  with the certain  result that  the 
diecharge of the whole mass will be impeded,  and the 
strong  probability that not a few  will be trampled  to 
death. If now, upon  men in such a situation,  discipline 
can be imposed, and  the  procedure which is for  the  inte- 
rest  alike of each and of all can be allowed to  go  forward 
steadily,  swiftly,  and  surely  under  authoritative  direction, 
a great deal of misery  may be prevented.  Discipline, re- 
straint,  create no force,  but  they  may  save  much waste. 

In just such a situation, my those  who  are the professed 
advocates of the L( cause of labor,” is  the wages  class in 
many if not  in most communitiee. Grant  that  the  true 
interest of each member  consists  with the  interest of the 
whole, no one will assert that eaah  man’s interest, as he 
may understand it and be prepared  to  act on it, neces- 
sarily consists with the good of all. When  industry 
slackens  and  employment becomes scarce, there is the 
same danger to  the 14aq from the headlong haste and 
greed of individuals, as in the ca8e of the  theatre  just re- 
ferred to. A mistaken 6en~e of self-interest  may even 
pervert  competit,ion  from its tme ends,  and  make its force 
destructive. If, then, it is urged,  bodies of labor can be 
put under  discipline so that  they shall proceed in order  and 
with temper,  great injury may be averted : injury which 
once wrought  may become permanent. 
There is, surely,  nothing  unreasonable in this claim. 

Let ne, therefore, without prejudice proceed to consider 
the agencies by which, under  this plan, it is proposed to 
meet the infirmities of the laboring claws. 

Theiasue is not  whether  joint  action is superior to the 
individual action of pemns enlightened as to their  indas- 
trial iutmstts,  but  whetber  joint action may not be bettar 
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thsn the tnmnltnons setion,of a mass, each pursuing  his 
individual  interest  &th mom or lees of ignorance,  fear, 

The question of strikes  has  generally been disposed of by 
economists  with  a summary reference to  the  doctrine of the 
wage-fund. Strike, could not increase the  wage-fund,, 
therefore  they  could  not  enhance wages. If they  should  ap- ’ 
pear to raise the  rate  in  any  trade,  this must be due  either 
to  a  corresponding losa in  the  regularity of employment 
or  to an  equivalent loss, in  regularity  or  in  rate, by 
some other  trade  or  trades  occupying  a position of econo- 
mical  disadvantage.  Hence,  strikes  could not benefit the 
wages class. But we have  rid  ourselves of the  incubus of 
the wage-fund;  and the question of strib- ?a, therefore, 
with us an  open  question aa yet. We haye seen’ that  the 
amount of wages  received by the  laborer  may be insuffi- 
cient  to  furnish the food  necessary  to  his  maximum  effi- 
ciency,  and that  au increase of wages might, by increasing 
his  laboring  power,  increase  the  product  not only yropor- 
tionally,  but  even  more  than  proportionally,  under-feeding, 
whether of men  or  cattle,  being  admittedly  false economy. 
If a  strike  should  enable  a body of laborers  to  secure such 
an advance  against  the  reluctance of their  employers, it 
might easily turn  out  that  ths  masters would  not only not 
be injured,  but  would be benefited  in the result. The 
same  would  be true of an advance of wages whic 
ed  the  workmen  to  obtain  more  light  and  warmth 
tor  air in more commodious dwellings. The same might 
prove to be the case with  an  advance of wages which 
merely  stimulated the social ambition of the  workmen,  the 
wagea of labor being, in  the  language of Adam Smith, 
“the encouragement of industry,  which,  like  every  other 
human quality,  improves  in  proportion  to  the encourage- 
ment it receives.” The eame would  probably  be the r e  
salt, though  after some delay, of an advance of wagea 

ma @on. 
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which enabled workmen to send their children to school, 
thue bringing them into the mill or shop, a few years later, 
far more intelligent and physically more capable than if 
they had been put at work at seven or eight yeara of age. 
It might w i l y  prove, according to  the principles which 
have been laid down respecting the efficiency  of labor, that 
such expenditurea would be follnd to  be  the best invest- 
ment which the employer ever made of the same amount 
of money, giving him industrial recruits of a much higher 
order. 

I might  multiply  illustrations showing how .an advance 
of wages which masters were unwilling to concede, and 
which workmen through  their ieolated and mutually jea- 
lous and suspicious action would be unable to command, 
if effected through  united action might prove to  be for 
the interest of both masters and men. 

By others, again, the question of strikes is dismissed 
with  the assertion that  they generally fail of their objects. 
“Never, in any case,” says Mr. R. W. Hopper, (( has an 
extensive strike resulted in an advance of wages.”’ To 
a request to act in a mediation between masters and men, 
Lord  Cranworth replied, ‘( In  the game, so to say, of com- 
bination the workmen eventually fail.”’ M. Theodore 
Fix, in his work h s  C’Zrnm~ Ouvd~es,’  writes : ‘‘ After 

* Fortnightly Review,  Angnat, 1865. 
’ Statistical Journal, sxs. 6. 
’ P. 194. 
Doubtlees a much larger  proportion of the earlier  than of the 

later  Btrikea in England  were  attended by immediate  euoceaa.  The 
reason may be presumed to be that, after the repeal of theCombhatiom 
Acts in 1824, the workmen struck simply for bread enough to art. 
They had been held down by law and  ground by  an unequal competi- 
tion till they were reduced below the &nomica1 point of aubdstence. 
ds to this the teatimony of all rep& is nnanimons. Strikes made 
for EU& apalpable cause are more hkely to succeed than those which 
are mrde, M many of the later mea have been, for doubtful ressooe, 
on ill-choeen OccBBjon~, or far tha enforcement of trades-unions rules 
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making mat sacrifices, the workmen  almost  invariably 
mccumb.” 

Granting that this is so in the sense in which the  terms 
-&-that is, that  in  the  great  majority of cases work- 
men  making  a  demand  and seeking to enforce it by a  strike, 
are beaten, and, after the exhaustion of their r e~~~urces ,  have 
to go to  work again on their master’s  ternlsl-is  this  quite 
conclusive of the whole  question 0 The  argument used 
against strikes is, i t  will be observed,  much the aame a that 
which waa formerly  employed by reactionary essayists, and 
even  admitted  with  reluctance by many  liberal  writers, in 
proof of the failure of the  French Revolution. The States- 
General  had been succeeded by the Assembly ; the Assembly 
by the Convention ; the Convention by the Direct0r.y ; the 
Directory  had been turned out by the  First Consul ; the 
First  Consul  had been made  Consul for  life ; the Consul 
had become Emperor ; the  Emperor had  been  driven from 
France ; and  after an interval of insolent  foreign  domina- 
tion,  a  legitimate  prince,  unrestrained  by  a  single  constitu- 
tional  check,  untrammelled  by  a  single  pledge,  led back 
priest  and  noble,  unforgiving  and  unforgetting, to resume 
their  interrupted license. There had been revolution after 
revolution ; constitution after constitution ; there  had been 
proscriptions, confiscations, and massacres ; there had been 
untold loss of blood and  treasure; and in  the  end  a  king 
had returned who did not accept  a  constitution, but con- 
ferred  a  charter. 

It is not  an  inspiring  thought  that  arguments  like these 
were  for a wholo human generation  held suficient  to  prove 
that  the  French Revolution was a  mistake and  a  failure ; 

which must a p p r  to my disinterested pereon 88 void of sense and 
againat common juatiee. 

Prof. Faweett, in his Political Economy, has collected a number of In- 
&mcas of #trikes  immediately successful. The beat auccioct  account of 
thr, atrike-movement in England which we have met is contained in 
Ward’s Workmen  and Wagas. The =me work also contains much infar- 
mation reepecting 6trikes and tradekunione on the Continent of Europe 
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for we know now thst the Bourbons were  restored only in 
seaming ; that the restoration of the old T i g i m  w88 for- 
ever  impossible. The king and  the  prinoes had indeed 
returned,  the m e  MLCB besotted  with the vain  conceit of 
divine right;  they led back, indeed, the Bame train of 
priests  and nobles, untaught  and  incapable of learning ; 
but  they came back, not  to  the same, but  to another 
France. Is it not conceivable that  those  who look on the 
submission of a body of laborers after a strike as a proof 
that  their  entire  effort  hss bean  fruitless, may commit the 
=me  mistake as those  who  looked on the  return of 
Louis XVIII. as the restoration of the  Bourbons?  But 
perhaps  another  insurrection,  political in form but  indus- 
trial  in origin, may even  better  illustrate  this  point. I refer 
to the  rising of the  peasantry of England  in  the  reign of 
Richard 11. “ 2n.e rebellion,” says Prof. Rogers,’ “ wasput 
down, but the d e m d s  of the vilkcins were s i h d y  and 
efectually  accorded; a8 t h y  were masters for  a wee& of 
the position, the d r d  of anofha sewile  war p r m d  
the liberty of the aerf.’’ 

Strikes  are  the  insurrections of labor.  Like  insurrec- 
tions in  the political  body,  they  are a purely  destructive 
agency. There  is no creative or healing  virtue  in them. 
Yet, as an  insurrection may destroy political  institutions 
which  have  outlived  their  uwfulnees,  and  have  become 
first senselese and  then pernicious, thus  clearing  the way 
for  an  after-work of harmonious  construction, 80 a strike 
may  have th0 effect to  break up a  crust of custom  which 
liae formed  over the remuneration of a class of laborera, 
or to  break through a combination of employers to with- 
stand  an advance of wages, where the isolated  efforts of 
the  individuals of the wage0 claae, acting  with  imperfect 
knowledge  and  under a fear of personal pm~ption, 
would be wholly  inadequate to acoomplieh those objecta 



But a strike e a  only jnetify itself by its results.1 Unleee 
it is to make way for a better order, it is waste, and  waste 
of the worm sort, eince not only is a great loss of pro. 
duction incurred,' but  bad  habits  are  likely  to be formed 
in a period of enforced  idenem,  and bad blood certain to 
be generated by the contest. 

Insurrections  mark  the h t  stages of the movement 
towards  political  freedom.  Happy are the people who 
have got past  insurrections, and can make  their  further 
progress '( with  even step arid slow." Strikes  are  only of 
unquestionable  ntility in  the first  stages of the elevation 
of 1328888s  of labor long abused and  deeply abased. Happy 
is the wages  class  when it has  acquired  that  individual 
and  mutual  intelligence  and  that  activity of industrial 
movement which put them  beyond the necessity of such 
a brutal  resort 1 Yet I can not conceive how one can 
look  at the  condition of the  manufacturing  operatives as 
they  were  left at  the  repeal of the  iniquitous Combina- 
tions acts in 1824, and  question that  the  early  strikes in 
England  were  essential  to  the  breaking  up of the power 
of custom and of fear over the minds of the  working 
classes, habituated  to submission under  the  terror of laws 
now universally  recognized ag oppressive,  unaccustomed 
to concerted  action,  illiterate, jealous, suspicious, tax- 
ridden,  and  poverty-stricken.  What  but some great  strug- 
gle could  have taught  them  the self-confidence  and  readi- 
n w  for self-assertion which should overcome that  fearful 
inertia 1 What else would  have  impressed the employing 

1 Not neceesarily, as we have shown on a preceding page, by its im- 
mediate readta. 

'The loss to production by hikes is often gn#lely oveeraa6imated. 
Not a few strike8 take place  becsnee of a threatened reduction of 
wugm in cunquenw of previoae over-prodaction, and the strike re- 
sulta in clearing the market  more thoroughly than would be done 
otherwise. "hen, again, the enforced inamivjty of a strike for higher 
wags is often ~ncceeded by an incrersed activity, which d m  wme. 
tbing to make good the lorw of time. 
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damw with a due  respect for their laborem, or inspired 
that lively 881188 of the possible conqnences of with- 
standing a jnst  demand which ia essential  to  competition 
in any true s e n s e ?  “ Masters are  always  and  everywhere 
in a sort of tacit,  but conatant and  uniform,  combination 
not to raise the wages of labor above their  actual rate.” ’ 
It is well  enough for  the peace of industrial  society  and 
the mutual understanding of all  parties, that masters 
&odd  be made  to know  that  two can play  at  that game. 
There is nothing  to  quicken  t,he sense of justice  and 
equity  like  the consciousness that  unjust  and  inequitable 
demands  or  acts  are  likely to be promptly  and  fearlessly 
resiated or resented. 

LEGISLATION AQAINST STFXKES AND COMBINATIONS. 

We have  seen that by the  Statute of Laborers in  Eng- 
land, workmen  were  not allowed to ask or  receive  wages 
above a fixed  amount,  not  even, on pain of imprisonment, 
to accept “meat,  drink,  or  other  courtesy”  (25th  Edward 
XI.) in  addition  to the stipulated sum. It will readily 
be  believed that combinations of workmen for increase of 
wages  were not  favored of the law. By statuteof 2d and 
3d Henry VI., i t  was premised that  ((artificers,  handi- 
craftsmen,  and  laborers  have  made  confederacies  and 
promises, and have  sworn mutual  oaths  not  only  that  they 
should  not  meddle  one  with  another’s  work,  and  perform 
and  finish  that  another  hath  begun,  but also to  constitute 
and  appoint  how  much work they  shall do in  a  day,  and 
what hours and  times  they  shall work ;” and  therefore i t  
was  enacted that ccif any  artificers,  workmen,  or  laborers 
do  conspire,  covenant,  or  promise  together, or make 
oaths that  they  shall  not  make or do  their  works  bnt  at 
a certsin price  and rate, or  shall  not  enterprise or take 
upon them  to finieh that  another  had begun, or  shall  do 

“Un smith, wdth Of H&OM, fi., 10. 
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but a certain work in a day, or shall not work but  at e r -  
b i n  hours and times,” every person so offending &odd be 
visited in severe penalties, the punishment for  the  third 
offence being loss of ears and  infamy.  This  statute WM 

followed thick by others, 80 that  the act of 1824 which 
exempts from criminal responsibility’ meetings and corn- 
binations for fixing wages and altering the hours of work, 
provided no violence, threats,  intimidation, molestation, 
or obstruction be done or offered towards  masters or 
other workmen, repeals, if I have right>ly counted them, 
twenty-eight acts, representing the wiRdom of Parliaments 
in the reigns of ten different kings  or queens. 

While  the  law of England thus, by direct  inhibition, 
sought to reduce to  the minimum competition for labor, 
no statute, so far  as I have observed, made even the de- 
cent  pretence of restraining masters from combinations, 
until  the  beginning of the present  century. “ W e  have 
no acta of Parliament against combining to lower the 
price of work,”’ said Adam  Smith, “but many  against 
combining to raise it.” By statute of 40th George 111. 
(e. 106), however, “all contracts, covenants, and agree- 
ments whatever, in  writing  or not in writing, made or to 
be made, by or between any masters or  other persons, for 
reducing the wages of workmen, or adding to or  altering 
the usual hours  or time of working, or for increasing the 
quantity of work,” were declared unlawful, under a 
penalty of 220. 

This act is also specially noticeable for two provisions : 
one, that no mmter should act as justice of the peace 

1 “Yet they wem not made Iswful.”-Sir William Erle, Trades- - 
Unions, p. 26. 

A combination of workmen is  thus, in England, still to be held 
examination in the  light of the general  principlee of the law by which 
u r n m d c  &Taint of trade is prohibited. ‘ The praetiml aPPlim 
tion of these principles,” &r Wllliam remarks, “ lien in indictment for 
violation of duty towards the publio, or in action for violation Of a 
privata right.” (Ibid.) 

W d t h  Of NatiOUq i 1O. 



for exeenting -any of ita provisions (see.. xvi.), a conc88- 
sion  not yet  made in respect to disputes between agri- 
eultnral  laborers  and  their  employers;  the  other,  that 
6‘ whereaa i t  will be a  groat  convenience  and  advantage to 
masters  and  workmen engagd in manufactures  that a 
cheap  and summary mode be established for  settling all 
disputes  that may arise between them respecting wages 
and  work,”  arbitrators  should be appointed,  under legal 
eanchon,  for  determining  the  respective  rights of the two 
parties  in m e  of controversy. This last  well-intentioned 
provision was, however,  admitted by an act of four years 
later  (44th  George III., c. 87) to  have  failed of its purpose. 

But  in 18% (5th  George IV., c. 95) Parliament  repealed 
all t he   s t a tuh  which  prohibited  combinations of work- 
men. In 1825 this measure was perfected  (6th  George IT., 
c. 1%) under  the  lead of Huskiwon, who announced  the 
broad  principle  that “every man is entitled  to  carry  that 
talent  which  nature  has  given  him,  and  those acquire- 
ments  which his  diligence  has  obtained,  to  any  market in 
which he is likely  to  obtain the  highest  remuneration.” 
In France,  combinations of workmen  for  the  purpose of 

influencing wages were  prohibited  with  great  severity  by 
the  Penal Code of 1510, which also punished,  though  with 
less  severity,  combinations of employers  for  the  purpose 
of unjustly  depressing wages. By the law of 1849 the 
penalties  decreed  against  combinations of masters  and of 
workmen  were  equalized. By  the  law of May 25th, 
1864, combinations  free  from  violence  or show of vio- 
lence  were  sanctioned. ((Le point de  depart  de la loi,” 
said M. Ollivier,  who  reported the bill, “ est  celui-ci : 
Libert6  abedue  des coalitions,  r6pression  rigoureuse de 
!a violence et de la fraude.”’ The act of 1864 did not 
fail of ite purpose throngh b e i  neglected by the work- 
ing clssses, who  seemed to accept the permission to strike 
as a sort of legislative  recommendation. 

‘Chapter xii. of the report of M. Docarre, rlrerdy aited, ~oontains 
the text of the lam of 1810, 1849, and 1864 rekting to coxuMnati011la 
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‘4  There is emrcely a trade in France,” d d  Mr. Ward, 
writing in 1868, “of which, during  the la& three years, 
the members have not combined for  the purpose of in- 
cressing the rate of wages and  diminishing  the  hours of 
labor, and their effort8 to this end  have usually met  with 
SIlCeeBS.” 

In Belgium, strikes are freely  resorted to, especially in 
Brnwlg’ yet  perhaps  nowhere  is  the workman’s indus- ’ 

trial  responsibility  for the abuse of this power  more  direct 
and  certain  than  in  this  kingdom,  owing  to  its  geographi- 
a 1  position and  its peculiar  commercial  relations. 

From  the  Netherlands M. Locock reports: (‘ Such o 
thing a~ a strike  is  here almost  unknown. Once or twice, 
indeed, it has  been  attempted,  but it  met  with  little s p -  
p t h y ,  and was speedily  suppressed.” ’ The reason for  the 
non-appearance of the  strike movement in this  kingdom 
it3 found  in  the  fact  that  the provisions of the  Penal Code 
of 1810 prohibitory of combinations (arts. 415 and 416), 
which we hare seen  were  repealed  in  France by the law of 
25th  May, 1664, are  still in force  here. 

.Throughout  North  Germany  liberty  to combine w a ~  
granted  by  articles  152  and 153 of the Industrid Code 
(Gewerbe-Ordnmg ‘) of June 21st, 1669, and the same 
provisions  have  since been extended  throughout  the 
Empire : a v a t  change,  whether we consider the  extent of 
territory  and of population affected, or the severity of the 
&gim abolished by the Code of 1869.b 

In Austria  strikes  are  prohibited, and rarely occur. 
Ringleaders may, by the Code (art. 481), be  punished 
with  imprisonment,  or  expelled  from  the empire. 

1 Workmen and Wag-, p. 255. 
3 Mr. J. (3. Bennedy’e repor% (Textile Factories, 1878, p. a, 26). 
‘Report on the Condition of the Indnatrial Clm, 1870, p. 26. 

. ‘The full text of this code will be found (in trandation) in the Re- 
port on the Condition of the  Industrial Classes of Praasia, 1870, pp 

* I epeak generally. AB I understand the matter, earnbinstions had 
101-141. 

been legalized in prussia four or fiveyears previody. 



From Norway, H.B.Y. Consul-Qeneral  Crowe reports : 
!‘No instance is on record of any combination having 
occnrred to coerce  masters with the view to obtain  &her 

In  Denmark, Mr. Strwhey  reports  that  strikes seldom 
occur. “ I n  1848  the  printers  struck  and received an ad- 

’ vance in wages ; in  1865  the bricklayers  and  carpenters 
struck  for  ten days ; in 1867 the carpenters  again  struck, 
with the result of an additional  twopence per week for 
their trouble.”’ 

I n  Italy,  the Penal  Code is stringently prohibitive of 
combinations and  strikes,  the penalty  being  three  months’ 
imprisonment  to all participants,  and  six  months’ to ring- 
leaders.’ Strikes,  however,  occur i n  spite of the law. 
Mr. Ward gives a short  list’ of them, 8ome successful, 
some  unsuccessful, some resulting  in compromise. The 
mora  recent  statements of Mr. Herries show  no  tendency 
to an increase in  their  number  or severity. 

I n  Russia,  though there  is  no general  organization of 
the  laboring clames, Mr. Egerton ‘ reports : “ Strikes  are 
by no means unwual.” 

Wages.’’ 

TRADES-UNIONS. 

The expediency of trades-unions  is usually discussed  as 
if connected  with the expediency of strikes BO directly and 
intimately  that a decision  upon one would  be  conclusive 
in respect to the other.  Thus, many persons,  having 
proved to their own satisfaction that  strikes have  had a 
great agency in  advancing wagea, have assumed that  the 
existence of trades-unions is thereby  justified.  Others, 

I Report on the Condition of the Industrial Claeses,  1871, p. 379. 
9 Report on the Condition of the InduutrieJ Clasaee, 1870, p. 607. 

I 

H.B.M. Coneul Colnaghi’s Beport, 18n, p. !284 (artidea 886-1 of the 

Workmen and Wqpq p. 283. 
1878, Textile rrctoriea, p. 11% 

Code). 

’ 18n, pp. %OB-W. 
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having demonstrated, as they think,  the mischievous ten- 
dency of trades-unions,’ have mnied their conclusions out 
against  strikes 88 if there were  a  vital connection be- 
tween  the  two systems. No such  relation in principle 
exists. Strikes are, as has  been mid, of the  nature of in- 
surrection. Trades-unions  are associations for  facilitating 
insurrection, like secret  political clubs, and  the desirability 
of these  may well be  regarded as a different question. 
The  virtue of an  insurrection is that  it comes because i t  
must come-comes because evils have grown intolerable, 
and  to  destroy  is  better  than  to conserve. W e  may rec- 
ognize the oflice of violence in  breaking  up  an  utterly 
outworn  order  and clearing the  ground  for a reorganiza- 
tion of society and  industry,  yet  fail to recognize an 
advantage in  making systematic provision, in advance, for 
the easy resort to violence. Doubtless  we might say, not 
only that, of all successful insurrections,  those  have been 
most beneficent in  their results which hare broken forth 
unprepared,  out of the  indignant sense of wrongs suffered 
and of burdens  borne  past patience, but also that, as a 
rule,  insurrections  are  more  likely  to  be successful when 
in  the main spontaneous. I t  is not meant  that  any popu- 
lar rising was ever unpreceded by more or less of con- 
ference  among  the  natural leaders of the  injured classes. 
But I apprehend  that those  risings which have been most 
elaborately devised, and  in which the machinery of insur- 
rection has been most  extensively employed, are generally 
those  which have most signally and  often ignominiously , 

failed. There is a double reason for this : on the  one 
hand,  there  is a concert in the common sense of injury 
which  gives a wonderful instantaneousness  to the action of 
outraged masaes ; on  the  other hand, there is often a singu- 
lar impotence in  conspiracy. But  this is by  the way. The 

1 “Worse even than plague, pestilence, or famine,  combinations 
among workmen are the greatest social evil which, in a manufacturing 
or mining community, afa~cte  Bociety.”-Sir A. Alison (Hiewry of 
Europe, xx. aoS.) 
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comparieon bee been introduced only to enforce  the 
thought that the proved expediency of strikes would not 
m y  with it the expediency of the permanent o r g a n b  
tion of labor for  the initiation  and  conduct of strikes. 
Being  a  destractive agency,  these  should  never be resorted 
to except in  a  real  and  serious  exigency which  would, 
among my generous  and  manly c l w  under L free govern- 
ment,  furnish an organization  for the occasion more 
vital  and  apt  than  any  derived  from  a  state of industrial 
Pew. 

But this msumes that  the body of the  working classes are 
at  lead tolerably  intelligent,  nnderetanding  their own in- 
terests  and  the conditions of their  industry,  having  among 
them  men of natural  leadership,  capable of uniting  for  a 
common cause, and of remaining firm and  true to each 
other  in  enforcing  their  demands. It assnmea, moreover, 
that  a  considerable  proport,ion,  at lesst, of these classes 
have  gomething in  the way of accumulations  from  past  in- 
dustry,  and, as a consequence of this,  have also a  certain 
degree of credit  with the  trading class. But if, as is the 
melancholy  fact  in  many  countries of Europe,  the body of 
laborers  are  found  in  a  condition,  no  matter how induced, 
of dense  ignorance,  unaccustomed to the  communication 
of thought,  and  to association for political or other  pur- 
poses, with  only  here  and  there R laborer so fortunate or 
so wise as to  have saved  any thing  from  the  avails of past 
labor : then  doubtless  they  must  be  long  drilled  to  subor- 
dination ahd concert of action in associations  permanently 
maintained,  and the  funds  requisite  for  the  initiation  and 
conduct of strikes  must be accumulated in advance  by  the 
painful  exactions of “ the  society ” out of scant  weekly 
earnings. & 

And it will be among  the  infelicities of such  a  situation, 
that  these  organizations  will be dragged into strikee 
founded on demands  which can not be  maintained,  which 
ignorance  or passion on the part of the membe-it may be 
of 8 bare  majority only-or  meddlesomenw  and  amganm 
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on the prt of oEcere and managem, have caused to be 
put f o m d  without  due consideration of the State of the 
market or the equitie6 of distribution : demands which, 
by reason of their offensiveness or  their extravagance, mas- 
ters would not, without  terrible punishment, concede if they 
codd,  and perchance  could not if they would concede 
without  ultimately  checking production and diminishing 
employment. Such demands workmen would be much lesa 
likely  to  make if they had to combine especially for  the pur- 
pose. The reason of the case would have  to be shown very 
clearly to overcome the  doubts of the  wutious  or  the more 
experienced. There would be deliberation, the weighing 
of the cause, and  the  counting of the cost. But where  a 
discipline approaching  military perfection  has  already 
been  established, where  authority has been erected, and 
Inen have come, more or less voluntarily, but most ex- 
plicitly, under obligation to obey the decrees of that au- 
thority, action upon claims of doubtful legality or expedi- 
ency is likely  to be prompt  and peremptory. 

I have  thus  far  spoken of trades-unions as if they were 
maintained  only  for  the  purpose of initiating  and conduct- 
ing strikes, for increase of wages or reduction in the hours 
of labor. Trades-unions do, however, perform ehree  other 
offices : first, as friendly societies ; secondly, as sequester- 
ing trades  and  limiting  their membership ; thirdly, in 
legislating  upon the  methods of industry. 0. 

Of trades-unions  as friendly societies insuring their 
members against the contingencies of sickness, loss of 
tools, involuntary loss of employment, or providing the 
rites of burial  and  a pension to the widow or to dependent 
children,’ it is  not  neeJfnl to  speak here at any length. 

1 The objects of the “Amalgamated b i e t y  of Carpenters,” corn- 
primng 190 branches  and 8261 members,  were thus stated by Mr. 
Applegarth, the Secretary,  before Bir W. Erle’e Cammisaion : “To 
mist, funds fnr the mutual  upp port of its members in m e  of sickness, a o  
cident, superannuation ; for the burial of member8  and their  wives : 
emigration, loee of tools by fire, waste, or theft, and for assistance to 
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A controversial  advantage might be taken, by one inimi- 
cally disposed, of the fact, bronght 80 startlingly  to  light by 
recent actuarial inquiry,  that  nearly all Bhe friendly soci- 
etiesof  Great  Britain  have  been  conducting  their business 
on  an  unsound basis, and  that, in consequence,  they have 
involved  themselves in obligations which their  realized and 
anticipated  funds  will  be  inadequate  to  meet;’  but it 
ought, in fairness, to.be remembered,  in  extenuation,  that 
the  Britiih’,Government waa in 1819 discovered, by  Mr. 

members out of work ; alm, for granting  aesistanw in cams of extreme 
dietress  not  otherwise  provided  for  by the rules.” The proposed  mem- 
ber  “must be in good healt,h,  have worked five years at  the trade,  be 
a good workman, of steady  habits, of good moral  character,  and  not 
more than  forty-three years of age,”  The admission-fee is 2.9. 6d. ; the 
weekly payment le. The  several benefits are  as follows : I‘ Donation 
benefit  for 12 weeks, 10s. per week ; for another 12 weeks, 68. per 
week ; for leaving  engagement  satisfactory  to  branch  and executive 
council, 15.9. ; tool benefit,  to any  amount of loss (or  when a man harr 
been a member  for only six  months, 325); sick  benefit for 26 weeks, 
12s. per week, and  then 6s. per  week so long  as  his  illness  continues ; 
funeral benefit, $12 (or $3 10s. when  a six-months’  member  dies) ; acci- 
dent benefit, 2.100; superannuatton  benefit for life : if a  member 25 
years, 8s. per week ; if a member 18 years, 78.  ; if a member 12 years, 
6.3. “he  emigration benefit is $6, and  there are benevolent  grants, a o  
cording to circumstances,  in cases of distress.” 

The  following is the  exhibit of the  liabilitiesand aasets of the “ Man- 
cheater  Unity,” an association numbering 426,663 members, and hav. 
ing 3488 plaoes of business : 

LIABILITIES. 

Present  value of sick Benefits.. ..................... $8,548 592 .. Funeral Benefits to members.. ....... 1,775 162 
to wives.. ......... 444 086 

‘ 
‘, n (6  

ASSETS, 

Present value of contributions. ...................... €6,473 691 
of additional  remumas., ............... 592 127 

Capital. ........................................... 2,558 738 
I, 

33,494 393 
Deficiency.. ....................................... $1,848 447 
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FinKmn, to have  been for twelve  years  doing quite 
foolish a thing  in  the d e  of its annuities.' The  friendly 
societies  have, SO far as  appears,  shown  every disposition 
to correct an error which it has  taken the actuarim of Eng- 
land  some time to discover. 

Of the advantaga of making  the  trade  the  unit of life 
and  health insurance,  much could be ,said. Only twa 
points  need be mentioned : first, it affords  the very per- 
fection of advertisement  and agency. This is  the weak 
point of life  insurance as it exists  outside of natural associ- 
ations, like  trades  and professions. The  report of the In- 
surance  Commissioners of Massachusetts for 1870 shows 
that, of the companies  doing  business in  that  State, seven- 
teen  per  cent of the gross receipts  went  to  expenses ; and 
of this, ten  and  a half per  cent went  in commissions to 
agents. But  this  is  not all. Even agencies  sustained at 
such an expense  fail  to  give  the system of life  insurance any 
thing  like  the extension  which its economical advantages 
deserve,  while among  the  working classes who especially 
need  insurance,  since  calamities  with thorn cut BO deep 
into the quick  and work  such  lasting injury,  the ordi- 

. nary sort  'of  life insurance  performs scarcely an  appreciable 
office. But a  friendly  society, codned to  a particular 
trade, having a  natural constituency  more  or less bound 
together by personal  acquaintance  and common interests, 
and  actually  managed by its contributors,  furnishes, as has 
been mid, the very  perfection of advertisement  and 
agency.  Secondly, to make the  trade  the  unit of life and 
health  insurance,  aflords the most equitable rule of contri- 
bution. Wide  d8erences exist a8 to  the  healthfulness and 
longevity of  occupation^, as has been  shown by some in- 
stances  previously cited.' In the  friendly society  men 

1 The loss to the government WBB estimated by Mr. F'inhbon at 
895,OOO a  year. 

pp. 36-38. speculators in British  annuities under the bill of 1808 
had a -& for Scotch gardeners,  these  appearing to cm&nt-5 the 
lopgeet.lived CISSS recognized in the statistid tablee. 

- 
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who belong to long-lived and  healthy trades, and whose 
money wagee are  perhaps  considerably  reduced in c o n e  
quence  thereof, are not  obliged to pay for  the sickneea and 
the  premature  mortality of members of other  trades,  who 
are  perhaps p d d  much  higher  rates, in compensation for 
the  dangers  and  hardships of their work. 

But of trades-unions as friendly eocieties it is enough 
here to my that these humane  and useful  provisions a n  be 
better accomplished  by  associations  which  do not assume 
or  attempt  to legislate on the methods of industry, or t o  
dictate  terms  to employers, than  by societies  which are  lis- 
able at  any  time to be  dragged  into protracted and ex- 
hausting  contests,  and  compelled to expend in industrial 
warfare  the  funds  long and  painfully  gathered  against  the 
providential  necessities of labor. The trade-clubs of Den- 
mark and the  Netherlands  and  the  “artels” of Russia are 
examples of friendly  societies  which  avoid this dangerous 
confusion of functions. The distinction  between  trade-so- 
cieties and benefit-societies is also very  strongly  marked  in 
Prussia. I n  1860  the relief-societies amounted  to 3644, 
with  an  aggregate  membership of 427,190 and an  annual 
income of nearly  one  million dollars.’ 

In  France  these  societies  are,  under the decree of 1852, 
classified as (( approved ” or ‘( authorized.” The  total 
number in 1867  was 5829, of which  4127  were  approved 
and  1702  authorized.  Those  which are approved  conform 
t.0 the requirements of the statutes,  and  enjoy  certain  privi- 
leges in consequence. The  funds of the societies at  the 
close of 1867  amounted  to  forty-six  millions of franca, the 
annual  receipts  rising to  fourteen millions.  Members had 
received sick-allowances during  that  year  to  the  extent of ~ 

3,998,216 days. The total  membership of both classes of 
societies  reached 750,590, of whom  120,387  were women.’ 

I n  Denmark, Mr.  Strachey  report6  not  more than one 
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workman in fifteen, or  at  the outside one in ten, 88 s u b  
scribing to sick-clubs.’ In  Italy, Mr. Herries  reports about 
600 friendly societies, with  a rnembersldp not ascertained’ 
In  Russia the only species of friendly societies existing is 
the ‘‘ artel,” a  small club rarely of more than thirty Or 

forty members, more often of but  ten  to twenty.’ 
I t  is in  Great Britain that we find  friendly societies 

most widely spread and  taking deepest root among  the 
working classes. The Commissioners in their Fourth Re- 
port (1874) estimate that in England and Wdes there  are 
32,000 such societies, with  an aggregate of four million 
members and an accumulation of funds  in  hand  in excess 
of fifty-five millions of dollars. They  add an est,imate that 
these societies save to the poor-rates ten million dollars a 
year.‘ 

But, secondly, besides the  o5ces already  indicated, 
trades-unions effect the object, whether desirable or not, 
of sequesterings their respective trades, reducing the ac- 
cessions by apprenticeship to the minimum, and practical- 
ly prohibiting all accessions to  their number, after  the 
first general muster, except through  the door of appren- 
ticeship, thereby  strictly  limiting the number of workmen 
in each occupation and  keeping the price of their services 
artificially high. 

By what means the constant  warfare upon non-society 
men is carried on;  by what  arguments  and appliances 
able  workmen  are convinced that  it would be for  their 
interest to  enter these close labor-corporations ; to  what 
shifts the excluded are  put  for employment in  the  pres 
ence of powerful societies, proscribing them and all who 

* Report on the Condition of the Indnstrial ~ ~ ~ e ~ ,  1870, P. 80% 
* Report for 1871, p. 290. 
’ Mr. Ekerton’s Report of 1873. 
‘ Report, pp. xvi, xvii. 

Thie appeare to be the  aole office of the amiationa of artisans 
(“esnnf ”) in European Turkey.  Mutual 8uCcor ia an object which 
scarcely a p p m  in their  organizationa 
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shall employ them, or on what terms of humiliation they 
are  at  times tolerated, it is not my purpose t o  speak in de- 
tail here. To the objection that, by the organization of 
such close industrial corporatione, the  great body of labor- 
ers are, in a degree, shut  out  from  the benefits of employ- 
ment, while the enhanced prices of labor, thus protected 
from competition,  are in a great measure paid by the un- 
protected wage-laborers, whose condition is rendered  only 
the  more miserable, the advocates of tradesuhions make 
in substance  these answers : 

First,  that  without such restrictions the increase of nn- 
instructed and unprovided labor would cause every trade 
to be overrun in turn,  the wages in  each being slowly but 
surely  brought down, and the whole body of workmen de- 
graded  to the lowest level of mere  animal subsistence ; that 
nearly  all  the trades in  England were in  that condition 
when the unions  undertook the work of restriction ; that 
for those trades which are now happily rescued from  mch 
a condition and lifted to a position of ind.ustria1 independ- 
ence, to remove their barriers out of Rympathy with  the 
general mass of labor and  admit all freely  into competi- 
tion,  would afford but  the briefest  relief,  inasmuch as the 
improvidence of the ignorant, weak, and vicious would 
soon fill the space thus opened  with just as hungry  and 
wretched a crowd tts now surges  outside the barriers, and 
the sole effect would thus be to ruin  the privileged  trades 
without  helping  their less fortunate  brethren, as a  drown- 
ing man catches and drags  down  one who  might swim and 
save himself. 

Secondly, that instead of the associated trades throwing 
themselves thus away in a  delusive  Quixotism, they  do  in 
effect accomplish a  much better  result  for  the less skilled 
laborers by  maintaining a high  standard of work and 
wages, and  by acting, in  their  strong estate, as a bulwark 
against the invasions of ‘‘ capital,” affording example and 
opportunity  to  all inferior bodies of labor  to associate and 
govern themelves by similar methoda 
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Thirdly (what haa been intimated above), that there is 
really no, limit  to  the principle of association among 
wage-laborers, and no reaeon, in  the  nature of the mse, 
why  every branch of indnstry,  even to the day-laboring 
clam, should not be protected by similar organizations and 
regulations. The recent extension of agricultural unions 
among the scattered farm-laborers of England is pointed ’ 
to  with  not a little force as proving the adaptation of 
the system of industrial  federation to  conditions the least 
favorable. When,  then,  it is said all industries  are  thus 
organized and established, none will be at advantage or 
disadvantage relatively to  another, but all will be at an 
advantage  with respect to  the employing class.  Mean- 
while the result of universal federation would not be 
hastened but retarded by our relaxing our restrictions 
and abandoning the good principle. It is wholesome 
rigor which we exercise ; our measures seem  selfish,.and 
indeed they  are taken  with consideration only of our own 
interests, but  the results are  sure to favor the whole 
cause of labor. 

I n  each and all these claims there is enough of truth 
to entitle  them to somewhat more respectful treatment 
than  has been accorded them. The student of history 
recognizes that  the ancient  guilds of which the trades- 
unions are the indirect successors performed a  high  office 
in  their time.’ Selfish as were the aims and proscriptive 
as were the methods of the guild, it had yet  its  part  to 
play in the  strife of the people against king and priest 
and noble ; and it played that part, on the whole, well. 
Selfish and proscriptive as the modern tradeunion has 

I 1‘ Although it ie  undoubtedly  true  that in a normal  condition of 
society  the  system of protection  and monopoly, of  which  the  corpore- 
tiona were the very ideal, in extremely  unfavorable to pductien, in 
the anarchy of the Middle Ages it was of very grm, use in giving the, 
trading ChsE~ a union which protected  them from plunder and en- 
abled them to incline legislation in their favor.”--leoky’e Hietory Of 
Bdtionalism, ii. 240. 



been, it has curbed the  authority .of the employing dm 
which  sought  to  domineer  not in their own proper 
strength,  but  through  a  cruel  advantage  given  them by 
ClssS legidation, by mnitary  maladministration,  and  by 
laws debarring  the people in effect from access to  the 
soil. My difference  with  such  defenders of tradesunions 
( ~ 8  Mr.  Thornton  is  merely as to  the  time when  these 
should  be  put away as  an  outgrown  thing. I h d  no 
ground for expecting  any  benefit  to  the wages class as a 
whole,  from  restricting the access to  professions  and  trades 
in any  country  where  education  is  general,  where  trade is 
free,  where  there is a  popular  tenure of the soil, and 
where full civil rights,  with some measure of political 
franchisee., are accorded  to  workingmen. 

But it is as  associations for legislating  respecting the 
methods  and  courses of industry,  that  trades-unions  acquire 
their  highest  importance. 

Strong as the passion of meddling  is in all  political 
communit.ies, it appears  nowhere so strong as in organizrr- 
tions of workingmen; mischievous as have  been the  re- 
strictions  upon  trade  and  industry,  imposed in the  past 
by governments, i t  would be difficult  to  match  some of the 
latest  trades-union  edicts out of the  statutes of Edward 111. 
and  Richard 11. 

The Reports of the  Biitish Commissioners  (Sir William 
Erle,  chairman) of 1867 show that  there  were  in  force 
among trades-unions  rules  like the  following,  to be enforced, 
wherever the unions should find themselves  strong 
enough, by fines  levied on the masters, or by strikes : 

Prohibiting a man from employing  his own brother or 
son, or even from laboring  with  his  own  hands at his own 
work, unless duly  admitted  to  membemhip of the  proper 
trade society. 

Prdhibiting a workman to work out of hie trade, so that 
a mmon may  not, for the shortest time,  do the least part of 
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the work of a bricklayer, or a bricklayer undertake the 
d e s t  casual patch of plastering or of stone-laying, or 
8 carpenter finish a remnant of bricklayer‘s or  muon’s 
work, and if called in to fit a door or set a post, he may 
not, if he find the space accidentally left too  small, remove 
80 much &B one loose brick, but  must wait for  the appro- 
priate artisan to  be summoned. 

quired, to be his own msistant, for never so small a job or 
short  a time, so that a plasterer, called to  a piece of work 
where an assistant would not be actively employed for one 
eighth of the time, must still come attended by his “ homo,” 
who, if he can not be kept usefdly busy,  will, for the 
good of the craft, remain dignifiedly lazy during the 
whole operation. 

Prohibiting any one to  be known as an exceptionally 
good workman in his trade ; against walking fast to the 
place of work when in  the employer’s time ; against carry- 
ing more than a certain load, as eight brick at a  time in 
Lee&, ten  brick,in London, or twelve brick in Liverpool. 

Prohibiting use to be made or advantage taken of nn- 
tural agents, of improved machinery, or of special local 
facilities. Thus we have regulations against brick being 
wheeled in a barrow instead of being carried in  a hod, for 
no other reason alleged than  that brick can  be wheeled 
more easily than carried ; against brick being made by ma- 
chinery or stone dressed  by machinery, so that inventions 
of vast capability remain almost unused in  England; 
against stone being dressed,  even  by hand, at the quarry 
where it  is soft and can be easily worked. 

’ Prohibiting with more than Chinese intolerance the 
use within small districts, arbitrarily circumscribed, of 
material produced outside, so that brick can not be carried 
into Manchester from brickyards distant only four miles 
without the certainty of a  strike ; prohibiting an employer 
from taking a job outside the place of his own residence, un- 
lese he shall take with  him  at least one half the workmen to 

I 

Prohibiting a workman, where an msistant is usually re- ’ 
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be employed ; prohibiting members to u work for  any gm- 
tlemm, at my lob whatever, who  finds his own materials 
or does not employ a regular mater  in the  trade to find 
the same  and, finally, making war at  every  stage upon 
‘ l  piecework.” 

It is not  to be understood that  any  one Bociety has 
adopted all these rules, or that all societies have  adopted 
any  one of them;  but,  to a very great  extent,  rules  like 
those  recited, and many others quite as minutely restric- 
tive, are enfofced by the whole striking-power of the trade. 

A11 such regulation6 and  restrictions must clearly be 
judged by the principle which has been applied to  State 
legidation on similar subjects. If they can be shown, be- 
yond any reasonable doubt,  to  be  correspondent to  human 
infirmities in such a way that labor, on the whole  and in 
the  long  run, has actually a freer resort  to its best market 
by reuon of them, then they  stand  justified on economical 
grounds. But if they are not  thus required to correct lia- 
bilities which threaten  the mobility of labor, they must be 
pronouacsd &e mischievous as they are irritating  and insult- 
ing,  And  this liability and strong proclivity of associa- 
tions of workingmen  to intermeddle  and  dictate concern- 
ing the methods and courses of industry  must  be accepted 
as a valid, practical argument from human nature against 
trades-uniona, 



i CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

THEOUGHOUT the foregoing discussions I have written un. 
der a  constant sense of my accountability as a teacher of 
political economy. I have adduced  no causes, recognized 
no objects, but such as I deemed to be  strictly economical, 
No ethical or social considerations  have moved me con- 
sciously in  the composition of this work. Causes have, it 
is  true, been here adduced  which are  not commonly recog- 
nized as economical, but  it has  only been where reasons 
could be  shown sufficient, in  my  judgment,  for  attributing 
to  these causes, which are  perhaps  primarily ethical or so- 
cial, a  clear potency  within  the field of industry, affecting 
either  the production or  the  distribution of wealth ; for I 
hold that it can not be questioned that whatever affects 
either of these is, in just so far, an economical cause. 
Thus, sympathy  for labor (pp. 362-3'72), if it  serves in any 
degree  to  make competition  on the side of the  laboring 
class more active and persistent ; if i t  takes any  thing  from 
the activity and persistency with which the employing 
class use the means in  their power  to  beat down wages, or 
lengthen  the hours of work, or introduce young  children 
into  painful  and  protracted labor, becomes, in  just so far 
as it has such an effect, a  strictly economical muse, to be 
recognized,  and, so far as  may be, its force measured, by 
the  writer on the  distribution of wealth. The economist 
recognizes  indolence (pp. 174, 175), the indisposition to 
labor, as an economical cause, holding men back from  the 
acquisition of wealth which they  might obtain but for  the 
force of this principle. Why is not pnblic opinion, re- 
straining men,  as it so largely does, from the acquisition 
of wealth by means  held to be dishonorable or oppressive 
to  the  weaker classes of the community, also and equally 
to be recognized as an economical cause ? 

e 
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I regret that  this treatise  should be BO strongly contro- 
versial in  form ; but  the  fact is, certain doctrines which 1: 
deem to be wholly nnfounded  have become so widely 
spread that  one can make no progress, by BO much as  a 
step,  towards a philosophy of wages without encounter- 
ing them. These  doctrines are : 

1st (pp. 136-140). That there is a wagefund irrespec- 
tive of the numbers and indnstrial  quality of the laboring 
population, constituting  the sole source from which wages 
can at  any  time be drawn. 

2d (pp. 161-165). That competition is so far perfect that 
the laborer, as producer, always realizes the highest wages 
which the employer can  afford to pay, or else, as consum- 
er, is recompensed in  the lower price, of commodities for 
any injury he  may chance to suffer as producer, 

3d (pp. 243-246). That, in  the organizatiotl of modern 
industrial society, the laborer and  the capitalist are toge- 
ther euficient unto production, the actual employer of 
labor  being  regarded  as the capitalist, or else as the mere 
stipendiary  agent and  creature of the capitalist, receiving 
a  remuneration which can properly be treated like  the 
wages of ordinary labor. 

These doctrines I have found  it necessary to contro- 
vert ; and in so doing have  not cared to mince matters  or 
pick phrases. For any excess of controver~ial zeal I shall 
easily be jnstified, if I have  substantiated the positions I 
have taken ; on the  other hand, if I have been unduly 
presumptuous in assailing doctrines sanctioned by such 
high  authority, a little too much harshness in  argument 
will  not  add appreciably to my offence. 

I t  may, perhaps, be well to  guard against misconstruc- 
tion on a  single  point. In getting  rid of the  wagefund, 
we have  not reached the  result  that wages can  be in- 
crossed at any time or to  any amount whatever. W e  
have  merely cast aside a false  measure of wages. Wages 
still have their measure and their limits, and no increase 
rn take place without a strictly economical cause. 
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Wages can not be larger  than  the  product except  force 
of yre-existing  contract. wages must, in  the  long  run, 
be less than  the  product by  enough to give the ~ q i t a l i ~ t  
his  due  returns,  and  the employer  his  living-profits. 

-What  then has been effected by  doing away with  the 
wage-fund? We  have  shown  (Chapter VIII.)  that  the 
remunemtion of hired  labor  finds its measure  not in a 
past  whose  accumulations  have been plundered  by class 
legislation  and  wasted  by  dynastic wars, but  in  the pre- 
sent and the  future, always hrger,  freer, and  more  fortu- 
nate. If capital  furnishes  the measure of wages, then 
that measure is derived  from  the past, such as it has been, 
and  no increase of energy,  intelligence,  and  enterprise 
on  the  part of the  laboring class  can add  to,  as  no  failure 
on  their  part can take  from,  their  present  remuneration, 
which ia determined  wholly by the  ratio  existing between 
capital  and  population. If production  furnishes  the 
measure of wages, as is  here  maintained,  then  the wages 
class are  entitled  to  the  immediate benefit of every  im- 
provement  in science  and  art,  every discovery of re- 
sources in  nature, every  advance in  their own industrial 
character  (Chapter  IX.).  Surely  it  is not a  small  matter 
that  the laborer  shonld  find  the  measure of his wages in 
the present and the  future,  rather than  in the  past! 

I 

But that  portion of this  treatise on which I should  be 
disposed  most  strongly to insist,, as  of extended conse- 
quence  in  the philosophy of wages, is the doctrine that 
$the wage la6orer does not pur~ue his interest, he loses 
hzk interest (Chapter X.) in opposition to  the view so 
generally  maintained  by economists, that if the wage 
laborer  does  not  seek  his  interest,  his  interest  will seek 
him ; that economical  forces  are  continually  operating to 
relieve  and  repair the  injuries of labor ; and, specifically, 
that all  snms  taken in excessive profits, or for  the  excw 
sive  remuneration of capital,  whether  through combina- 
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tiona of employers or capitaliste or through  the dissbili-' 
ties of the  working class, are sure to be restored  to wages. 
To the  contrary, I have  sought to show that,  in  a  state 
of imperfect  competition : 

First, wages may  be  reduced  without  any  enhancewent 
of profits, the difference  being,  not  gain  to the  employer, 
but Ioss to  mankind  through  the  industrial  degradation of 
the  laborer  (Chapter IV.) Secondly, for so much of the 
sums taken  from  the  laboring clam by  reduction of wages 
as the employers  or  capitalists  may  at  the  time  secure in 
excessive  profits  or  excessive  interest, there exists no 
adequate  security,  under the operation of strictly economi- 
cal  forces, that it,  will  be  fully returned  to  the wages 
class in  a  quickened  demand  for  their  labor, inasmuch as 
luxuriousness  and  indolence (pp. 23740, 251) will in- 

s evitably  enter,  among  the  majority of employers,  to  waste 
in  self-indulgence  a  portion of the  profits EO acquired, or 
to  take  something from the activity  and  the  carefulness 
with  which future production  will  be  pursued.  Thirdly, 
in  respect  to such industrial  injuries as have just  been  de- 
scribed,  economical  forces by  themselves  tend @p. 165,166) 
to  perpetuate  and  continually  to  deepen  the  injury,  put- 
ting  the  laborer st a  constantly  increasing  disadvantage 
in the exchange of his  services. 

If these  three  propositions  have  been  substantiated, it 
follows  with  absolute  certainty  that  the  doctrine of the 
schools, that in a  state of imperfect  competition the em- 
ployer  and  the  capitalist  are  the  guardians of the laborer's 
interests  and  the  trustees of his wages, is most  fallacious, 
those  interests  being,  in  truth,  only  secured  when  placed in 
his own keeping  (pp. 241, 242), those wages being only  his 
own when  paid  into  his hands, and  that,  to  enable  him  thus 
to maintain  his  rights  in the distribution of the product of 
industry,  he  must be qualified  by  an  education  which is 
wholly extra-economical, for which the community, 
through  either  its social or  its  political agencies,  must 
make provision. 
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This  brings us face to face with  the doctrine of ,?.u&ae~ 
faire, which taches that the spontaneous action of in- 
dividuals, each seeking  his own interest  on his own in- 
stance,  guided and helped at most by  the purely social 
forces of the community, will achieve the best possible 
industrial  results; and that  the interference of govern- 
lnent, operating by constraint and compulsion, under  the 
sanction of law,  can only be mischievous. Reasons have 
been shown for believing that Laissez faire,  so long and 
loudly proclaimed a  principle of universal application, 
is nothing  but a rule of conduct (pp. 1624)  applicable in 
certain conditions ; a rule very useful, indeed, when duly 
subordinated to  higher considerations, but mischievous 
when allowed to bar the way to clear, practical oppor- 
tunities  for advancing the industrial condition of man- 
kind ; a  rule, in Ehort, which, like fire or water, is a good 
servant  but  a bad master. 

Yet,  in reducing Laissez fa i re  from the rank assigned 
it  in most economical treatises, to  its  true grade of a prac- 
tical  rule, good in certain conditions only, we have not 
reached the result that State  interference is therefore desi- 
rable  at  any  and every point where the spontaneous action 
of individuals  shall be  seen to be  inadequate  to achieve 
the highest good of all classes. We have merely put  the 
objection to  paternal government on grounds which will 
bear examination. State interference, however  well in- 
tended, however clear the occasion, is certain in some 
degree to miss its mark,  and to work more or less of posi- 
tive mischief in  any  attempt to remove the evils incident to 
individual action. Legislation is  always more or less UU- , wise ; administration always falls in some degree short of 
its  intent (pp. 172, 173). Certainly  no one can entertain  a 
stronger sense of the evils of the regulation by law of the 
industrial concerns of the people than the writer of this 
treatise. State interference  with industry  is only justi- 
fied where the  admitted mischiefs of restrktion are heavily 
overborne by an  urgent occasion for preventing the per- 
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msnent degmdstion of the Isboring c k  through  the 
operation of economical forces which the individual  is 
powerlm to resist. 

Admitting,  then,  that it is eminently  desirable to reduce 
the  action of the organized  public  force  to the  minimum 
consistent with  the above  object,  shall  we  not  say that 

1 government  can  not  relieve  itself  from the necessity of 
’ frequent  and  minute  interferences  with  industry  in  any 

other way to so great an extent s by, lst,  insisting on the 
thorough  primary  education of the whole  yopulation ; 2d, 
providing  a  strict  system of sanitary  administration ; 3d, 
mur ing  by special  precautions  the  integrity of banks of 
savings for  the encouragement of the instincts of frugality, 
sobriety,  and  industry 1 

Each of these  things  is  contrary  to the doctrine of La6.w 
f a b e ;  yet I, for one, can not find room to  doubt  that, on 
purely economical  grounds, the action of the  State  herein 
is not only justifiable  but  a  matter of elementary duty, 
A little  interference  with  the  freedom of individual  action 
here  will  save  the  necessity of a  great  deal of interference 
elsewhere. If the  State will see to it that  the whole  body 
of the people can read  and  write  and  cipher;  that  the 
common air  and common water,  which no individual  vigi- 
lance clln protect,  yet on which  depends, in  a  degree  which 
few  even of intelligent  persons  comprehend,  the  public 
health  and  the  laboring-power of a  population,  are  kept 
pure ; and  that  the first  feeble  efforts of the poor  at  better- 
ing their  condition  and  saving “for  a rainy  day”  are 
guarded  against official frauds  and  speculative risks, it 
may  take  its  hands off at  a  hundred  other  points,  and 
trust  its  citizens,  in  the  main,  to  do  and w e  for them- 
selves. These  thin@  therefore  are  demanded  by  the  true 

But,  even m, I find to my own  mtisfaction  at  least a 
present necessity for legislation  and  administration  in  the 
interest of h d t h ,  in t,he C B B ~  of a11 industries where lkrge 
numbers of laborers of differing e x e s ,  ages, and degrees 

ecMzopny of bstm!t? &im. 



are aggregated, especially  where other  than manual  power 
& employed. Factory acts prohibitiug  labor  for dl 
classes  beyond the  term  which phyeiological science ac- 
cepts as  consistent  with  soundness and vigor;  restricting 
within  limits  carefully  adapted  to  the  average  capability of 
effort  and  endurance  the  employment of children  and of 
women dm, so long  at  least  as women are  denied suf€rage 
on the  ground  either of mental  inferiority or sexual  un- 
fitness  for  contact  with  what  is  rough  and vile ; and pro- 
viding  a  full  and  frequent  sanitary  inspection of air  and 
water,  from  garret  to  cellar, in all  buildings  thus occupied: 
acta like  these  seem,  at  least  in  the  present,  to  be j u s a e d  
and  demanded,  not more by social and  moral than by 
economical  considerations  (pp. 357-9). For  it must  ever 
be borne  in  mind,  in such discussions, that  those  things  are 
economically  justifled  which can reasonably be shown to 
contribute, on the whole and  in  the  long  run,  to  a  larger 
production, or, production  remaining  the same, to a more 
equable  distribution of wealth. 
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